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INTRODUCTION

Under a contract with the National Institute of Education, SWRL

Educational Research'ind Development has been investigating the use of

0

microcomputers in composition instruction. This report presents general

specifications for computer-based composition instruction.

During this work, a number of tasks have been undertaken to further

staff's undirstanding of the role of computers in instruction and in

composition instruction in particular Computer instruction in nearby

school districts was surveyed (see Appendix A). Professional meetings

were attended to hear reports of current research into educatioaal

computing (see Appendix B). Books, articles, and reports of computer-

based instruction were read (see Appendix C for a review of one such book).

Some currently available computer courseware for education was reviewed

(see examples in Appendix D). A two-day conference was held to bring

.together people currently using computers 1n compos.ttton Instruction

(reported in Joseph Lawlor, Ed., Com utersAn composition instruction,

SWRL, 1982)0 In additiOn,computer hardware and software configurations

were Analyzed, for their appropriateness for computer-based composition

instruction and forresearch (see Appendix E). Al! of this work has

furthered SWRL's knowledge about computer instruction,

.Actual work in computer-based composition instruction has moved in

two compleMantarrdirectloni. The first direction of inquiry.hai empha-

slzed-the composing process and sophisticated coMputer'student-text.

interactiOns. (See Appendix G for a discussion of the role of cOthpUters in

teaching the composing process..) .Thia,work has focused on four instructional

sentence combining, editing, generating ideas,. and producing text.
, ,



The work on sentence combining has been carried further than_work in the

other areas and is documented in a ieparate report. ,Work on the other

three areas constitutes Part I Of the.present report.

White this inquiry has focused on htgher-level processes of

composing,-work has also been'undertaken on more mechanjcal aspects of

composition instruction.. Computers offer great possibilities for instruc-
i

tion in complex processes, but they are also of considerable value for
I

instruction in more mundane, more mechanical aspects of composition.

Although some theoretists have decried drill-and-practice instruction

on the computer, such instruction has many values:

1. It permits More individualization of instruction.

2. It can relate diagnosis and instruction.

3. 'It provldei students with immediate feedback.

4. It can be more interesting to students than comparable workbook

instruction and practice.

It frees teachers so that they may devote their time to Working.
.

4.
with students in the actual composing proceiS.

ConseqUently, the/ specificationsfound in Part .11 foOus on the use of .

.

I

computers for drtil-and-Practjce with basit mechanical. skills. Thit

computer-based instruction is treated as supplementary to aJull program

.of composition Instruction.-

. 1.-

Ann Humes had primary responsibility for this project and did the-1
.

major work. bruca.CrOnnall-also worked on Parts of the.project Ordi.d

Joseph Lawlorlandarry Gentry. .-(CronnellwaS'primarity-responsible for... .
.

-putting tOgeiner 'this report.) Jerry-Batley. did the.computer programming..

reported'in.Part- II.
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would have many components, not all of which would utilize computers --

PART I

V

SPEC1FYING,COMPUTER-RASED INSTRUCTION
IN THE COMPOSING PROCESS-7'

Introduction

A complete curriculum of instruction in the composicig process

ncause much of learning how-to. write.depends on teacher-student and

--stUdent,student,interactions. (For desCription of a complete composition

curriculum, see Ann Humes, TN 2-80/21, 'Specifications for. composition

Insiruction.) This part of the report outlines severaltomporients of

computer-based instruction in the composing process.,

A. User Manual: Composition Instruction on aTMicrocomputer

This:User Manual describes a basic program in.comter-based

instruction in the composing process,. Three of the components

are discussed further in thef011owing three sections; the

fourth componentsentince combining- -is treated in grealer

detail in a separate report.

Computer-Based Prectice.in Editing

Editing--the correcting of mechanical errors in writing--is an

important aspect of composing a final written product. Editing

is of'Particular interest in computer-based composition instruc-

tion because editing and revising are much easier with word

processors- than with paper and pencil; consequently students

may be more willing to edit and revise. This section consists

of a general description of how computer -based practice in



editing might operate, followed by sample specifications for

actual computer programming.
1

C. Computer Instruction on Generating Ideas for Writing Description

Students ifrequently have difficulty generatingideas to use

in writing. This section outlines computer-based instruction

that teaches heuristics for generating ideas for one kind of

writing--description. The general specifications are followed

by detailed specifications for programming, as well as sample

screen displays that illustrate how the programmed instruction

might appear on a computer terminal.

D. Computer Instruction for Generating and Revising/Editing

Narrative Text

A goal of computer-based composition instruction is to have

students actually compose on a computer that has

word-processing capabilities., This section suggests how such

interactive computer-based composing might operate for the-

writing of narratives. The specilfications outlined here cover

not only the drafting of a text, but also the editing and

revising. of that text. These specifications are followed by

I

a sample of how such specifications might be programmed with

specific content.



User Manual
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USER MANUAL

COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION ON A MICROCOMPUTER

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RATIONALE

Scholarly concern with composition has traditionally focused on

analysis and 4riticism of the resulting document rather than on the

means of producing that document. However, authorities have become

increasingly concerned with instruction that stresses the process

rather than the product of writing (Humes, 100b). Correspondingly,

,

SWRL composition instruction, designed for use on a microcomputer,

focuses on the composing process and is based on an instructional

model of that process (Humes, I980a).

The microcomputer is one of the newest and most versatile media for

human communication. Historically, computer-assisted instruction has

been used to teach math, reading, and component skills of writing, such

as spelling . and punctuation. Hardware and software limitations

precluded the design of computer instruction that required actual

composing activities. Only relatively recent developments, such as

the word processor, have enabled designers and developers of instruction
0.

to pradUce courseware thitlnvolves-the student In.attual text

production and manipulation.

,
In the instructional application described here, the microcoMputer

fUnctiont.as bOth.reclOent and "speaker" of:the communication. As a

i-teipient, the Computer processes the written input and reqU!Tes that

certain conventions be followed for the communication to'be-received

and. deciphered accurately. For writing instruction, this_rigidity can



teach students that certain
rules, such as the use of periods to end

sentences, are necessities that often determine whether a communication

is received at all or, if it is received, whether the message is

understood accurately.

The' microcomputer.also
functions as a speaker because it interacts

with the student by presenting
instruction and examples, providing

interesting practice, pointing out'errors, and requesting clarification

of ambiguities.
This interactive

feedback makes the computer an-

ideal audience for the student writer. For example, microcomputer-

presented exercises
guide and are guided by the student's responses.

Therefore, the student can work in privacy, proceeding
at his or her

own rate. This privacy can make instructional tasks less threatening.

Microcomputer instruction offers other benefits to students as

well. Forjeximple, it permits.truly individualized-composition

instruction becauSe
students proceed at their own pace and are given

aalittle or as.mUch instruction as they need,.as
indicated by their

computer - analyzed performance.,

Immediate feedback is another mitrotOmpUter
Capability that is

I

beneficial to students.: A time delay is commonly.'netessary-for

teacher...respohseto a student's writing. NoweVerf, the computer is

cepabliCif arfinstantaneout
response, thus providing the student with

immediate reinforceMent
or assistance. .

MicrocompUter
instruction is also highly.motivating

to students

because of.lts game -like nature. Additionally
Motivating are the lively

graphics: '.They not .only add
interest, but .they alio facilitate pre-

,.
.

'entitle:in:of instruction
that 'is less abstract.. or example, in the



sentence - combining' module students do not merely see a set of simple

sentences and the resultingcombined sentence frozen on the page along

with an abstract explanation ,of the process; rather, instruction on

the computer moves,the words and cues around so that students actually

see how to combine sentences--the graphics'-reinforce the instructional

concepts.

Flexibility is another asset 'of microcomputers, with word - processing

capabilities. Part of the problem for t!! student writer is the fixed,

immutable quality of.thelsymbols on the page: The,process of changing,

.making insertionsand rearranging the text is so laborious that the

writer frequently gives up long before\heishe is Satisfied. However,

wordprocessing features, enable the writer to make changes with ease.

The writer can add, deltte, or change single characters, words, phrases,
,

sentencet, and paragraphs in order to improve the final product.

PREREQUISITES

Student Prerequisites

StudInts must be in grades 6-12 and have previous experience with

the microcomputer that(will be used in the school -They'must also have.

previous experience with typing becaUse:SW4 materials do not provide

instruction on this'skiti.

Students'must be free to work with on-line instruction for

20 minutes per day, the approximate amount of.time fora which the

microcomputer lissonsiare detigned. Individual may complete

' lessons in less time; however,. if the student finishes lesson within

10 minutes-or less after logging on the microcomputer, the next lesson.

sequence is presented.



Hardware Prerequisites,

ih'Order to implemen the instructional materials, a school will

need the following equipment, as described in detail by RUssell (1980):

Apple AI microcomputer (keyboard, CPU, power supply,
and CRT)_,

Atleast one 5 1/2-inch floppy disk drive.

An interval/frequency timer (e.g., CCS clock card for Apple 11).

A printer (optional).

I ,

CONTENT OF INSTRUCTION

The content of composition instruction on the microcomputer

consists of sentence- combining techniques reyision'processet and

strategies, and:actuar text production.

SentenceCombinint

Sentence- combining instruction and practice enhance students'
4.0

syntactic fluency-.(LaWlOt; 1980; Humes, 1980c). Therefore, sentence-

combining
-

techniques should-be part of any program that teaches the

composing process; Furthermore, research indicates that this instruc7

tion can be approOriately implemented at this level (Lawlor, 1980;

HUmes; 1980a). Comprehensive content.for sentence-coMbihing
1

instruction is deseribed in Lawloi. (1981).

Revision

Changing the content or -arrangement of composing occurs when the
. . .

writer reviewa:the text and sees mismatches between his/her intended



solution of the composing problem and the actual resolution

incorporated in the text. Therefore, writers,need to learn that

revision is a normal and expected part of writing. Despite this need,

the process of revision is targely neglected in current compoiition

instructiOn. HoweVer,the computer can make text revision relatively

painless and even`' 'enjoyable. Consequently the student will learn that

the writing processitakes place over time, resulting in a written
.

.
,

duct fhit i4gradua! lly shaped into 0-form acceptable to both writer and
- ,

audience (see Gentry, 1980). The knowledge, skills, and techniques for

changing, or,revising, text are discussed by Gentry 11980 end

described, by Humes (19800.

Text Production

'Text production includes generating, arranging, and translating

. content. Generating entails gathering information to write, whether

that information is material from external sources of content discovered

within the writer's mind. When data are not gathered froM external
.

.

sources,ithe writer must search his/her own mind for Information.. This

search may involve the use of heurIstieprobesfor generating content;

these probes generally are forMalizid sets of self questions.te

writer f(fDr, In this case, the miCrocomputer) uses to draw on content

stored In memory,

1

Arranging, is the process of ordering content; it contributes

'form to a fInel product. Arranging may involve 'deletIon" of content

When more content _is generated-061.1.14 needed.. Students learn both
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process of arranging and specific paradigms thaf',canJaclftate

ordering content.for different discourse modes and product forms.-

Translating is the process of transforming content from one form of

symbolization (thought) into another form of symbolization (graphic

"representation). - Translating while functioning simultaneously In other

elements of the process makes huge-demands to the writer's cognitive

proiessesiMumes,j980a). This mental load becomes less difficult as

an increasing number of translating skills become automatic rather than

consciously driven. This move to "automation"-is expedited by instruction

and practice. Translating skills can be categorized as skills of language,

coherence, and form.

Appropriate content for composition instruction on text production

ii described by Mole; (1980c).

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSEWARE

The instructional courseware is designed to be used by students in

grades 6-12 and is to be completed on a microcomputer. These materials

do not consist of the typical workbook-lice multiple-choice and fill-in

materials -characteristic of currently available computerized instruction.

Rather, these interactive materials are designed to Involve students

directly in productive tasks. For example, in the lessons on sentence

combining, students actually construct combined sentences rather than

select the appropriately combined answer choice.
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COMPUTER-BASED PRACTICE IN EDITING

Bruce Cronnell.

One goal of computer-based instruction in writing is to help studen s

edit their compositions, particularly those compositions written on.a

word proCessor.- This paper outlines possible procedures for teaching

students to edit for7methahics errors in their writing. The procedUreslalso

provide students with a review of mechanics--and could even be utilized

for practice when students are receiving initial instruction on mechanics.

A complete editing program would contain the full set of mechanics

rules -- capitalization, punctuation, spelling, usage--appropriate for :the

grade level of the intended users.* The specific rules that, student

would practice could :.be decided in three ways:

1. student choice: the student would choose from a menu those

rules (or that rule) she/he wished to practice.

2. teacher choice: the teacher would choose those rules (that

rule) a student or a group of students would practice. ./Teacher

choice could be implemented in. two ways. First, the.tetacher

could tell students to select specific rules from a Menu.

/Secondly, the teacher could enter students' names the

rules to be practiced and the computer-would automatically

place students on the assigned rules.

. For convenience, this paper is illustrated with examAles of
low-level capitalization instruction.



.3. by pretest: the..computer would assign students to the appropriate

rulesion the basis of pretest scores. The pretest would be of
1

the form described in the "Correction" section (below) and

would begin with the simplest rules, movingto more difficult rules

as students displayed proficiency on the easier ones. The

comiputer would automatically assign practice on those rules for
1

which students performed below criterion.

Although these three procedures could permit practice with only one

rule, practice would be more effective if 2-4 rules were covered at the

same time. With several rules, students cannot simply look for a .specific

structure, but rather must dj'scriminatt among various'st-Tuctures.
. For

the pretest option, the computer would continue testing until 2-4 rules

were found for which students performed below criterion. For the student-

choice and teacher-choice options, the number of rules to be practiced

could be controlled in two ways:

1. The program could "insist" that the student or teacher choose

2-4 rules.

2. The program could permit the student or teacher to choose only

one rule, but if only one rule were chosen the computer would

automatically assign 1-3 additional rules for practice (rules

that were at a similar difficulty, level to the one chosen).

After content for practice is chosen/assigned, the student is

given the option of reviewing the rules to be practiced. Following this

optional rule review, students receive three kinds of practice: choice,

correction, dictation.

23
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Choice

The "Choice" section provides basic practice in discriminating the

correct application of the rultes under study. Two sentences are presented,

one with correct rule application, one without correct rule application;

_ .g.:

Which sentence is'/ Correctly capitalized?

Where, is/my friend's car?

I .

b. where is my friend4s car?

I
The student types the, letter of the correct sentence.

If the student types/the correct letter, another item is. presented.

If. the student types the wrong letter, the .computer presents the rule

that should have applied/ (for the above example, The first word in a

'aentence:it always. capitaliied"). Then the incorrect sentence is dls-

_played, with the error graphically highlighted (for the above example,

he): Then the error is corrected by the computer (e.g., "w" changes to

and a comment is displayed (e.g., "Since 'Where is the first word in
- /

the' sentence, it must be Capitalized"). Then another item is presented.

New items are presented until the student has responded,. for each
/ - ,

rule, with either three correct answers or three incorrect answers.
. / .

(Once the student has responded either correctly to three items for a
/

rule or incorrectly to three. items for a rule, no additional items for

that rule are presented.) When the student has responded correctly to

/

three items for each of the rules being studied, she/he moves to the

"Correction" section. If the student has responded incorrectly to 'three



items for one or more rules, additional' practice is provided for each _

rule with three incorrect items.

After another example of the rule is presented, additional practice

consists of more sentence pairs to choose between. If the student now

reaches criterion on all rules receiving additional practice, she/he

moves to the "Correction" section. If the student still Aoes not meet

the criterion of three correct responses to the rule before three incor-

rect responses, instruction is terminated; the student\needs help from

the teacher.

Correction

The "Correction" section beginS with instruction on editingwhy we

edit,lbecausewe make mistakes when writing) and how we edit (with speCific

text-editor procedures on the computer).

Then a sentence containing an example of a rule'under study

presented. The student: is asked whether the sentence is correct, and

types "yes" or "no. ". If the sentencels-dorrect and the student types

"yes," 'another item is presented: If the sentence is correct and the

student types "no," the computer tells.the student that the sentence i5-

correct and displays the rule being applied in the sentence;:then another

item is presented.

If, the sentence is incorrect and the student types-"yes;" the computer

AemonstrateSllow the sentence should be written and displays the rule;

then another item is Presented.. If;the sentence is incorrect and the

dA



student types "no," the student is asked to correct the sentence. If

appropriately corrected, another item is presented. If not appropriately

corrected, the correction is demonttrafed by the computer and the

appropriate, rule displayed.; then another item is presented.

Student performance is tallied for "Success" or "Failure" on each

rule.:

Success: Three "yes" responses to correct sentences and three

responses to incorrect sentences -.followed by three

corrections of these sentences. (Once a student has had

"Success" with either correct sentences or. Incorrect

sentences [including appropriate corrections] for a rUli,

no more items ofthat type [i..e.4 correct/incorrect] are

presented for that rule.)

Failure: Three inappropriate respOnses to items (either

for correct sentences or "yes' for incorrect sentences)

or three inappropriate corrections of incorrect sentences.

When,a. student has "Succeis" on all the rules being studied, she/he

moves to the "Dictation" section. If the student has "Failure" on.

one or more rules, additional praCtice is provided for each rule with ,

"Failure."

(After another example of the rule is presented 'additional practice

consists of more sentences to.process as described above'(i.e., to

determine Whether the sentences are correct, andi.if.incorrett4 to

correct them). When the studenthat."Success" on all the rules.. eceiving

additional practice the/he .moves to the "Dictation" seCtion.. If the

.student again has "Failure," instruction is terminated; the stUdent needs

help from the teacher.



Dictation

For.the "Dictation" section'oPthe program, the computer presents

sentences orally, and the student types in thessentence.* If the sentence

is typed correctly, another item is presented. If the sentence is not

typed correctly, the computer checks for errors and prompts the student

to correct the sentence: The specific checking routine would depend

on the type of rule being practiced; an example of a checking routine

for capitalization is as follows:

1. Check for the expected capital letter and prompt student

to add a capital letter. (This checking continues for all

capital letters needed in the sentence.)

2. Check for a period at the end of the sentence and prompt

student to add, a period.

Check for the correct number of words, prompt student to

add or delete words, and repeat sentence orally.

Chick for individual word matches (misspellings), prompt

student to correct word, and repeat sentence orally.

,If,after such a checking routine, the sentence is still not correct,

the CompUter displays the:correct:sentence:and .theh.presents another item.

Additional items are presented untilltpe-student has responded; for each

_,.._

*Oral preOntation of sentences by computer presents minor problems.
illhilet#0e,recordersprOvide-goOd aural, qUality, they do not allow easy.

random etciss,.:OuVthe current aural qUality of synthesizers apparently

TandOMYacceislo' the sentences used. Voice synthesizers permit such

.:0840 *ornething:Icibe desired; .howeve,. thequali.ty of voicesYnthesizers
Y..is liripro4fng.-1

,.. .:,

-... r.

I



rule, with either three sentences with correct rule use or three sentences

with incorrect rule use. (Once the student has responded with either

three correct or three incorrect rule uses, no additional items for that

rule are presented. Note: Although non-rule errors are processed, they

are not counted as part of this correctness criterion.) When a student

has correctly completed three sentences for .11 of the rules being studied,

Instruction for thoie rules is ended. (And the student studies more

rules in the program as needed.). If a student does not correctly complete

three sentences for one or more rules, additional practice is provided

for such rules.

After another example of the rule is presented, additional practice

. -

consists of more dictated sentences. When the student reaches criterion

on all Of the rules receiving additional practice, instruction is ended

for the current set of rules (and the student,studies more rules as

needed). If the student does not meet criterion during additional

practice, instruction is terminated; the student needs help from the

teacher.

CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined how instruction in editing might proceed,
. . . ,

using a computer to interact witA,students. Although specific content

has not beep provided, specifying mechanict content is a relatively

straightforWard-fif. iime-consuming--task. In addition, computer pro-

gramming while also time - consuming, is relatively straightforward,.

:making use of the same or. aimilar routines for a variety of content.



Given sufficient user interest and sufficient resources, such computer-

based instruction in editing could be a realrty.



SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPUTER-BASED PRACTICE IN EDITING

Bruce Cronnell

0 "the following pages are sample specifications for comOuter-.based

practice -in editing. These Specifications elaborate on the general

specifications deScribed in WP 2-82/04. In order to illustrate more

clearly what such computer-based piactice might look like, examples are

provided using three (low-level) capitalization rules. (Thus this sample

is probably most appropriate for students at the middle- and upper-elementary

levels.) In a complete program, content would include more capitalization

rules, plus rules for punctuation, spelling, and usage.

These sample specifications do not include the pretest component

that is used io determine which rules a student needs to study. Conse-

quently, the sample is designed to operate as if the student were studying

cmly the three rules used for illustration.

Note: The items for this instruction were written by Larry Gentry.
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"TITLE"

1.

2.

e

1

.EDITING - CAPITALIZATION

SWRL

PRESENTS

capitalization

Display for seconds.*

Graphic: Letters in scapitaliiation"
change, one by one, to
capital' letters.

Display for one second .after end of
animation.

If responses are found on student disk:

Go to "REVIEW."

If responses are not found on student disk:

. Go to'"INTRODUCTION."

*Times are approximate: They can be changed for ease of
programming.



2,

CC
4.1

2

"INTRODUCTION"

Please type your first and last
names. Be sure you type correctly.
Then push the RETURN'key:

Hi, <first name>. Whenever you
see <first name? on the screen,
you need to type an answer.

After you answer, always-push the
RETURN key.

Let's practice. What grade are
you in?

<first name?

Good, <first name>. Before we
begin, you need to know how to
escape.

If you want to stop.at any time
during the'lesson,;just type BYE
when you see a qUistion mark.

Push RETURN.

Names are filed so computer.. can
call up student's subsequent
instruction by name.

<first name>: first name filed
in frame 1.

The grade number is filed.

440TE: The word ".SCROLL" at the side of the frame indicates that the
text is ta scroll on the screen, with pauses between
paragraphs.

32
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"INTRODUCTION" (continued)

We are going to begin some lessons
on CAPITALIZATION.

Do you want to review some rules
for using capital letters?

Type yes or no.-

<firstname>?

YES: Go to "RULES."

NOi. Go to "CHOICE."

AM&

Comment: Student could type only
"Y" or "N," but this
would make the directions
more complex. Computer
needs to check only
for "Y" ("y") or "N" ("n"



"REV IEW"

[--

Please =type your first and last'
name's./ Then push the RETURN key.

If no match with names on file:

a. I do not know <first &_Zast name>.
Please type the name you used last
time.

If still no match:

1......

b. I still do not find the name
<first & Zast name>. Please get
your teacher to help me.

Hello, <first name>.

Remember:

When'y6u see <first name?
on the screen,.you need to
type an answer.

Afteryou type your answer,
always/'push RETURN.

If you want to stop before
the lesson is over, just type
BYE when'you see a question
inark

Now push/RETURN.

34

The compute' stops', leaving the
display on the screen. Teacher

. types in the correctname or
terminates-by eemoVing the disc.

.

,
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"REVIEW" (continued)

_ -
We dare going.todo some more work
on-CAPITALIZATION.

\

DO you want to review some rules
for using-capital letters?

Type yes or no.

<first name>?

YES: Go to "RULES."

NO: Go to where student left off
in last session.

I

3;
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"RULES"

Mere are some rules for using
CAPITAL LETTERS:

'1. The first word to a sentence
is always'capitilized.

My friends are all here.

2, The word "I" is always',
capitalized.

where I live.'

Names of people are capitalized,

That nurse is Pat Brown.

Puish RETURN.

When

When

"RULES" follows

Go to "CHOICE."
I

"RULES" follows "REVIEW":

Go to where student left off. in
last session.

./

t

"INTRODUCTION "1

Underlined letters are
graphically. highlighted.

(Underlining does not
necessarily appear on
screen.)
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"CHOICE'.!

O
4.)

Which sentence is'correctly
capitalized?

<item>

Type a or b.

<firat name>7

2. - Correct answer:

Right! Let's try another one.

Item is displayed; see ITEMS FOR
"CHOICE."

".

Display for 5 seconds.

Go to frame 1 (but see constraints on next page).

3. Wrong answer:

me

vs

Let's review, this rule,
<first name>.

<rule>

Look at this sentencel

<sentence>.

<aomment>

Now let's try again.

Push'RETURN.

Appropriate rule is displayed; see
ITEMS FOR "CHOICE."

Incorrect sentence from frame 1
displayed. Incorrect lower-case
letter is highlighted and changes to
capital.

Appropriate comment is displayed;
see ITEMS FOR "CHOICE."

Go to frame 1 (but see constraints on next page).

Q*5



"CHOICE" (continued)

Student cycles back to.frame 1 until:

*,/ / 1. First time (items 1-5):

Student has responded, for each rule, with either three
correct answers or three incorrect answers. (Once the student
has responded, either correctly to three items for a rule or

/
incorrectly to three items for a. rule, no additional items
for that rule-are presented.)

a. Student has responded correctly to three items for
each of the three, rules:

Go.to "EDITING.!'

b. Student has responded incorrectly to three items for one
or more rules:

Go to "RULES-SINGLE" for each rule with three incorrect
items.

2. Second time(items 6-10):

a. StUdent.has responded correctly to three items:

Go to "RULES-SINGLE" for remaining rule(s) missed.the'
first time on "CHOICE."

If this is the last (or only) rule missed"the. first
time On-"CHOICE," go to

b. Student has responded incorrectly to three items,:

Go to "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame 7.



ITEMS FOR "CHOICE"

Items are in three categories (A, B, C), based on'the,rules.that they:
provide practice on. The first time that the student cycles through
'CHOICE," categories are presented randomly* in framed ; only items .

1-5 within each category are presented in the order given.

The second time that the student cycles through "CHOICE" The.., after
going through "RULES - SINGLE "), only the appropriate category for the
rule ispresented, using items 6 -10 in the'order given.

Correct answers are asterisked. (Asterisk not to be displayed.)

Forframe 3 of "CHOICE," the.erute> is that given, at thelpeginning of
each category. The <eentence> is the incorrect (unasteOsked) answer.
The underlined letter is graphically highlighted and changes,to.a.
capital. The <cotinent> is that given rit'the end of the category
listing.

A. <rule> The first word in a sentence is alWays capitalized.

1. *a. This is my friend's car.
b.- this is my friend's car.

a. your car is dirty.
*b. Your car is dirty.

a. where is the fire truck going?
*b. ghere is the fire truck going?

a. it isn't safe to drive fast.
*b. T1 isn't safe to drive fast.

5.' a. Many people drive to work.
b. many people drive to work.

1

*a. "People live in many kinds of houses.
b. people live in many kinds of houses.

. a. some houses are made of stone.
*b. Some houses are made of stone.

8. *a.- Other houses are made of brick.'
b. other houses are made of brick'.

a. houses are also made of wood.
*b. Trousesqlre_also_made_of_wood.

a. What kind of house do-you live in?
b. what kind of hOuse do you live in?

*The same random presentation may be:given' to each student.
However- items:arehot/.,randOmizedheTe beceuse,the categories would
bejharder,to;*Ognize:

39
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ITEMS FOR "CHOICE" (continued)

<comment> Since "<word>" is the first word in the sentence, it
muse be capitalized.

[The <word> is the word from the sentence for which, the
first letter is underlined (e.g., "This" in #1); the
underlining, of course, does not appear on the screen,
but a capital letter is used.]

B. <rule> The word "I") is always capitalized.

*a.

b.

SoonI will learn how to drive.
Soon.; will learn how to drive.

2. a. My friend and i rode in the truck.
*b. My friend and I rode in the truck.

*a.. When can I Tide in your car?
b. When can i Tide in your car?'

P4. a. That is where:i saw the truck.-
*b.. That is where Tsaw the truck.

*a. Should I' get a big .car or a small car?
b. Should i get a bi.g car or a Small car?

a. During the week," go to school.
Durthg the Week,Tgoto school.

a. First i get.Out of bed.
*6.::First r.get out of pg0',..

Next I get dressed.
Next i get dressed.

.

Then 'feat my breakfast.
Then i eat my breakfast.

10. a. Afterthat i am ready for school.
*b. After that T am ready for school.

<comment> The word "I" must be capitalized.

eW



ITEMS FOR "CHOICE" (continued).

<rule> 'Names of people are capitalized.

1.. *a. That toy truck belongs to Pat.
b. That-toy truck ba)ongS to Eat.

2. *a.- 1 don't think Henry Appleton can drive.
b. I don't think henry Appleton can drive.

a. The driver is Nancy smith.
*b. The driver is Nancy Smith.

Can.Larry Peters ride with you?
Can Larry Reters ride with you?

a. Does lucy Brown know how to drive?
*b. Does. Lucy Brown know how to drive?

a. Paul always tries to catch marcia.
*b. Paul always tries to catch Marcia.

a. But she runs after ruth Waters.
*b. But she runs after Tuth Waters.

' Sometimes Joe black hides when we play.
Sometimes Joe Ilack hides when we play.

9. *a. We usually can't catch Sandy Arthur.
b. We usually can't catch Sandy arthur.

gl

10.,. *a. ,14)? friend Jim is -often "it."
b. My friend Om 'is often "it."

Since "5word "As a name, At must be capi,taietzed.

AThe .<word> is the word from the sentence for which the
'first letter is underlined above (e.g., "Pat" in #1);
the.Upderlining, of course, does not appear on the
creen, but a capital letter ;S.: used.)

41
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"RULES-SINGLE"

Study this rule for. using
CAPITAL LETTERS:

<ruZe>
<sentence>

Push RETURN.

Return to,previous section
("CHOICE," "CORRECT,"
"DICTATION"), using only items
for appropriate Tule.-

<ruZe> for rule with three incorrect
Items in "CHOICE" or "DICTATION" or
with Failure in "CORRECT":

For A: The first word in a
Sentence is always
capitalized:

For B: The word "I" is always
capitalized.

For C: Names of people are
capitalized.

<sentence> for appropriate <rule>:*

After "CHOICE";

A: Many people live in houses.

B: This is what I do the
morning.

C: My friend Paul Johnson likes
to play tag.

After "CORRECT":

A: We had very little snow last
winter.

B: What should I have for
breakfast?

-
C: Does Ana have new shoes?

After "DICTATION":

A: There are many kinds of fish.

B: There are many books I can read.

C: Can Nancy Jones climb a tree?

*Underlined letter is graphically highlighted
. (Underlining does

not necessarily appear on screen.)



V)

Sometimes when we are writing, we
Make-mistakes.

Sometimes we forget to use a
capital letter where we need one.

Look at this sentence.

Where is alice?

Push RETURN.

This. sentence needs a capital letter.

Where is alice?

The name Alice should begin with fa
capital letter:

Push RETURN.

First we move the cursor to the
letter that needs to be changed.

Where is. al ice?

Push RETURN.

O

Then we type a capital letter.

Where i

Push RETURN.

Al ice?

Now the sentence is correct.

'Where 15 Alice ?'

You can correct sentences the semi
Way.

Push RETURN.

Go to "CORRECT.,.'

,4--77tacrra.rtruction iniframe 3:and'4 depends on nature of actual computer
ficlitinvprocodurd.r(000 On st'Udentexperience 'with:Computer )

13

Sentence remains on screen.

The a in slice is graphically
highlighted.

Cursor moves under a in atice.

The a changes to A and is
graphically highlighted.

,4L
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"CORRECT"

2.

Isthis sentence correctly
capitalized?

<item>

Type yes dr no.

<first name?

1111=

Item is displayed; see ITEMS FOR
"CORRECT."

When sentence,is correctly capitalized (i.e., no asterisk in
ITEMS FOR "CORRECT"):

_YES: Go to frame'2.

NO: Go to frame 3.

When sentence is incorrectly capitalized (i.e., asterisk in ITEMS
FOR "CORRECT"):

(

1

YES; Go to frame15.,

'NO: Go to frame' 4.
? ;11

Right! Let's try another
one.

Display for 5 secongs.

Go to frame 1 (but see constraints on page. 16).

JO
ae
41

Let's look again,
<first name>.

This sentence is correctly
capitalized.

5item>._

<rule>-

Now lei's try again.

Push RETURN.

Same item is displayed; appropriate
letter' is graphically high. ighted.

Appropriate. rule is displayed; see .

-ITEMS FOR "CORRECT." .

:GO to frame 1 ( but see aonsthlintson.Page.16)-



"CORRECT" (continued)

4.

'
0
oc

You're right, <first name>:
This sentence is not
capitalized correctly.

<item>

Please correct the sentence,
and'then push RETURN.

,

Correction OK: Go to frame 2.

15'

,

Same item displayed.

Correction not OK: Go to frame 5.

Let's look again,
<first name>.

The sentence should be capi-
talized this way:

<corrected item>

<rule>

Now let's try again.

Push RETURN.

Correct form of item is displayed;
appropriate letter is graphically
highlighted.

Appropriate rule if displayed; see
ITEMS FOR "CHOICE."

GO to Frame 1 (but see constraints On page 16)',,,

-;*



"CORREC-T-"---(continued)-----

16

. .

Student accuracy in frames Land 4 is tallied lor Success or Failure
--,,on each rule.

Success: . 3 YES responses to correct sentences in frame 1, and
. 3 NO responses to' incorrect sentences in frame I,

followed by 3 OK Corrections in frame 4

Once student has had success with either correct
sentences or with incorrect sentences (including
OK corrections) for a rule, no more items of that
type correct/incorrect) are presented for
that rule.

Failure: 3 wrong responses in frame 1

(i.e., 3 responses that are NO to correct
sentences and/or YES to incorrect sentences) or
3 not-OK corrections in frame 4

Student cycles back to frame 1 until:

1. First time (items 1-10), after student has achieved
eith'er Success or Failure on each of the rules:

a. Student has achieved Success on all three rules:

Go to "DICTATION."

b. Student has achieved Failure one or more rules:

Go to "RULES-SINGLE" for each rule that student,
has failed.

2. Second time (items 11-20)
. .

a. Student has achieved Success on the rule:

Go to "RULES-SINGLE", for remaining rule(s)
the first time on "CORRECT."

If this is the last (or only) failed rule the first
time .on "CORRECT," go to "DICTATION."

b. Student has achieved Failure on the rule:

missed

Go to "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame 7.
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.ITEMS FOR "CORRECT"

Items are in three categories (A, B, C), based on the rules that they
provide practice on. The first time that the student cycles through
"CORRECT," categories are presented randomly* in frame 1; only items
1-10 within each category are presented in the order given.

The second time that the student cycles through "CORRECT" (i.e., after
going through "RULES-SINGLE"), only the appropriate category for the
rule is presented, using items 11-20 in the order given.

Incorrectly capitalized items are asterisked. (Asterisk not to be
displayed.)

For frames 3 and 5, the <rule> is the one given at the beginning of
the cateaory for the item being discussed. For frame 5, the <corrected
item> is the item with the underlined lower-case letter changed to an
upper-case letter. In frames 3 and 5, the underlined letter, which is
always a capital when pointed at, is graphically highlighted.

-*The same /random presentation may be given to each student.
.Nowever,Atemsfare not randomized here because .the categories would
be harder to recognize.
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ITEMS FOR "CORRECT" (continued)

A. <rule> The first word in a sentence is always capitalized.

1. This is my favorite beach.

2. *did you find any shells?

3 Lifeguards must be good swimmers.

4. *where do you work?

5. Some Jobs are a lot of fun.

6. Most people like dogs.

7 *can your dog do any tricks?

8. *her dog likes to chase cats.

9. That dog is'afraid of cats.

10. *what is your dog's name?

. 11. some states had a lot of snow.

12.- Our relatives are sused:t6 cold weather.
13. It often snows in the-mountains,

14. *after it snows, we can go skiing.

15. ,ittri the spring, the snow will melt.

16. The trees will be green again.--

17. *that's, my favorite time of year.

18. Many people prefer warm weather.

19. When it is warm we can go swimming.

20. *swimming is a lot of fun.
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ITEMS FOR-"CORRECT" (continued)

<rule> The word "I" is always capitalized.

1. *My sister and i went to the beach.

2.- Last summer, I learned how to swim.:

3. *Do you think i can swim that far?

4. *After school, i have a job.

5. My boss said that I can work tomorrow.,

6. :My dog wags its tail when I come home.

7. Should I take the dogs for a walk?

8. Tomorrow I will give them a bath.

9. *They were just puppies when I got them.

10. My 'friend and I built a doghouse.'

11. Yesterday I didh't eat lunch.

12. Sometimes I eat in a restaurant.

13. *Tomorrow I will eat in the cafeteria.

14. My father and/ I went to the market.
15. *The banana ripe when i bought it.

16. *Where will i/ find the bread?

17. *Can i invite a friend to dinner?

18. My brother and I baked a cake.

19. The dentist said I can't eat sweets.
/

20. If you br7ing fruit, I will bring salad.



ITEMS FOR "CORRECT" (continued

C.

20

<rule> Names of people are capitalized.

1. Who stepped on mary's sand castle?

2. met John White at the beach.

3. My, friend Sue doesn't like cold water.

le. *I work for iloria Rose. %

5. *The best worker is Jack hill.

6. Does Jeff Green,have any pets?

7. Have you seen Emily's dog?

8. The small dog belongs to Robin hill.

9. *I gave a puppy to ricardo.

O. Does Pat's dog have a name?

11. Youkcan borrow e shirt from Joe.

12.. *ThOie gloves .beiong to Bill' baker.

13. I think Judy's/new dress is pretty.

*Thasa pants are too big foriddie.

15. *Where does donna buy her clothes?

16-. We bought a,belt for Ms. Gray.

17. *Did Isteve Jones Wear a suit?

18.

19.

20.

Where does/Elena Garcia buy her clothes?
/

That'' tie Won't match Dan's shirt.

*In the winter, betsy wears a heavy coat.



"DICTATION"

O
Cg

2.

Now you are going to hear some
sentences. You will hear each
sentence two times.

Listen to.the sentence and
:type it out correctly. Be
sure to use capital letters
correctly.

Push RETURN. .

Type the sentence.

<first izame>?

.Push RETURN when you are
done.

Sentence is correct:

That's right, '<first name>.
Let's try another one.

21

Synthesizer presents sentence
(see ITEMS FOR "DICTATION"),
pauses 15 seconds, and repeats
sentence.

.Display-for 5 seconds.

...Go to frame 2 (but see constraints on next page).

4. Sentende is incorrect:

Go to "ITEM-PROCESSING PROCEDURE."

51



!!D_ICTATION" (continued)

22

'Student cycles back to frame 2 until:

1. First time (item 5):

Student . respu"ded, for c h rule, wit. ither three correctly
capitalized sentences or three incorrectly capitalized sentences.
(Once the student has responded with either three correct
capitalizations or three incorrect capitalizations for a rule,
no addllidnal items for that rule are presented. Note: Although
other errors are processed, they are not counted for purposes of
cycling,student through "DICTATION."

a. Student'has correctly capitalized three sentences for each
of the three rules:

Go to "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame 2.

b. Student has incorrectly capitalized three sentences for one
or more rules:

Go to "RULES-SINGLE" for each rule with three incorrect
capitalizations.

2. Second time (items 6-10):

a. Student-has correctly capitalized three items:

Go to "RULES-SINGLE" for remaining rule(s) missed the first
time on "DICTATION."

if thii is the last.(or only). rule missed the first time on
"DICTATION," go to "TERMINATION ROUTINES,",frame 2.

b. Student has incorrectly capitalized three .items:

Go to "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame 7.
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ITEMS FOR "DICTATION"

Items are in three categories (A, B, O), based on the rules that they
provide practice on. The first time that the student cycles through
"DICTATION," categories are presented 'randomly* in frame 2; only items
1-5 within each category are presented in the order given.

The second time that the student'cycles through "DICTATION" (i.e., after
going through "RULES-SINGLE"), only the appropriate category for the rule
is presehted, using items 6-10 in the order given.

A. (first word of sentence)

1, This is my house.

2. Many people live in a big city.

3. Games are a lot of fun

4.- She is happy now.

5. Apples are good.

o.

6. Some fish live in lakes.

7. Other fiih live in rivers.

8. '-Many fish live ln the ocean.

9. A whale is not a fish.

10. Whales are big animals.

*The same random presentation may be given,t6.each student. However,Items are not randOmized here becaUse the categories would' be hard to recognize.
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ITEMS FOR "DICIATION"'(continued)

B. ("I")

1. Here is where I live.

2. Sometimes I like to play outdoors.

3. My mother and I play games.

4. Last Tight I saw her.

5. This. is why I -like. apples.

6. Sometimes I read funny books.

7. These are bookts that I like.

8. Sometimes I read sad books.

9. Then I cry.

10. You and' I can read the same book.

C. (names).

1.. My friend Ted lives there.

2. We can play wit0ane.

3. That is Sam BroWn.

4. Then Bill ate anapple.

5. They- gave an apple to Mary.

u.

6. Both Jim and at play in trees.

7. Once Bob'Green made'a house:in a tree.

8. Then Pam went up in .the tree.

9. Wecould see Jill' in the tree.

10. Last year Fred fill from a tree.
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ITEM- PROCESSING .PROCEDURES

The following steps are completed in sequence;. if a condition doei not
apply, It skipped. Throughout these proecedures, the student Sentence
(from "DICTATION," frame 2)' remains afthe-top of the'screen; the cursor
is at the beginning of the sentence to permit student changes. If, after
any change, thestudent has, a correct sentence, go to niCTATION," fraMe 3.

1. The capital letter expected for the sentence is not present:*

Am,

You need to add a capital letter.

Please correct. Then push. RETURN.

<first name> ?

For item category C only: A second capital letter expected for--the:
sentence is -:not present:*

b.. You need to add another
capital letter.

Please correct. Then
push RETURN.

<first name?

For. categories B and C: First word in sentence is, not capitalized:

Frame 1 has notbe used:

Display frarle la (above

Frame 1 has been used

I /
Display framedlb (above).

endNo period at enc OT s/ntence:

You forgot tioput a period
at the-endof your:sentence.

:Please add 'a, period.' Then
RETURN.

. I

<first name>1 I
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ITEM- PROCESSING ROUTINES (continued)

4. The number of words is incorrect:.

. a:' The. number of words is less thaff the correct number.

0
CC

0
cc
L.)tn

Have you left out any spaces
or words?

Listen ag4in and fix your
sentence. .Then push RETURN.

<first :name?

Wait 10 seconds; then repeat
sentence (on synthesizer).

. The number of words is'greater than the correct number:

CC

Have you put in any extra
spaces or extra words?

Liiten again and fix your
Sentence, Then.puih RETURN.

<first name?

Wait 10 seconds; then repeat
sentence (on synthesizer).

A wordAn the sentence does not match the stimulus:

The underlined word is not
right.

Listen again and fix your
sentence. Then.push RETURN.

<first name>?

Mjsmatched word is underlined
(Until Student. makes change).

Wart 10 seconds; then repeat
sentence (on .synthesizer).

Repeat this frame for all mismatched words.

. The sentence still is not correct:

Repeat steps 1-5.

Sentence still is not.correct after repeating

411

Thls is what the
sentence should be:

<correct sentence>

Let- s.try anOther one.

o to "DICTATION," frame

steps 17

Display. for 20 seconds.

2-(b t see constraints on page 22).

second pass does notAfterHSsentences for which a
se)?teric.cJ.

GO',00TERMItiATION ROUTINES frame 8..
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TERMINATION ROUTINES

Wheneverstudent is terminated--for day or at end of module--all student
work is filed (see "FILES. AND REPORTS").

1. Student has completed "CHOICE" or "CORRECT" or first time through.
"DICTATION":

Good work,. <first name>. Let's
stop for today. We will do some
more capitalization later.

Goodbye, <first name>.

Display for 10 seconds.

Termination description: "Session ended at conclusion ofiessorh.
section."

2. Student..hassuccessfully.cOmpleted "DICTATION":

DIPLOMA

<first & last name> has completed
the editing lessons for
capitalization.

Congratulations, '<first name>. You
have finished all the lessons.

Graphic: Unscrolled "diploma."

Display for 15 seconds.

Termination description: "Session ended at conclusion. of program.
STUDENT HAS SUCCESSFULY COMPLETED
'CAPITALIZATION.'"

Student types BYE at any time when the computer is waiting
for input:

.Goodbye, <first,name>. WeImill. do some
more capitalization later.

Termination description: "Session ended at student's request."

. Student does not respond.within 15.seconds to'command/question
requiring,a typed Tesponse:



TERMINATION ROUTINES (continued)

a. I am waiting for your answer. Display at bottom of screen.
Sound is made when sentence
is first displayed.

Student still does not respond within 30 more seconds:

b. I'm sorry. Goodbye.

Termination description: "Session ended because student did not respond."

5. Student does not push RETURN within 30 seconds when it must be pushed
to continue:

I'm waiting for yoU to
push RETURN.

Display at bottom of screen.
Sound is made when sentence is
first displayed.

Student still does not respond within 30 more seconds:

Go to next instructional frame (i.e., act as if studeni had pushed
RETURN).

However, if this happens twice_(i.e., if student twice goes through
two 30-second periods without pushing RETURN):

Display frame 4b (above).

Termination description: "Session ended because student.did not
push RETURN in order to continue."

. Student responds to command/question, but does not-push RETURN
within 15 seconds after responte:

Display frame 5 (above).

Student still does not respond within 15 more seconds:

Go to next instructional 'frame (i.e., 'act as it:stUdent had pushed
- ,

RETURN).
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TERMINATION ROUTINES (continued)

However, if this happens twice (i.e., if student twice responds and
twice goes through two 15-second periods without pushing RETURN):

Display frame 4b (above).

Termination description: "Session ended because student did not
push-RETURN-after-making-response."

Student fails the second time on "CHOICE," "CORRECT," OR "DICTATION":

I think ,you need some more
help before we continue.

Goodbye, <first name>.
Display for 10 seconds.

Termination description: "Session ended because student was unsuccessful
the second time on this section. THIS 'STUDENT
PROBABLY NEEDS SPECIAL HELP WITH CAPITALIZATION.

8. Student fails to type correct sentences on "DICTATION" (see step 7
of."ITEM-PROCESSING ROUTINES"):

Display frame 7 (above).

Terthination description: "Session ended because student was unable
to write sentences from dictation."

NOTE: if the student is.terminated by frames 4-8, he/she needs
special help: for frames 4-6, help with using th-e compUter;
for frames 7-8, help; with content. After the teacher has
provided appropriate assistance, the student may go back to
the computer to continue instruction.
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FILES AND REPORTS

The computer keeps track of student responses to individual items and
records student time for each session. When a session ends,. this
information is filed loT use in the reports- illustrated on-the following

apages..



EDITING - CAPITALIZATION: STUDENT REPOil

Nome: <first & last name>
d

Teacher: <teacher name>

CHOICE* (<firstisecond> time)

School: <school name>

Grade: <#>

RULE

First word
in sentence Names

(first /second time not noted if student did not have to go
through a second time;.for second time <If> and % are replaced
by --- if student did not have to cover that-rule]

Number of items attempted <q> <N> </t>

Number of successful items <N> 14 <N> 4A <N> 44

*Repeated for CORRECT and.DICTATION..

Similar.reportt can be made for class, grade, school, etc; Such reports
are rather straightforward versions of this report.
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EDITING CAPITALIZATION: DAILY CLASS REPORT

Teacher: <teacher name> Grade: < #> School,: <school name> Date: <dati

Student: <first 4 last name>

Session: <if> [Session =each time student is on computer] Session length: <#> minutes

Section: <CHOICE/CORRECT/DICTATION> <First/Second> Time

RULE

First word

in sentence "I" Names

Number of items attempted <11 (16

Number of successful items <0 <# >% '1> <#>i <if> <0%

<Termination,Description> [see "TERMINATION ROUTINES"]

Note: At any time, teacher can request a,Dally Class Report to look at status of
each student in the class. Teacher would be able to determine the following:

1. Studentprqgress through program (which section student Is on).

2. ,Studentspeed (session' length and number of-items attempted),
3. Student success (peicent of items that areJsOcessful)
4. Student Problems (when student-is terminated for not responding or for

not pushing RETURN; whenstudent requests to end session).

Student completion of program.
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COMPUTER INSTRUCTION ON GENERATING IDEAS FOR WRITING DESCRIPTION

Ann Humes

ABSTRACT

Appropriate computer instruction for elementary school students to

teach generating ideas for writing description is presented. The

initial orientation procedures are discussed. Then ,the mainline instruc-

Lion and practice are outlined and the corresponding branching for

students' responses is described. .Termination procedures are explained

and the screen displays for these procedures are exemplified. A brief

.conclusion discusses the potential of the instruction.
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COMPUTER INSTRUCTION ON GENERATING IDEAS FOR WRITING DESCRIPTION

Ann Humes

Although great advances havie been made in computer instruction for

the content areas of math and science, courseware for teaching composition

is generally limited to the component skills of writing, such as spelling

and punctuation. Few programs have been designed to involve students

in actual composing activities, yet a need exists for computer instruction

that teaches the process of composing.

One of the elements of that process entails generating ideas for

writing, and computers can help students master this composing activity.

This paper presents appropriate computer instruction on generating ideas

for a specific kind of discourse--description. Graphics are_the stimulus

for the discourse, so they are an essential feature of the program.

They are specified here for display on a color monitor. However,these

graOnics would-be enhanced by presenting them by, videodisc or videotape

if the instructional system has such capabilities.

To explain the des-ign of the computer instruction fOr elementary

school.students, this paper first discussei the orientation procedures

students undertake after they have loaded the program disk andthe student

data disk. It then outlines the mainline instruction and practice,

describing the corresponding branching that occurs in response to

students' input. The next section explains the procedures that terminate

the program. This section is followed by a brief conclusion.
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'ORIENTATION PROCEDURES

At the beginning of the program, students proceed through two o

three orientation procedures: the tog on, introduction, and review."

In the tog-on_procedure,_students are-presented-f iTst-with7a-screen

displaying the name of the developer, followed after, an eight7second.

delay with the name of the program.- When the student has used the program

'before,,as determined by data found on the data disk, the computer branches

to the review procedure. When the student has not used the program

before, the computer branches to the introduction.

The first screen of the introduction, which comprises Section A of

the first lesson, displays a request for students to type their first and

last names; the computer files these names. The second screen explains

the signal for input: the student's name followed by a question mark.

It also provides brief practice by requesting that students type in their

grade level in response to' the signal for, input. The next screen in the

introduction explains how to stop, the program when the computer. Is waiting

for input.

In the review procedure, a screen displays a review of procedures

for controlling the program--when to respond, when to push return, and

how to exit if the student wishes to exit before the program terminates

the lesson. The next display reviews the questions students are taught

to use when they generate ideas/or writing description (see Table 1).

After this review, the computer branches students to their appropriate
t.

re-entry point in the lesson.



INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE

After orientation, the student is presented with the first instruction.

Instruction is comprised of'three lessons. Lessons 1 and 2 have four

sections; Lesson 3 has five sections

Lesson 1

Section A of Lesson 1 consists of the introduction to the program,

as described above. In Section B, the first screen displays an animated

picture of popcorn popping, and the second displays a closeup of individual

kernels of popcorn. One of these two pictures appears on.the screen

throughout Sestion B, depending on which picture is more closely relevant

to the text on the screen.
e.

ThecompUter then asks each generating questionjsee Table 1), and

the student generates and types in relevant descriptors,as answers to

the questions. The'computer poses one question per frame so that students'

responses can be recorded and evaluated.

Table I

GENERATING QUESTIONS ASKED
ABOUT POPCORN .

1. What does it look like?

2. What does it sound like?

3. What does it smell like?

4.' What does it feel like?

. What does it taste like?



Each generating question is accompanied by graphic 'cues that students

learn to associate with the cOrrespOnding question:.

look: eye
sound: ear
smell: nose
feel: hand--

A taste: mouth

If students respond, the Computer files the response(s), branches-to the

Say-More Procedure (see Table2), and subsequently branches back to the

mainline instruction after matching for appropriate descriptors programmed

into computer memory. If students do not respond or do not push the

.return key after' their input, the computer brafiChes to the Answer Pro-.
.

cedure..(see Table 3) and subsequently branches according to,students

response to that procedure.

Table 2

SAY -MORE PROCEDURE

1.

Try to type more words:.
'first namO
Wheh you are finished, please
push the RETURN kai:

Appropriate cue graphIC (1...eye, ear, nose, hand,
mouth):

,, A, C
WherARETURW Is pushed, the computer motchei 'words from
We, as well is words typed immediately before branching
to this proceduro,or appropriate set of sensory words,
adjusiinOor spelling errors.* .

if looks, then white', : like snowflakes.
If Sounds, then g, ITIThirgtteroof,.
like firewarks woihral.

Iriallinlen 1E10y, Icrous.
If feels, then fiifffiFiaiiri, lioht as air,
warm.

If testis, crunchy; buttery..

If one or more of these words Is not matched, unmatched
items from appropriate compUter list abOve are displayed
in theJolloWIncfrime:

ntire.careione other words/is another word'
that tells) what popcorn -looks like/hoi.,
popcorn sounds/haw popeOrn entotta/hoo popcorn
feete/hoe'popoorn..tastes,

Please puih RETURN.a

When RETURRisjUshid,compUterietegorlzes and:fIles
stUdent's words with sliellingjorreCted for matches and
any .prompted,words,,so.thatthey can7bcprinted An
separawlisti: -student!tAnd Computer's.-L-ThenH
computer:branches,back:tOnext-framvin;lesson I:
Section O.

*Spelling errors include doubled/non-doubled litterc'transposed letters; one missing
letter; one extra letter; onewrong letter; inappropriately capitalised words. ,
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Table 3

ANSWER PROCEDURE

I am waiting.-for your answer.

<firstnarize>7
- .

Oress.RETURN when you are
finished..

..

Appropriate clue graphic.

If the student types in a response, the computer branches
to the Say -More Procedure.

If the student does not type in one or more words
within 30 seconds, the computer displays the following:

Here are some words that. tell
<question to be answered> .

<wordi>:

Press RETURN.

Computer then displays the list of words that
answer the question:

how popcorn looks: white, vita, like snowflakes

how popcorn sounds: Ela, like rain hitting the roof,
like fireworks going off

how popcorn smells: somb delicious,

how popcorn 'eels: feathery, rough, as light as air, warm

how, popcorn tastes: salty, crunchy, buttery

The computer files these, words as pert of the computer's
response to the question and then branches back to.
next frame in Lesson 1 Section D.



The last two screens in this section display the descriptors that

students generate as input for the questions asked on previous. screens.

In Section C, Students are presented with a picture of bacon and the

picture cues for the five senses. Students are then asked to type in

the questions that they_can use to generate ideas for describing bacon.

trlecomputei.requests one question per frame so that students' responses

can be recorded and evaluated. The graphic cue for each generating
0

question disappears When the student types in the corresponding question.

After student input, thetcoMputer matches for the words look, sound,

smell, feel, taste. If there is a match; the computer branChes to the

Words Procedure (see Table 4) and subsequently branches back to the main-

line instruction. If there is no Match'br no response, the computer

branches to the Assistance Procedure (see Table 5), and, subsequently

branches to Words Procedure. When students have asked all the questions

and generated descriptors as answers to those questions, the computer

displays all the generated ideas.. The corresponding graphic cues are

aligned with.thwideas.

In Section 0, students select the food they wish to descri6e,

.popcorn or bacon. Then the computer displays all the descriptors

generated tb describe that food. Students obtain a printed copy of the

display by pushing P. If a student does not select a topic for composing

a description, the computer selects one fer.him/her. Students then com-

pose their descriptions offline, on regular paper.

Lesson, 2

In'Section-koflesson 2, the CompUter explains that all the sensory

`questions cannot be posed and. answered



Tuble I.

WORDS PROCEDURE

Nuw type all the words you can think
of that tall .qappropriat,'Imeation..
4grat room:'? <aw graphics

Please push RETURN When you are finished.

--> Computer displays this fraew with whichever of the clues
and following inserts is appropriate:

LESSON I:

bacon: whet bacon looks like, how bacon sounds when it
Is cooking. how bacon smells, how bacon feels
when you pick it up. "low bacon

LESSON 2:

rose: what a rose looks like. how a rose snails. hum a
rose feels when you touch it. .

trumpet: what a trumpet looks Ilke. what trumpet,soonds
like. what trumpet feels like when you touch
it.

Elan: what an orange locks like. what an orange smells
like, whet an orange feels Ilk. when you touch
It. what an orange tastes like.

LESSON 3:

duple: about the shape, size. end color of dupla.

If the student types one or Wore words. the computer
displays the following on the screen with words student
SUS typed:

Can You say more, efirwt 'easel (clue graphic)

When you are finished, push RETURN.

When RETURNED is pushed. student's words are filed
.

for later printing. Then the conputer branches as
follows:

bacon: . to frame 2, Section C. Lesson I, unless this is
last sensory watch, it last sensory mot,11,-,
computer branches to frame 3,

rose: to frame G. Section A, Lesstin 2, unless this is
the last sensory match. II last sensory match,
CtMllmter branches to neat section.

Lutp12) to frame 3, Section S Lesson 2, unless this is
the last sensory match. If last sensory switch,
COsimtOr branches to neat section.

orarat: to frame 3. Section C, Lesson f, unless this is
the last sensory match. II last sensory match,
computer branches to neat section.

duple: to frame 3. Section b, Lesson 3. Sinless this is
the last sensory match. 11 last sensory match.
co pater branches to neat section.

If the student does not type one nr more words. the computer
displays the following (see the list of words below, for
list of questions.. see A above):

RI

Were Is a way to tell uliprvpriat ywaalLoS.:

cidonl,

The computer then flies computer's word an branches as
described above.

bacon iaTEKL

looks: striped looks: shiny
sounds: -sizzling sounds: Dressy
smells: smoky feels:- cold
leelS: greasy
tastes: Salty aeat

rose

while
snails; like perfume
feels: velvety

look : dimpled
seal tangy
feel : ,. sticky
t :. sweet

dupla (fantasy figure 2)

Shape: like an Ice Cream
cone

Site: large
color: orange

-----11EST_COPY
AVAILABLE

71
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, Table 5

ASSISTANCE PROCEDURE

Mere is a question you can ask:

[sense graphic]
<appropriate question> appropriate

Piease push RETURN.

The
not

For

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

computer displays one of the questions that has
yet been asked about the topic:

eye graphic: What does it look like?
ear graphic: What does it sound like?
nose graphic: What does it smell like?
hand graphic: What does it feel 19(e?
mouth graphic: What does it taste like?
shApe graphic: What shapels it?
size graphic: What size is it?
color graphic: What color is it?.

The computer_then branches to Words Procedure.

wish to To demonstrate the inappropriateness of some questions,

a rose is displayed'as the object to be described while graphics dramatize

the inappropriate

a rose).

nature of some sensory questions (e.g., person "tasting"

The computer then elicits input from students on the questions

that can be appropriately posed for a rose. The computer evaluates

students' responses and branches when the answer is appropriate, as

described for Section C in Lesson 1 above. if there is no match or

no-response,-the computer branches to the Prompting Procedure (see.

Table 6).

'.In Section B, students input questions that are appropriate to ask

when they are generating content, for describing a trumpet. 'As_inSection

A of this Lesson, the computer evaluates students' responses-and branches

appropriately to either the Words Procedure or the Prompting Protediire.

The instructional procedures are the same for Section C, Which presents

an orange as the object to be described.
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PROMPTING PROCEDURE

Here is a clue to a question you can ask:

/picture: eye/ear/nose/hand/mouth/

<first name>7

Computer displays an appropriate clue graphic. If this
is the first question for the topic, the computer
displays first graphic in sequence. If this is not
the first question, the computer displays the first
graphic in sequence for which a question hai not been
asked:

rose: eye, nose, hand
trumpet: eye, ear, hand
orange: eye, nose, hand,,mouth
fantasy figure 2: shape, size; color

If the student,types in a response, the computer
matches for any of the appropriate qUestioris not
previously matched. If there Is a match, the computer.
branches to the Words Procedure. If there is no match,
or if the student does not respond, the computer branches
to the Assistance Procedure.

.

In Section D, a review of the questions to ask when generating

ideas for descriptions is displayed, along with the corresponding graphics

cues. The students again select a topic (either a rose, a trumpet, or

an orange) to describe offline, and the computer provides a hard copy of

the descriptors that students have generated.

Lesson 3

In Section A, students are presented with a fantasy figure (see

Figure 1), and computer explains that sometimes the only appropriate

generating question is "What does it look like?" The computer then

presents specific !'subquestions" students can ask when they generate

details about how something looks:

What size is it?

Whatshapeisit-1

What color is it?

73
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Corresponding graphics cues are displayed. Each cue consists of two

figures that are identical except for one feature:

Cues Figures

size one figure is larger than the other

shape one figure. is thinner than the other

color the members of the pair differ only in color

The computer then asks each size, shape, color question, and

students generate ideas in response to the question. The computer matches

students' input for appropriate descriptors in the program's memory. A

descriptor is provided if the student does not generate any appropriate

responses.

3

Figure. : First Fantasy Figure in Instruction
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In Section B, the student is presented with two versions of another

fantasy figure (7e Figure 2). One is a complete figbre; the other is a

collapsed outline of the same figure. The latter figure becomes the

right size, shape, and color as the student inputs the corresponding

question. When the student types in an appropriate generating question,

the computer matches for the words "size," "shape," and "color." When

a match is found, the computer branches to the Words Procedure to elicit

appropriate descriptors. When there is either no match or no respdnse,

the comptiter branches to the AssistanCe Procedure. This proceSs is

repeated until the student has typed in all three questions abOOt size,

shape, and color.

In Section C,.students are taught a further refinement of the size,

.shape, and color questions. .A rabbit is displayed and students learn to ask

abbut the size,.shape, and color of its parts (e.g., "What shape are'its

-partsT). The c.. , -ter then- has the student generate ideas for describing

the size, shape and color of those parts, and responses are evaluated

for matches with appropriate descriptors programmed in memory. If-the

student does lo. input appropriate descriptors, the computer provides a

single descriptor; providing more than one descriptor might encourage

students to let the computer do all the generating.

In Section D, students are presented with a spider and asked to

identify the parts that can be described in terms of their shapes.

The computer then evaluates students responses. If there is neither a

match nor a response, the computer provides the information. Then students

are presented with a review screen displaying descriptors of the size,

shape, and color of the objects presented in. Lesson 3. Students choose

their topic for compdsing offline, as described for Lessons I and 2.



n
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TERMINATION PROCEDURES

The program can be terminated for several reasons and in several

ways. If the student's operating time on the computer is close to 20

Minutes, the computer, at the point where it is about to begin a new

topic, displays the following screen:

That is enough for now.- We will talk another time
about getting ideas for writing descriptions.
Goodbye, <first none >..

The computer then files all the student's work during the operating

time and logs the student off the computer.

If the student types BYE at any time when the computer is waiting

for input, the computer responds with the following screen:

Goodbye,'<first ncvne >. We will work, later on
getting ideas for description.

As before, the computer fi ,Luuent's work during the operating

time and logs the student off the computer.

At any point where-the student.responds to a command/question but

does.not push the return key within 30 seconds after the response, the

computer displays the following screen:

If you have finished, please push the RETURN. key.
If you o 1 must say goodbye.

If the student pusheithe returh key within 15 seconds, the computer

branches back to the point where the student was in the lesson before

this termination procedure. If the student does not push the return
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key within 15 seconds, the computer replaces the above frame with the

following frame:

I'm sorry. Goodbye, <first name>.

The computer then terminates the lesson, filing work student has completed

at that time.

CONCLUSION

The paper has described instruction for teaching students how to

generate ideas for writing descriptions. It has also presented specifi-

cations for branching procedures that provide the potential for a highly

interactive program. Furthermore, computer programming for the instruction

and branching procedures is feasible, even within current memory limita-

tions, particularly if videotape or videodisc is used to display graphics.

Given sufficient user interest and sufficient resources, this instructional

design could become a viable and valuable component of a larger instruc-

tional package for teaching the composing process.



SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPUTER.INSTRUCTION ON GENERATING IDEAS,
FOR WRITING DESCRIPTION

Ann Humes

On the following pageS are sample specifications for computer

instruction on generating.ideas for writing descriptions. These elaborate

on, the general specifications described in WP 2-82/03 and include drafts

of special procedures that are called up for branching purposes (pp. 1-10),

three lessons on generating ideas (pp. 11-40), and draft graphics for the

lessons (pp. 41-47)

Some of the content is subject to changeCe.g., better descriptors

may replace those used to describe the figures; the current descriptors

should be considered placeholders. Also, more appropriate objects may be

substituted for those described by the attached drawings.



LOG-ON !ROCEDURE

RI. Educational Research and

evelopment

InronaMM. AMMO.. onMillalbe

Presents

0

Getting Ideas for

Writing Descriptions

SWRL, Los Alamitos, California r ..,111..11=41a

(Delay' 8 seconds before next

display.)

Cartoon pictute of a middliiichool student.

from Shoulders wwIthjhought balloon

above,his/hir'head; Thought balloon con-

tains4light.bulb Oinking on and off.

If stOent's:responsesarejound on.

disk,camputer branches tO:Revievi'

Procedures. If no responses are

found on:the d 1 sk, computer goes to

lessohl: SectionA.



REVIEW PROCEDURE

Oilmftworer

',Please type your.first and last names.

Then:push the RETURN key.

NMI. loam.

------ >
Computer uses first and last names to verify that

student hasNs/her own disk. If no match is

found,'the computer displays the folloWing:

lA

I 'doh not know <first and Zast names).

Please type the name you used last time.
. ,

,> .

.1f.the student does not change the name or if the

response still does, not match the name on the disk,
.

the following frame replaces lA above:

1B

I

I 'still do not find the name <first.* last names).

Please get your teacher to help me,

The computer, stops, leaving the display on the screen.

Teacher or other adult will terminate, by removing

the disk or will type in the correCt,name,



Hello Pit name>.

Remember:

When,you see. <first. name>?.on,the

screen 1 ,am asking for an answer.

4 After you' type your answer, always

push RETURN.

4 If you want to stop before the lesson

is over, just type RYE when you see

your name and a question mark.

Now push RETURN.

4mioememorrwadowilmorarmarkokripio....ommw
---

Remember that asking these questions will help

you get ideas for describing something:

What does it look like? (eye]

4 What does it sound like? [ear]

I What does it smell like? [nose]

o What does it feel like? [hand]

What does it taste like? [mouth]

Now push RETURN:.

S
\

Computer locates the, and section:at which

--". the student left:off in previous 'sessjon. It.._

.then .goes to the first frame in that 'section.



ANSIP PROCEDURE

I am waiting for your answer,

<first name>1

Press RETURN when you are

finished. -

Immo vom. ow. we. Appropriate clue graphic.

If the student types in a response, the computer branches

to the SayMore Procedure.

If the student does not type in one or more words within

30 seconds, the computer displays the following:

lA

Here are some words that tell

question to be answered>:

<words'

Press RETURN,

Computer then diiplays the list'of words that answer the

question:

how popcorn looks: white, pula, like snowflakes

how popcorn sounds: Is like, rain hitting the roof,

like fireworks going off.

how popcorn smells: greasy, delicious

how popcorn. feels: feathery, !at as ht as atr,

warm,

how popcorn tastes: a, crunchy, buttery,

The compufer files these words as part of the,computer!s

response to the question and then branches.back to

next frame in Lesson 1: Section B,



SAY-MORE PROCEDURE

11.MINIIM111101MIIMP.INUMINOMMI=1.00.011.........on

Try to type more words.

<first name>

When you are finished, please

push the RETURN key.

S>
../werre ely11 Appropriate cue graphic'(i.e.,.eye, ear nose, hand,

mouth) .

When RETURN is pushed, the. cOmputer matches words from

here, as well as words .typed immediately-before branching

to this procedure, for. appropriate set of sensory words,.:

adjusting for'speOing errors,*

If looks,-then white, puffy

snowflakes.

If sounds, then RE; I ike rain hitting the roof,

like fireworksjoing off,

If smells, then greasy, delicious. ,

If feels,lhen leitLyier, 226 as light as air,

Warm,

if tastes, .then salty, crunchy, btittery.,

If one or-tore of thise,.words isnot matched; unmatched

items from appropriate computer list above are displayed
in the following frame:

IA

IIMINIMIPMFINIM.11=111IMMENN11.1.MIMIlimmlie /mom..

Here <are some other words/is another word)

that tell(s) <what popcorn looks .like /how

popcorn sounds how popearn smells/how popcorn

feels/how popcorn tastes>:

<words>

Please push RETURN.

When RETURN is pushed,
computer categorizes and files

student's words with'spelling corrected for matchesand

any prompted words so that they can be printed in

separate lists: student's and computer's. Then

computer branches back to next frame in lesson I:

Section

"Spelling-errors:include doubjed/non-doubled letters; transposed letters; a/an;, one missing letter; oneextra letter; one wrong letter;
inappropriately:capitatized/unCapitaiized words:



0R0 ING PROCEDURE

rt A

Here is.a clue to a question you can.ask:

/picture: eye/ear/nOse/hand/mouth /

<first name>1

Computer displays an appropriate clue graphic. If this

is the first question for the topic, the computer displays
first graphic in sequence. If this is not the first
question, the computer displays the first graphic- in

sequence for which a question has not been asked:

rose: eye, nose, hand

trumpet: eye, ear, hand

Orange: eye', hand; mouth

dupla: shape, size, color

If the student types in a response, the
computer 'iriatches

for any of the appropriate questions not previously matched.
If there is a match, the computer branches to the Words.
Procedure.

Part B. I f there is no match, or if the student does
not respond,

the computer displays
one of the quetions* that has not

yet been asked about the topic:

Here is a queition you can ask:

<appropriate question)

Please push RETURN.

appropriate aal

cense graphic

The computer then branches to Words Procedure. .

For eye graphic: What does it look like?

For ear graphic: What does it sound like?

For nowAraphic: What does it smell like?

For hand graphic: What does it feel like?'

For mouth graphic: What does it taste like?

For shape graphic: What shape is it?

For size graphic: What size is it?

For color graphiC: What color is it?



Now typo all the words you can think

of that tell
qppropate question>,

(first name)?
(clue graphic)

Please puih RETURN when you are finished,

gown. 'Computer displays this frame with whichever
of the/clues

and following inserts is appropriate:

LESSON 1:

bacon: what bacon looks likel:howlacon
sounds when it.'

is cooking, how bacon smells,. hoW bacon feels
when you pick it up, how bacon tastes,

LESSON 2:

rose: what a rose looks
like, how a rose smells, how

rose feels when you touch it,

trumpet: what a trumpet looks like, what a trumpet soundS''
like, what a trumpet feels like when you touch
it,

9211.1e: what an orange looks,like, What an orange smells
like, what an 'orange feels like when you touch
it, what an orange

tastes:like's

LESSON 3:

dualjj about the shape, size; and color of dupla

If the student types one or more words, the computer

,displays the following on the screen with'words

student has typed:

Can you say more, Afir0 name)? (clue Opilc)

Uhen you are finished,
push RETURN'.



on nue_

a.

When RETURNED Is pushed, student's words are filed,

for later printing, Then the computer branches es

follows:

bacon.: to frame 2,, Section C.lesson I, unless this is
,last sensory match. .1f last sensory match,

computer, branches to free 3,

rose:, taframell, Section,A, Lesson 2, unless this Is

the last sensory match, If last sensory match

computer branches to next section,,

trumpet: to frame 3, Section 8 Lesson 2, unlesithis is
the last sensory matCh, If last sensory matchl,

computer breaches to next section.

oranges to'frame.3,:Section c;-.leison 2, unless thli is
the last sensory match, 'if list sensory match,:

computerbranches.to,nixt section.

.

'till: to frame 3, Sea Lton 8, Lesson 'untess this li

the last sensory. match, If last sensory Match,

computer branches to next section.

.

(f the student doei not type one or more words, the computet

displays the fol lowing. [see 4elow the: list of. words; kr'

list of questions, see A above]:

Here is a word that tells (appropriate queotion,

(word)Ui

The computer then files computer's word and branches

as, described above,

'



WORDi5ROCEDUREACOnfinued)

bacon

looks: striped
sounds: sizzling
smells: smoky
feels: greasy
tastes: salty

rose

looks: white
smells: like perfume
feels: velvety

trumpet

looks: shiny
sounds: brassy
feels: cold

orange

looks:
smells:
feels:
tastes:

dupla

shape: like an ice cream cons
size: lsrge
color: I

dimpled
tangy
sticky
sweet

96



TERMINATION PROCEDIURES

If the student's operating time on the computer is' close to 20 minutes, thecomPuter, at the point where it is about to begin a new topic (i.e., bacon, rose,or ), will display the following:

That is enough for now. We will talk another time about getting
ideas for writing descriptions. Goodbye, ..first name>.

The computer will file all the student's work during the operating time'and logthe student off the computer:

If the student types BYE at any time when the computer is waiting for input,
the computer will respond with the following:

2.

Goddbye, <first name>. We will work later on getting ideas
for description.

Then the :computer will file the student.'s work during the oper'ating time andlog the student off the computer,: .

At any point where the student responds to a command/question but:does notpush RETURN key within 30 seconds after the response, the_computerdi-splays
thefollowing:_________T

3A

If you have finished, please push the,,RETURN key; If you,fdo not,
I must say goodbye.

lfthe student pushes the RETURN key within 15 seconds, the computer branches
back to the point where the student was in the lesson before. this terminationprocedure.

If the student does not push the RETURN key within 15 seconds; the computer
replaces the above -frame with the following frame:

3B I'm sorry. Goodbye, first,name>.

The computer then terminates the lesson, filing work student
at that time.

has completed .



LESSON 1: 'SECTION A (INTRODUCTION)

Please type your first and last names, Be

,sure you type correctly. Then push the

RETURN key,

Ni ltiret name),: Whenever you see lint

paw ton the screen, I am asking for an

answer,

After you answer, always push the RETURN key.

Let's practice, What grade are you in?

lint name> ?

egmoMMI 01110

awaimr. P

Good (first flaw. Before we begin, I will

tell.you' how toescapil

If you want to stop at any time during the
,

lesson;, just tYpe BYE when you see your

name and 'a question mark, get the

--'---------

Push' RETURN,

.malmES .

Name is filed so computer can call up student's

subsequent instruction by'name.

Student's first name is displayed in angled

brackets,

The grade number Is filed,

The student's first name is displayed on the

screen,



LESSON 1: SECTION 8 (POPCORN)

Now you are going to 'learn .how to get ideas

fOr:wiiting.,descriptlons, Then you will use

youOdeas to write a descripOon,

Please push. RETURN.

Here is. a picture of
popcorn'.

(Popcorn 'Picture A)

MINNINION1

tlere. is another picture of popcorn.

goptorn Picturt B)

~MD

Repeat thought-balloon graphic used

earlier.

Popcorn, Picture A:. Popcorn popping; popping

sounds occur simultaneously with the explosion

of kernels on the scree Picture is labeled

"POPCORN." Delif seven seconds before. next

screen.

Popcorn Picture 8; Seveal: Individual. pieces

of .popcorn.. Picture is labeled "POPCORK"

This picture remains. on screeniat_trame--

8-rand-krtirliipiiiN branthing. for.."look"

to Answer PrOcedure.and Saylore Procedure..

The label does not stay. Delay Win :seconds

before next screen, '



abliMINNIMMIIIMIMPINOMMINMEnlmommaft11PRP

Now:let's: describe popcorn, What does popcorn

look like? Type all the words you can think

:of that tell what popcorn looks like, .Then

push' the RETURN key,'

(f fret' name) ?

what .does popcorn sound like?' TyPe'all the

words you can think of that tell how

popcorn sounds when it Is popping.,

5 :'(firet name) ?

dm.P.

Eye graphic,

If student does not begin typing within 30

seconds, the computer branches to the Answer

Procedure,

If the student pushes.RETURN but has not typed,'

in any words, the computer branches to the

Answer Procedure.

If the student' pushes RETURN 'and if he or she

has written one or more words, the computer files

the words'and then branches to the SaMort.

Procedure..

JPopcorn Picture A, This picture remains on

screen during corresponding branching' for

"sound" to AnsWer Procedure and Say-More

Procedure,

Ear graphic.

If the student does not begin typing within 30

seconds, the computer branches to the Answer

Procedure,

If the student pushes RETURN but, has not typed

in any words, the computer branches to the

Answer Procedure,

If the student writes one or more words, the

computer branches lo the.Say-More Procedure.



IMPONaNgNMIO.NNEmr., =mar'
What does popcorn smell like? Type all..

the words you can think of that tell how

popcorIvsmells.,

(firet name)?

What'doespipcorn feel like when you touch

it. Type all the words you .can,think'of

that tell how popcorn feels :ihen you pick

it up in your hand.

7, (first name) ?

What.does popcorn taste like?. Type all

the words you can think of that tell how

popcorn lastes.

Ore name) ?

rPopcorn Picture B. This pictUre remains
on screen

for frames 8-6,- 7, and 8 and fhr corresponding
°branching through Answer

Procedure and Say-More.
Procedure,

Nose graphic.

If the student does not begin typing within 30
seconds, the

computer. branches to the Answer
Procedure,

If.the student pushes RETURN but has not typed
in any words, the computer branches to the
Answer Procedure.

.If the student writes one or more words, the
computer.branches,to

the Say-More Procedure,

'Hand graphic.

If the student does not begin typing within 30

seconds, the computer branthes to the Answer

Procedure.

If the student pushes RETURN but has not typed

in any words, the computer branches to the

Answer Procedure,

If the student writes one .or more words, the

computer branches to. thelay-Moreirocedure.

Mouth graphic.

If the student does not begin typing within 30

seconds, the computer branches to the Ahswer

Procedure.

If the student pushes RETURN but has not typed

in, any words, the computer branches to the

Answer Procedure.

If the student writes one or more words' the

computer branches to the Say-Mpre Procedure.



When we asked questions about what popcorn

looks, sounds, smells, feels, and tastes

like, we got these words:
wiMOW.

,Popcorn picture B remains on screen for ftames

7 and 8

Eye graphic on same line with words.

<words for sounds>

<wordi for smells>

coids'fbr feels>

vords for tastes>

Ear graphic on same line with words

Nose graphic on same line with words:

Hand graphic on same line with words

Mouth Ophic on.same line with words



a

[Picture: Bacon]

Here Is a picture of bacon,

[Picture elues for all 5.questions,]

Alp

The other pictures give clues to, the

quesilons you can ask,. What is one question

you .can asklp get ideas for writing.

<first name> I

Push RETURN, when you haVe asked ONE

question. ,

[Picture: Bacon]

(Remaining picture clues for senses]

What isone other question you can ask?

Remember to look at the clues,

.148t naMe>

Preii RETURN when.* have typed .another

question,

e.7

Picture of baccin, in frying pan, is top center of

ocreen. It remains on screen for Ist,oflection

C, including' branching, Picture clues for all five

questions are across the screen below bacOn and the

line identifying baCon.

When RETURN 'Is pushed, computer matches for sensory

words look, soundomell, feel,.tiste;
If there is

a match, corresponding clue leaves the screen.

If there Is'no:match, If the student oe's not' begin

typing, within 30 seconds, or if the student pushes

RETURN without.typing computerbranches to Part 1

of Prompting Procedure,

If there is a.match, computer branches to ,Words

Procedure,

When RETURN is pushed; ,computer matches for the

unused sensory. words, If there is a match, the

'Corresponding clue leaves thOcreen, Clue

picture explodes into another:partoUthe bacon.

Then the computer brancheslo. Words Procedure,

If there is no Mach if the student'does not

begin typinOlthin.30 seconds,,Orif,the.stUdent

pushes RETURN without typing, 'computer branches

fo,Part B Orompting.Procedure.

109



SECTION C (continued)

let's look at the ideas for writing, a

..ription of bacon.

1 we aikid.queitions about how beCon

soUnds, smells, feels, and tastes,

lot these words:

,. <words for looks>

RETURN to continue.

<words for sounds>

<word's for. smells'

<word's for feels>

<words for tastes>

i RETURN.

Bacon picture remains on screen for frames

3 and A.

Eye graphic on 'same line with words.

>Clue graphics on same line as corresponding
words.



LESSON SECTION D

1

Now you can write. a description of popcorn

Or bacon.: type the name of the one you want

to describe, ''our ideas will Come on the

scree.'

(first name)'?

If the student does not type in, one of the topics,

the computer displays the following:

IA.

Please type in POPCORN or BACON. If you do

not type in one of these words, I will choose

Our topic.

(first name) ?

If the student still does not type in one of the

topics, the computer displays the following:

18.

AilmisloriawmpariI

You may write on <random choice pf the Wo:.:

topic8).

[Picture of topic.)

Press RETURN

When 'student types l n popcorn or bacon, or when

'computer. selects' bacon, the. corresponding

picture.appears onscreen and stays or screen

through the rest ofiettion D.

113



--

Here are the ideas, (first name>:

(word's for each question for the chosen topic>

Please press RETURN..

Now write yeu.r, description on paper, using

theldeislou have for wrlting,' Push Pand-

Hall'theldeas printedon paper.

Have fun, Pat name.

Corresponding clue graphic appears on line4itly

appropriate words,

.

When P is.,pushekcomputer
Prints list of words

sets, The firSt set Is headed

(Pet name's' fist and: the second is headed

Computer'.s list. Computer thenlerminates the

lesson. :Note: Hard copy of picture.will be

available for student's reference while he/she

compOseLl



SoMetimeslou don'twant to or

can't ask all fiVe Iliiestions about
\

the thing you are` describing,

Please press RETURN,

.... p

Here -is a" rose,

9iteture>

You. would not ask what this rose

tasteslike unless you are very

strange and eat roses,

Press RETURN,

...NOINWINNMERM.04ftalimesopap....i.m...0*.asa

You would'not ask how the rose

sounds,

.M1.110=01

11111.

What is one question you would ask?

Iirst;:na0e4 -

Press RETURN when you have written'

ONE question.

sumii.'NNINIMINI.4,111=ftim

All clue .graphics on screen, Then all but eye

graphics .leave the screen. Eye graphic leaves

screen when student pusheS RETURN,

N\N. Picture of a'rose with label "ROSE," It is large

and fills the center of the screen. Delay seven

seconds before next screen,

Picture of head in Logon Procedure, about to

eat a rose.

Picture of same head; hand held to ear next to

rose, musical notes on screen. Delayieven

seconds before next frame,,

PiCture of rose in :frame 2 above:, bUt reduced

. in Site and no label, Ihe computer matches the

iiudent's res-ponse for key words looki

feel, :If there Is a'match,,the:ComPU477Finches

to Words Procedures If therOS no Oatch,:the

computer goes to PromptingPrompt ng`Procedures If

the student does not begin to type a response

within 30 secOnds or if the student pishes. RETURN

without typng,lhe compuOr branches to the

PrOmOting Procedure.



What s another question you would

askabout this ,rose to get ideas

for describ!ng it?

<firg none ??

Ptess RETURN when you have written

another question.

1141111.1.........1.17.ftiftemmm

> The computer matches the student's response for

key words not already matched. If there is a

match, the compUier branches to Words Procedure.

If there is no mach or if the student pushes

RETURN without typing, the, computer branches to

P'rompting Procedure. If the student does not

begin to type a response within 30 seconds, the

Computer branches to the Prompting Procedure.
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SECTION C (ORANGE)

Here s one more picture to ask

Auestionsibouti

,=0.1.

What is one question you would ask

about this.oringe to get idea's for

describing it?

<first naMe>

Please push RETURN when you have

typed ONE' question.

What is another question you would

ask about this orange to get' ideas

for describing it?

<first ow?

Please push RETURN when you have

typed another question,

>Picture of an orange, labeled "ORANGE," remains on

screen for rest of Section C, including branches.

Delay ten seconds before next screen.

The computer matches the student's response for

key words looksi smells, feels, tastes. If there

is a match, the computer branches to Words Procedure.

If there Is no match or. if the student presses

RETURN without typing, the' computer goes to the

Prompting Procedure, If the studentdoes not begin

to type a response'within. 30 seconds, the computer .

goes to the Prompting Procedure.

-" The computer matches the student's response for

key words 'not already matched. If.there,ls a

match, the computer branches to Words Procedure.

If therals no match or if the student presses

RETURN without typingi.the computer branches to the

Prompting Procedure, if the student does not

begin, to type in a response within 30,setonds,

the computer:branches to the Prompting Procedures'.



LESSON 1 > SECT, ION I) (COMPOSE)

.:'1O0ou know hbW to ask yourself

these questions ln order to get

ideas for'writing descriptions;,

What does it look like?

What dOes it sound like?

What does it smell like?

What dOes it feel like? hand

What, cloes i t taste like?

011
nose

mouth

Press RETURN.

4

Now you can write/a-discription of

a rose, a trumpet, or an orange,
.

Type the name of the one you want to

describe, You(ldeas will come on

the screen,

ling:name4

Press RETURN,

> Clue graphics on same lines.

> If the .student does not type in one of the topics,

the computer, displays the following:

2A

Please type 'in rost,-trumpet, or orange.

If you do not type in one of these words',

I will choose your.topit.

Press RETURN when you are finished.

<first name?

If. the student still does not type in one.of the

topics,.,the computer displays the following:

2B

YoU may write about random choice of the

three topics >..

Please. press RETURN.

When student types in a topit:or,when computer

selects ktOpiic'i'lhecorresponding picture:appiais

onthelcreen.and stays on the, creen .through the

rest; of Section



IMP

Hete are the ideas, lint name>:

<words for each "question" for the

chosen topic>

Please press RETURN.411MM4.m.

LESSON 2 SECTION O cont.)

Now you can write your description

on:paper. You will see'' how easy it

is to write when you get your ideas

first, Push' all the words

wilt be printed on paper..

Good luck, <first name>,

+=.1mmeml

Corresponding cue graphic (e.g., eye) appears on

line with appropriate words.

When P is pushed, computer prints list of words

split in two sets. The first set is.headed

<first name's> List and the second is headed Computer's

List. Computer then terminates the` lesson,



LESSON 3 SECTION A

'MOM MIMI.

Sometimes when you describe,something, you

can ask yourself only one question:

What does it look like?

Please push RETURN.

Here is Oicture of ,an imaginary animal

cal led a terbie, When you want to desCribe:

ihi(this terbie looks 1ike, you can ask

yourself these questions:

Whit Shepe Iclue-p10

-77--7711hatifitelViti fi11Jijrc7/
lihet color is it? /clue 010

Press RETURN,

Picture of a fantasy figure'standing
among flewers

The figUre is smaller thin the flowers. The word

TERBIE is Oesented below the picture, The picture

covers most the center of the screen.

=30 Eye graphic clue on line with question.

Reduced picture of fantasy creature remains on screen

throughout Section A, including branching.

Questions appear on screen one at a time with pause

before first question and pause before each subsequent

question. ' A bell rings as each question appears on the

------sc reen ue-0 c tu re-comes-on-the screen wi th the

corresponding question.

Clue pictUre.for shape is twoltick figures same color

as letters on screen,H.identical,,except that one his a

round body anfone,has a thin, stickle*

Clue Oiture for site Is two stick figures, with same`

colorasiletters on screen, identical except thet,ohe

is tall and one Is short,

Clue picture for color Is, two stick figuresi identical

except for differentcolori which Is not ihe color

screen.

r



Lit s practice. Write ill the words

you can think of .that answer the question:

What shape is .the.terble? /clue plc./

:,Press RETURN.

MOM MEW 410.we
Clue picture for shape.

When' the student pushes RETURN, computer matches

for the,word "round, ". If there is a match, the.

computer displays the following:

emliftwl.00.11................=110=111011.
Good, qirst up'. 'You have'somelood

4A ideas for describing the shape of the

terbie.

there is no match, if the student haS'not.typed any

words wIthin 30 seconds,, or If the student presSes RETURN

without typing, the computer displays' the following:

Here is one way to describe the shape of

the terbie: round /clue picture/

Computer files student's responses and coMputer's

response (if ,any) separately for later display and.

printing for student,



Now answer this question:

What size is the terbie, /clue pit,/

<pet name) 1

Press RETURN -when you are finished.

Picture for size.

When the student pushes the RETURN, computer matches

for the words small, little, tiny: If there is a-match
. for one of these words,

the computer displays the following:

5A

You are doing well, (firet.name>,

You have.some good ideas for. describing

the size of.the terbie.

Press RETURN,

If there Is no match, -If theitudent does not begin

to type a response within 30 seconds, or if the

student pushes RETURN without typing, the computer.

displays the following:.

Here is a good way to describe the site

of the terbie: small /clue pic./

58

Press RETURN,

The computer files student's responses and computer's

response (If any) separately for later display to the

student.



Now liefe is one more question:

What color is the terbie,

ii one) 1

Press;RETURN when you are finished.

Graphic for,Color.

Wherthe'student pushes the RETURN, compute( matches,

for the word'.
. if there is a match, the computer

displays the TOTT3Wing:

Great, lire:nam01 Now let's do,somethi*

different, before you write.another'description.

6A, Press RETURN..

If there is no' match, if the Student does not begin to

type a responie. within 30 seconds, or :if the'student

presses RETURN without typing, the computer displays

the following:

Were is a good gray'ay to descrie the color of:

the tehie::

.NOw 1W:do something different before yoU

be write another description, Press RETURN,

Computer files: responses as descriteOot frames 4A

'and 46 above,

134 135



Here `is .a picture of an Imaginary animal

called a duple. The other picture is also

supposecifto be a dupla, but it doesn't look

you tell how to describe the first dupla.

Press RETURN.

Picture of a fantasy creature next to a tree. The

picture is labeled "DUPLA.." The creature is taller

than the tree. 'The "outline" of'a second,,wlthoutMaim am.

color th -s ghtly--61-1apsed-shapi s so on

the screen. it is smaller, Pictures of creature

remain on screen throughout Section 8 and corresponding

branching.

IIMMO1MINEMIN
What Is one question you can ask .about how

the dupla looks?

(firat.name> ?

Push RETURN when you have typed one

question.

$

What: is another question you can ask about

how a dupla looks?

Picture clues for the shape, siteon(color

questions.come on the, screen.

When RETURN I s pushed, computer matches for words

shape, slze color. If there is a matc, the tor,

responding clue graphic movesovir to the.Poutlined"

creature, flashes'on and off: and then disappears as' the

creature changes accordlng to ,the Match: ,

Irthe'match is for slat,. the creature changes.

shape tolatthlhe other,AOmpleted creature ok,

the 'screen.

If the match is for size, the creature grows 40

match the size of fhe other;'completed creature

on the .Screen,

If the match is,lor, Color, color OpearOo that

the 'creature matches the pther, completed creature,

onthesereen.

Then the computer branches to thelords.Procedure.

,

If there no; maid, if the student does not respond

within 30.secOndsk or 0 the student pressii WON

without typing, the computer .branches to Part 8 of.

the Prompting. Procedure,

Push RETURN when you have typed another

When RETURN is pushed, .computer matches for any wordi

for clues (Le., soliirj that have not

yet been,,matched. If there Is a match', graphics

change as described above, Then' the computer branches

to Words Procedure.,

If'there 1s no'match,' If the student does' not respond ,

wit*,30,.seceldslir' If the student presses. RETURN

withouHYPinii:the-c0STUter brenche00 Pirtiof,

. 00romptIng,frocidarai,



Weetlies you may want to describe something

more coMplicoted, llke thusetting or a

therectedn Lstory. -Then-you-must-ask

questions about the parts rather than the

whole thing.

Press RETURN

Pretend that this rabbit Is' a character in a

story. You want to tell your readers what

the rabbit lookslike.

.4 Picture of rabbit. PitturOemaihs on thesCrien

f. throughout Section C, including branching.- Rabbit

ii.white, but it has black ears feet, and tail.

itio you can ask these question;

What: slopes ire Its part01

101it al* ,ire ,

is puts?

lhatiolors are.itsparts?

3, Press REM.

a, me Clue graphics on lines with questions.

;; to

,



Here is one.way to describe the shape of

the rabbit's ears: pointed,

Press RETURN.

04.00.10."1111".11MNIMPImumommob

let's prictice. The shape of some parts of

-the-rabbit art Important- to-describt-,--What

shape is the rabbit's ears?

(Pat name> ?

Clue picture for shape.

When the student pushes RETURN, computer matches

for the word pointed, If there is &latch, the

computer diiplays the, following:

Good, (fire name>, You have some good,

ideas for describing the shape of the

rabbit's ears.

if:there.is. no match, if the student has not typed
.

any words, or if the student presses RETURN without

typing, the computer displays the following:

4B,

Computer files student's responses and computer's

response (if any) separately for later display and

printing for student.



.'

Clue picture for shape.
o

When the student pushes RETURN, the computer, matches

for -thee
fidW, eMOier

displays the TOSing:

5A

Good, (first name>. Now you they

idea.

If there is no match, if the student has not:typed

any words, or if the student pushes RETURN without

typing, the computer displays the following::

5B

Here is one way to discribe.the shape of

the rabbit's tail: .round.

Computer files student's responses and comWer's

response (if any) separately for later display, and

printing for the student.



the size of some pats of the rabbit are

important to describe, Ask some questions

about size, I

(first name>

_ .4 Clue graphic .for size..

When the student pushes RETURN, the computer

is a match for both,, tie 'Computer displays the

following:

111.1.0....1010

6A ; You are doing well, <firat game>.

If; there lsno match, If the studentAloes not.

begin,to type a response within 30 seconds, or if

the student pushes RETURN without typing, the

computer displays the first screen,below, If

there is no match 'for feet, the computer displays

the second' screen, If there isno match for ears,

the computer displays the third screen,

6B Screens:

You can -ask about the size of the

rabbit's ears and feet.

Press RETURN.

You can ask about the size of the

rabbit's feet.

Press RETURN.

You can ask about the size of the

rabbit's ears,

Press RETURN,



The colors of parts of the rabbit are

*paint. to describe. Ask,some questionS

aboUt color,

(grab named ?

Alma, 01.110 Clue graphic for color,

When the student pushes RETURN, the computer

matchesjor the words ears, feet, ancHail.i. If

there) alatch fora!' three, ihe.computer

displays the following:

Great, lire name>, You h=
A,

*he

7A, idea now.

If there li no match, if the student does not begin

to type'a response within 30 seconds, or if the

student, pushes RETURN withouttyping, the computer

displayi the first screen, below. If there is a match

for one of the three, the computer displays the second

screen. If there a match for two, the. computer

displays the. third screen.

78, , Screens: .

You can ask about the color of the

rabbit's ears, feet, and tail,

Press RETURN.

You can also ask about the color of

the rabbit's ( > and (

Press RETURN.

You can also ask about the color of

the rabbi t' s' <' ,

Press RETURN.



US$ SiCTIP 6 (SPIDER)

Here is a picture ,of a spider, What parts

Of the spider-havishapes you would

describe? 4

(Pat name)

4E11E1 silIMND

ammo

Picture of a black spider with long oratige-ond

black legs, Its body is large and round, Its eyes.
. are large, green, andAlamond shaped, It has violet,

vlhaPedfeet.. the picture covers most of the

screen, label: SPIDEIL'

4.

Reduced.pictUri of spide,, whiCk remains on screen,

through rest election 6; no label.for picture.

Clue pictures for shapuis 'on screen.

N.tWhen RETUR6U'shed,.computer matchei foie words

Jeet,121Astin, IUthere'is a match for all

Ihree, the computer. displays the following;

2A

11=110,1Fr

You learn fast, (firet name>.

Push RETURN;

If there is no match, if the student does not begin

to type a response within~ 30 seconds, or if the

student pushes RETURN without typing, the computer

displays the firit .screen below. If there is a match

for one of the three, the computer displays the second

screen. ICthere is a match for two the computer

displays the third screen:

26 Screens:

You can ask about the shape of the

spider's feet, eyes, and body,

Press RETURN,

You can also ask about the shape of

the spider's 4 > and < >,

Press'RETURN,

$1.101.111100010mr.resismellmlolinlideml

You can also ask pbout the shape of

the spider's ( >;

Press RETURN:



What parts of the spider have sizes you

would describe?

Oat name> ?

110.MMI.1.=...1 IMMInMM

"Ina eM1=1

true picture for size is on screen.

-When RETURN Is pushed,.computer matches for words

ag. If there is a itch for.all

three ;the` computer displays the'following:

3A

=MINEIMMINNONMNEM1010./PP11111

You're,really good at this, <first

name>.

Press RETURN.

lf-there:is- no matchi, if. the.,itudent.does

1

not' egin

to type alespon$.2 within 31/seconds, of If the

student pushes iRETURN without typing, he cOmpUter

displays the first screen.. If there. is uMatch for

one of the, three the computer displays the second

screen. If there is a match for two, the computer

displayS,the third screen.

.313 Screens: °

You can ask about the site of the

spider's legs, body, and eyes.

Press RETURN.

41111111pilaINE1MON=YEIN'IlMNIINININNIN

You can also ask about the site of the

spider's < ',And < >.

Presi RETURN.

You can also ask about the size of the

spider's < >. ,



1

Now, 'first name>, what parts of the spider

have colors you would describe,

(first name> ?

MEM.

Clue picture faf;color is on screen,

When RETURN pushed, the computer matches for

Words leg, eyes, and fa If there is a match

for all three, the computer displays the followingt

4A

mmmwomilmWWIM

You've got it, (first name>!

Press RETURN,

If there is nolatch, if the student does not begin

to type a response-within 30 seconds, or:If-the-7

student 'pushes)RETURN' without typing, the computer

displays, the first screen below, If there is a

match for one of the three, the computer displays

the second screen. If there is a match for two,

the computer displayt the third screen.

4B Screens:

You can ask about the color of the

spider's legs, eyes, and feet,

Press RETURN,

You can also ask about the color of

the spider's < > and < >,

Press RETURN,

You can also ask about the color of

the spider's < >,

Press RETURN,



Noi you know how to ask yourself these

'questions in order .to.get ideas for

describing how something looks:

/plc. due/ What shape is it?

/plc. clue/ What Rite is It?

/pit. clue/ What color is it?

You olsoicnow that'sometimes you must ask

yourself qUestions about the parts of the

API* Yaw ire describing. For example, you

might osk, "What Isihe shape of this

thing,'s ports?"

Presi RETURN.

Now
y004h;Wri.tej:discription of tht

te!OlethedUpla, the-'rabbit, or the. spider.

ly0OWnameof the one YOu want to

deScOlbe(lf:,.you*ant" to distribe the

ti6102:OfthiduOla, your ideas will come

okt4sCrten,.

.112110...01e> 1

PreisiRETON

Corresponding graphic clues..for size, shape, and
Colorappear on the screen on the same line with

question'.

Pictures Of.the four objects appear on the screen
above their names.

If the student does not type In one of the objects,
the computeir displays the .following:

3A

Please type In TERBIE, DUPLA, RABBIT, or

SPIDER. _If yOu do not type In one of

these words, I will choose your topic

myself.

<ftret name)" ?

Press RETURN when you,are finished.

If the student still
does not type in one of the

topics, the computer displays the following:

You may write
about <random choice of

terbie or duptos

/Picture of the topic./

Press .RETURN.



eltidint taigas terble'or dUpla, the

terdIsplays screens 4A.and 4B.

are. yoUr Ideas:about how.a kchosen

>look!:

tion:1 words for each question for

n topie.>

e press RETURN.

01=m1110 ..

owcaowrIte your description:on, paper.

mUch.:easi er to-write 'a description,

youlet your ideas first; Push P and

he wordsWilLbe printed on paper

luck, <first name>.

Mcture of correspbriding topic remains on screen.'

CorrespOnding clue graphic remains on line with

appropriate words.

e student selects rabbit or spider, the

ter displaYs the picture on screen 5.

i0 :good Choice, cfiziet nOme>. Before

rite your you will need to

oUrsalttfuittiOns'about.thetige,. shape,

btor Of 010': parts; :Push:

'the 'questions will be printed on paPer.

Dwn.yOUrjhswers on the paper. Then
your tlescriOtion:'

tuck <firs t name>.

156

When P is pushed, computer prints list of words

_split in two sets. The first set is headed

<first naMelp> List and the second Is headed

Computer's List. Computer then terminates the
leison.

Picture of chosen topic. When P is pushed, computer

prints list of.questions.Twith seyeral'spates,between:
. each question. 'Computer. then terminates lesson.

157
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DRAFT GRAPHICS

FOR

GENERATING IDEAS

FOR WRITING

DESCRIPTION

158



Log-On Procedure

42



.Sense graphics

Nose graphic

Mouth graphic

Hand graphic

160



Lessori'l

Popcorn Picture A Popcorn Picture B

Bacon



Lesson

.Rose

Trumpet

162

Student eating rose

Orange
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Lesson _ 3__(cont i nued
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COMPUTER INSTRUCTION ON GENERATING IDEAS FOR
WRITING DESCRIPTION

SCREEN- DISPLAY SHEETS

On the following pages are screen-display sheets for computer

instruction,on generating ideas for writing description. These sheets

,indicate appropriate screen design for the text and graphics. The

screens correspond to the descriptions given in the preceding detailed

specifications.
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COMPUTERANSTRUCTION FOR GENERATING AND REVISING/EDITINGAARRATIVEJEXTy

Bruce Cronnell

One goal of computer-based instruction in composition is to have

the computer interact with students while they are composing text on a

word processor. The computer could provide the stimulus, for writing,
.

assist the student while he/she is writing, and help the Student to

revise and edit the text. This paper outlines a procedure to do these

tasks for the writing of narration. The scenario contains-many opera7.

tional details, and additional specifications needed to make the

application operational are also noted in the'paper.

Basic Procedures

Before stuilents could begin using this, proposed instructional module,

they would have to learn haw to use a specialized word processor,,

processor instruction would be both off-line and on--line.- The partieular

.word processor used in instruction'is not specified in this paper; it

would not be one commercially available, but:one specially.developed'for.

instructiegial purposes. There are two reasons forthis. First, the word

processor loftware must share the same disk as the. software

so that th computer - student. interaction can take place,efficiently

41during process. Secondly, most commerical word-prOcessing

program's are,more soPhisticated/complex than is needed for student



The word processor would have several basic requirements: upper- and

lower-case letters, word wrapping at line breaks, scrolling. Moreover,

its function keys (e.g., for capitalization, deletion, insertion) would

be straightforward and easy to use. Other characteristics of a word

processor optionally appropriate for instructional use can be specified

later; however, all such features are technically straightforward

design matters.

When a student is ready to use this narrative-text program, she/he

would insert-two disks into the disk drives: the program disk and the

individual student disk, on which text produced would be recorded.

The computer would first display certain title screens and then a

menu.. The menu would list a series of story titles and the student

could select the story that she/he wishedo write about. Only a single,

story is exemplified in this paper, one based on pictures available in

SWRL files and consequently used for illustrative convenience. The story

obviously intended for elemehtary-school students; more sophisticated

stories could also be used. The basic computer procedures suggested here

_
would be used with all stories; with variations in Wording--and in

illustrations--inserted at the appropriate places depending on the story

.

chosen by the student..

If the,stude0t:has not used the program before (as' evidenced by.a

.blank studentdisk),,the computer IntrodUCes the operation of the prograth..

If the student havuseethe program' iefore; the computer reviews the

operation of the program and tends the student to where she/he left off.
, .

the last time when In the midst of a story..



The following are critical operational procedures in the program:

1. Wheh the student's. first name. followed by a.quistion mark is

displayed, the student is expected to make a response.

2. After the student has made a response, she/he must push.t e

_RETURN key.

3. Four speClal. function keys Ireferred to as W, X, Y, and Z in this

paper) must be used to signal specific functions to the computer:

W = to exit the program

X = to ask for help

'Y st.to indicate completion,of writing

Z = to scroll text

Ideally, a labeled key would be used for each function (i.e.,

BYE, HELP, DONE, SCROLL). However, the keyboards for some

'comP6ters (e.g., the Apple II) do not have enough extra keys to

perMit.this. ,Tharefore; the solution may be tO: have the stUdent

Push.a function key (but'not the one used for upper -case letters)

and then type a word (e.g., "bye') or a letter, chosen for mnemonic

value .(e.g., "E" for exit/end.)

Writing

The student i 'introduced to the content.of the story to be written"

the characters and'perhaps the setting (ind maybe even something about

.:the story content). Then a filmed version of the story is presented.

Thefilm would be displayed from either videotape or videodisc and would

be displayed either on the screen on which text is displayed or on a

separate moofteqr.



The film can be either, animated or live-action. It can present

either a complete -story for students to write or an open-ended story for

students to complete. After the film is displayed, the student is told

to write her/his story. While the student is writing, one or more still

pictures from the story remains on the screen (whatever screen the film

was displayed on) to remind"the student of story content..

See Figure 1 for a sample of the displays that might be shown at

this stage.

At the top of the screen where the student is to enter text, the

title of the story is given (to ensure that the story is titled and to

'help remind the student of story content). The title is the beginning

of the student's text; it is part of the student's text and scrolls off

the top of the screen (along with text) when text fills up the screen.

. Help

The student receives help in one of two ways:

1. When the student pushes the X function key, the help menu

is...pretented, either in a "window".on. the screen or on a

screen that replaces the student text.

2. When the student stops typing for'40 secondi a message.

is displayed at the bottom of the screen asking if the

student wants some help..

a. If the student responds "yes," the help menu is presented.

b.' -If the.student responds "no, ",,the question' message As

replaced briefly with the message "WRITE SOME1MORE.".



Today you will write a
story.

[picture of cat]
[picture of bird]

The story is about a cat
and a bird.

Watch to see what the cat and
the bird do.

. .Display animated version of the story suggested by the folloWing pictures.*

et

46. 414.. 11#4:fri.
J6-

-

Now write a story about the
cat and the bird.

Tell.what the cat-does
and what the:bird does.

Figure, . Sample displays to Introduce Writing Task.

.*During student writing, these three pictures would be displayed.
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The help menu asks the student what kind of help she/he wants:

1. to see the film again

2. to figure out what to write .next

3. to see son :. wonds to use in the story

4. to see what she/he has written

5. to stop writing

The student responds by typing in the number of the help wanted; and

the computer responds appropriately:

1. The filmed version of the story is presented (as described

above).

2. Questions are,displayed to encourage writing: For example,

for the sample story used in this paper:

What does the cat do?

What does the bird do?

Where does the story happen?

Words are displayed that might be used in the story. For

example, for the sample story:..

cat bird next
water pond. .then
catch hide after
fall. . wet before

4. The student text is displayed from the beginning. (The

student isinstructed to use the 2 function key to scroll

additional onto the screen.)

5.- A message is displayed asking the student whether she/he

has finiihed writing her/his story. If yes', the program

moves to Revising/Editing' (see below); if no, the program

returns to the student text.

332
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After each of these helps is shown (except after a "yes",response

to number 5), the computer returns to the student text, displaying'

briefly the message."WRITE SOME MORE."

Revising/Editing

When the student pushes the Y function key or when the student'

answers "yes" to question 5 of "Help," the student is assumed to have

completed her/his first draft. Although the student may have made changes

while writing. the text, the next part of the program focuses specifically

on revising and editing.*

Research suggests that the first step in changing text is t.

revisions--that is, make changes in substance. Then the text is edited--

that is, surface features..(e.g., spelling, punctuation, capitalization)

are corrected. While this order is practical for ordinary writing, it

does not work well ,for computer interaction with the changing process.

Since the computer reads text literally, errors must be corrected first

so that the computer can make more "intelligent" suggestions for more

complicated revisions.

In the first step of the "Revising/Editing" procedure, the student

is told to read her/his story again and-to correct any mistakes and make

any changes that will make, the story better. (Ideally,.the student would

-/

have done this before exiting the writing part of the program. However;

/
The revision and editing routines outlined here are only a few-cif

many that could be incorporated into a-computer instructional Program'.
The exact changes to be treated in the program would depend on many/factors,
such as, grade-level,,story content, and relation to ongoing classroom
instruction in composition

333.
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this step ensures that students do in fact re-read their texts.) The

student text is displayed from the beginning; the student scrolls through

it, making any changes and corrections. When the student has gone through

her/his text, the program returns to the remainder of the "Revising/Editing"

steps.

The second step is a computer check,of the spellings in the

student text. The computer has a small dictionary in memory; i.e., a

word list of 3,000-5,000 words, including all words expected in the

story. (There can be space limitations if a dictionary is included in

'the instructional software; if so, the dictionary could be on a separate

disk that the,student is directed to use.). The computer matches words

in the student text against words in the dictionary, ignoring capitalization

and acceptingjorms with inflectional suffixes. For each text word not

found in the dictionary, the sentence containing the word is displayed

with the unmatched word underlined. A message is also displayed:

You have a word that I don't understand.

Please check the underlined word to be sure that it Is spelled

Correct the spelling of the word and push RETURN. If the
.word is right, just push RETURN.

Note that the student is allowed to continue without a correction if

she /he thinks the word is correct, bt,..:ause the unmatched word may in

'fact be a correct word that is not in the dictionary. Note also that this

routine does not ensure that all spellings are appropriate; for example,

incorrectly used homophones would be treated, as correct spellings.
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Next the computer searches for a capital letter at the beginning

of the text and after each terminal punctuation mark (i.e., period,

question mark,: extlamationmark). For each missing capital letter, the

computer displays the sentence needing capitalization, along with the

preceding sentence, and asks the student to add a capital letter. If

the student does not respond or responds incorrectly, the computer

performs the capitalization and graphically highlights it.*

A similar procedure is used to check for lack of terminal punctuation

and to have the student add the appropriate mark. The computer searches

for terminal punctuation at the end of the text.a dibefore each capital

letter, with the following exceptions: the first word in the text; the

titles Mr., Mrs., Ms., Dr., Miss; words that are likely to be names in

the story (e.g., in the sample story: "Bird,","Cat," or "Pond"). \However,

. students may misuse capital letters- by placing them within sentences or

they may use proper nouns within sentences. Consequently, so that

inappropriate periods are not added, the computer does not automatically-

edd a period if the student does not make a correction (as opposed to the

automatic capitalization provided for above).

The next two steps are designed to help students improve their

sentence structure: to combine short,sentehces or to break up long

sentences.** First the,computer searches for bny'.consecUtive sequence of

*ThiS procedure will add inappropriate capital letters if abbrevjations
are used in the text. However, abbreviations are generally noy acceptable
in text (except for titles, which are followed. by capitalized fames).

**The word, length to define short and long sentences may vary depending
on grade,tevell the numbers vsed here are appropriate for elementary
school. .
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two sentences, both shorter than five words. The pair of short

s.entences is displayed, with the notation that they are short and the

question "Can you turn them into one sentence?" Next the computer

earches for any sentence longer than 20 words. The long sentence is

displayed, with the notation that it is long and the question "Can you

change this into two shorter' sentences?"

The .following step is designed to improve sentence variety. The

compUter searches for any two (or more) consecutive sentences beginning

with the same word or, in the case of sentences that begin with "A," "An,"

or "The," beginning with the same two words. If such -sentences are found,

they are displayed, with the notation that they begin the same way and the

question "Can you change one sentence to make the beginnings different?"

The computer then searches, one at a time, for specific words that

would be expected in the story the student has written; e.g., in the

sample story: bird, cat, pond/water, next/then/after/before. If thee.

specified Word or words are not found, the computer displays (e.g., if

none of the last set of words is found) the following:

You.forgot to say when thingi happen in the story.

You could. use words:like "next," "then," "after," and
"'before."

Go back and use words that tell when things happen in your
story.

Then the student -.text is displayed from the beginning so that the student

can add specific words.

After the revision routines are completed, the computer returns

to the editing routines to correct any'errors that may have been made

during revision. Spelling, capitalization, arid punctuation are checked
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,again (see above), and the student is directed to re-read her/his text

to check for errors.

After-the student has written and revised/edited her/his text, the

text- is printed out so that a hard copy is available\

CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined a procedure for computer-based instruction

1

to Kelp students to write, revise, and edit narratives. Although this

/

outline is relatively straightforward, the computer specifications for

such instruction would necessarily be rather complex (including various

branchings, limitations, and termination routines).' Moreover, programming

for such instruction would be very sophisticated; jUst programming one

story would take a considerable amount of time; programming a menu of

stories would be a huge project. In addition, programming for a word-

processor component is a major undertaking. Finally, there are hardware

problems: The envisioned instruction would be most easily handled

through the use of videodisc, but videodiscs currently are not in common

use and are also too expensive to produce to make such instruction

economically viable. Still, this paper'has suggested how--given commitment

of time and resources--computer-student interaction could improve

writing instruction.
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SAMPLE.SPECIFICATIONS FOR COMPUTER INSTRUCTION IN GENERATING
AND EDITING/REVISING NARRATIVE TEXT,

BrOce Cronnell

n the.following.pages are sample specifications for computer-based

instruction in generating and editing/revising narrative text. These

specifications elaborate on the general specifications described in

'WP 2-82/02. Before actual programming could be undertaken for-this

instructional moduli, at least three tasks would need. to be done:'

1. The writing prompt would need to be piloted with some students

at the appropriate grade level to determine what writing

problems/errors the story tended to produce. Then changes

would be made in "HELP" (to ensure that needed help was

provide4 and in "REVISION" (to ensure that practical and

useful .suggestions were given).

2. Word-processor/text-editor requirements would need to be

specified. Then instruction would be prepared to teach

students to use the word processor.

3. The nature of the student files would need to be specified.

All three tasks could be accomplished relatively easily if the need

arose.



"TITLE"

1.

1

GENERATING AND EDITING/REVISING NARRATIVE TEXT

Display for 5 seconds.

Display for 5 seconds..

SWRL

PRESENTS

WRITING A STORY.

If responses are found on student

Go to "REVI-EW."

If responses are not found on student,disk:

Go.to "INTRODUCTION."

a



"INTRODUCTION"

2.

Please type your first and last
names., Be sure you type correctly.
Then push the RETURN key.

Hi, < first name>1 Whenever you see
<first.name>? on the screen, yoU
needetO type an answer.

After you answer, always'push the
RETURN key,

Let's practice.
you in?

<first name >?

What grade are

Good, <first name >.

If you want to stop at any time,
just push W and then. push RETURN.

Push RETURN.

GO to' "WRIT.ING."

Names are filed.

<first name>: first name filed
in frame 1.

The grade number is filed.

W =whatever key(s) specified
for this function.* When.W
and RETURN are pushed, po to
"TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame

*Special keys need to be designated for four functions: (1) to exit
program (= W), (2) to ask for help (= X), (3) to indicate completion of
writing (= ), and (4) to scroll text (= Z). Ideally, a labeled key would
be used for each function (BYE, HELP, DONE,,SCROLL);-however, some micro
computer keyboards do not have enough extra keys for this. Therefore, the
solution may be to have the student push a function key (but not the one
used for upper-case letteTs) and then type a word (e.g., "bye"). Details
of this process must be worked out before programming is undertaken.



"REVIEW"

Please type your first and last
names. 'Then push the RETURN key.

If no match with names on file:

a. I do not know <first & last name>.
Please type the name you used last
time.

If still no match:

I still do not find the name
<first & Zast name>. Please get
your teacher to help me.

Hello,' <first'name.>..

Remember:

When you see <first name?
on the.screen, you need to
type an answer.

After you type your answer,
always push RETURN.

If you want to stop at any

time. just-push W and then
push'RETURN.

:Now-push RETURN.

The computer stops, leaving
the display on the screen.
Teacher types in the correct
name,.Or terminates by removing.
the disc. .



"REVIEW' (continued)

3. a. After "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame .2, or (if studenewas. in
"WRITING" or "HELP").after "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frames 1,

Last-time'you were writing a
story.

Remember:

If you want help,.push X-
and then push RETURN.

When you nave finished
. writing your story, push
Y and then pUsh RETURN.

Push RETURN.

Your story is about a cat
and a bird.

Watch,to see what the cat
and the bird do.

Go .to "WRITING," frame 2 and then to

b. After "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame' 3:

Last time you finished writing
your story.

Let's back and revise it.

Go to "REVISION."

X = whatever key(s) specified
for this function; see
footnote on page 2. When X
and RETURN are pushed, go to
"HELP."

Y whatever key(s) specified
for this function; see foot-,

note on page 2. When Y and
RETURN are pushed, go to
"REVISION."

Display for 20 seconds.

"HELP," frame 4.

Display for 20 seconds.

c. After "TERMINATION ROUTINES'," frame 4, or (if'student was in
"REVISION") after. "TERMINATION. ROUTINES," frames 1, 5, '6, 7:

Last time' you were revising your
story.

Let's o some more work on your
story.

.

GO,tonext"REVISION", frame:

Display for 20 seconds.

342



"WRITING"

Today you will write a
story.

The story is. about a cat
and_q_btrd.

Watch to see what the cat and
the bird do.

Push RETURN.

[Picture of cat]

[Picture of bird]

. Display animated version of the story suggested by the following pictures.*

.116- 411/4

01.4. 00'.11. 47L

3.

Am,

Now write a'story abOut the
cat and the bird.

Tell what the cat does and
and what the bird does.

Push RETURN.

If' you want help, push X
and then. push RETURN..

When you have finished writing
your story, push Y and,then
push RETURN.

Now begin writing.

Push RETURN.

*Animation dtsplayed from videotape or videodisk.



"WRITING" (continued)

Display still. (three-section) version of pictures at top of screen or
on separate screen. Pictures remain on screen while student is writing
and whenever whole student text is displayed. (If on separate screen,
pictures remain on screen except for frame 2, above.) Below pictures
display title:

THE BIRD GETS AWAY

The title is the beginning of the student text; it scrolls .off screen
(along with text) when text fills up screen. (lf pictures are on a
separate screen, title also is on student screen.)



"HEL1P"

A. When student pushes X andRETURN, remove student text and display:

HELP-

What kind of help would you like?

1. See the picture move again.
.

Figure out what to write next.

3. See. some words to use in the
story.

4. See what you have written. ------

5. 'Stop writing.

Type. the number'of the kind' of
help you want.

<first name >?

Go to appropriate numbered frame below.

When: students stopstyping for 60 seconds, display at bottom of screen:

Do you want some help?

Type yes or no.

<first.name>?

YES: Remove student text and go to frame A (above).

\ NO: Remove question (B). At bottom of screen, display for 5 seconds:
WRITE SOME MORE.

l.1 Display "WRITING," frame 2.* Then return to student text. At bottom
1 of screen, display for 5 seconds: NOW WRITE SOME MORE.

Try to think about what happens.

What' does the Cat'do?
What does the bird do?
Where does the story happen?

NoW write some more, firstfname>.

0l' play for 20 seconds.

\leturn to:itudent lext.

*Students may:select this option several.times, just 1or the fun of it.
ifthit',IS*probtim,:somelimitation on the:use.of this help feature .would
need to 1:4'1:Wilt:IP.



"HELP" (continued)

Here are some words yOu can use:

cat bird next-
water pond . then .

catch hide after.
. fall wet before

Now write some more, <first name>.

Return to_student text.

4. a. If all of student text is on one screen:

Go back. and read what i-ou have

written, <first name>.

Display for 30 seconds.

Display for 10 seconds,

_Return to student text. At bottom of screen, display for 5 seconds:-
NOW WRITE SOME MORE.

b. If student text is on more than one screen:

Let's go back to the beginning
of your story; When you want
to read more of your story,
push Z.

Display for 20 seconds.

Z = whatever key(s) specified
to scroll text,; see footnote
on page 2.

Go to beginning of student text (i.e., from title). Scroll text as
student pushes Z. Stop at end of student text and, at bottom of screen,
display for 5 seconds: NOW WRITE SOME MORE.

Have you finished writing
your story?

Type yes' or no.

<first name>.?

YES: Go to "REVISitl.',

NO: Return to student text. Atbottom of screen, display for 5 seconds:
WRITE SOME. MORE.



"REVISION"

1. When the student.pushes y and RETURN or
YES to frame 5 of "HELP":

o

Now read yoUr story again.

Correct any mistakes. Make
any changes that will make
your story better.

Push RETURN.

when the'student answers

Display student text from beginning, with "Push Z" at bottoM of each
screen. When student has pushed last F, the computer analyzes the
text'for each of the features in frames,2-11.

Note: Surface editing (frames 2-4) is done first--to h/elp the
. computer read the text for the following frames--and then
is repeated at the end for a final edit.

Computer has a small "dictionary" in memory (i.e., a word list of
3,000-5,000 words, includiug all words expected in the story):*
Computer matches student text against these words (with or without
capitalization and accepting forms with inflectional suffixes**).
If unmatched words are found:

You have a word that I 4don.'t

understand. .Please check
the underlined word to be
sure that it'is spelled right.

<sentence>

Correct the spelling of the
word and push RETURN. If

the word is right, just push
RETURN.

Repeat

Note:

for each unmatched Word.-

Display, one:at a time, each
sentence'that ha's an unmatched.'
word. . The sentence is doUble
spaced; the unmatched word is
under)ined. (If more-tharvone
unmatched. word is in a _sentence,
the words are underlined one
at a time.)

Student is allowed to continue if he/she thinks the word is
right because the unmatched word may be a correct word that
is not in the dictionary.

*There may be computer memory problems if the dictionary'is: included
in the main program. If this is.ai)roblem, the dictionary might.be a
separate 0.Ogram that students are directed to use.,

**Apparently inflectional suffixes.need to be.attachd to.wOrds in
the dictiOnary.
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"REVISION" (continued)

3. Computer searches for capital letter at, beginning of text and after
each terminal punctuation (i.e., period, question mark, exclamation
point). If missing:

a. You need a capital letter here.
Please put a capital letter at
the beginning of each sentence.

.--

<text>

Push RETURN.

Computer displays text where
capital letter should go: -

sentence needing capitalization
and preceding sentence.

If student doesn't make correction within 30 seconds:

b.' This should be a capital letter.

<text>

Push RETURN.

Same text as above, but with
appropriate letter capitalized
and graphically highlighted.

Repeat for each missing capital letter.

. Computer searcheilor terminal punctuation before each capital letter
and at end of text. (Exceptions: ft4Lword in text`; "Bird," "Cat,"
or "Pond" preceded by "a/A" or "the/The."*) If missing,:

Do you need a.punctuation mark
here? Be sure yOu have a punc-.
tuation mark at the end of each
sentence.

<text>

Push RETURN.

Cothputer. displays text where.
period should go: sentence
needing period and following
sentence.

Repeat for each missing period.

*Other exceptions may need to be, made here because students may misuse
capital letters by placing them within sentences, and we don't want periods
inserted within sentences. Moreover, students may use proper nouns correctly
within sentences. I don't know a way out of this without some powerful
syntax component to analyze sentences. However, to avoid inappropriate
addition of periods, no automatic period placement-is included in the
program (as opposed to Aytomatic capitalization in frame 3).
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"REVISION" (continued

Computer searches for any consecutive sequence of two sentences, both
shorter than five words. (A sentence is defined as a segment begin
ning with capital Fetter and ending with period, question mark, or
exclamation-pointi- but-mot-immed4tely-fdlloViid by quotation marks--
since short_ quotations are appropriate. Also excluded from this
definition of sentence are the personal titles Ms., Mr., Mrs., and
Dr.) If found:

These sentences are very short:

<sentences>

Can you turn them into one
sentence?

Fix the sentences and then
push RETURN.

Computer displays. both
short sentences.

Repeat for each sequence of two short sentences.

6. Computer searches for any sentence longer than 20 words. If found:

This is a very long sentence:

<sentence>

Can you change this to two
shorter sentences?

Fix the sentence and then
push RETURN.

Repeat for each 20+ word sentence.

Computer displays 20+ word
sentence.
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7. Computer searches for any two (or more) consecutive sentences begjnning
with the same word, or, in the case of sentences that begin with .A or
The, beginning with the same two-words. If found:

These sentences begin the same
way.

<sentences>

Can you change one sentence to
make the beginnings different?

Fix the sentences and then
push RETURN.

Computer displays sentences
beginning with same word(s).

Repeat for each set of sentences beginning with the same word(s).

8. Computer searches for "bird" (with or without capitalization);
if not in text:

a. You forgot to say that a bird
is in your story.

Go back and use the-word "bird"
in your story.

Push RETURN.

Student text is displayed from beginning, with "Push 2" at bottom
of each page. If "bird" does not appear within 60 seconds after
the screen is displayed, display the following at the bottom of the
screen (with graphic emphasis):.

b. Please use the word "bird"
in your story.

If "bird" appears or if student does not respond for 60 seconds, go
on to next, segment.

R5n



"REVISION" (continued)

Computer searches for "cat" (with or without capitalization);
if not in text:

You forgot to say that a cat
is in your story.

,Go baCk and use the word "cat"
in yoUr story.

Puih RETURN.

Follow-up similar to that for frame 8.

i0. Computer searches for "pond" and "water" (with or without
capitalization); if neither is in the text:

You.forgot to say anything
about the pond and the
water.

Go back And use the word
"pond" or "water" in your .

story.

Push RETURN

Follow-up similar to that for frame 8.

11. Computer searches. for "next,"."then," "after," "before," (with or
without capitalization); if none are in the text:

/

You/ forgot to say when
th/ings happen in the
story.

You could use words like
next!," "then," "after,"

and "before."

Go back and mse words
that tell when things
happen.in.your story.

Push RETURN.

Follow-up similar to

12/ Repeat frames 2-4.

Repeat/frame 1. Then

that for frame 8.

o to "TERMINATION ROUTINES," frame 8.

'4
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'TERMINATION ROUTINES"

1. Student pushes W and RETURNS

_

You're doing-well, <first name>. Display for 10 seconds.
You can write some more later:

Goodbye, <first name >..

Termination description:* "Session ended at student's request."

2. Student is going to "HELP" and has been on computer for more than
15 minutes:

You're doing well, <first name >..
Let's stop for today. You can
write some more later.

/

Goodbye, <first name>.

Display for 15 seconds.

Termination description: "Session ended at conclusion of section."

Student is going to "REVISION" and has been on computer for more
than 15 minutes:

You're'doing well, <f1/:,2t name>.
Let's stop for today.. Next time
we will revise yoUr story.

Goodbye, <first name>.

Display for 15 seconds.

Termination description: "Session ended at conclusion of section,',''

*Termination descriptions are placed in student's file to-enable
the teacher to monitor student prOgress.



I am waiting for your answer.. I

"TERMINATION ROUTINES"

4. Student is going to a new frame in "REVISION" and has been on Computer
for more than 15 minutes:

, You're. doing'well, <first nam>.
Let's stop for, today. Next time
you can revise your story some
more.

Goodbye, <first name>.

Display for 15 seconds.

Termination description: "Session ended at conclusion of section."

Student does not respond within 15 seconds to command/question requiring
a typed response:

a. Display at bottom of screen:
Sound is made when sentence_
is first displayed.

Student still does not respond within 30 more seconds.

b. I'm sorry. Goodbye.

Termination 'description: "Session ended because student did not respond."

6. Student does not push. RETURN Within 30 seconds when it mutt be pushed
to continue:

I'm wiiting'lor you to
push RETURN

Display at bottom of screen.
Sound is made when sentence
is first displayed.

Student still does not respond within 30 more seconds:

Go to next instructional, frame (i.e., act as if student had pushed
RETURN).

However,, if this happens twice (i.e., if student twice goes through
two 30-second periods without pushing RETURN):

Display frame 5 (above).

Termination description: "Session ended because student 'did not
push RETURN in order to continue."

353
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"TERMINATION ROUTINES" (continued)

7. Student responds to command/question, but does.not push RETURN
within 15 seconds after response:

Display frame 6 (above).

Student still does not respond within 15 more seconds:

Go to next instructional frame (i.e.; act as if student had pushed
RETURN).

.However, ifthis happens twice (i.e.:, if student twice responds and
twice goes throUgh two 15-second periods without pushing RETURN):

Dtsplay. frame 5b (above).

Termination description: "Session ended because student did not
push RETURN after making response."

Note: If the student is terminated by frames 5-7, he/she needs special
help with using the computer. After the teacher has provided
appropriate assistance, the student may go back to the computer
to continue instruction.

8. Student completes "REVISION, frame 13:.

Now you are finished writing
and revising Your'stOry,
<first name>.

Push RETURN, and a copy of
your 'story will be printed
for yeu.

Goodbye, <first ndme>.

Student exits from program. Print hard copy of student story.

Termination description: "Student has completed writing and revising a
story."
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PART II

SPECIFYING COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION TO SUPPLEMENT .

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPOSITION, INSTRUCTION,'

Introduction

As part of SWRL's NIE-supported work in "Cooperative Instructional

'Application of Writing Research," a proposal was made for an elementary

school composition program that would.incOrporate current research

findings about the composing process and about composition instruction

(see Appendix F). This Part of the report specifies how microcomputer'

instruction in composition might supplement such a program.

Section A outlines this supplementary !instruction as a component

of an elementary school composition program! Section B provides an

example of such supplementary instruction. jhe instruction in this section

uses the context of addressing envelopes to teach and praCtice the following

skills:

Places address and return adress iri the correct space
on an envelope.

Capitalizes personal titles (e.g., Mr., Ms., Dr.

Capitalizes the names of streets, cities, states.

Uses a comma between city and state.

The section includes (1) the instructional specifications (a general

description, es well as a more detailed description for use in

programming), (2 the computer program listing, \(3) the courseware (an

operating manual and a computer disk*for use with a Commodore Pet

Capitalizes names of persons.

)

Computer), and (4) a pilot study report.

*The computer disk accompanying this report has been. removed.
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MICROCOMPUTER INSTRUCTION TO SUPPLEMENT
A PROPOSED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPOr ION PROGRAM

Ann Humes



MICROCOMPUTER INSTRUCTION TO SUPPLEMENT
A T'ROPOSED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPOSITION PROGRAM

-___BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

'Teaching students to write is an important -.:ortcern_of_both educators

and researchers.- Appropriate instruction is also a concern, for few

instructional programs meet, Even minimally, current classroom needs.

SWRL's proposal for elementary school composition instruction is an

exception (see Appendix F). It fills the need for a unified approach to

the teaching of writing. One optional element of the instructional

program further addresses requirements of the contemporary classroom.

This element is a set of computerized instructional materials for teaching

component skills of composition.' These materials can be used, as supple-

mentary practice on skills taught in composition instruction for students

who do not master the.skills by participating in regular classroom instruc-

tion and practice. These materials can .Iso be used as primary instruction

for some skills, particularly for students such as new enrollees who must

approach these skills out of sequence with the mainline writing instruction

The microcomputer is one of the newest and most versatile media for

instruction. It can function as a teacheflaide while-providing the

student the privacy that can make instructional tasks less threatening.

It can present instruction and examples, provide interesting practice,

point out information, and request clarification of ambiguities.

Microcomputer instruction offers oth,..!r benefits to students and

teachers.. It permits truly individualized instruction because students

can proceed at their own rate and can receive the appropriate amount. of

3 60
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practice, which is determined by their computer-analyzed performance.

The computer also provides immediate feedback, thus providing the

student with immediate reinforcement or assistance. Additionally,

microcomputer instruction is highly motivating, because of its game-

like nature.

STUDENT. PREREQUISITES

Students must be in grades 3-6 and have previous experience with

the microcomputer that will be used in the school. They must also have

previous experience with typing.

CONTENT OF INSTRUCTION

Many writing skills must be employed in order to put words on'a

page. Writers must deal with these skills while attending to the content,

structure, and coherence of their texts. Clearly, the number of skills

that must be dealt with simultaneously can overload the writer's infor-

mation processing capacity (Scardamalia, in Bereiter, 1979)

Research has shown that students who have mastered these skills to

the point where they are relatively automatic have more freedom to focus

their attention on global issues during composing (Bridwell, 1981).

Furthermore, some students master these skills earlier and more quickly

than other students. Consequently, individualized microcomputer instruc-
,

tion and practice on these skills can meet the needs of students who have

not yet mastered or have not been introduced to one or more of these

skills.
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The skills covered here Include punctuation, capitalization, language

usage, and special sets of related skills. The sets of related skills are

presented within products or elements of products commonly taught In

elementary instructional materials. When these skills are presented in

a context to which they are relevant, they can be quickly learned. The

sets included are personal letters, business letters, poetry, forms such

as application blanks, and dialogue for stories.

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSEWARE

The, instructional courseware would be-Used.by students.in grades 3-6

and be operated on a microcOmputer. The courseware would. consist of a

set of. disks that might be used for instruction on new skills for some

students and for review on previously.taught-Skills for. other students.

For this reason, content is sequenced and designated as materials for

grades 3-6, 4-6, and 5-6. StUdents An.grade three would use only those

materials designated for grades 3-6; which, for them would cover content

first presented at grade three, with a few exceptions. Students in

grade six codi'd use any of the disks, which, for them, would have both

new and review material. This, design also allows for a more economics'

package because the same materials are not repeated on separate disks

for each grade level.

For the specific content of the courseware, see the following pages.
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CONTEN1 OF COUk:, ARE FOR GRADES 3-6

PUNCTUATION,

Uses a period to end a declarative sentence.
Uses a question mark to end an interrogative sentence.
Uses an exclamation point to end an exclamatory sentence.
Uses a period to end an-imperative sentence.,
Uses a comma in a compound sentence.
Uses commas to separate items in a series.

CAPITALIZATION

USAGE

Capitalizes the first word in a sentence.
Capitalizes the personal pronoun "I."
Capitalizes the names of persons.*
Capitalizes the days of the week and holidays.
Capitalizes the first, last, and important words of a title.

Uses regular and irregular verbs-appropriately.
Uses adjectives appropriately: comparative and superlative forms.
Uses adverbs appropriately:. comparative and superlative forms:
Uses articles a and an appropriately.
Uses sentences in which the subject and verb agree (subject before verb).

SPECIAL SETS OF RELATED SKILLS

Personal Letters and. Envelope's_

Uses a comma between city and state.*
Uses a comma in the date.
Punctuates the greeting and closing .of a personal letter.
Capitalizes the greeting and closinq of a personal letter.
Capitalizes personal titles (e.g., Mr., Ms., Dr.).*
Capitalizes the names of streets, cities, states.*
Places address and return address in the correct space on an envelope.*

1

PUNCTUATION

COURSEWARE FOR GRADES 4-6

Uses apostrophe in singular. possessives.
Uses apostrophe in contractions.

*TaughAin Ahe specimen lessons contained in this. report see
following section.

0 D



CAPITALIZATION

USAGE

-; of river., lakes, buildings.

Uses consistent verb tense.
Uses nominative and objective pronouns appropriately.

SPECIAL SETS OF RELATED SKILLS

Forms ( .q., application blanks)

Uses periods at the end of initials.
Uses periods at the end of abbreviations:
Capitalizes initials in the names of persons.
Capitalizes names of countries.
Capitalizes abbreviations for days, months, streets.

Dialogue

Uses comma afte-r noun of direct address.
Uses quotation marks, comma, and terminal punctuation
quotation.

Capitalizes first word in dialogue quotations.
Uses dialogue for only one speaker in a-paragraph.

Poetry

Punctuates poetry.
Capitalizes first word,in line_of verse:

PUNCTUATION

COURSEWARE FOR GRADES-5-6

Uses comma after introductory transitional expressions.
Uses apostrophe in plural pOssessiveiforris.
Uses a comma,after introductory adve/rbial cliauset.

//

CAPITALIZATION

Capitalizes first letter in nonpersona,Uproper names...
Capitalizes names Of organizations and proper adjeCtives.

364



USAGE

/
Uses interrogative pr/onouns.
Uses pastand past- participle forms of verbs appropriately.
Uses consistent /verb tense.

SPEC I/ L SETS OF'RELATED SKILLS

Business Letter

Punctuates/the greeting and closing of a business ietter.
Capitalises -the greeting and closing of a business letter.
Places the'parts of a business letter in the correct space.
Uses appropriate formal language in a business letter.
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NO: TN 2-82/37

sounitvEsrr REGIONAL LA 1.10RAToizy
TECHNICAL NOTE

tONPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION ON SKILLS FOR ADDRESSING ENVELOPES-
.,

Ann Humes

ABSTRACT

An approach to elementary-school computer-based instruction is

presented for teaching students component placement, capitalization,

and;punctuation skills of addressi-hg envelopes within the context of a

'simulated ,enveloPe. The skills taught are identified, and the initial

orientation procedures are discussed. Then Instruction and practice

are outlined, and the corresponding branching for students' responses

is desCribed. A reporting system that allows the teacher, o,_foi low

strident progress is also described

ibiii.davumerq is intended fur internal FILM distribution and a6 9rmiss ion to reprint or quote Iron this working
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COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION ON SKILLS FOR ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

Ann Humes

Several microcomputer prOgrams are available that deal with math

and science. However,' relatively few are available for teaching students

to write. Yet computers can serve a vital function in composition

instruction. One approach is to use the computer to provide appropriate

primary instruction and practice and appropriate supplementary practice

on skills that would otherwise require considerable teacher time.

This paper sketches instruction for third and fourth grade elementary

.school students. The instruction teachesa set of related skills in a

relevant context. The set is part of a larger design fora complete

program of composition instruction that includes a set of materials for

use on a microcomputer. The context of instruction is an envelope, and

the skills are those needed to place the address and return address

correctly on an envelope and to capitalize and punctuate the addresses.*

In the first section, this paper mites the skills taught and discusses

the orientation procedures students undertake after they have loaded the

program disk. It als6 outlines the mainline.instruction and practice,

describing the correspond' branChing that occurs in reSpone to students'

performance on the tasks they areWesenteck--Thenekt.section describes

the reporting syStem that provides information for teachers on the progress

of all' students using the program:
7

*U.S. postal abbreviations (e.g., CA for California)..are not taught;
zip codes are not included because of space constraints imposed by screen
design that would preclude practicing capitalization for a variety of
cities and states.



INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE

The following skills are taught and reviewed:

Skills Taught Reviewed

Places the address and return
address in the correct space on
an envelope.

Lesson 1 Lesson 2

Capitalizes the names of pers6ns Lesson 1 Lesson 2, 3

Capitalizes personal titles Lesson 1 Lesson 2, 3

(e.g., Mr.)

,Capitalizes.the names of streets, Lesson 2 , Lesson' 3

cities, states.

Uses.a comma to separate city Lesson 3

-and state.

At the beginning of,each session, students type their first and last

names. The computer stores the first name to use.in responses, to students..

It stores data on students' performance under their first and last names

so that (1) teachers can review students' performance and (2) the computer

can place students'at the proper point in the instructional sequence.

If students do not respond when asked for their names, the computer

requests an answer. If students still do not respond, the computer

terminates the program.

When students input their names, the computer checks for the first

and last names in the file. If the exact names are located, the computer-

places the students in Lesson 1, 2, or 3, depending on students' recorded

success in the program. If students do not push the return key here or

wherever this behavior is necessary to continue the program, the program

reminds students to push the return key. If students still do not respond,

the computer terminates the lesson.

0
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For the first session, the computer informs students that it is

waiting for their response whenever it displays their first name followed

by a question mark. For subsequent sessions, the computer reminds

students of this signal for input.

4
When'a new skill is presented, the computer displays a simulated

envelope with address-and a return address. The computer provides

instructions on the skill. After a delay for reading the rule, the computer

flashes, the examples of correct use to' focus students' attention. When

the skill is address placement, the instruction is followed by two con-

secutive screens with addressed envelopes, and the computer requests

students to identify first the return address and then the address by

typing either number one or number. two. When capitaliza'tion and punctua-
.

tiph are taught, the instruction is followed by two consecutive displays

with errors to be corrected. 'TliroughoUt the program; all keys are. disabled

except the keys for the correct answers. Thus, students can input.orl

correct answers.

When students do not answer correctly in the practice displays,

the computer responds in one of two ways, depending on the skills. For

address placement, the 'computer gives the correct answer and then

repeats the previous instruction and presents more practice. If students

do not respond correctly by the third practice-display, the computer

terminates the lesson. For capitalization and punctuation, the computer

first tells, students that they have -not found all the errors, so they

should keep trying. If students still do not correct all the errors, the

computer repeats the previous instruction and then presents' another display..

If Students still do not respond correctly, the computer terminates' th'e.

lesson;

372
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When students respond correctly to the practice on a.skill, the

computer provides positive reinforcement and then presents the next

rule. When an entire lesson is successfully completed, the computer

provides positive reinforcement, and promises students that they will

learn more "next time," and then terminates the lesson. When students

have successfully completed all lessOns, the computer provides positive

reinforcement and suggests the user write a letter to a friend, address

an envelope, and mail the correspondence.

For skills previously taught in the program, the computer reviews_

the rule and presents pradtice. Response to correct and incorrect

answers is the same as for new skills, as describ'ed above.

REPORTING SYSTEM'

The reporting system provides the teacher with data on individual

students and om the whole clasS. It also allows the teacher to delete
.

records for individual students or for an entire class so that the disk

can be reused with subSequent classes.

The teacher enters the reporting system by typing "Reports" when

6

the computer asks for the student's name. The computer then displays a

menu of options. The first option is a command for the computer to list

the names of the students_in the file on the disk. When this option is

selected, the computer displays an alphabetized list of users' names.
b

The teacher can request a printout of -this list. ,

'Another option listed in, the feporting system menu is a command-for

, the tbmputer to display student reports. When this option is selected,

the computer displays a student-reports menu. Selections on this menu

0,



allow the teacher ( ) to review the performance of on student on the

screen or on a hard copy, or (2) to obtain printed copic, of all student

reports. These copies can be distributed to students as "Report Cards"

ontheir performance in addressing envelopes. .An example of an individual

student report is displayeth in Figure 1.

ADDRESSING ENVELOPES.

BILL BURKE

LESSON 1: completed
Address placement: 4 repeats

Capitalizing titles: perfect

Capitalizing names: 2 repeats

LESSON 2: completed
Address placement: perfect

Capitalizing titles
and names:. perfect

Capitalizing streets,
,cities, and state's: 1 repeat

LESSON 3: completed
Capitalizing titles

and names: perfect

Capitalizing streets,
cities, and states: perfect

Adding comma between
city and state: perfect

Review: 2 re'Peats

Figure 1. Student Report

The third option on the Reporting System menu is a command to have

the computer print out a class record. This record summarizes the

performance of all students in the disk file. This form is exemplified

in Figure 2.



KEY: = Lesson; C = Complete; I = Incomplete; P = PlaceMent; T = Titles;
= Names; St = Streets; Ci = Cities; Sa = States; Co = Commas;
= Review

CLASS RECORD

No. of'Repeats*

STUDENT :1: P T T/N St/Ci/Sa 3 T/N St/Ci/Sa Co R

1 Joan Best C

2 Lisa Cook C 4 ,2 1 C 4 2

3. John Clark 1 2

4 Ann Drake C 5

.0 'Brad. Egan

6. Thomas Frame C % C

7 Kathy Grant.
. 8 William Hall C C

9 Carol Kane C C

10 StacOalas 2

11 Maria Sanchez 1 2

12 Anthony Trent:: C C

13 Charles Wilson C 2 C 1

,Figure 2., Class' Record

Repeat exceeding the 'number allowed for the skills in a single,,session
indicate thaethelesson was repeated.

Deleting arecord is another option offered on the reporting system

.

menu. When the teacher selects this option.. the computer askS whether

the teacher wants to delete records for an entire class. The teacher

types "yes" or "no" in response to this question. If the teacher types

"yes," the computer asks "Are you sure?" and waits for a "yes" or "no"

response before records are deleted. If the teacher does not wish to

delete all records, the computer asks the teacher to type the name of

the\student whose record is to be deleted.



The final option offered on the reporting system menu is a command

to exit from the system.

-Thjs instruction has been programmed and is operating. Although it

can now be used as a. discrete unit of instruction, it was designed and

developed as a component of a larger set of instructional materials to

teach composition.
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COMPUTER INSTRUCTION FOR ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

Any. Humes .

The following are specifiCations of computer instruction to to

capitalization and punctuation skills within the context of a si

envelope. These specifiCations elaborate on the general speqfications

described in TN 2-82/37. This instruction is /a third-grade ele ent of

a computer-instruction component of a larger composition program. Also

//
included are specifications of a reporting system for the instruc ion and

the actual set of example and practkce items used in the displays.
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opyright 1982
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No, 400,800108 with the National Institute

of Educition, Depiartment//of Education.
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Ten-second delay before next frame.

The computer stores first name, to use thrOughout

Lesson 1. The computer stores data under stu

dent's first and last names.'for teacher to

If the, student responds, but does not, press

return withi0Osseconds, the computer-

to the termination:jOutine. If the student. es:

not respond. within 15 seconds,,the computer adds.

.the followingto the frame;

3a.

Immonwmommohomoolimb.

iI am wai ting. for your. answer.

If the student does not respond. Within 15 iecorik::.

the computer replaces the- entince added for 3c

with the. oilowing:L

If you do not answer

I must sayloodbye.

Li

If the student,does not respond within 15:SecOndi.

the computer displays the.follOviing framer

I am sorry.

Goodbye.

The computerterminates the lesson.



lime name>. In this lesson,

you see ,<firet name? on the screen,
t means I am waiting for your answer..

N now waiting for you to press
RETURN key.

envelope has two addresses.

Is the address

,he person who will get the letter.

EnvelopeEnvelope with address,

but no return address

s RETURN.

other address is the return address.
s the address

he person who sends the letter.

Envelope with both address

and return address I

s RETURN.

-->

If the student does.not press return within 30
seconds, the computer branches to the termination
routine.

After a delay for reading, the address

flashet several times.

If the student does not press return within

one minute, the computer branches to the

termination routine.

After a delay for reading, return address t

flashes several times.
I

if the student does hol..press return within one,

minuteohe computer branches to the termina-i
lion routine.

i



1..is on the .envelope?

I. 'address.

I. return address

the number for thiright answer.'

It name'?

Envelope with only

a.return address

, (fix* name'.

Is on this envelope?

1.. address

2. return address

the number for the right answer..

It name>?

Envelope with only the

address,' no'retUrn 'address

good,-ltrat

OUjili learn some rules

apitaliting and unctuating

Of tddrisSei.T

RETURN.

3S4

The computer allows only the numeral "2" to be
typed.- After the correct answer is lyped, the
computer displays the next frame. If the student

types something other than "2," the computer
branches to the error routine; If the student
does not type Within 20Setonds, the computer
adds the foiloWing to the screen':

7a. I l'am waiting for your answer.]

If the stUdent still does not type within 20

seconds, the computer branches to the error
routine.

The compUter allows only the numeral. "I" to be
typed. Afterthe correct answer is typed, they

computer displays the next frame. If the student

types something other than "I," the computer
branches to the error routine. If the student;
does not type within 20 seconds, the computer'
adds the following.to the screen:

8a. I am waiting for yoUr 'answer.

If the student. still does not type within 20

seconds,' the computer branches to the error'
routine.

If the student does not press return within 15

seconds, the computer branches to. th&ter'mina-,

tioq-routine.
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I am waitlpirfor your answeld

lays capitalize titles

Ice.Dr.,Mr., Ms., Mrs., and Miss.

Envelope with bcch

addresses'

tss RETURN.

the titles:on this envelope.

the cursortolhe letters

Oleed to.be capitali.

puih the.coirect letter.

net name >?

Envelope with uncapitalized
titles.

.

Titles 1i rule are highlighted.

Titles on.envelope flaSh several times after a
seven-second delay for reading. If the student

does not press return within 15 seconds, the,

computer branches to the termination routine.

The computer allows only appropriate capital

letters for titles to be typed. After all the.

correct answers are typed, the computer- displays

the next screen. lf, within 45 seconds, the

student types some answers correctly, ht not.

all,'the computer branchei to the prompting
routine. If the student dOes not enter one

correction within 30 seconds, the computer adds
the following to the screen:

lie.

If the student stilfvdOes not type within 30

seconds and if thl!, is the first time through
Frame II, thi-aFTerri7F57Tollowing
screen: N

11b. I Ahinl(you2need:to 3ee \the rule again.

After a ten-second delay for readInclt the computerHiH

loops, baCk to Frame 10 witk,a new example.
' r



11.11.

)d work, <first name>,

rss RETURN.

'e Is an Important rule:

lays capitalize the !lames 'of persons.

Envelope with both address

and return address,

is RETURN. .

e the cursor and fix the names

this onYelope..

rat

Envelope.wIth names of

periOns uncapitalized

If. this IS the second time through Frame 11 --
if the computer has loopea back through Frame 10
before--the computer displays the following'
screen and terminates the lesson:

11c,

Let's not do this lesson now.
You can work on it some other time.
Goodbye, <first name>

thetudent does not press return;olthIn.
15 seconds, the computer branches to the
termination routine.

Names flash several times after's seven-second
delay for reading:

If the student does not push return withIn.45
seconds, the computer branches to the termina-
tion routine.

The computer allows only appropriate...capitol

letters for names to be typed. After all the
correct answers are typed, the computer displays:.
the next, screen. If the -student types

answers correctly, but not allithe computer

branChes to the prompting routine aftet60 seconds.
If the student does:notenter one correction with
in 30 seconds, the computer adds the efollowihg
to:the screen:

14a. I am waiting for your answer.
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1-
are doing well, <firistname>.

will learn more about addresses
time. '

bye, <Arst name>.

If the student still does not type within 30

seconds and if this is the first time through

Frame. 14, the computer displays the following

screen:

ikb.. you need to see the rule again..

After.a delay for reading, the computer loops
back to Frame13, fdr a new example and then
presents,a new Item in Frame 14.

If this Is the second time through Frame 14 --
if the computer has,looped back through Frame 13

before--the-computer displays. the following -

screen and terminates the lesson;

14c.

lets. not do this lesson now.

You can work on it some other time.

Goodbye,'<firet name>.

The computer terminates the program.
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WO type your first name.

push the RETURN key.

liplease type your last name.

pushithe.RETURN key.

Ten-second delay-before'next frame.

The computer stores first name to use throughout
Lesson 2. The computer stores data under stu .

dent's first and last names for teacher to review.

If the student responds, but does art press'
return within 30 seconds; the computer branches
to the termination routine. If the student does

not respond.within 15 seconds, thi computer adds-
the following to the frame!"

3a. I am waiting. for your answer:

If the student does not ilsOond within 15 secondi,

the'computer riplace$ the sentenCe.added for 3a
with the followlogt

If you do.not answer,

I must soy goodbye;

If the student'does not respond.with 15 seconds,

the computer displays the following frame:

I am sorry.

Goodbye.

she computer terminatis-the lesson. ..3



<first Now.

mber, when you see <first name?

he screen, that means

waiting for youtinswer.

now walting.for.Y04

s the RETURN key.

tuber what you:have learned:.

The 'return addresO is the'address

OC the person who sends. the letter,

Envelope With both address

and return address

s RETURN.

5ther address is the address"

le person who will get the letter.

If the student does not press return with 30
---> seconds, the computer branches to the termina-

tion routine.

-->

-->

After .a seven-second delay for reading, the
return address flashes.

If the.student does not 'presi returnwithin 30

,/seconds, the computer branches to the termina-
tion routine.

After a seven-second delay for reading, the'
:address flaShes,

.

If the student does not,press return within 30
seconds, the computer bl'anches to the termina-
tion routine.
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ich It flashing?

I, address

2. return address

x the number of the right answer,

trot ndme>?

I.

Envelope with both address

and return, address

I, <firit name

s RETURN.

mber that yoU capitalize titles
0r,; Mt., Mrs., and Miss.

Envelope with return

address and addreis

I RETURN,

0111111M

-

The return address flathes.

The computer allows only the numeral "2" to be
typed. After the correct answer is typed, the

computer displays,the next frame, if the stu-
dent types something other than "2," the computer
branches to the error routine. If the student
does not type within 20 seconds, the computer
adds the following to the screen:

7a. Lam waiting fOr;your answer..

If the student still does not type within 20
seconds, the computer branches to the error
routine.

:If the student does not press return within 15
seconds, the compUter branches to the termina-

, tion routine.

Titles in rule are highlighted.

After a seven-second delay for reading, titles'
on envelope flash.

If the student does
not prest return within 15

seconds,: the computer branches to thetermtna-
tion routine.
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tr, toe.. that you capitalize
.

1,s names

aMe envelope as above, with

.etUrn address and address,

tETUAN,

m-curtor and fix the titles

1people's names.

Avelopevith Oncapitalized
itles and names

33

.11111111.

After a seven-sicond delay for reading, names
of persons flash.

If the student does not press return within 15,,
seconds, the computer branches to the termine='
don routine.

The computer allows only appropriate capital
letters for titles and names to be_typed. After,
all the correct Answers are typed, the'computer,
display's the next screen. lf, within 45'siconds, the
student types some answers correctly, but not
the computer branches to the prompting routine. If
the student does not enter one correction within 30
seconds, the computer adds the following to the screen:

I l a .

I I
am waiting for your anawer,.

. .

if theitudent still does not type Within 30

seconds and if this is the first time through
Frame II, he computer dlsplayslbeJollowing

-screen:

I think you need to see the rules again.

After a ten-second delay for reading, the computer
loops back to Frame 9.With a new example and a
new iteMfor Frame

39j



ry good, (fiiit

ess RETURN.,

re It an:Important rule:

Your always capItall2e the names

of streets,1 cities, and states.

[7-17ve1OPe with

both addresses:

ess RETURN.
1

If this is the second time through the Fre*
if thi,computer has looped back through frame 9
beforethe computer.displayt the following
screen and then terminates the lesson:

11c.
Let's not do this lestOn now.

You can work on ,;it some other
Goodbye,:lirit

If the student does not press return within 15
seconds, fhe computer branches to .the terrains-

tion routine.

After,a seven-second delay for reading; names
of streets, cities, and states flath first Iri;

the return,addresi and then in.theHaddress.
1

\if. the student.does
not'press,return within 15

seconds, the computer branches: to the terMina



thri'cursOrand fix the names

Streets,\clOes, and-states.'

t ndme>1

Envelope with uncapitalized

streets, thies, states

cod, <first name.

RETURN,

102 '1

awNwo

all

The computer allows only appropriate capital
letters for cities, streets, states to be typed.
After all the correct answers aretyped, the.

--> computer displays the next screen. 'If, within 45
seconds, the student types some answers correctly,
but not all, the computer, branches to.the prompting
routine. If the student does not enter one cor-
rection within 30 secOnds, the computer adds the
following to the screen:

14a. I am waiting fur your

If the student still, does W. type within 30
seconds, and if this is the first time through'
Frame 14, the computer 7171-Ca51Trio'l lowing
screen:

\14b.

Atter a ten-second delay for reading, the computer
loops back to Frame 13 for a new example and a
new item for Frame 14.

If this Is the second time through the Frame 14,
Tr7757JterasiteconWR back through Frame 13

before--the computer displays the following screen
and then terminates the lesson:

I. think you need to see the rule again.

I4c.

Let's not do this lesson now.

You can work on it some other time.

Goodbye, <first name>.

If the student does not press return within 15
seconds, the computer branches to the termina
tion routine.,

403
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try this one.

he capital letters.

t name)?

Envelope with streets, Cities,

states uncapitalized

.e.doing well, <first name>.

learn more about envelopes

time.

re, <first name>.

The computer, allows only appropriate capital
letters for cities, streets, states to be*typeC,
After all the correct answers are typed, the
computer displays the next screen. If, within

45 seconds, the student types some answers tor-.
reedy, 'butilot allohe computer branches to the
prompting routine. If'the: student .does not enter

one correction within 30 seconds, the computer
adds the following to the screen.:

16a. I am waiting for your answer.

If the student still does not type within 30
seconds, and. if this is the first time through
Frame 16, the computer displays the following
screen:

16h. I think you need to seethe rule again..

After a ten second delay for reading, the Computer.:

loops back to Frame 13 for a new example and:a
new Item for Frame 16.

If this Is the second time throughrthe Frame 16

bad( through Frame 13-

befori--the.computer displays the following screen
.and then terminates the lesson:

16c.

Lets not do this tetson now.

You can work on It some othertime.

Goodbye, <first

The computer terminates the lesson.
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le type your first name.

push the RETURN key.

please type your last name.,

push the RETURN key'.

r,

len-second delay before next frame.

The computer stores -first name:toTuse throughout
Lesson 3: The coMputerstOres data under students
first andAast na00 for teacher to review.

If the :student resPondsbut:doet
not press return --

within 30 Seconds,,,the Computerktarichesto the
termination ,routine: ifthe'itUdent'does not
respond within 15 secoiwiti tho,CompUter adds the
following to the frameI

3a. I am walting.for4dUr answer::

If the,:student:doeS not respond within 15
.secends, the computer replecesjhe sentence; ,

added for 3allith:the,followingi

3b.
if you do not answer,.

1-must-say_goodlne;:.._

if the .student does not *Pond within 15

secondi,.:the computer displays the following
frame*

3c.

1 am sorry.

Gogdbie.

1 The computer terminates the lesson.
;



gome)

4timber,',when:lou see.qiiet name>?
Tithe screen, that means

iimwatting for your answer,

am now'walting for you to

Teis_the'RETURN'key.

emember that you capitalize titles
ikelDr., Mr. Ms., Mrs., and Miss.

Envelope with..retUen addeeSi

and address.:'

ress RETURN.

!member, too, that you capitalize'
names.

[;;;I:74elopi as above, with

TetUrn:address and address:,

ass RETURN.

4e'the cursor and fix the titles..
id 'the OtoOles naMes

irst name'?

EnvelOpe,With uncapitalizid:

titlis:And:OaMesi.

MININIOl

--> If the.student does not press return within
15 seconds,. the' computer branches to the
termination routine.

Titles in rule are highlighted.

After a seven-second delay for reading, titles
on envelope. lash.

If the student does not press return within
15 seconds,'the computer branches to the
termination routine.

After a Seven-second-delay for reading, names
.

of persons flash.

Af the student does not 'press return within
15 seconds, the computer branches to the
termination routine.

The computer allows only appropriate capital
letfers for titles and. people's names,to be
typed. After all the correct 'answers' ore
typed, the computer displays the next screen.
If, within 45 seconds, the student types some
answers correctly, butliot 01i:the computer
branches to the proMpting routine.' If:the'

409



HO right-, liratiname>1

IISS RETURN.

member that you capitalize the names
F streets, cities, and states.

Envelope with both address

and teturnoddress.:

rest RETURN:

410

Hmir.
student does not enter one correction within

30 seconds, the'computeP adds the following
to the/ screen.

. 7a. I;1 am waiting for yoUr answer.

If the'student still does not type within

30 seconds, and if this is the first time

throUgh Frame.7, the computer displays the
follOwing screen:

lb.! I think you need to see the rule again.

. After a delay for reading, the computer loOps
back to frame 5 for a new example and a new
item.

If this is the second time through the Frame 7--
if the computer has looped bick through Frame.5

before--the computer displays the follbwing

screen and then terminates the lesson:

lc.

Let's not do this lesson now.

You can 'work on it some other time.

Goodbye, <firat name.

If the student does not press return within 15

seconds, the computer branches to the termina-

tion routine;

After. a seven-second delay for reading, the .

names of streets,, cities, and states flash

first inthcretUrn addresi and then in the
address.

if the student does not press return within

15 seconds, the computerbranches to `the

termination routine.

411



fix the names

he Streets, cities, and states.

st ntime>t

Envelope .with names of

streets, cities, and states

uncapitallied.

The computer allows only appropriate capital
letters for cities, streets, states to be typed.
After all the correct answers are typed, the.
computer displays the:next screen. If, within
45 seconds, .the student typei some answers cor-
rectly, but not all, the computer branches to the
prompting routine. If the student does not enter
one correction within4`30 seconds,

the computer adds
the following,to the screen:

10a. I am waiting for your answer,

If the student still does not type within

30 seconds, and if this is the first time
through Frame 10, the computer displays the
following screen:

lob.
I1 think youneed to see the rule again.

After a ten-second delay for reading, the
computer loops back to Frame 9 for a new
example and then anew item for Frame 10,

If this is the second time through the Frame 10--
if the computer has looped back through Frame 9

before...the .computer displays the following

screen and then terminates the lesson:

10c.

Let's not dO this lesson now.

You can work on:lt'soMe other time.

Goodbye, <firet name>,



job, <find name).

It RETURN.

is the last important rule:

Use ,a comma

betWeen the city and state.

EnVelope with addresi and

return addreis.

RETURN.

put Commas where they belong.

Irtmame)1

invelope with address and/

return address without commas

between city and state but

space allowed for the'coimms.

If the student does not press return within

15 seconds, the computer branches to the
termination routine.

After a seven - second delay for reading the
commas In both addresses flash.'

If the student does not press return within
15 seconds, the computer. branches to the
termination routine.

Extra space is allowed between each word and number
.element In addresses. The computer Allows only

commas, properly Placed, to be typed. .After all
the correct answers are typed, the computer cll.-.
.playi the next screen. If, within 45 seconds,:

the student types some-answers 'correctly, but
..not all, the computer branches to'tne.promPtlng
routine, If the student does not enter one

:correction within 30 seconds, the computer adds
the follOwing to the screen:

I3a. I am waiting for your answer.



good, (first name'.

RETURN.'

'1

fix this enveloPi.

nere'l

Envelope Withladdress and

return address without commas

letwedn'citY and state ui

ipatealloWedifor the commas.

.11...4

MOMMENOM

If the student does not type within

15 seconds, and if this is the first time

through Frame 13, the computer displays

the following screen: )\

13b. I think you need to seethe rule again.

After a ten-second delay for reading, the
computer 'Mops back to Frame It for a new'`

example and a new item'for Frame 13.

If this Is.the second time through the Frame 13-
if the computer has looped back through Frame 12
before--the computer displays the following
screen and then terminatesthe lesson:

13

Let's not do this lesson now.

You can work on it some other time.

Goodbye, <gra-name>.

if the student does not respond within 15

seconds, the computer branches to the

termination routine.

The computer allows only comma's, properly
placed, to be typed. Afterall the correct

inverfi nre'typic4 the-ComOutir displays the
next-tcreen., If, within 45 seconds, the:student

types.lome answers correct1Y,:but not all, the
compUter brancheS to the prompting routine: If

_ the student does.not. enter.one correCtiOni within

30 seconds,. the computer addsrthe.follOW1O0 to
the week:

15a. I an waiting for your answer.

4



work,. qlrat name>.

RkTURN,

lave learned so much
t envelopes.,,.

Fix

the mistakes in this one

t name)?

:nVeloPe with errors in

Unetuation and capitalization

or all the rules,

m

If the student still does not type within 30

seconds, and if this is the first time through

Frame 15,,thrai0577W1707Fillowing
screen:

15b. think you need to see-the rule again.

After a ten-second delay for reading, the computer
loops back to Frame 12 fora new example and new
items for Frame 13 and forFrame 15,

tf this is the second time through Frame 15,

the computer disOlays the following screen and

then terminates the lesson:

15

Let's not do this lesson now,

You can work on it some other time.

Goodbye, <firet name>,

If the student does not. press return within

seconds; the computer branches to the
.

termination routine.

The computer allows only correct changes to

be typed.. After all the correct answers are

typed, the computer displays the next screen,

If, within 20 aeConds, the student types some

answers correctly, but not all., the computer

flashes and corrects the errors; one at a time.

Then the computer displays the following screen:

l7a,

YoU have learned much about addressing'

envelopes; liret name; I think you

will learn more next time,'

Goodbye, <firA name>.

Mb

lhe computer terminates the leisoN



was super, <pet name>1

tow know how to address, envelopes.

vet write a letter to a friend.

address an envelope and mail the
Ir.

fun, (first name>.

If the student does not start typing withIP:-
30.seconds, the computer adds.thajollowing
to the screen:.

17b. I am waiting for your answer.

If the student.still,does.not type within
30 seconds, the computer displays the fol-
lowing screen Ind then terminates the lesson:

17c.

let's notilo any more now.

You can work on the lesson some
other time.

.

Goodbye, <firetwcime>.

The computer terminates the lesson.



ise pusNATURN.

oth.do-nat7Oush-RETURN
mt say gOOdbye.'

If the student pushes RETURN, the computer

___branches_back_toLlbe emxt_frmaLlntbm_.... _
instructional sequence.

If the student does not push RETURN, the,
computer displays the following:

I am sorry. Goodbye.

The computer then ierminatei the lesson.



ERROR ROUTINE

correct answer is <

need to study some more.

The computer displays the correct ensWer.
After a delay, the computer branches to
Frame

jn_theinsAtuctionaLsequenci, ......

this is the' frrse or second time through
the error- routine. if this is the third
time throUgh the error routine, the Computer
displays the following frame:

Let's do, this letson some other tine.

7

Goodbye, <first name>.

The computer then terminates the lesson.



ROMPTING ROUTINE

have not found all the mistakes.
:se keep trying.

yet name >? -->

This display is added to bottom of screen
displayed before branching

If the student corrects all the errors, the
computer_branches back -toAsplay-the next
screen in.lpstructiOnal sequence.

If the student.does
'not correct all the

errors, the computer adds the following
sentence:.

Here Is/are the other mistake(s).

The computer flashes errors and corrects
them.One at a time. Then the computer
displays. the following frame:

You,may need to study'mort.

Look at the rule again.

The computer braoches,to
theinstructional

frame or frames immediately
preCeding the

Item frame that caused this branching to the
prompting routines:

-1f,branching

is 'caused by

lesr1Frame 11 Frame 10

Lesson 1 FiiMi-14 Frame 1_b3

Lesion 2, Frame 11 Frame 9

lesion 2, Frame 14 Frame 13

Lessor, 2, Frame 16'' Frame 13

Lesson 3, Frame.? Frame 5

Lesson 3,Frame AO_ Jrame 9

.

Lesson 3, Frame 13 Frame 12

Lesson 3, Frame 15 Frame-12 .
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REPORTING SYSTEM
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lease type Yourlirst.name.

lien push the Return Key,

MENU .

1st students in file:

ispliOtudent Reports.
rint Class Record,

elate a:record.,

g1t.Reporting System:.

Push 1

Push 2

Push 3

Push 4:

Push 5

Reporting System Menu

When this screen appears at first
of instruction, teacher types in
"RepOrts."

'When '1 is pushed, student list is
displayed. When 2 is pushed,

.

compUter.branches to Student Reports.
Whenl is pushed, computer prints the
clasi record. When 4 is pushed,

computer -branches -to Delete System.

Whenl-is pushed, 'computer terminates

system and displays cursor for input

'calling back ipstruotton or.another
program.



Student Reports

To see the report for any stucent,

type the.pame that is recorded in

the Student list and push Return.

For copies of reports for all

students in file, push P and
then Return.

To return to menu forReporting
System, push R and then/Return.

Please type the student's first

name,.and then push the Return
Key.

431

Student Reports

When P is pushed, copies of all

reports are.printed. When R is
pushed, computer branches' to

Reporting System menu. If user
inputs a name, the compu'ter

displays the following screen:

la.

Now, please type the student's

last name and push the Return Key.

The computer. Ihen.loCates the student

file and displays'the Student Report.

At the bottom of the report, the

computer displays the following:

lb.

Push P for a copy of this report,

Push R to return for another entry.

When P is. pushed, acopy of report.is

printed. When/R' 13.pushed, computer

displays Student Reports menu.



Do ..,,...Na-want to le all

-.At-rmorck

L, yes 1)r no nd push

Return.

PUsh.Rend then Return

toSee/the menu.

/

Delete: System /

If R is typed,:coinputerbrandes
to Reporting

,System menu. If "yes" is' typed, computer.
f :L.displays:_the-following-frame:

la.

[
Are yo.0 sure? Type yes or no.

Then push Return.

If 11yes" is again typed, the.coMputer, before

returning to Reporting System meno, displays

..following frame to'yerify the deletion.

\

1

_L--
..0. (Clais records deleted.>

If "no" is. typed for frame I or, la, the

computer displays the following frame:.

lc. Please type the: student's first name
and then push the Return Key.

Push R and then RetUrn'to see the menu.

If.R is typed, the computer branches to the
.Reporting System menu. If a name is typed,

the computer thin displays the following frame:

Id. NoW, please type the student's last name
and push the Return Key..

.

Ous.n.N.and then7Return,to see thi-Menu.

If the name is found; the computer deletes the
corresponding record and displays this' frame

before returning to.the menu,for student_reports:
.1

1.

Student record deleted.



Vf.the name'is not,found4-thecoMOUterl
displays the follOwihg:frathe before
returning to the menu for'studeht_Teports:



KEY:

Tom for Class Record Sheet

Lesion; C a:Complete; ) Incomplete; P -*PlacementVr Titles; -
a "lames; St Streets; Ci- Cities; SA gm States; Co Commas; R Review

STUDENT

<name, name>-

P T

CLASS RECORD.

No of RepeatS

L L
.2 P 'T/N St/Ci/Sa , 3 TIN St/C1/Sa Co R

436'



SAMPLE STUDENT REPORT

ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

BILL BURKE.

LESSON 1: completed 4 repeats
Address placement:

perfect
Capitalizing titles: 2 repeats
Capitalizing names: 2 repeats

LESSON 2: completed
Address placement: perfect
Capitalizing titles
and names:

perfect
Capitalizing-streets,
cities and states:

1 repeat

LESSON 3:. completed
Capitalizing titles
and names: perfect

Capitalizing streets,
cities, and states: perfect

Adding coma between
city and state: perfect

2 repeats

CV:

437



Examples and Items

for

Addressing Envelopes

Larry Gentry

38



LESSON 1

Frame

(to)

Examples FraMe -

from)

Items
4 'Mary Brown 6 Betty GoMez

135 Main Street 857 First Avenue
Canton, Ohio Price, Idaho

(f room Bob Jones (to) Gary Martin
244 Oak Street 702 Keel Circle
Bend, Oregon. Downey, Texas

(to) Mary Brown
(see above)

(from) Dr. Jan Marks 10 (from) mr. Tom Smith.
842 Dale Avenue 362 Spring Street

Ex. 1 Sparks, Nevada Item 1 . Dover, Vermont

(to) Mr. Dan Shaw (to) ms. Karen Mack
976 Olson Drive 1537 Lewis Road
Ogden, Utah Harper, Kansas.

(from) Miss SUe Baker 10 (from) mrs. Nancy Ray
259 Park Street 715 Third Street
Puna, Hawaii Item 2 Casper, Oregon

(to) Mr. Fran*. Quinn to) dr': Jose Luna
'44011arbor. Avenue 1312 Elm Drive
Bayport, Maine. Reed, Montana'

12 (from) Mr. Jim Reese 13 ("from) Ms. rrene.white
175 Palm Drive 820 Titus ,Way

Ex. 1 Kern, Texas Item-1 Hope; Arizona

(to) Mrs. Becky-Wong (to) Mr. johm-short---
307 Trask.ROad . 403 Wilson,Road
Nome, Alaska.- Morton, Utah

12 (from Ms,,Alice Neal 13 (from) Mr. paul west .-
296.Fourth Street 111 Maple Street

Ex. Stuart, Iowa. Item 2 Anchor, Maine'

(to) :Mr. Ben Scott to Miss carol morris
831 Beach Street 1853 Arden'Way
Milton, Ohio

. Post, Nevada



Frame .Examples

4 .(from). Mr. Carlos Garcia
555PineAvenue.
Tibbs, Iowa

(to). Mrs. Judy-Kaplan
1066 Olson-Drive
Boise, 'Idaho

Ex.' 1

Ex. 1

x. 2

Ex. 2 9

12

12

X:

(same as above)

(from) Ms. Ruth Dana
369 Ocean,Avenue
Dalton, Maine

(to) Dr. Roy Marsh'
1654-Main Street
Weston, Maine

(same as above).

(from) Mr. Ken Tanaka

935 Plaza Lane
'Yuma, Arizona

(to) Mrs. Edna Hatch
-268 Sixth Avenue
Miami, Florida .

(from)

(to)

(from

(same as above)

Mr: Dennis SMall
503 Adams Street
Dallas-,TTexas

Miss Ellen Lopez.
219'Fern Avenue
Preston, Ohio

Ms.- Kathy Evans
942 Olive Way
Butte,'Montana

(to) Mr. Bill Johnson
730-Circle Drive
Westport, Alaska

LESSON 2

Frame I tems

6 (from) Mrs. Julie Mann
792 Fifth Street
Page, Utah

(to) Mr. David Black
416 Fern Road
Midway, Kansas

10 (from) dr. ann mason.
2034 Olive Avenue
Colton, Alabama.Item 1

(to) mr. james ward
480 Cherry Drive
Paris,- Indiana

10 (frOm) mrs. donna rice
638 Fulton Street

Item 2 Jackson, Ohio

(to) ms;:maria vega
9810 Central Avenue
Monroe, Georgia.

13 (from) Mrs. Joan Irwin
302 south street

440

Item 1 reno, nevada _

(to) Mr. Henry Chang
2295 bell avenue
hilo, hawaii

13 (from) Mr. Greg Holt
934 cadet drive
fenway; vermont

(to) Dr. Debbie Starr
668 hill street
bixby, kansas

Item 2



LESSON 2 (continued)

Ex.

(to)

Examples,

Mr. George Kent
.1313-E11 is Road

Welton, Utah

Mr. Dale Pierce
100 Willoiv Street
Newton, Iowa

441

Frame Items

15 (.f rom) -Miss Sandy Adams
581 temple avenue

Item 1:' troy, alabima

(-to) Mr. Mark Welch
1133 first street
baker,. oregon ,

15 (from) Mrs. Millie:Dean
387 'summit way
Home, alaska

(to Dr. Jean Thomas'

592 dalton avenue
willis, iowa

Item



LESSON 3.

Frame . Examples

4&5 (from) Mr.Ray Knox
222 Campui Road
Waco, Texas

(to

4&5 (froth)

r.

x.

Dr. Doris Stein
1234 Main Street
Dallas, Texas

Ms. Gloria Cole
7456 Larson Drive
Dayton, Ohio

(to) Mrs. Jane Beal
307 Berry Circle.
Tampa, Florida

(from) Mr. Glen. Romero
649 Harvard Street
Midland, Iowa.

(to) Misi Peggy Duke
143 Banner Avenue
Kona, Hawaii

(from) Ms. Ana Duran
9275 Lilac Road
Dover, Maine

(to) Mr. Walter Olson
583 Crosby Lane
Galway, Utah

11 (from) 'Mr. Alex.Little _

-889-DUdley-Way'
Weston, Idaho.

(to) Mrs. Lisa Roe
705 Adams Street
Plains, Georgia

11 (from) Mri. Andy Briggs

1355 Pearl Way
x. 2 Newton, Alabama

(to) Mr. Tony Ricco
432 Poplar lane.
Walnut-, Nevada

Frame

.6 (from

Item 1

Items

dr. howard king
2801 Center Street
Gary, Indiana

(to) mr. stave Jacobs.
806 Sherman Way
Murray, Idaho

6 (from) mr. fred shiner
476 Benton Avenue
Jackson, Alaska

(to) ms. helen gray
8463 Simon Drive
Clinton, Kansas

Item

442

9 (from) Miss Amy Jarvis
592 madison road

Item 1 grange, oregon

(to) Mt. Aaron Mills
6482 dewey drive
atlanta, georgia

9 (froth) Mr. Wayne Tucker
375 dilday way.

Item 2 carson, montana

(to) Mrs. Dina Burns
462 forest lane
lubbock, texas



LESSON 3 (continued)

Frame Examples

11 (from) Ms. Lucy Brand
541 Ketch Street
Jasper, Idaho

(to) -Dr: Eric-Long
603 Royal Avenue
Ludlow, Texas

Frame

12 (from)

Item 3

(to)

12 (from)

Item 4

Items

Mr. Roger Wood
625 Vera Lane
Dolan Oregon

Mrs. Mirgie Hale
1060 Pyle Circle
Teal Indiana

Miss Kim Ming
864 Munson Road
Bangor Maine

(10. Mr. Robert Keene
936 Preston Street
Barrow Alaska

14 (from) Dr. Wes Harvey
782 Hope Drive
Fenway OhioItem I

(to) Ms. Esther Lopez
433 Flower Street
Jerome Kansas

14 (from) Miss Sharon Laird
856 Grand Avenue

Item 2 liana Hawaii

(to) Mr. Albert Dixon
150 Jade Street
Manley Iowa

16 (from) mr.- brian davis
643 crystal avenue
elko nevada

(to) dr. June carter
:1837 ludlow street
logan utah



COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ENVELOPE-ADDRESSING SKILLS'

Jerry Bailey

On the following pages is the listing for the computer program for
envelope-addressing skills. It is a 24k BASIC program_written to run on
a Commodore microcomputer with 32k of memory, a graphics keyboard, anda disk'drive. The code is very linear and follows the instructional
specifications (see preceding section) frame for frame except for the
address-correction routine. This routine was placed at the front of
the program to maximize its speed.

The correction routine is the only part of the program with machine-
specific code. The pokes, peeks, and the values assigned to x, which
are used to control the cursor, may need to be changed if this programis used with a Commodore 64 or one of the Commodores with a business
keyboard.

One of the features of this programcis that the shift key need never be
used by the student. This feature dictated that the normal cursor-left
key could not be used because it is a shift of the cursor-right key.
The left and right angle brackets are convenient substitutes when using
the graphics keyboard.

The disk contains both a commented and an uncommented version of the
program. The uncommented version is used when running the program
because it loads slightly, more quickly and runs faster.. The commented
version is for information purposes only.

The "pupil file",generated by this program and used by the reports program
has the following record format:

.

.BYTES CONTENTS

1-15 Last name
16-30 First name

31 Last lesson used (1-3)
32 'Completion code for lesson 1'

: (c = complete; 1-5.= last part attempted)
33-35 Repeats on placement
36-38 Repeats on titl'es.
39-41 Repeats on names
42-47 not used

48 .. Completion code for letson,2
49-51 Repeats on placement

V-.5# R4Osats on titles' and names
W.57 Repeats on street4/oWes/statO
69-63 n§t used

64 COmpletion code for leSson 3

444



BYTES CONTENTS

65-67 Repeats on titles and names
68-70 Repeats on streets/cities/states
71'.73 Repeats on commas
.74 -76 Repeats on review
77-79 not used

445



ENVt.L.ORE ADDRESS I NO
1 oren15,8,15:sOto100
7i., rein

W=4:;!eigestlgtbrAiOraill1/73!?Se corrected
5 rrintleftt(vCtt+i-2*.i>soc(12+1-14*i)dS(Wr(i)al
6 iflen(c$(i))20thennexti:sloto12 en(d$(0)

grxil1Iolen(ottiWifsidf(c$(0,J,1)0o*thenocacc+1
14 rem
1I rem Item correction routine
12

r=1:pnl:k=1:t3=ti+1804:tmati+4800:i4co<12thentmati+3600:4fccOthentm=ti+274013 Jar>4:rrintlefiScvS,tt+r-24Wsrc(lz+m-14413) - .

14
noke168,4:Ooke167/0:ifreek(151)sexthenforacetou:next:u=0:ifpeek(151)axsoto1915 sete:x=0:uft199:ifc=0thenifti>t3sOto42

.

16 ifothenift0tMroto51000
1? ifaSssoto15
18 rein "Turn off cursor and rewrite character to eliiinaie reverse field.19 Pokt167,-1:Printnid$01$09,PAP1r;
24 ifaSs"<"oraS=""soto26
21 ifat="rora$2leoto30
22 Wasc(Wand127)=Casc(mid*(c$(0,r,1)4n0and127)soto34
23 rOke167,4:soto15:rem turn cursor back on
24 rem
25 rem ."MOve cursor left
26 xa5:r=r2-1:i4rathenrar-1:pmr(r).:ifra.thenrs6:P=Ir(6)
27 eoto13
28 rem
.29 rem 'Move cursor rient
30 x=12:P=10+1 :ifp>r(r)thenr=r41 ifr>6thenrm1

toto13.
32Tem-
33 rem "'Count correctionfix error--set so can't fix amain
34 vac+1:rrintmidi(cCr),m,1)"111";:
35. dt(r)mmid$(1eftVoOd$(r),P)ftid$(Wr),a,1)+midt(dCr),m+1),2)
36 clt(r)smilit(leftVe$4.0(r),10+aftidttc$09,m+1),2):ifc(cceoto13
37 rem 'Corrected all errors so flash.boarder
Se vvs23:eosub61400:print"rha4's'rishi, °Me. .

39 forialto5:sosub58244:tosub61544:sosub58104:sosub61560:next:return
48 rem .

41 rem "PrOmrt for slow response.
412 poke167: f :Printaiid$(11(r),P; 1)PP'
43 ifkthenrrintleft$(v$,24)"I awmaitins for wour ervimer.:km0:t3=ti+1800:eotol
3
44 ifit leoto57
45 rrintleft$(vS,24)"I'think wou need to see the rule atain.':sosUb57400:te=5r*urn

.

55 rem !

56.rom "Dail "out if 2nd time throush
57 rrint"Mftlet's not do this .lesson nom.
58 rrintIENOucan cork on it some other time.
59 printnrfoodbYe,'"nfr:":tes4lsoto62098
90 rem
92 rely
94 rem 'Line numbers. mod 2094 and then divided by 100 match frame numbers96 rem
98 rein nisrlay'SWR.1. screen
100 Ooke594C8,14.:~RIENTILMILTILIMMTKEITalr:01-17:ran7:0Sa.")":12s6:ttille.182'02Wdimd$(6>:a<6).r(6):clitn r

4 4 BEST COPY AVA.1111111-



1044rint"Nrspc(10)"RDDRESSING EI4%ELOPE9
106 printtpc(16)*ON:rem concatesson 1
108 printsre(ie),Min
110 printtoc(2)"Educational Research and Development
112 printspeC10)".4665Lampson Avenue
114 printtPc(9)*LOm Alamitos, CA 90720
116. printspc(13)"Copyrieht1982
119-rvinispoCWRIMMhis meAerial.gas prepared under
120 prinispo(3)1Contract No. 40040-0108 with the
122 Printspc(3)fNaiional Institute of.Educadion,
124 printsPcC3)"DePartment of Education.

-.126 titm!000000w:twm600+1i:ifmnsoto140..
128 m
1S0 f.em *Reid Puri:1-444 while waiting

grangilli8O;?Pacil 4ile
16 nnn41:inOutg8,P$CO:ifstmegoiii136
130 closee:iflen(Pg(1))*Othenna0 .

141 mul557004:119schr$C0.1:iml:Jellcal:mmi:des900:ten0
Ivb
199.rem- °Inv* pupil names
we rrint4Wlease twpe your 4irename':gosub50000:iftegoio62050
2g2 niteit:i=1:4=kikai:InsillielFaREPORTSdthenloadue:repoi,t
gui vv25:vorum614mulorint Pswimenfs
206 rrintfleHow, Please-tug', your last names:gotub50000:iftesotO62S5e -

200.nitmst'

rem 'Sort name intOlist and determine proper lesson
rem

214 nattmle4tEnWolt,15)+1.40<nft+01$,154noOthemp=1:soto2r.:.
-216 forin1ton:ifnaS>P$(i)thennekt
210 PrmI:ifhatslefttCpc(iY,30>theninn:next:goto223
220 forinntorosteP-1:ptCi41)npVi):next
222 n=n41:lesi:p$(rp)mnat011:goto300
223.1vivaltmid4(Pt(pr),31,1)):1s4smidt(p4(pr),16.(141e),.1):1seVal(1s$)
224 itle4muouthenleale4-1:goto226
225 4orialto5:p(i)*valteidt(pUrr),15410154411,3,4)):next
226 colegoto300,2309,2300
230:print:Orint"PgrAYou have COmrleted all three lessons,Sr:printn4Sm.'
232 ecto62135.
296- rein
.290 rem- "Explain name prow*
SOO printaMi, n4$. In this lesson,
302.*.rintqlheniou tee 'nfts? on the
1:0 printusCreen, that means I am waiting":priefor your answeram
306 print"! can now:Waiting for wou to press thel:printRETURN keyar:printn+r?
308 des1000:gosub61900
296 rem.- . .

S99-rem"DisplainVelop with adressee only and explain
.4001t1p1:gosub52000..
401 Orint'ORn envelOme has two addresses.':printOne is the address
402 pririt'o4 the Person -who will get the letter.°
403 J=17t4=450gosUb59000:goto405-
404,gosub50000:gotub61500 H -

405-gosub61000:gosub57002:Sosu061219:ifi<6moto404
-406 der3600,400)61900 .

496 rem
499 rem'',Ditplawmith both.addresses and xPlain return address
SOO printOrThe:.other-address is the return address.";
502 rrint"Itis:the'eddrese:Print'o4 the person who sends the letter. ,

. -504 gosub50000:.gosuh61000:31110:td=450:goto510'
.
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50C gosUb580:tosub61500
510 rrintletti(vS,11)src(ra)Bob Jones":mrintsrc(ra)"244 Oak Street
512 Printrpc(r0"Bend,_Oregon"-:gosub57002-Aposub61210:443<6goto506---'-
514 gozub81900:des900:i4tegoto62050
516 iotc600
580 rrintle+tt(v,11)sPcfrar a

npi- vihtspc(rom. :

rem :

.:brintsmc(ra) :return

198 rem "Quiz on return addreis
500 rrint"W:gosub58000

gra r4:121g1/!WPACreid:PetIW Gm". :rrintsmcCra)"857 First Avenue"

188 Z42I;Ngbils8B:Mtnegl 'f',v__8:1;2010:gotO401
2296 rem
E90 rem -"Quiz on addressee \

. .

.

. .

383 gir: ! jr6V ME..:::1_;1_,..._____CtsdMarw Martie:printsmcCadr702 Keel Circle
?04 rrintrnc(sid)lognvo, Texas".
70C rr Miht"ood,_ n4c!.°:print"Which is-on this. envelomer
?08 ant2="1":gosub61600:0erthensosub52010:goto401
796 rem
.798 rem. "Pein.force and saes that will'do next
800 rrint"Werto good, "n4$"."'
902 rrint"Nowtocumill'learn some rulgs
804 Print"4or coitalizing and punctuating
806 printaparts 04 addresses."
808 gotub61900' :

nqr rem
06 rem "CaPitaliZe titles
qnn r1m2:gorUh52000:gcsub948:gosub58800
ON: jnl:Id=4,0:goto90e
904 Printle40(0:41)grerarl. di-

906 mrintlmftt(v$,16)src(ad ":gosub61506
908 rrintleftEv$,11)sroCrir, Jan Mark:printsrc(ra)"842 Dale Avenue
910 rrintsro(ra)"Sparks, Nevada

. .

3ii wirrIgtnic(140615grcRWM;(12Wedm".:erintsmc(ad)"976 Olion Drive
, oil .00f0.6021Q:ifi<690t0904

§1§ elOSUbt.lrell `_

. 2RO, i t. 1 : gOto1008-
ee rem -!

-. 924 rem :2nd .VCIMple- if fail quiz
926 sofub948,

KS nTIMS:cotc636....
932 rrintleft$(0,11)sPc(ra .

-9S4- Printle4t$Cv$,16)smoCad) ":gosub61500
96 rrintleft.(v$,11)smcCrWMiss Sue Daker:mrintspoCra)259 Park Street
917 nrintgro(ra)"PunaHamali .

.

9:::8 rpintleftS(v$,16)sPc(ad)Ar. Frank Quinn":mrintsmcCad)"440 Harbor Avenue
----940 mrintrpc(ad)"Daisrorti Mainem:gosub57002
8142'torub61210:44.3(6roto932
944,gosub61900
946 its2:gOto1000
948 rirt"MPleaws Oamitalize titles
950 Orint'slike Lr., Mr', Ms., Mrs., and Miss.
952 print" -""return
996 rem
998 rem -"Capitalize titles quiz item,
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-

1000 Priptm0Fix. **titles on *hit envelope.'
,1002:print"Move *e cursor to the letters
1004 priht"that need to be capitals.
.1006 print"Then nUsh the:cerract lotter.1
1000 printnft"?":sotub53000:onitooto1010.-1048.2
1010 .0.$(1)*"m: Tom Smlith

.

1012 c1r(1)p"M
1014 etf.2)rt"362.Srrino Street
1010dt(3)!="Dover. Vermont-
1022 et.4)goms. KePen'Mack
1024 eft(4)1M
1026'0(5)0'153? Lewis Rood

d4(6)s"Harpe. Kara1030

tosetwokub4:iftethensosub58010:goto926
1040 ecto1100

.

1044 rem
1046 rem 2nd item if fail first one
1040 dt(1)1mrt. Menem Ram
1050 e4(1)=94
1052 dt(2)*"715 Third Street
1056-dt(3)="Casper. Oregon-
1060 d9(4)w'd. Jose. Luna
1062 cV4)=011)

18g WEVali,EpitntAr

AgElNe,:11°44

IST23:eOggnigPrint"Wood sork. enfe.r:sosub61900

1136 i en "Caritalize names rule

.

1381T.P141044:1i31;03414. ":eosub61500
1212 Printiefi$(01.14)spo(ra)"Mr..Jia Riese:printspc(rar175 Palm Drive1214 PrihtspolrOoKern, Texas -

1216 pr,intleft$(4,16)rPc(ad)"Mrs. Seckm Wone:printswc(ad>"307 Trask. Road1218 printspotad)"Nome; Alaska":sosub61210:sosub57002
1220 ifX6eoto1204
1222 een2700:sosub61900 -

1224:itw,:e0to1300'-
1226 rem
1220 reM.2nd ekiMPle if fail first quiz
1230.vosub1254:vosuL50000 -
1232 ifil:td=450:votO1200
1234 prinIleftS(0$.11)s0o(ra)1s.
1236 prihtleftt(VC16)500(ad>"Mr. 6:losub61500
12M Pintleft$(.4.11)sPc(ra)"As. Alice Neal":rintspc(ra)6296 Fourth StPeet1240 rinttroCrOStuirt. Iowa::
1242'printleft$04,10spo(ad)"Mr. Sen'Scott!:printsPetadr041-Boach,Striet
1244 Orintspc(td)!Milton, tWO":sosub57002:sosub61210
1246:14 j<6totO1234:': '
.1240 oczu1:'61900

"FM g2)!3!!
1;3;4iv6 Orintt""MHleams l s

a
n
tawlizoe

r ttannt
names of persons.":return

pem. "Capitalize names qUiz item



:1300 print"AMove the cursor and fix the names
1302 Print "on this envelope.fir:printn4$"?":vosub53800:onitsotolSO4,1334
130441:(1)="Ms. irene white

4306 ct(1)=">>>>1>>>>>14
.1308 d$(2)F"820 Titus Maw
1312'dt(3)="Move, Arizona
1316 es(4)-mi. john short
13100$(4)*°>>>>S>>>>6
1320 dt(5)=01407 Nilson Road
1724 d$(6)*"Morion, Utah
1328-te=0:vosub4:i4tethensosub52010:voto1230
1338 vOto1400-
1774 d*(1)="Mr._raul west
1336 c*(1)="),),P>>>>1.!
13. dt(2)12111 Maple Street
1342 dt(3)*"Anohor Maine
13461dt(4)="Miss carol morris
1348 c$(4)ic">>>>>C>>>>>M
1'..50 0(5)=1'1853 Arden Raw
1354 d$ (6) z"Post , Nevada
1358 teste:voiub4
1.96 rem
1398 rem 1OK end messed,
vlee nt" OLVT,Nou we doing verw well, n4S".
1402 print "F?t'ou will. learn more about addresses
1404 print" x i .
1486 printfetoodbve, "ref$".:voto62898
2148 rem ExPlain name rromi-t
2700 ."4t".":rintReasember, when wou see ref$ ?

`. 2392 rintaon the screen,. that' means
2304 Print") einwaitins for inviter. Il
2386 print" I am now waitinv for wou to press the":printRETURN kew.t":printn4S

2318 de=1800:sotUb61980: if le>2soto4480
2396
2398 rem "Din, law..enve tor: with both addresses and wive reminder
2490 1110 :vosub52800
2431 1+I^ nt"*.emember what wou have -learned:r
2402 print* -The- return address. is the address
2404 Print" of the POrSon who sends the letter.

"2406 vost.4b58000:JI*1
2408 -pr int le4tt(v$,16)sPc(ad)."Mrs. 'Judy Kar lan

:331g$
printpiqcftWigif 010,71 Vcivem:rrinftsPOWYloise, Idahe:Ad=458:soto2420
PrinTlel"MCVC1tOSPOkaW"-Mrs% Judy Kaptan-

211.6 *Pi ntleftt(vt; 11 )spC(ra)2418 PrintsPc(ra.) :PrintsPc(ra) .:vosub61588
;;CM 'pr int leftt(v1L1.1)spc5ra)Mr. CAL1Q1 Oarci i :printspo(ra.)1"s5 5 Pine .AvenuePr intsPecra) T lobs, lowa":vosuo-rou2:sosut;61218:ifjc6voto2416:

sosub61988:,des900:ittew&to62850

2498 rem., 42.emind about addressee .

2590 Print" Kite _ other address. is the address
- 2582 printmoi the reerson who will set the letter..
2506 ,vOsub58000t.fit1
2512.' int: leftc( v$ 11 )sPo( rat) Mr. Carlos Oarcia :pr intsPc(ra)555 Pine Avenue
2514 PrintsPc(ra)Tibbs, loWe:tdit450:soto2520
'2516 printleftS(v$,16)spc(ad)" a
2518 PrintsPc(ad)' :PrinisPc(md) vosub615802520 PintleftS(vt,16)spc(ad)Mrs. Judo Kaplan
2522 PrintsPc(ad)1866 Olson Drivef:PrintsPc(ad)Boise, Idaho"

450



2;2 yosvC5700Ji+1:wosub6121j<6poto2516-oosub61988:de=900:ifteoto82050
t'on96 rem
15398 rem "Ouizon return address
15600 Print"W:vosub58000:sosub2680:printlefte(vC16)sPc(ad)"Mr. David Black2610 rinispc(ad)"416 Fern Road":printspc(ad),Midwaw, Kansas
tv,2? arlt="2":rrint"Which is flashint?":eosub61600;ifertheneosubS2010:soto2401tt2.! ootoV700
2688 Print lefit(vS,11)sperarirs.. Julie Mann"
2682 Pintspc(ra)"792 Fifth Street":printsPc(ra)"Pase. Utah":return..,").qg rem-.
361.tig rem 'Reinforce correct resPonse -

*)711$i print"Mood "nft".":oosub61900:itst0s1=2:oosub52000
rem

1)7118 rem" "Reminder tg_cabitalize titles'
NM. .tosub2826::=1:4d=450:it=it4-1:onitooto2816,28.46
2804'rintleftt(vt,11)spc(ra3"
2806 Printleft$(v1.16)sPc(ad)" ",:vosub61591
:2816 oolitzb2870:spost0C11110:ifiteuoto2804
2818 eosub61900
n20 voto2900

.

-2826 Print,MRemember that wou capitalize titles":sosib950:eoto50000
printlefil(vt.11)sPc(ra)

2886.printleff,(vt.16)sPc(ad)". ":oosub61500
2846 rosub2880:oosub61210:ifiC600to2834
1,81.8 oCrubC1900
t)050 roto2900
2078 PrintleftVve:11)sc(ra)"Ms. Ruth Dana"Printspd(ra)"369 Ocean Avenue2872 printsPo(ra)"Daltcni Maine- .

2874 Printleftt(vt.16)src(ad)"D. Row Marsh!:Orintsp0(ad)"1654°Main Street
2876 Printspc(ad)"Weston..Maine:sosvb57002:return
2080 Pr int left$ ( vi.11 )SPC (ra) " Mr. Ken TanaRa": Pr i ntsPc(ra) '935- P laza Lane
2982 pintspc(ra)"Yumai Arizona.
2084 pintleft$(4,16)sPc(ad),Ms. Edna Mitch":printsPc(a4)"268 Sixth Avenue.
2886 PrintsPc(ad)"Miami-, Florida":sosub57002:return
2896..rew,
2898 rem 'Reminder to capitalize names

.

2900 eosub2926:J*1:4,0450:onitooto2916.2946
2904 Printleft$(4.;11)sPera)*Ms.
2906 priertle4tt(y$,16)sPc(a0"Dr. ":sosub61500
2916:uorub29701tosub61210;i4X600to2904
2918 ootub61900
2928 voto3000 .

:2926 print",Remember.too, that wou Caitalize"
2929 print'peoPle's names.'"ooto58000
2934. printleftt(vi.11)spera)*Mr.-
2906 Printleftt(vt.16)src(ad)"Mrs. U:sosub61500
2946 oosub2(000:oosub612101if3(6soto2934
2948 tosub61900, ,
2950 soto0000.
2996 rem . .

2998 rem and names item
wea ocsub3040onitsoto3010.3050
.11010 d$(1)111"dr. son mason"
301? c#0)11010)>R)>)M
'11014.0(2)s"2004 Olive. Avenue
3010 01.20mnoltoon. Alabama
3022 d$(4)*"mr.-4ames ward
3024 c$(4)1011)>>3)))))W .

0026 d$(5)10400 Cherrw-Drive
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C13 dte.6)="Paris4 Indiana
SGN te=0:vosub4:iftetheneosub52010:yoto2800,

o+"1 On
'1%04i1 Print'OMove the cuPsor.and fix the titles":rrint"and the people's names.!"
:3042 printnft"?":votoS3000
:3146 rem
'7!O4R rem 2nd item if fail first one

dt(1)="mrs, donna ricer
ct(1)="41>>?>D>>>>>R
dt(2)="6:1C Fulton Street
Ot.(70="Jason, Ohio
dl()="ms. maria veep..

S*64 cV.4)="M>)>M>>>>>V
e-9e1e Central Avenue:

-A17e Ot(.6)="Monroe,Georvia.
.7:(374 tene:eosub4
?.096 rem
M rem . "Reinforce

11100 sItt3:yosub52000:print"RWerw food, "nfS".tosub61900!it=0
S1196 rem..
i:198 rem.' "More capitalization
7r200'rrint"0114ere is an.important rule:"
nO2 Print". You always caritalize.the names
'7:2n4 Print" of streets, cities. and states.
N05.uosul7.5800U:ir.1:td,,450:itmi++1:oniteoto3212,3232,3252
:1208 7.;.,:intleftVut.,12)sPc(ra)"503 n

":aosub615130
1oruk:.:270:tiosub.61210:if,X6Yoto3208

%214 ..;:=1

printleftV.vt,17)sro(ad)"219
. ":rrintspc(ad)"

?21e uosub615G0
uosub274:4JogUI1210:ifi<6voto3216.

'.:!!,:22tiosub0900:,YAtoS.2400

prinlleftit(vSi12)tpc(ra)"942 II

7!2n printsrc(ra)" ":tosub61500 -
22 yosub,12Wyoiv.b61210:ifj<Csoton28

7:2A j:=4
7:2?(I.PrintleftVv$,17>sPc(ad)"730 ":Printsrc(ad>"

32::8 i4osub61500:eosub3284:sosub61210:ifiC6uoto323C
?i:240 yosub6t9GO:anto9300
n48 printlaftVvt,12>sm(ra)"1313

!

:2@ Printsrc(ra)" ":tosub6i500
:2!")oEu4.0290:dosub61210:ifi<Gooto3248
:2S4 .1=4

?2,5C rrintleftikvt,17>sPc(ad)"100 ":PrintsPc(ad)"
"

'325S tioSub6f5GO:Yosub3292:1osub61218:ifi<6yoto3256
7:2E.0 aosub61900:it=2:doto3500
S1270 prin4: leftS(ut,11)src(ra)"Mr. Dennis,Small":Printspc(ra)"503 Adams Street

rrint4Pc(ra)"Dallas, Texas-
S:274 rrintleftS(vt,16)src(ad)"Miss Ellen LoPez":Printspc(ad)"219 Fern Avenue

rintsc(ad)"Preston, Ohio":yoto57002
1:28o rrintleftce.vt,11)srO(ra)"Ms. Kathy Evane:Printspc(ra)"942 Olive Way.

PrintsPc(ra) "Butte, Montana
2S4 PrintleltV.04,16)sre.ad)"Mr. Pill Johnson":rrintspc(ad)"738- Circle Drive

Printsrc(a0"Oestront, Alaska" :soto7002
rin4lefWv$.11)src(ra)"Mr. George Kent":printspc(ra)"1313 Ellis Road ..

T291.rrintsro(ra)"Welton, Utah
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3292-printlefWvt,16)spc(ad)'Mr. Dale Pjerceli:printspc(ad)"100 Willow Str'et
.

329S printspc(ad)"Hewton, lowa":eoto57002.
2296 rim
298 rem "Street, .cities, and states capitalization quiz

2300 print"011ove the cursor and fix the names . .

3302 print"ofthe -streets, cities, and states.Ter:wrintnft"?"..:sosub58000

3004 4csub53000:onituoto2240,3.250
2310 dtr.Dit."MPs. Joan Irwin
2314. dt<2)*"302 south street
S316 ttf.2):8">>>>$>>>>>S
3318 d$(3)"reno, nevada
3328 .cte.3WPM>>14
3322 dt(4)="Mr .Henry Chant

11>>>>A
3326 0:(5)e"22§5 bell avenue
3328 ct.(5>x">>>>>

d$C6Whilo, hawaii
. cc(6)="H),)>>11

"K04-tentusosub4:iftethensosub52010:soto3200
uoto3480
rem

.:1'14f1 pee: 2nd item if fail first one
.tr.0 d$'1):100r. Greti Holt
',914 dp="

>Q,>>>>D
934- cadet drive

2358 dt(3)="fenway, Vermont
2360 ci(3)10F>>>>>>>Y
2362 dt(4)s."Dr. Debbie Starr
2266 dt(5)g0668 hilt rtreet
3370,dt(C)&'bixby, kansas
;X:e?"' c$(6)="D>>>>>>K
2374 te=0:sosub4-
3396 rem
2298 rem "Reinforce

.
.

3400 mrintmlWerw good, 'nfr.':9osub61900:ite1 .
3496 rem .

.

2498 rem" 'Streets, 'cities, and states caritalizatic 2nd quiz
3508 orintuMbet's try this one.r:rrintFix the letters that
3502 wrint"should. be canitals. :sosub53000:onit9oto3510,3550
3510 d$(1)w".Miss Sandy Adams
3514 -dt:2>30581 temple avenue
3516-cf.(2)">>>>T>>>>>>A-..
2518 '0:0:leutroy, alabama
2520. cf(SWT>>>>)A
3522 d$(4)Mr. Mirk Welch'

438 g:/3.7.:W3>AW)reet

Zi3F W8:4035>F"'"
S'24 keg*: tosub4 iftetheneosub52010: it=2 voto3200

4o1o3600'
.215464Fem
3548 rem 2nd item if fail first one
2t1.0 d$(1)20Ms. Millie Deal
X054.0(2)10387 summit saw
'3555 C$(2)*">>>>$3>>>>>>W
2558 dt(3)gonome, &tasks.--
2560vt(3)e"N)))>>A
352 d$(4)=Dr. Joan Thomas

' 1%6 d$(5),'592 dalton avenue



568 cre.5Ws>>>>1)>>>>>>A

c$(6)="1,1>>>>>>>1r
te=0:.osub4:..t03600

5596 rem
3598 rem 'Did it right now terminate using lesson.1 code
3600 sotc4400. .

4S9C.rem
4398 rem ' !Capitalize titlei reminder
44@0 slul:oosub52000:it,0

.

4410 sysub2826:J2.1:td=450:it=it+1:oniteoto4418,4438
4414 se's:Al:4450. ,

4418 eosub4470:eosub57002:eosub61210:ifj<6voto4414
4420 vosub61900:ooto4500
44 eosub4450
44:*.eosub4480:eosub57002:eosub61210:ifi<6eo4 t4434.
4440 eoto4420
4450 rrintleft$(4,11)src<ra)" ":rrintleftl2(0;,16)smc(ad)" ":eoto61500
4470 rrintle4t$CvS.11)spc(ra)"M Raw Knox":rrintspctra)"222 CAMPUS Road
4472 rrintsrc(ra)"Waco, Texas
4474 rrintle4t$04,16,sre(ad)!Dr. Doris Stoin":Printspc(0)"1234 Main Street
447E Pintsro(ad)"Dallas, Texas":vtUrn
4480 rrintleftl(vt:11)sro(ra)"Ms. Oloria Cole":rrintspoCW°7456 Larson Drive
4482 rrintarc(ra)"Dauton, Ohio-
4484 OrintlOWyt#16)sraad)"Mrs. Jane Deal':mrintswc(ad)"307 Berry Circle
4486 rintspC(ad)"Tamr, FlOrida":retvrn
4496 rem .

4498 rem "Cacitalize names reminder
4500 mosul...2926:4=4:td=450:oniteoto4518,450

4516 t.rintli4'tte:v$416-)src(ad)93r.,_.. ":eosub61500
4518 so5ub4470:sosub57002:sosub61210tifR6e6t64514
4 520 wosub61900:eoto4600
4534 Print. leftt vt, >iirc(ralis.
.4536 rri ntle441(4;16)Epc(ad)"Mr.s. ": vosub61500
aig uftWa0eosub57002:eosub61218:ifi<6eoto4504

353 names arid. titles

t06211P;PaUPPIT2'45'.
4612 ct(l)s*D>?>M>>>>>>K

.

4614 d$(2)1012801 Center Street
4618 dt.e.3)e"OarWitndiana
4622 d$(4).gomr. Steve Jacobs
4624 ct(4)1040)>S>>>>>3
4626 d9R(5)101806 Sherman Maw
46119 d$(6)."Murram. Idaho
4634 tes0:gosub4:14tathtneosub52010:sOto4410
4636 eoto4700 ''. .

4650 0(1WM. fired shiner
4652 c$(1)11)))F>MS
:4654 OC2)10476 Denton Avenue
4658 d$(3)10Jackson. Alaska.
4662.0(4)lems. Nolen craw
4664 c$(4)10*MM14>>>>>0
.4666 d$(5)8.8460 Simon Drive
-4678 d$(6)10Clinton, Kansas
4674 ten0:eosub4
466 rem'
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4698 rem °Reinforce
4788 s1=2:mosub52088:rrint"What's-r:sht,-"nft".";vosub61988:itmO-
4796 rem
47:-.8 rem naritalize -steets, cities, and states reminder
4800 rrint"MReMembe that you capitalize the names

.

4602 rrint"of streets, cities, end' states..
4805.156080:Je1:tdn456:it=i1+1:onitgoto48121832"
4808 rrintleft$04,12>src(ra)"649
4810 rrintsrc(rOm ":sosvb61500
4812.yosub4870:mosub61210:ifiC6uoto4988
4814 i'l
4816 rrintleftt(v$,17)src(ad)"143
4818 rrintsPo(ad>"
4828 sos0b61508:dosub4874:slosub61210:ifi(eeoto4816
4822 mosub61980:goto4908
4828 rrintleft$(4,12)smc(ra)1275 ".
4830 rrintsrc(ra) :ewsub61500
4882 mosub4880:eo50161218i4,g6uoto4830

.

4884:m1
4836 rrintleft$(vI,17)src(ad)6583
4888 rrintsPo(ad)"
4840 sosub61580:tosub4884:tiosub61218:i4i<6ucto4836
4942 acto4822'_
4878 rrintleftt(v$,11)sre(ra.)"Mr: Glen Romero":rrintspc(ra)"649 Harvard Street.,
4872 rintsrc(ra)"Midland, Iowa
4874 vrintlefWvt,16)src(ad)mMiss-Petmo.Duke":rrintsmc(ad)6143 Danner Avenue
4876 rrintspc(ad)"Kona, Hawaii":moto57002
4888 rrintleftS(v$,11)src(ra)"Ana Duran":rrintsrc(ra)692751.ilac Road
4882 mintsPc(ra)"DoVer, Maine
4884 rrintleftt(vt,16)src(ad)"Mr. Walter Olson":Printsrc(ad)"583 Crosbw-Lane
4886 orintsrefadMalway, Utah"!eoto57002
4096 rem
4898 rem. "Coritalize steets, cities, and states quiz
4900.rrintMHow fix the names
_4902 rrint"of the streets,. cities, mad states.Sr:mrintnft"?"
4904 MdfUlD53000:onitaoto4918,4950
4910 dt(i)00Hist Amv Jarvis
4914.0f(2)="592. madison road
4916 Ctr214"MNIOn>>>>R-
4918A$(3)4"srande4 oreson
4920.-c$(3),"G>>>)>>>0.
4922 d$(4)="Mr.'Aaron Mills
4926-0(5)**6482 dewew drive-
4929 c$(5)=">>>>)D>>>>>1)
4930 dt(6)*"atlanta, 'mortis,
49,12.ci(6),41)>>>>>>>0
4934,tem0:00Sub4:i4tethensos4b52810:moto4000
4986 tioto5080 -

4950.4t(1)10Mr.Wavne Tucker
4954 dc(VIOST; 4ildam say
49564*(2)s")>>>10)>>>>W
4958 d$C3)s"Caraon, montana
4969-c$(3),"0>>>>>>M

21tigtM:48'4g4ttI111:

108 5143::111:WV)ias
gLrig4)>>>"

4996 rem
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,-4998 rem 'sPeinforce
. 5000 s1=3:mosub52000:print'llOood Job, .4.14$".*:Mosub61900it=0

5096 rem
5098. rem !Comma between city and state rule

. '
5100.Print"WHere.is the last imrortantrulelr:print' Use a comma
5102 Print" between the city and state.

;M:4WOOTTOX;WVIVIITZWIOW/Vggil;111?141%13>sPc(raftr)ox$sies td=45:rrinileft$(0',18)sro(ad+ca)cx$:oxt=".':nexti,4:return
5110'rrint1eftf(.4,11)sro(rOmMr. Alex. Littlem:printsPc(ra)889 bullet, Way
5112 rr1nisrc(r0"Weston, Idaho
5114 rrintleftS(vC16)sro( ad)"Mrs. Lisa. Roewintsrotadr705. Adams Street
211f rrin4grc(ed)"Plains, UiRoiam:or=6:ca=6:11oSub5106:1mt61910:moto5200

rrinfiefts(vtilinrofra. Mr. Andy.raous :Printsrocra, 14:53 Pearl waw
5132 rrintSrc(ra)"Hepton, Alabama
51114.printleft$0.4,16>sro(ad)"Mr. TOW Ricodu:PrintsrO(ad)"432 Poplar Lane

5136 rrintsrc(ad)"Walnut,.Wevade:orx6:cax6:yosub5106:mosub61900:ooto5200
5153 rrintleftt(vt,11)sPo(ra)"Ms. Lucw Brand":c.rintsrc(ra)6541 Ketch Street

-";1132.r-ointsrc(ra.)",,Asrer, Idaho
t154 Printieftf(vt,16)sro(ad)"Dr. Eric Lone:printsroCad>"603 Royal Avenue
al1t6 rrintsrc(ad)"Ludlow,Texas":or=6:ca=6:vosub5106:mosub61900:it=2:moto5400
.., rem -el9C

. sille rem . 'Tome 0:v 2
5200 rint"ONOW r-.ut commas where :they belons.r.:printnler

. 5204-yosub53000:onitycto5210,5250
5210'dteAWMr._ Royer Wood
5214 dt(2)=0625 Vera Lane
5218 d$(3)10Tolen Oreson
5220 01(3)c"))))),'.
::222 d(4)0r. 'filmpe Hale
5226 dt(5)="1060 Pyle Circle
5230 Ot(6)10Teal Indiana

.

5232 c$(6)m")))>, ,

5234 temetsosub4t-iftethenyosub52010:eoto5100.
. 5236 moto5300

5250 dt(1).°MissKim Miry
5254. di(2)P"864 Munson Road.
5258 dt(3)goltansor Maine
5260 o$(3)10)>>>>,.
5262 d$(4)10Mr. Robert. Keene
5266 dt(5)00936 Preston Street
5270 df(6)soBerrow laski

..5272 (6).")))))>,
1274 ieue:fosub4-
5296 rem ,

T.5298 rem' 'Pein4oroe;
.-5388mrintWerw food, 6n9P.m.:fosub61988:it=1
5396. rem

-5398 rem .-"More_oomma
1488 rrinVIINoe 4ix this envelort.0":printnfe?",
5404 mosUb53000:onitooto5410,5450
5410. di(1)1011r. Wes thirvew
5414 dS(2)10762,HoliaDrive..
5418 d$C3).2,Fenmem Ohio .

-7 5428cf(3)">)?>>>-.
5422 dt(0.1014t.' Esther Lopez'
:5426 dt(5)*°433.Flower Street
5430 d$(6)gelJereme- Kansas . .

-5432 oit(6)10)))>>>.A.-

5434.1es8fOsUbdt:iftetherisosUb52018:it812:fotO5108



5436 Moto5588
5450 d$(1)="Miss Sharon Laird
5454 dt(2)="856 Grand. avenue
548 4(2)101411a Hawaii

043:44 91grItgiNn
gta3V5N455, lc"
n18 "sub4

PAnt"OgecInra! "nfr.".:slig4:woauh52000:eosub61900
5596 rein
5598 rem "WhOle ball of sax
5600 Print"MWou have learned- so much":print"about envelopes.. Hoe fix.
5602 print"all the mistakes in this one.14":printnft"?"
5610 dt(1)*"mr. biar davis
5612 cf(1)="M>>>8)>>>>1)
5614 0(2)=643 crustal avenue
5616 c$(2)30>>>>C>>>>>>>A
5618 0$(3)&ilkb nevada .

5620:ct(3)="E>>>,N-
5622dt(4)="dr. Jun, carter
5624 ct(4)="11>>>3>>>>8
5626 0(5)=9837 ludlow street
5628 c$(5)=")>>>>1.)>>>>>8
56TO d$(6)="losan utah
5632 ot.(0.p''L>>>>.>U
,W1A ten0qta-9:gosub4:ifterOsoto5768

...tt,48 print Wm have learned much about addressiner
5642 print"enveloPes, "n4t".16
5644 print"! think %mil will learn more next timellti".:eoto59
5696 rem
5698 rem. "Finale ,
"70e.Print."Whit was super, "nft."!T
SiewprinT"How irou know how to address nveloves-.6
5704 print"WhU.not write a letter to a.friend.111.
5706:Print"Then address an enve lops and mail theEl
77 print" letter, Have VoUr teacher help uoulP

5768 Print."03th the liP code.t.
orie print"Have fun,-"nft'.":eOto62090
49996 r.em
49992 rim
.49R434 POM 'aSUBROUTINES'
49996 rem
49998 em.. 'Name inPuttiminvprompts for delayed response
50000 Printeand then press the RETUPHLkeu.P
50005 s$12":1110:l1=0:teti.de
50010 weiWitraac( a$44):ifs>63andiOlthensms4.128
50012 14.1101thenllal:tmlide:reac. reset timer for over key 'oval keu
50(314 ifithenifiandti>tthentati+de:Print"I am saltine for uour.anseer.11":iO
50016 ifitheni4kAndti)tooto50080
:50018 ifithenifmandtOtthente01:return -

50819 iflle1aridti>t+10thenwotOS2000
50020.11s)192ands(219andl<15thenahmohr$(s):0Est+a$:11R1+1:1150:Printe;:woto5001

50030 ifland(sal3Ors9=141)thenreturn
50040 ifs0148orso2Otheniflthenprint41";4SaleftS(st,l-1):liml-1
50050 voto50010.'



50080 Pint"Valf wou do not answer, ":print"Islust saw moodbwe.51"
50090 t=tflie:k=0soto50018

.

50996 rem
50998 rem Item s lou resPonse PromPt
5ieee poke167,1 :Prititmidt(dt(r),m,1)Sr ; : ifPrsoto51500
51005 fori=lto3:vosub61500:vv=23:tosub61480:eosub61588
51018Printleft$64,23)"Youl haVe not found all the mistakes.°
51020 print"Pleare keep trwinp.".:printcl$
51030 Printhfe7l0":pext:pr=1:tmati+2700:sotol3adw.
51496 om
51498 rem "too lone' on item so show rest of errors

51500.v.)=23:sosub61400:foriFlto3:sosub61500:Printleft$(0,24)03:sosub61500
51503 ifcc'.01thenprint"Here are the-Other mistakes. . ":soto51510
51506 print"Her is the other mistake: .

51510 next:fo i=ltoC:J=03:iflen(cS(0)=Othennexti:Moto51780
51520- fcg-k=ltolen<c1(0):ctsmidt(cSCO,k,1):ifoSnoSthennextk,i:voto51700
51530 Printlefti<v$,tt+i-20)spc(k+lz-1011,J);
51540 forii=lto10:Print 111";.:forii=ito50:next:Printc$91";:forii=lto50

: 51550 nextiiiii,k,i , ..

. . 51700 te=6;Mosub57000:ifit>luoto57:rem exit throush bail out Messes, on 2nd time.

51705 ifit<Othenreturn:rem sPecial exit for ball- of OW item
51710 print"You maw -need to studw more.

;17.2ePrint"flook
at-the rule msain.":tes8:10sUb$7000:return

lal! rem return uots back to calling' frame withsrror flan set
iiiTIS remrem "Error counter

FN. ill..Orlthrreturn .-due p.E1N, -11.Esturn:printfrountins
rePeat":sosub57000:return-wo rem

rem "Hull correction array
53000 foi=1to6:0(p="":return

.

50996 rem i .

.50998'rem "Delaw -- 10 sepondr nominal -- shifted space 0'11 abort..57000 td=608.
57002.tmoti+td
-57804 setat:ifaSs" "theni;r9e9:return
57086 ifti<twooto57004

:.57010 return
--'57996 rem ..

57998 rem Envelome boaPder--mlso used to clear interior of: envelope58000 PrintleftS64,103°- 1
I-58010 forinitoll:Print" 3

.;
-...

3" next58020 Print"- ' ":returna:return
58103 Printlefti(v1,103" r-

i58110 foi=lto11;Print 3tMAINI8IS1420112221n211111111113":next
-58128 print" L.__

":return
582017 printleft#(ti4,103" #0*****014*,,,,WWWW.**
ingg 404=ItcAtprintm AttM33222111102SUIRSIV1122222111M":next

.:.. ue. Print 41:4144**ASSAAMMN********** :return
1:28996 rem .

58998-rem `Clear keWboard buffer
59000 fcczz=63to9:vetaS:next:retum
61196 rem
§)A2y

'
row 'Test for shifted spleft.

mia.m,tat
Eq104=i+1:ifaSto "thenie9e9
biA.20. return

.

61396 rem
61398 rem "Clear.bottom throe lines
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61400 fovv:tWto25:printleft$W$;v0c1t:next:return
61496 rem
61499 rem .75 second delay for -flashing
61500 td=45:soto57002 .

61596 rem
61598 rem °TwOo-.0 address wiz disPlay and input processing
61600 ersiO:oo=2;tfirti+45:Printm.
61610 Pript" V1.2 address,
61620 Print" V2.0 return address
61630 Print"frrwrf.the -number- for the right answerAO:printnff°r:i=0t=ti+1200
61640 Yeta4:ifchr$Cisc(aSfrif)and127)*anithenreturnL
6 645 ifleR2andti>tfthenonoogosub2680,500:oom3-oo:t1=ti+45
61650 iftiCtgotoC1690
61660 ifithehgosub61700:er2:return --' .

61670 Pintlafti(vS;24)9 am waiting for your answer.:issl:t=ti+,1200:goto61640
61680 ifalm!.'gotc61640-
61690 iul:boto61660. -

61700 Printleftt(vC23)*The correct answer is 'lane. . .

61710 print"You tow-heed tb study some more.:tes0:gosub57000
.

61730 ex=ex+1:ifex(3thenreturn
6174 print"OVITTLet's do this lesson. some other time."

.61750 rrinthITCOodbyt,"'nfr. :te=5:goto62090:
61796 rein
61799 rem "Rddressee. dish lay

/

61800 rrintleft$(44,16)spc(ad)"Mary Brownm:printsPC(ad)135 Main Street
61810 rrintspc(ad)"Caliton; Ohie:return -/
61996 rem . .

61898 rem "RETURN ProMrt at: bOttom of screen and timing processing.
61900 OintleftS(v1;25)Press RETURN:;.:gosub62015:iftethengosub62000:iftegoto6

205,0 /

61910 return
61996 rem . , /

61998 rem Final RETURN omt and PrOcessiny
62000.printleftt(v$;23)*Pleake push RETURN.:pint 14 wou do not push RETURN;
62010 Print"I must saw foodbye.";
62015 tei=0:tatifde:gosub59000
62023 getat:ife=chrS(13)oriWzchr$(141)thenreturn
62030 ifti(tgotO62020 . /
62040 ter=2:retUrn. /

62050 rrint°00=112111 am sorry. ClOodbwe.
62096 rem. ,. .. /

.

62088 rem Terminafion routine / ." ..
62090 ifpp=0thensosub57000:Atota1 :/eoto104:rea loo' if no fteDi 1

62092 ifs1=Othsnal,lt:ref ....spt. last sublessonlf.have used lesson before ..

IESP Wigtia13614PAMOVXXIIIIWIrigtIv.sirs("),"
ailfprialt4:aSsal+Ligh:fi7

°+qtrScp(i))0):next .

r.s (PP."1.:031e1Wo10,15, Ey. PUPi +3 leo 13 A

gFRQ
fori ., A tau:RP tret*tipte.i)shrtr.13); :inPuili15,erntin$:ifen<19goto62130.

22 prim VATOMSK trrOrifel tins
62124 -rrintnPuril file imrlroPerlw uPdAted.°
62126 rrint"fCall the teacMor,to-correct the erroi7.° .

62128 Print"fghen mess the -shift kew to finish.°:closeS:wait152;1:goto62110
62130 nexti:closeS.
62135 uosub57000:run

.

ready.
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:REPORT PIROC3P.F1P1
4 clote15:open15,8A5
S open4,4:onen1,-3:Poke59468,14 _

10 prinimMITZ ENVELOPE ADDRESSING PUPIL REPORTM
15 printsc(17)"TMENULI
SO print"fi List students in file. Push 1
40 print"?' DisPlaY Student .Rerorts. Ptirh 2
50 print"r Print Class Record. Push '3
60 print"21 Delete- student or- class. Push 4
70 print"D Exit RePortine System... Push 5
80 print"IV213112<readine student dataPlease wait)
900=chrtiC0 >:b$=0 ":.1.-rettmerecrentworent3eur
100 ifneoto130:reMif called from addressine prosrem'skip read in
105 dieo$(100>:oren8,8,8,"0:nuril file"
110n=n41:input#8,14<n):i4statetoto118
120 close8:ifle(Ot(1))C3OthennP-1.
10 print"Waht
150 43=3:

160. rem 4=4:0="0"+ehrt(1)
280 ae7tal:emasc(aS4chrS(48))and127-48:Onaroto5000,220,6000,9000,9000:voto200
220.print"M"sPc(10)"STUDENT REPORTS
221 print"To see the'rePort for any student,
222 Print"tyre the name that is recorded in the
223 rrint"StudentAjst and 'push Return.11
224 PrireFor cosies o4 resorts for all students
225 Ppint"in file, rush P and then RetUr6.11
226 Pint"To return to menu forReportine System, Push R and then Return.-.
.227. PrintqWlease twne the:student's first name":eosub500Wn=leftt(s*+b$,15)

. 228 ifst!"R"eoto10
:229 ifstr"P"thenfa4:010Z"fthr$(1):forplalton:iotub480:next:eoto228
230 nrihtarHos, tune the. student's lattname.:eosub50000:n$1=left$(0+b$,15)+n$
240 forJatlton:ifnt)lefti(p$0),30)thennext:loto278
250 rieJ imn:next:i4n$Iele4t404(p),30)thenfa3:01,"":eosub500:votO220

. 270 Printleft$(v$,24)"Thismame isnot in the$ile.
-280 Print"Ppess-RETURN.tcenter.another nameA
290 eetat:ifaSmohrS(13>oregchr,(141)40U220 .

295 eoto290 .-
400.4orPs1.ton:eogub500:next:eoto220.
400-Print"TECUPrintine reports for every student.i:voto510

-

500 rrint"W;
.

510 iffm4thenfor,PeltO3:Print04:next:Print0f,b$AWDDRESSING ENVELOPES":printe++
/5 fOrtibi5r3Lurefn name .

;i8 gianlirWipegnucgorlt: . .

";:s=1:eopub30.00:Pem s1 lesson
IRINA print#4,Aff CaritalizIitles:

PrintIlf,d1" ."-CaPitalizinsi names: A=il5dtg80
570 i4c4theni=6:Moto880
600 1=2:PPint#4
620 ftsub2080:realessen line
640 Print#4,dt" Address Placement:- ;:s=1:eosub3000:rem sub lesson
650 Print04,d$ Caitalizine titles
655 mrint#4,0" 'and names:: ";:s=2:eosub3000
60 nint0f,d .CaPitilizine streets,
665 print04,0" cities, and statov---. ";:s=3:eosub3000.
670,ifothenie13:voto800

.

700. 183:Print04. .

720 eosub2000:rem leskon line
'750 Print114,0. CaPitalizine-titles,
755 ppint44,dS" and tires: a;:s=1:eosub3000
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760 rrint*f,de Caitalizint streets,
765 printftf,dt° ' cities, and stater,: :s=2:sosub3000
770 Pint#4,dS" Adeline Comma between

;:s=3:mosub3000775 rrintef,dt"' city and. state:
,0 p m::s=4:msub000:J=22rintlif,dt" Review. o 14

800 i4f=4thenfork=ito27:printlIf:neXt:return
805 PrintleftVvS,24)" . Puth P for a cars of this rePort.
810 print" 'Push R to. return for another entrw.M

DetwiftwreQr0-Nptheo=4:dsiosm+chrs(1):00talee4..e ifaS)wr andaSc) li:".thentiotoS20
950 return- --
1500 ntsleft$(p$CP),15):mosub1580:n1$=n$
1518 ntamidt(Pt(P),16,15):mosub1500:ntan$+" e+nl$
1520 rinttlf,dtn$:Printlif:return.
1580 ifrimhtt(4,1)10thennt=left$(ni,len(n$>-1):moto1580
1590 return'
2000,pr164414,0"LESSO1i "strfq1)": ":

2005 caamiditCpt(0,16+16S1A1):cceval(ccS>:ifcc*Ouethenforint#4,"not
2010 Orint0f,"colarleted":ifcc=Othencc=99
2020 caval(MidtCri(r),31,1))=1:return:rem c'flami lai4 lesson
71000 ifcc<sthenrrintilf:return
3005- t=midi(pf(p),14t16.1+3Ms,3>:rem number of repeat=

iffVO: 0"andecasmotO3040 -

ifn". 0"thenprinttf," rerfect"::moto3040
11020 Printilf,'W'rereset1;
3038 ift<>" 1"thenprintftf,as";
'3040Print*f:retUrn
4000 fa4:fo =1ton. .

4010' printilf,"21liright1(6 m+stt(r),3)" "midS(p$00,16,15)1eftVp$Cp),15>
4015'ifint(060)=060thenfor:=11o6rrintilf:nexti:rem make rase break

. 4020 next:4=3:moto10
5000 f =3 .r
5005 Print"Or:t3=P+20ifsOnthen3 =n+1
5010-Prin1414;risht$(" s+strt(),3>" NmielVPS(0,16,15>leftEp$00,15>
5015:P=P+1AfP(3voto5010
.5020 i4P<anuot65100

.

5030 Print"Mush P for a co,:' V of this list.
5035 print" Push R to return to the menu. 111
5040 meta$:i4aWOora$="P"moto4000
5050 ifaS<>"r"mnds$0"R"moto5040
5060. moto10- .

. 5100 I:Hi-iv:mush RETURN to see more names.
5110 metWifiOchr$(13>moto5110'
5120 moto5005
6000 print"OMMED Pintinm a class report."
6001 f=4:forrel1ton:P$ar$(p):0="-":moto6023
6002 Pint04,114mrimtte.! 6+st$(0,20"- mmid*(4,16,9)" "leftVpS,15>:
6004 Print0f,elidf(bt,31,1);-:3032:mosUb6900
6006 printef,midS(Pt433,9)::4=48:vosub6900
6010 Print0f,midS(P$.49,12)::4064:10Sub6900
6012. Print0f,m1d$(4,65,12)
.6601514int(o160)120C0thenforJailto6Printilf:Plexti:rem melee Pare break020 next:fa0:moto10--
6023410-1)/50:ifmOint(z)moto6050
6024 1fOlthenforia1 to9;Printilf:next
6025 Printilf,"OKEY:- L a-Lesson: C.= Complete; 1 = IncoMplete;":
6026 'Print0f,." P = Placement:-T.m.litles: .

.

402Z PI-11'304,p H = tfimes:, 11 = $trmets:.S* = States; Co =_Comma.s;mi
6005- pr.invq, R Review ;Printsf:Printef.print*Cleft*(b$ftS,73)^ruLAS5 RECOR
D

a
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6029 Printef:Printtf:intef.lefte(b$03S,34)o. of RePeats":printef.
6830 Printef.left,(13$41)C31)"CL"lefte(b$,11)"L"leftS(b$,17)"L"
6035 Printef,"11 STUDENT";
6040 PrinteCleft$(b4+1A,19)"1 PT N 2 P 1/N St/Ci/Sa 3 TM St /Ci /Sa CoR.6045 Printilf

. 6050 Pritef."0"riohtt(" "+stt(p).3) "midt(0S,16.9)" "leftt(p$,15)s$;6060 J*32:eosub6900.
6070 da33:1ku32:1<=35:vosub6800
6080"k=38:eotub6000-,
6090 im43:sosub6000:printlf.ses$; 0
6100 J448:vosUb6900
6110 J*49:11t244;ku46:soosubS800:44JmOgoto6190
6120 lor49:eosub6800
6130 kgr56:eosub6000:prinAef.leftVb$.5);
6140.J*64:eosub6900
'6150 J*65:10P62:ka65:sosub6800:fi*8soto6190
6160 tor72.eosub6000

T W r1:1"wine..(103 :eosub 0
6190 pit0f:nextP:e0t010
6800 leak-lk-1:zaval(midt(rt,,j,3)):ifz=Othenz$=leftt(b$,1):goto6890-
6810 ifz+.5)101::Ithenz$="left$("*********.******,1):moto6890
.6820 OsiriehtS(b44-str$(1).1)

88
jzi+Stlk=k:Printif." "i$;:returnEmu iflen(Pt)(ithenimOreturn

6905 Afmid$CPCJA)="ethenPrintlif."C";:return
6910 Printef, I ;return .

,

Wel Print"tOneftSvC24)"Push Vand_then Return to see the menu.
7!U5 print ", Do you pant to deleteall students.

: sem Print"11 Tyne YES or' NU old Push Retun.V"
1 8020 sosub50005:ifst="NO"uOto61-00

8025 ifs$="R"doto10.
8030 ifse<>"YES"thenPrint'ebi'APeotoCO20
8040 printleft$0t.12)" Are you sUre?' Tie YES or NO.
88% Print"..ThenPush Return
8860 sosub50005;ifst="NO"Uoto8180
8062 ifsaa"Peoto10
80E5 ifst<>"YES"thenprint"V"ben":soto8060
8067'print"Metet118/2150eletine Class":tdrti4100

: 8070 Print*15.6s0:01d uPiA,filem.0pinte15;"r0:old pupil file=puPil file"
.8072.inrut415,enAem$:.ifen>18thensosub10000:eoto8070
8000.na-1 t$(1)e"
8085 iftOtivoto8005
.8095. voto10

,

. 8100 PrintWleft$W$.24)"Push R and then Return-to see the menu.-
8105:Print'a Enter-the name of the student you want
£119 Print" to.delete..0
8120 print"111Ploase tyre the --student's .first name:eosub50000:mt=left$(1.4+b$,15

)
.

8130 ifseumPoot010
. .

8140 Print"Shoe, time the student's last name":eosub5000044=left$(0+b$,15)4-n$
816040 Je1ton:ifnOlet$040).30)thennext:soto8180

. 8170 folti:JOn:next;i4n$Igleft$CPVP).30)thenf*3;d$m"":eoto8200
8188 Printleitt(vi.24)"This name is-not in the file.
8185 Print"Prets RETURN to enter another name.M-

'.8190 eeta$44aSsohr$(13)oaSsohr$C141)ebto8100-
. 8195.toto8190

woo Print"NOMMIIMMUNDeletine.student record.":tduti+100
: 8228 forJABP+1ton444-1)mg0(4):next:nmn-1:61=1:ifnimOthenn=-1

8238-iftOtisoto0230-:
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8240 voted°
9000.i4dva0uoto9018 . .

.

9002 oen88,8:40:punii filt,s,l:fori=1ton:ef.int08,e$0)chr$(13);:next
9004 inPut015,eroemt:i4on>18theneosub18080:close8:eoto9002.-
9006 clOse8.
9010 PihtMOPEMMMOD RePortine Pk:pi:tram terminated=

. 9999 end -,
,

10000 print"MMIdiskePrord: *tm$:Printntorrect the erolzlem.

gritIl:neVeUer.rtgialbWetri,P115?4return
435 Za.";:11440(ii+2$):i4063artids(91therisai+128

.
,..---

1.illgit grangWgggragAgrirgigg""a$:IcItl:rint"; :°t°58°1P
WItri gtaggigs=20thehiflthenm^int'ON:s0=left$Cs$,1-1)t1=1-1

ready.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The SWRL Addressing Envelopes Program teaches the.capitalizatIon,

punctuation, and format skilts needed to address envelopes correctly. The

program is designed to be used by students in grades 3 and 4. The program

includes two related systems: (1) the Instructional system, which is used

by students, and (2) the reporting system, which is used by the teacher.

-The instructional system consists of three lessons that cover the

following skills:

Placing the address and return address in the correct space
on an envelope

Capitalizing the names of persons

Capitalizing personal titles (e.g., Mr.)

Capitalizing the names of streets,- cities, and states

Using a comma to separate city and state.

The instructional system provides instruction, practice, and remediation,

and records student performance. Lessons 2 and 3,Jnclude review and

reinforcement of skills presented earlier.

The reporting system allows the teacher to review student performance,

delete student records.when,necessary, and print hard-copy reports for.

individual'students-or for the entire class. Up to 100 student records

can be stored on the program disk.



HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

In order- to run the SWRL Addressing Envelopes Program, you must

have the following hardware components:
.

1. A 32K Commodore PET computer.equipped.with a graphics
.keyboard.

_2. 4.0 ROM or Upgrade ROM (often referred to as 2.0 or 3.0 ROM).

3. One Commodore 2031 or 4040 disk.drive:

You may also with to have a Commodore printer connected to the

computer sO that you can take full advantage of the reporting:system.

(Other brands of printers will not work properly with this program

Unless an interface has been installed to convert the Commodore character

set.) However, the program will run with no priilter connected.



USING THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

Loading

To load the SWRL.Addressing Envelopes Program, use one of the two

procedures outlined below, depending on the ROM Version that your computer

has.. Before you load the program check to be sure that the program disk

does not have a write-Trritect tab on it.

If your PET has Upgrade ROM, follow these steps:

1. -Turn the computer on

2. Insert the program disk into drive 0 and dose the door.

3. Type LOAD "*",8 and push RETURN.

4. When the program has loaded and READY appears on the
screen, type RUN and push RETURN.

If your PET has 4.0 ROM, follow these steps:

1. 'Turn the computer on.

2 Insert the program disk into drive 0 and close the door.

Hold down the shift key and. press the key marked RUN/STOP.
The.prOgram,will load and-run automatically.

After the program has started running, leave the program disk in driVe O.

.The computer must have access to the.diak to keep recordi and read data as

the program runs.

Introduction

When tht program has finished loading, a title screen appears... After

a short Way, 'the title screen clears and you are asked to-enter your first

and last names. (The shift key has no effect in this program. Your name

will appear in capital letters.) When you use the programjor'the first

:Iime, instruction begins-with lesson 1,° If you have -used the- program.

before, instruction begins'at the beginning of the lesson.yoU were working

on atyour last session.
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Instruction and Practice

The program provides instruction on specific rules for addressing

envelopes. Each rule is presented, and examples are highlighted on the

screen; e.g.:

Always capitalize titles like
Dr:, Mr., Ms., Mrs., and Miss.

Miss Sue Baker
259 Park Street

ee Puna, Hawaii

Titles in addiessee 111. Mr-.- Dan Snow
flash off and on. 976 Olson Drive

,Ogden, Utah

Because of space limitations-on the screen, the examples in the program

°do not include zip codes. '''141 addition, all examples use full state names

Utah) rather than two- letter Postal.Service abbreviations (e.g., UT).

Although such abbreviations are commonly used on envelopes, they do not

provide a convenient way to practice-an important skill taught in this

program--capitalizing the firstietter in names of states. Consequently,

teachers may wish to discuss the use of zip Codes and abbreviations after

students have completed the.program.

Next, the program provides practice items for:the rule that has just

been presented. Directions for each item are displayed, and the program

proMptt you.to respond by dliplaying your firstname,followed by a ques-

tion mark. Two types of items are used, one for address placement (in

Lessons 1 and 2) and the other for capitalization and -punctuation (.in

all thrielessons).



in the address placement items, an,envelope is displayed containing

either an address ore return address. You are asked to identify the

correct answer by. pressing either I or 2; e.g.:

Which is on this envelope?

1. address
2. return address

Type the number for the right answer.

Joe?

Betty Gomez
857 First AVenue
Price, Idaho

If your answer is correct, the programcontinues with the next activity

in sequence. If your answer is incorrect, the program gives you the

correct answer and displays the rule and examples again. However, if you

answer three consecutive items incorrectly, the program ends the lesson'

(sexiting, below).

'In the, Capitalization and punctuation items, you are asked to correct

errors in the addresies on an envelope: A square, blinking cursor appears

In the. upper left-hand corner of the envelope; e.g.:

4 '"n



10.

Move the cursor
and fix the names
on this envelope.

Tv. paul west
111 Maple Street.
Anchor, Maine

Miss carol morris
1853.Arden Way
Post,. Nevada

To correct the errors,- follow the procedOres below:.
ro

1. ;Use the angle bracket keys (:.0"lind ')A) to move the cursor
to the first error on the envelope. The position of these

.:keys is noted in the illustration below:

MOveivoursor left. Moves cursor right.

ArGo .:P
.*1.s il:)...,'!!0.!.14.11;.KI;;.1.

You may hold down.the appropriate key to keep the cursor,
moving continuously.

40



2. When thecursor is positioned on the error, press the letter or
punctuation mark. that should be changed or added. .(You do not
need to use the shift key to change a letter to a capital.) If
your response is correct, the-change is displayed on the screen.
{flour response is incorrect, the. screen dOis not change. The
program accepts only-the correct changes in the correct positions
on the envelope.

I
3. Continue procedures 1 and 2 until you have 'corrected all the errors

on the envelope. When the errors are all corrected, you are
informed of your progress, and the border of the envelope flashes.

If you do not correct all the errors within approximately one minute,

you are told to continue:looking for-errors. If you still do r . correct

all the errors, the program makes the corrections and displays the rule

and examples again. However, if you fail to make all the necessary

corrections on two consecutive envelopes, the program ends. the lesson.

Exiting

You may eirt.the instructional system for several different reasons,

which are explained. ,below.. However, exiting the system doet not end the

program. After you exit the instructional system, the program 'returns

to the initial title screen and starts over from the beginning. In order,

to end the program, you must enter the reporting system, which is explained

on page 8.

The instructional system terminates when one of the following

conditions occur;

I. You hive completed an entire lesson successfully..

2. You have failed to push RETURN within one minute of being
asked to do so.

3. You have answered three consecutive address-placement items
incorrectly.-

4. You have failed to correct all the errors in, two consecutive
capitalization/punctuation displays,
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USING THE REPORTING SYSTEM

Introduction

When you have exited the instructional system (or when the program

has Just finished loading), a title screen appears, followed by a request

for you to type your first name. To enter the reporting system, type

the word REPORTS at this point. Typing anythIng'other than REPORTS will

cause the program to branch to the instructional system.

The Menu

When you enter the reporting system, the'folloWing "menu" of options

is displayed:

Menu.

List:students In file.

Display Student Reports.

-Print Class Record.

Delete a record.,

Exit ReportIng.System.

Push I

Push 2

Push 3

Push. 4

Push 5

Select the option you want by pushing the appropriate number.. Each choice
is- explained below.

List students in file. ,Selecting this option-allows you to.view
the names of all students who have used the-program.* You may also
print a. hard copy of this list if you have a printer connected to
your system.

Display Student Reports. This selection allows.you to review the
progress of each student on file. The Student Report shows which
lissons.the student, has attempted and completed. In addition,
performance on differeht sections within lessons Is noted. A
sample Student RepOrt Is Illustrated below:

Three sample student records have-been'included on. this copy of the
program disk. If you wish, you can delete these records by selecting option 4.
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DAVID JONES

LESSON 1: completed
Address placement:
Capitalizing titles:
Capitalizing names:

2- repeats
. perfect

1 repeat

LESSON 2: completed
Address placement: perfect
Capitalizing titles
and names: perfect

Capitalizing streets,
cities, and states: 1 repeat

LESSON 3: completed
Capitalizing titles
and names:

.Capitalizing streets,
cities, and states:

Adding comma between
city and state:

Review:

perfect

perfect

1 repeat
2 repeats

0

This sample Report shows that the student has completed all three
lessons. The Report also indicates the sections of each lesson
on which the student appeared to have some difficulty. For example,
in the.address placement section of Lesson'l, the student had to
repeat two items before completing the section successfully.

If you have a printer connected to your system, you can print a
single Student Report or Reports-forall students in the class.

Print Class Record. This option. allows you to print an alphabetized
1171771Wents in the class, along with a summary of their
individual performance data. A sample class Record appears below.

KEY: L Lesson; C Complete; I Incomplete; P Placement; T Titles;
N Names; St Streets; Ci Cities; Sa States; Co Commas;
R Review

CLASS RECORD

No. of Repeats
L L L

STUDENT 1PTN2 PT/N St/Cl/5a 3 T/N St/C1/Sa Co R
1 Joan Best C

2- Thomas Frame C C
I 3 2 5 2

3 David Jones C 2 1 C 1 C 1 2
4 Carol Kane C

c, ' C
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This sample shows the performance of four students. The first
student has completed the first lesson only; she has not yet worked
on Lesson 2. The second student has completed the first two
lessons, but he appeirs to be having some difficulty with Lesson 3,
as is indicated by the number of repeats In each section. The
third and fourth students on this Class Record have completed all
three lessons.

In order to use this option, you must have. a printer connected to
your computer. The Class.Record Is'not:displayed on the video -

monitor:

Delete a record. This option allows you to (1) delete all student
records on the program disk, or (2) 'delete individual student
records.

Exit Reporting System. This seleCtion.allows you to leave.t the
Reporting System and end-the program.

When you select an option from the menu, the computer provides

instructions on how to proceed. After you have completed a.task (for

example, printing a Student Report), the program either asks if you wish

to perform an additional task within that option (for example, print

another. Student Report)or returns you to the menu to:select another option.

Note that you must return tolhe menu to end the program.by selecting

opttob 5.



SWRL COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION
ON ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

Pilot Study

Ann Humes
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SWRL COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION ON ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

Pilot Study

One part of the NIE Communication Skills project is "Computer

Utilization in Composition Instruction." The purpose'of this inquiry is6

0

to investigate the use of microcomputers to improve composition

instruction in the Schools. One way to improve composition instruction

is to provide appropriate primary instruction and practice and

appropriate supplementary practice on skills that would otherwise require

considerable teacheY. time. When students work with these skills on the

microcomputer, feachers'can devote more 'of their time to teaching higher

levet elementi of.the composing process. Furthermore, using the'

Microcomputer (motivates students to.learn becau,se of the gaMe-like nature

of the medium.

The computer instruction on addressing envelopes, developecrby SWRL

staff, employs the game-like nature of the computer to present a set of'
0

related skills in-a relevant context. The following skills are taught:*

Places the address and return address in the correct space onan envelope.

Capitalizes titles (e.g., Dr., Ms.)._
Capitalize-s dames of persons.
Capitalizes names of streets, cities, states.
Uses a comma between the City and state.

The specifications'for cOmputer-baSed instruction on addressing,

envelopes are detailed in an earlier secNon. Thii instruction is
. 1 ,Aesigned to be appropriate for'third and fourth grade students.

*Postal service abbreviations are not taught:because' they Contrast:-with, the more general sk,.11 of capitalizing .the names 'of states; Aip:,todis are not 'taught because ahem .on the screen would
.preclude displaying the lOnger names of.SOme.states. .ThusstudentsWould receive practice.,:capftallizing only a Jew, shOrt names fOr.



The instructional program is Comprised of three lessons: In the

first lesson, the computer displays a simulated envelope and instructs

students on.the placement of the address and return address. Then

students practice identifying addressand return address placement.

.Next the computer,provides
instruction on capitalizing personal titles,

again in the context of an envelope. Practice on this skill is followed

by instruction and practice on tapitalizing the names of people.

Students repeat each section of the lesson until they successfully

cori-ect all the errors in capitalization on each diSplayed envelope..

The comp6ter uses displays with new items for the repeated instruction

and practice.

Successful students proceed to Lesson 2, which briefly.reviews the

skills preiented in Lesson 1 before providing instrUction and practice

on another skill necessary for addressing envelopes:
capitalizing the

names'of streets, cities, states. As in Lesson 1, skills are taught in

the context of an envelope, and students proceed in the program

according to their performances;

Lesson 3, is. similar in-design. Students firtt review the

,capitalizing skills presented in previous'lessons. Then students are

given instruction and practice on one additional rule that they must use

to address an envelope: using commas between the names of cities' and

Stites.

The computer keeps records of the students' performances, which are

available to the teacher through the reportis,g system. This system can

.prOvide a class record as well as detailed reports on individual
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I

students. It' also provides.a list of all students who use the, program
.

.

Iand allows the teacher to erase records of individual studenti or a

Whole class.

Programming for this lbstruction was done,on a Commodore: Pet by

_Jerry Bailey. After initial programming was complete, the instruction

was used by staff to locate. any errOrs:inthe displays or "b9gs" in the

programming. Staff found that the program ran very well anif did what
4

it was expected to do. A few typographical errors wereAisCPvered, and
. f

these were corrected. Additionally, the timing of some dispjlays was

adjusted so that the time allowed to complete individual prctice items

was more appropriate.

After the changes were made in the program, a pilot St4dy was

conducted to assess how well the program worked with users Unfamiliar

1with its purpose and, functioning:` The pilot study involvedlthree SWRL
1

:secretaries, adults who had no prior experiende with'the_prOgram. The

results of the study are reported below.

iThree SWRL secretaries completed Individually the instruction on

.addressing envelope!. They also worked with the reporting system

deSigned for-teachers. All three secretaries were experielced operator's

of the SWRL Word-11 word-processing system. Consequently, they were

accustomed to working on a computer keyboard and with a moritor..

Before they worked with the Addreising Envelopes program,

secretaries were ihfOrmed of "the grade level and topic.of the

1
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instruction. They were also asked to make comments, if they wished,

about features of the program. After they completed the instruction,

secretaries worked through the reporting system for teachers. As

secretaries sat at the computer terminal, a composition staff member sat

with them to provide instruction when needed, to answer questions, and

to observe.

Results: Instruction

No major problems occurred. A few minor difficulties with computer

operation were noted. One problem occurred for all three secretaries:

they did not understand how to manipulate the cursor until they were

informed that they should use the angle-bracket keys. This confusion

occurred despite the labels and arrows printed on paper and taped just

,at the top of the keyboard. Two secretaries expressed' difficulty

reading the small screen.

IOne secretary also commented that_the flashing -that occurs when the

computer is correcting items 13 difficult to see--that it wasn't bright

enough. Another flashing feature also caused comment: One secretary

was disturbed by the brief flashing of the statement that all errors

have not been corrected. She wanted to read the new text on the screen,

but could not until the flashing stopped; this delay disturbed her.

However, the flashing serves its function of attracting attention to the

new element on the screen.

One secretary at first did not understand when she was to correct

errors. The program includes an explanation that whenever the user's

name appears, followed by a question mark, the computer is waiting for

input. However, this message was not clear to the one secretary.



All secretaries commented that game-like aspects of the computer

instruction would make the program enjoyable for:tfstarget audience of

elementary school children. They particularly liked,the flashing

graphics (i.e., asterisks around the border of the envelope) that

reinforces correct answers.

Results: Reporting. System

Secretaries had no difficulty getting into the reporting system by

typing "Reports at the beginning of the program at the point where the

computer asks for the student's first name. Each secretary tried out

various features Tof.the system by selecting one of the options on the

Main menu. All options functioned properly, and secretaries had no
o

.difficulty understanding the procedures. All secretaries chose to

receive ,a printout of the student report on their ow /performance.

This small study indicated that both the instruction and the

reporting system for the Addressing Envelopes program can be used with
..

adults. Secretaries could handle all aspects of the program after they

understood cursor movement. This information appears in,the Operating

;Manual, Thus it Opeari that adults Should be able to use the program.

:without super4ision when they haVe an Operating, Manual. Difficulties in

viewing the small'screen are hardware problems that cannot be

ameliorated by revisions the program.

An appropriate further step inthe development:of the program would.

be a pilot study with users who 'reflect.theactual audience for which

the instruction was'intended: third.and fourth grade students.
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In May and June, SWRL Staff completed an informal survey of nearby

school districts in connection with its microcomputer-basecFcoMposition

instruction:koject. Questiont were asked about the districts' use of

computer -based instruction in general and about microcomputers and com-
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COMPUTER INSTRUCTION IN NEARBY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

William Russell -

In May and June, SWRL staff completed an inforMal survey of nearby

school districts in connection with its microcomputer-based composition

instruction project. Quest: ins were asked about the districts' use of

computer-based instruction in general and about microcomputers and cOm-

position instruction in particular. The survey did not cover all of the

districts in any particular area nor was it intended as a representative

sample of any area. Its twin purpose was to identify schools for SWRL to

work with in developing microcomputer -based composition instruction.

We. felt that it was important, particularly at this time of the

school year, to be as simple and brief is possible and to politely termi-
.

nate any conversation that did not appear.to stimulate genuine interest

on the pert of the district staff member. For this reason we have widely

varying amounts of information from these Aistricts. There were two

distinct telephone protocols, depending on whether the call was made by

an AMPS or by a MPS. After introductions,.both.types of.call began by

simply determining Whether the district currently used for planbed to use)

computer-based'instruction. If so, and if the district staff member

showed no reluctance to cooperate, the two types of call proceeded dif-

ferently. The call made by the AMPS followed a script (included. here as

Appendix A). The AMPS..ealler asked whether the contact would be able at

this time to complete a brief mail questionnaire about the district's use

or planned use of computers in Instruction. The MPS cellars on the other

hand, developed what information he could by phone. The results of these

Inquiries are summarized in here. Source data details are on file at SWRL.



calls are identified-as, either "telephone.contect using script" or simply

"questionnaire," depending on whether-a follow-up questionnaire was sent,

The MPS-talls are.labeled "full. inquiry phone call."

We contacted t!lirty-five local districts, twenty-one in Orange

County, welve in los Angeles County, and two in Ian Bernardino

County. Nineteen of these were contacted by the AMPS, and fourteen of

these AMPS zontects:were followed up by questionnaires because they said

they currently-Used or planned:to use computers in instruction. (The

questionnaire is included here as Appendix B). Follow-up calls to districts

that did not reply to the questionnaire indicated that many of them had

not completely understood the original. phone call and actually' did not

have any, current or planned computer-based instruction to report on.

The MPS made sixteen of the thirty-five contacts and fursued-them

according to the degree of district interest and the potential for the _

SWRI project.. This led in some cases to conversations with school-level

personnel and in'two cases to visits to schools.

The information developed in these calls focused on identifying

districts that the microcomputer-based composition project might work with

during the 1980-81 academic year. In order to select.one or more districts

to work with, it was usefulto know the type of equipment they had, the

current focus of their computer instruction, and the general level of

sophistication of their programs. Schools with Microcomputers were of

particularinterest, because that is the emphasis of-the project. For the

Same reason any computer- based'compcsition instructionwas of interest

although almost none was encountered. Other information would have future
-

:value'end -it.was hoped, would.leadsto some useful inferences abOut the

general 'State of the art,of comOuter-based instruction..
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.District admii)istrators were not always ware of small computer

instruction projects within their district and.in at least a few instances

they did not understand from the first phone call that wewere Inquiring

about student use of computers In instruction as opposed to other uses of.

computers in the district, With those qualifications, we found that

twelve of the thirty-fiire 'districts were current users of computers for

instructionind seven had plans for using computers for instruction.

Several districts volunteered that it was the lack of funds rather than a

. leek of interest that prevented them'from using computers for instruction.

In all cates'where we suggested the possibility of future cooperation,

the district administrator or resource teacher was more than willing. Our

problem ln'this respect it only that there are. very few districts that have

the resources for a tryout of microcomputer-based
composition instruction.

Los Angeles Unified School District appears to be an exception, and*/

have agreed to talk with them again in late August about a possible school

to work with next year.

We felt that it would also be valuable to the projeCt tO.have some

tryout exPerience with a smaller district. Of the districts we contacted,

the only districts (large or small) that had microcomputers were the

following:

Claremont Unified (10 Neathktts used in computer science)

Beverly Hills (1 Apple use unspecified)

Los. Angeles Unified (about 200, mostly TRS-80s various uses)
. /

Westminster Elementary (2 TRS-80s,'matn'and computer science)

Saddleback (unidentified, a t one junior'high school)

Arrowview Intermediate School, San'llarnardino City-Unifled

(a Nestor Corp. microcomputer network, use unspecified)



Distelcts that used time-shared terminals rather than'microcomiuders

(Or 'n addition to them) were:

Beverly Hl11s.(33 terminals)

Newport -Mesa Unified .(an extensive DEC-based syitem)

Huntington Beach Union Nigh School (an extensive IBM-baied
system)

Los-Nietos.Elementery (a Commerciarsystem with 48 terminals)

Placentia Unified (four terminals)

LOs.Angeles Unified.(various syste). IV
Arcadia Unified (one terminal) (

Long Biaah'Unified (a, meth'demonstrition program:et Franklin
Junior High School)

,

1

Moit of these latter districts had older and\more extensive programs

covering a wide variety, of subjects, although oftlyone, Placentia, reported
, 1

that students type and revise compositions using pterminal.. Placentli.

indicated thbt they had Just four'terminals( na-microcomputers) and that

the terminals are also used by K-12 students for other subj cts, so use

for composition instruction could not be very extensive.

If we decide-tdwork with a smaller district as well is with Los

Angeles Unified, Westminster is Close and the teacher would be More,than

willing. Her resources are very limited however. Arrowvtaw School In

San Bernardino is of some, interest because of the more extensive micro-
-

computer system that It has, but it has not been approached about possible

cooperation. Another possibility is Yucaipa, of interest because they

have a large creative writing grant and plan to use a word processor In

conjunction with their project. At present, they, do not envisioncstudent

-use of the but appear to be open:to suggestions, especially if

we prove to_be of help to them In getting their project started.
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As noted earlier, we do,not claim that the survey reported here is

a representative.sample. Nevertheless, our findings are consistent with

those of a more comprehensive
survey that was done. in another area. A

More formal survey of computer -based instruction was conducted in the

Northwest by the Northwest RegiOnal EdUCat'ional Laboratory in early.1979

(EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING IN -THE NORTHWEST, Portland, Oregon, NWREL, June

1979). Eight'hundred ninety-two postcards were sent to.superintendents

in six states- (Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, Montana, and Idaho).

Three hundred ninety-nine usable responses (44.73%) were received. Of

these, one:hundred thirty-sliC(94%) were currently using computers for

instruction. Thit is the. same Percentage:found in our-own survey (12 of

3S districts).

In the course of:our survey, we developed some impressions which

,turned out to be consistent with anotherpart of the NWREL survey, a
-

;.survey of teacher needs in the six States:, The NWREL-findings can

belOund in the NWREL document mentioned-earlier. Our overall impression

of the state of the .art of computer-based edUcatioOn thedistricts we

talked with:14...that it is in'its infancy-that minicomputer systems have

more established, systematic programs, but that microcomputer systems are

gatning ground'because they are less expensive and more flexible. In

most districts the focus of interest is on mathematics and computer

science. Outside these subjects, courseware is primitive. -When'we talked

to teachers or other personnel directly involved in computer-based instruc-

tion, they were aware of the lack of, sophisticated courseware and impptient

for the potential of this mediUm to *realized. This is not to say that

they were generally unhappy with current practices. In most case. they



'wait verr enthuslaitic. It is our impression that-any SWRL suggestions

for extending and improving-courseware
will-be will.received by current

users, but that they will not be quick to give up practices with which

they are familiar and generally happy.

Attitudes of personnel,not currently involved in computer-based

instruction are quite different. While there are teachers or administrators

who would like to have computer-based instruction for particular applica-

tions, there does not appear to be much interest in computer-based

instructional systems in general except on the part of current users and

a few enthusiasts, usually teachers rather than administrators. At the

district level, computers are more frequently thought of for, their potential

as tools in record keeping and instructional management systems. The

MWREL survey found that the need for computer-based instruction was most

often felt in mathematics Ind
computer science, more often at the'high

schoollevel than at elementary schools. This was also our impression.



APPENDIX A

SCRIPT FOR USE By AMPS WHEN MAKING TELEPHONE CALLS TO DISTRICT OFFICES

KEY: A. Youlcay the capitalized phrases.

B. Theisentences in normal upper and lower Case are instructions,-not/to be spoken.

C. Dashed lines ( ) indicate that a name or title of addresswould be appropriate
to say at this point.

Most of your calls will involve two steps: first a conversation with
a secretary and second one or more, conversations with district adminis-
trators. The script that follows is divided into these two steps.

STEP ONE
(YOur first interchange with whoever answers the phone)

. I'M CALLING-TO ASK IF YOUR DISTRICT USES COMPUTERS FOR INSTRUCTION,

If you already have a name: WOULD BE THE PERSONTO TALK WITH?

If you don't have WHO WOULD BE THE BESToPERSONTO TALK WITH AA THIS? Determine this person's titleof addrep/(Mr./Ms./Draetc.) as well as the name.

. you don't reach'an appropriate person, make a note to ca 11 bac .

STEP TWO
. MY' NAME IS

. I'M WITH SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY.WE'RE A NON-PROFIT NATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH FACILITY'LOCATED INORANGE COUNTY. MAYBE YOU KNOW ABOUT US?

(Respond briefly to any questions or-comments about
SWRL, then continue.)

2. ARE YOU THE PERSON TO ASK ABOUT COMPUTER INSTRUCTION IN YOUR DISTRICT?

If it Is clear at this point that the district has no
computer instruction, politely terminate the call unlessyour contact shows further interest.



If this contact refers you to another person, start
again at. STEP TWO above, mentioning the person who
referred you.

If your contact remains Interested, continue with
point 3. below.

WE HAVE -JUST BEGUN A THREE YEAR NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
CONTRACT TO DEVELOP COMPUTER BASED INSTRUCTION. AS A PART OF THIS.
PROJECT, WE ARE DETERMINING WHAT COMPUTER HARDWARE AND WHAT TYPES
OF. COMPUTER BASED INSTRUCTION ARE ALREADY IN USE IN THIS. REGION.
DOES YOUR DISTRICT USE OR PLAN TO USE COMPUTERS IN ANY OF ITS
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS?

If no: THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME,
End of call.

If yes, continue.

4. WE WOULD LIKE.TO MAIL YOU :A SHORT QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT YOUR COMPUTER
BASED INSTRUCTION. IF THIS IS OK, SHOULD IT BE MAILED TO YOU ORIWOULD
IT BE BEST TO SEND IT TO SOMEONE ELSE IN THE DISTRICT, OR POSSIBLY TO,
MORE THANHONE PERSON?

If there is. any reluctance to accept the questionnaire:
IF THIS IS NOT A GOOD TIME TO SEND IT,.,WE WILL NOT DO
SO.

If the reluctance continues: THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR
YOUR TIME, . End of call.

If your contact is ig.reeablei write down the title,
name(s) and address(es) of the recipient(s). of the
questionnaire..

S.` THANK YOU VERY MUCH. FOR YOUR TIME, . End of call.
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Stirvey page 2

3)' Indicate the approximate number of student terMinals of each type
listed below thet'are currently in use in your district. Where you
know of Olani to acquire such terminals, please write the approximate
numberlo be acquired followed by the word "pl*nned

..
. .

.

-"Dumb" terminalt connected to a central cempuier (i.e., terminals
that can't function by themselves as independent microcomputers)

':'''

"Smart" terminals standing alOne.(e.g.., microcomputers such as those
made by Apple, Pet and Radio Shack) Please write the brand
names here if -you know theM.

"Smart" terminals connected together Please list brands above-
and circle theM.

Other (describe)

Comments:

Maw do- students enter responses or other data? Check the device(s)
they use and write "planned" for hardware you plan to acquiti.

Typewriter keyboard Light pen Punched cardi

Numeric. pad (similartosi calculator keyboard)

Dar code reader

Graphics board

Other (describe),

Comments:

Optical character reader
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APPENDIX B

PROFESSIONAL MEETING REPORTS

`44ATIONAL:EDUCATIONAL COMPUTINGCONFERENCE

DENTON, TEXAS, JUNE 1981

Ann Humes

NECC was a valuable experience because it helped me become more .. Mar
with CAI, issues,= although we should have acquired some oCthat.knowledge
much sooner. Nevertheless, I'm convinced that we know, more about good
instruction then nearly anyone who is currently developing CAI.

Coping with NECC logistics didn't allow much time for encounter; however,
I did meet a few people. One was Alfred Bork, the CAI icon from the.
Educational Technology Center at I.rvine.= He is interested in getting
together wi., th besot a time when his entire staff is available. He
mentioned that he worked with Northwest Regional. Lab at one time and
seems quite interested in working with SWRL. He has been aware of SWRL
because he Ixplained to his workshop attendees that SWRL is an NIE-funded
laboratory predating the formation of NIE. He added this information
after I introduced myself at the begInning of the, workshop (he had each
attendee identify him or herself). Bork is interested in doing something
with composition, and they at ETC have thought about it "from time to
time," but so far they haven't developed anything.

also met Bob Shostak from Florida, who covers language arts for The
Computing Teacher. He wants me to send him information about our.pro-
ject, and he'll put it in his column in a fall issue.

Attendance at NECC has nearly doubled over the last year, yet still
very little was offered in our area, despite the apparent interest
in CAI. The only presentations on the program that were even close
to the composing 'or to the kinds of language-arts activities we are
involved-in were (1) Mike Southwell's grammar instruction and (2)
Hugh. Burns invention program.

A coupie of themes were apparent throughout the confeeence. One was
,

that Pascal is rapidly displacing Basic, although Basic still is the
most widely used programming language. The innovators in the field
are definitely in the UCSD Pascal camp. I.heard Pilot mentioned only
once--when Bork said that he didn't likesuch authoring languages. The
trend toward programming in Pascal suggests that someone on our staff
should develop expertise in, that language. Another theme was that there
Is a pervasive concern over computer games because most of them do not
entail any real mental or instructional activity and because they are
perceived as sexist and violent.
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Alfred Bork, Educational Technology- Center, University of California
at 10-vine, Computer-based learning pre-conference workshop

1

,

Berk had each periOn in the wOrkihop introduce him or herself and '.
. I

then he, in Aurn,commented on the Educational Technology Center.
He oted that the ITC.was originally involved in time sharing, but
the Center has reCentlybecome interested in personal--computers,
physics, Statistics at the college level, formal reasoning, and,
math competency.

Bork Overviewed the "fourth revolution" in education. From 1990
to a out -2000 A.D., he foresees rapid introduction ofmicrocor
pUte s;! 'after 2000 he expeCts extensive use of microcoMputers,
with the public being unaware that a microcomputer revolution had
occurred. Additionally, many self-paced.courses will be available,
and t ese courses Will not necessarily be. conducted in formal schools.
The c urseware development may follow the Opeh University model--

mpus edUcition; The language, according 'to Bork, will be either
Pasca :Or. Ada,:and most machines will be "stand-alonei." He further
sees :an emOhasii on leaening rather than on hardware;. this_. emphasis
will Hake .the original'"Renaissance Man" developer/programmerobsolete-.

- -because one :individual cannot have expertise as both a progratmer and
a developer since: it takeS 500:.hours to'become minimally profitient,
as an educational programmer in a.general-purpose language (Bork

'..does not Like authoring languages like Pilot).

Bork acknowledges several important issues to be consideredvin
designing computer instruction.: the dichotomy, between- small-sCale.

%. and large-scale produCtion. (with ,a corresponding move towards large-
seale\production); a choice between. what. is expedient.now:yeriut
What is'apprOpriate .for the. long term; a dichotomy betweeh develop7
tent hardware and delivery hardwarevthe use of single screens versus,
many Screens; use of special languages versus general languages; and

:problems of transfer, particularly for situations .with.boih develop-
ment ancideliyery maChines.

Bork then discussed the ETC authoring process, which entails
pedagoglical des)gni graphic design (structuring the screen in
space and implementation, evaluation, and improvement. Bork
reportsthat it takes four people a week of full-time effort to
design (not completely develop) about one hour of student materiels.
Now this effort does not involve programming.or flow charts other
than a simple kind of flowchart (see attached Addendum). This
four-person-week time is simply for brainstorming the ideas,
organizing them, and determining the direction of the instruction
(again see the content in the Addendum). 'These four people include
abouttheee or four teachers. 'Sometimes an individual from Bork's
group helps structure what is produced. Bork does not include
programmers in his development sessions, claiming that they are
the leaiedesirable kind of developers because they are driven
by the technology. rather than by, the instruction.



This group poses some problems during the authoring process. For
example, they frequently want to write the materials as if they
were writing text-like material rather than interactive material,
and they tend\to take a linear approach, treating all learners in
the same way rather than individualizing the computerized instruct:ion.

They usually spend too much time on in-depth analyses of student
responses, yet, according to Bork, people's responses are not so
varied. Thus, he says, artificial intelligence methods are not
needed for instructional designbecause 90% of the expected
responses can be determined without these methods. Finally, this
group of developers generally. overuses "fancy language."

Bork noted some important screen-design factors that stimulate
interest and /or enhance readability:

1. Large amounts of blank space, with little text starting
at the left margin. Bork stated that' right, as well as
left: justification is not a good idea. Furthermore, he
asserted that some of the best materials have a ragged
left.

Short lines.

3.. Speed of text output. Sometimes the output is much
slower than is possible or optimal for reading.

4. Absence 'of hyphenation.

5. Minimal scrolling, With too much scrolling the user
is reading the bottom line all the time. Rather, windows
can be established and the text can scroll within those
windOws. However, a one-line scroll should seldom be
used.

Good graphics. Such graphics require specialized_
software,:internally-operating software. (Bork said
the ETC has developed its own graphics software.)

7. Upper and lower case combination. A combiniation is
better than upper case alone.

8. Lines on the screen that do not break across phrases.

In continuing his discussion of 'the ETC development method, Bork
stated that he uses UCSD Pascal because it's highly portable and
is "the best development choice. ", He commented that the real
problem for "moving" is not the, language, but the size of the
language. Bork then distributed powcharts to explain the processes
materials go through before they arelinally disseminated. The
frlowaharts are included,. in the Addendum. The first chart displays
the complete procedure, and the subsequent charts detail the indi-

blocks within the larger chart.
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Bork then involved the conference participants in developing, as a
group, a lesson designed to teach rapid estimation. He began this
group effort with a brainstorming session, having everyone in the
room contribute ideas for instruction while he wrote them on the
board. Then he categorized the idea's by type--strategies for
estimating information, ideas for structural design, visual infor-
mation, ideas for organizing the program.

The following points reflect comment that Bork made during the
production of the rapid-estimation material:

1. He commented on computer games, noting that there is
great concern about their characteristic violence and
about male dominance of the types. Furthermore, games
are turning kids off to other uses of computers. Bork
also expressed concern over the competitive nature of
computer, games.

2. He thinks that while it is good to tell students to
press the return key in the early part of a lesson,
this statement does not have to be repeated after the
student is well into the instruction--it is extraneous
material on the screen, and nothing on the screen should
be unnecessary; material on the screen should be erased
when it is not needed.

3 Different kinds of feedback are probably needed because
of the different kinds of both work and peOple that
developers must deal with. Graphical feedback can
often be used rather than text feedback. Correspondingly,
he cautioned that we should be careful with feedback
algorithms--we need more random access of such-rein-
forcers as "good" and "super."

Bork's groups develop all the instructional design and then everything
is-sent out for review. After review, instruction goes to graphic
design, and then finally to the programmers. Bork gives the pro-
grammers a flowchart and goes over that chart with the programmer.
The programmer doesn't get.backto Bork (unless there is a problem)
until a program is running. Then Bork and the programmer sit down
and work out the problems.

The last part of the workshop was devoted to a summary of the history
of education and the current and.future developments in education,.
For the history of education, Bork cited first learning by experience,
then in schools, by writing, from lectures, from Socratic dialogLie,
and then finally from textbooks. Some of the current developments
in education he referenced are competency-based learning, testing to
specific objectives, mastery learning; and "learning at a distance."
This latter kind of education may occur at an open university (which
uses more funds for"coursedeilelopmeni than for delivery systems)
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and is very efficient and effective. Bork also foresees a serious
decline in the, number of students, with many of that reduced number
involved in non-traditional universities such as the' Open University.:
He also cited (1) Ahe University of Mid-America in Lincoln, Nebraska,
(2) Coastline College, (3) Wang University, which is a computer
company's school, one that has developed a full-scale graduate
program, and (4) "Hol-iday Inn" University. He says that such
internal training programs are now staggering in size and number.

As future developments in computer technology, Bork sees voice
outpu't, music output, sound cartridges, improved graphics,
improved text, local networks, total learning environments, intel-
ligent videodiscs, full multi-media dialogues, voice input, and
evenresponse interpretations-through braipwave reading. Bork
expects much of the future productlori and distribution of computer
material to come from universities, from centers, and from computer
venders rather than from book publishers; Oublishers-seem-incapable
of moving in innovative directions. He also predicts that completely
new companies, such' as Computer Curriculum Corporation. will be
formed to produce C-44-:---Bork also foresees that institutional
change will be effectuat4-by increased use of computers--changes
such as more self-paced coursework, more self-paced curricula,
ch- s in grading systems, new types of institutions, and long-
distance arning.

The remainder of the session was devoted to questions and answers,
most of which were to the attendees' specific situations.

Dr. F. James Rutherford, Office of Educational Research and
Improvement. Opening Session.

Autherford di -Si-ussedriCent attacks on education, suspicion of
teachers and educatark, and the potential of. up-
grading

technology for up
grading education. Technology can. provide such things as enrichment
and career information, and-can. da chOres such as taking inventories'
and compiling directories: He-added-that.computers can facilitate
-interesting individuali-zed instruction, inclUding mastery learning
and diagnostic instruction, and can deal formerly "impossible
problems" in education (e.g.,.educating-migrant children and people
with language handicaps, coping with teacher shortages in math and
sciences, shifting students' frames of reference through role playing
in problematic situations, providi-ng real databases, introducing new
methodology)

Rutherford commented that-computers maybe the only.means for.
provoking curriculum reform because-the move to a stronger computer-
based'form of education will require a re7examination:of the-curriculum.
HoWever, he worries that this reformation won't occur becaUse (1).we are
so committed to book technologY that we haiie forgotten other, earlier



forms of technology, such As the oral method, and (2) there is much
teacher resistanceAbecause the goals of innovators and the

goals of teachers are mismatched, thus making demands on teacher
time and posing a threat? -to teachers' jobs). Furthermore, the. system
itself is a barrier because of its cost, the software problems, the
hardware problems, and the-required training.

A. Joseph Turner, Clemson University. ProaLam Development Methodology.

Turner, who was repeating the tutorial he gave at a previous NECC,
stated that program design entails (1) modules (a functional
component of a program] and (2) top-down design (the hierarchical
design that starts with a top box and each box is broken down at
lower levels of hierarchy]. A top-down design is complete no
matter where the hierarchical levels end: The hierarchy at step 1

consists of the top box and the boxes underneath that; at step 2,
the hierarchy involves the boxes under the second row of boxes;
step `3 adds the boxes under the previous row of boxes, etc.

A desirable characteristic.of a mod6le is. A'singleentry-single exit,
independent of the "outside world." The module doesn't "know" what
is happening in the rest of the program and, therefore, is easy to
pluck out and replace. A good module is also relatively small
(e.g., 100.siatements maximum). It performs a single logical function
and is separately compiled. Specifying a-module should include two
kinds of statements :' statements about (1) the function performedl
(what is the relationship between the input and the output---gien
the inpUt, how are the outputs determined), and (2) the inputi and
the outputs [the parameters, the arguments, any information from the
outsidel:-,

Information ,hiding is another feature of good modularization. In
other words, data'manipulated by a module should, be "hidden" 'from
other modules, and only one module, should manipulate the same data.
Modules should be clearly delineated by a new page or separated by
blank lines; the,description should specify the input and the out-
put, the function and the use of "local variables," and the code
used in the module-. The program should be easily read and understood
by others, and it doesn't have to use machine language.

Refining modules requires a topdown development of the code. The
procedure includes (1) expressing the higher level or outer, level
steps of the module in code; (2) refining the steps by breaking up
each high-level step into a sequence of more detailed (lower.,,level]
steps; (3) continuing the refinement'process until each step can be
easily coded in the programming language. Guidelines for stepwise
refining include postponing details as long as possible, and redesigning
rather than patching previous woriCif flaws are found.
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The remainder of the session was devoted.to a very technical discussion
of module coding and implementation of the top-down design.

Richard Paulock, Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, Chair.Panel Discussion on Videodisc Research and Applications.

Gne of Ihe three panel members was a substitute for Joan Sustik of
the University of lowa; his first name was Jim. (I didn't catch his
last name). Other panel members were Richard Brant of the University
of Utah; and Alfred Bork of. the University of California at Irvine7-
Notetaking for this session was difficult becausle panel members
turned out the lights to present their-black-and-white slides.

Richard Paulock, the chair, began the session by noting that the optical
reflective videodisc is the only type of videodisc that is not ruined
by handling. !Other types include a transparent disc and the RCA disc.
Videodiscs have good capabilities for stop and go, one frame at a
time. Two different instructional tracks'can be put on in the same
unit, one remedial and one=enrichment, but there is no audio with
reverse. The videodisc can go in slow motion and can be made to, pause.

Paulock said that to produce a videodisc, the developer should-(1)
start with a good curriculum; (2) determine the media interfaces
(even paper and pencil can be a medium); (3) examine existing materials;
(4) select artists and actors; (5) film in a studio (production
costs at least $500 a minute, which is cheap, for $10,000 a minute
is not out of range); (6) develop the computer program, including-
the story board, the script, and the interfacing with the microcomputer;
(7) make the pre-master.

Joan Sustik's substitute, Jim
, briefly recounted the history

of the videodisc developrdent and then discussed current projects
that involve retrieving 'library information, searching art history',
providing information on surgical procedures, and teacning ballet.

Richard Brant cautioned developeri not to be swept away, by technology
and to remember that many applications of the videodiscs can be done
as well and yet less expensively, on videotape. Me stated that
videodisc technology is needed where high'visual realism is very
important, not where line drawings will do just as well Brant
added that if another medium or another technology would be just as.-
effective, it should be used rather than videodisc. Currently the
best instructional content for videodiscs is procedural knowledge
(e.g%, explaining military procedures; teaching ballet).

Creating generic videodiscs is important. A generic videodisc has
no notations of computer code or ,organizational affiliation and is
usable as material for other kinds-of lessons. If developers make



a practice of creating generic discs, videodisc will widely be used.
_Consequently, Br-ant and his group try to keep as much material as'possible on floppy disks so that the videodisc material can be reused.
Thus Brant disapproves of putting text to be read on the videodisc.

The last participant wes Alfred Bork, who noted "five commandments"
for people who work with videodiscs:

1. Emphasize learning and not technology. When developers
become involved in technology, the technology rather than
the instruction becomes dominant. Much of the earlier
videodisc material evidences this problem.

2. Focus on lon -ran e ro ress rather than on immediate success.-ccor ing to ork, the strength of his project is in its
long-range view; early solutions are usually simplistic and
should be rejected. He also feels strongly that people
who work with videodiscs need to look at the whole curriculumand not jUst bits of it Bork cautioned that research is
needed on the videodisc medium and its capabi 1 itles, yet
essentially nothing has been done. (He claims to have seen
only one study.)

Remember that working with intelligent videodiscs' requires blending
a variety of media. Acceptable materialwon't be produced
'until developers understand how to blend these media; they
can't just take bits from the computer and bits from the
video. One frequently used strategy has involyed putting
Previously filmed material on a videodisc, and Bork claimed
that this has produced little first-rate material. Another
strategy is to take good computell-based learning material
and add a visual component. Although no one seems to be
following this procedure now, Bork prefers it. However, the
Ideal procedure, according to Bork, is to develop fresh
material--entirely new material, on bOth the video and the
computer. This method is most likely to get that perfect
blend. A final qualification is that developers.should
always ask themselves whether what they're doing on the
videodisc could be done better with other technology (anb
this technology may include paper and pencil/print)

4. lnvestigite full-scale 'production problems. _Bork again.:
referred tothe,J1pen liniversity'as he had in,thepre.z,

1. conference2wOrkshop, asserting ,that the best .curriculum
materiali:comcfroM there.°7that.the Open-11nivertily knows.
More AboutcleveloOng-Curriculummaterialthanany other
establishment.y.
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Examine what has already been done. Bork considers the
best material to be the medical simulation videodisc
produced at the University of Iowa. He.also,mentioned Bob
Fuller from the University ofNebraska, whohas developed
something "very sensitive pedagogically." Bork, along with
others, believes that procedural information is the best
content for, videodisc instruction. He predicts that video-
discs will be developed first for K-42 because there is a
larger market at these levels And because these levels are
evidencing greater problems.

Bork referred to the WYCAT study-at Brigham Young University. Several'
other participants mentioned this study during the-coUrse ofthe con-
vention. If my notes are correct on whatilork reported, students who
used the videodisc Material did better on the posttest; however, a
second posttest, administered after a two -week interval, evidenced
no differentiation betweenthe students who used the videodisc and
those who used regular materials.

Graphic Design'lisuis in Computer Based Education. Ken Modesit, Texas.
Instruments, .Chair. Participants wereJessica.Weistman, University
of Delaware, and Brian ShankMan,, American Airlines, Euless, Texas.

Jessica Weissman first-listed three uses for graphics: to simulate,
to allow manipulation of pictures in order to understand concepts,
and to illustrate. She added that lessons can be identified by
matching the titles with the graphics, and that graphics can be used
to motivate, to break up text, and to enliven long passages of_text.

According to Weissman, the same type of material should be consistently
positioned in Dne place on the screen; the text and the graphics should
not be randomly exchanging places. She also said that developers need
to think in terms of square rather than oblong space (as in paper or
book instruction). She also cautioned against crowding the screen,

Weissman stated that the brightest part of the screen stands out for
the viewer, and "brightened" material will have emphasis. Color,
too, adcl emphasis. Answer choices'can be emphasized by being boxed.
However,'Weissman tempered her support of boxes by noting that they
are a tempting snare because they can be so overdone that the user
can't determine what is most important. She commented on Other
abusesof graphics, such as using different typefaces and "cutesy"
pictures that serve no instructional purpose. Weissman warned
developers not to overuse flashing; it shbuld be used sparingly.
Furthermore, the timing for flashing is Crucial, so i;t must be
carefully_sletermined; otherwise the flashing may occur when the
student is focusing on reading other material on, the screen. She
also cautioned against using graphics that may not be recognizable
or realistic.
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Pictures are preferrably oriented to the left of the screen and text to
the right (purportedly because of:left/right brain functions). A line
dividing graphics-from the-teXt May aid.comprehension of the material
orithe screen. Directions should .be easy to find;:theyshoutdn't:be%
situated so that the student has to search the screen for them. .

The final speaker, Brian Shankman, presented some graphics that. American
Airlines uses. to teach pilots cockpit' instrumentation.

I stayed. for
only part of'Shankman's talk becaUse 1 wanted to catch Hugh BUrns'
presentition. According to the program, Burns should have been speaking
concurrently with Shankman. However, Shankman did -make one relevant
point before I' left: When the graphic element iS placed.in the upper-
left of the\screen, the pilot tends to ignore the rest of the screen.

Hugh Burns, United States Air Force Academy

Because one of the other preienters was absent, I caUght,only the end
of Burns' presentation. The audience was questioning Burns when I

slipped into'the room.-

In response to his questions, Burns stated (1) that his program-
appeared to have no effect on arrangement or style, (2) that a good writer
pursues about five heuristic questions before writing his/her composition,
(3) that the.computer'responses (e.g., "By George!") are obvious to
stUdenti within 10 minutes (some students,accept this obviousness and
some don't; well-prepared students may even complain about these interrup-
tions), (4) that getting started-is the most difficult aspect of his
students' composing processes, so his program 'is an asset in helping
them get started.

Burns noted that the program is written in Basic, but he would like to
rewril,.: in it in Pascal'if he could find the time He added that Denise
McGinty, of the Nebraska Learning Center, has developed an. Apple version
of. his program.

-Com uter Gra hiCs'in:Education. ene Herman Grinnell Colle e. Chair.
Participants were Alfred Bork, University of California at Irvine, Robert
Myers (for the absent Cristina Hooper), University of California at
Santa Cru2 and Arthur Luehrmann, Computer Literacy, Berkeley, California.

Alfred Bork commented that personal computers run graphics more easily
than do main-frame computers, but their graphics potential isn't generally
realized because most "faculty" are poor at visual design--they are
verbally oriented. Thus teachers (the instructional designers for ETC)
must be pushed to think visually. Bork categorizes all elements of

display/is graphics. Thus each choice of text placement
should be evaluated for graphics criteria because text placement affects -
readability.' Me-then discussed readability, enumerating the same features
as he 'did in the pre-conference workshop. He added that his ETC group
uses graphic artists to develop graphics with their usual tools rather
than with, computer, cede. Not until, these.,, graphics are complete does
he turn: thew over' to professional -programmers for coding.
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After Bor s presentation, Robert Myers discussed graphics as components
that can- express concepts in a non-literal fashion, can present , -

multiple liews of the same thing, and can represent development over
time. He/added that graphics can be used to enhance memory of words, to
get attenI tion, and to display information in different ways simultaneously.
The complexity of programming graphics increases as they move from static
to sequenIce to animated to interactive. Compounding that complexity
are the important pauses and pacing that must be carefully planned.
Despi.te these programming problems, Myers cautioned, the medium must not
be allowed to drive the instruction; the instruction must drive the medium.

Eugene Herman then discussed another big problem in graphic
use--inadequate software. He asserted that what exists is too
obscure,iprimitive, and varied. However,, a graphic standard is
now being developed and should be approved by 1983. Herman
believes this standardization will make it easier to move, programs
from one computer to the other: Standardization will make programs
device-independent and language-independent.

Arthur Luehrmann ended this session with a slide show--he made no
informative comments about graphics, discusting only the specific ones
on the screen.

Microsift Project in-Courseware Evaluation.

Microsift is the NWRL clearinghouse for microcomputer application's in
education. It collects; organizes, and disseminates relevant information.
Each applicant is evaluated by professional teachers, and a Microsift
staff, member summarizes the review. I

Robbie Plummer of theitgion X Education Service Center of Richardson,
Texas, was supposed to e the presenter. However, Plummer could not be
there, so a local. RiChardson teacher, Sandy Maddox, appeared in his place.
It was immediately evident that Plummer would not provide relevant
information; she intended to talk only about the kinds-of courseware
being examined for use in her individual-sahool district. Consequently.
I left this session /in search of something more relevant, but little
of a general, non-technical nature had been scheduled for this time
period. I finally decided to sit in on the Pascal tutorial, which was
conducted by Harry Haiduk of Amarillo College. This session would have
been more valuable if I had caught its beginning, but I do have a few
notes on Pascal.

.

Pasoa-l-nat--1--1---batic-dats-typesmand--11-statements---The-basi-c-data-types-
are used as building blocks.',. The compoiable statementsconsist.Of seven
structured statements and four ,simple statements. Although GO TO is
one ofthese:ttatements, it isn't used much. According-to Haiduk,/
a:person Whomasters.these 22 features (the 11 basit types end.the/.1.1
composeblestatements) and undertands where they are used will then.. know'
Pascal
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Haiduk claimed that Pascal is easy to learn and to use. It has consistentsyntax, consistent meaning, and it is fast and cheap. Furthermore, itcompiles quickly and is error resistant because the compiler catchesmany of the errors. He listed the following features as those that catcherrors: (1)-All variables are declared and (2) there is only one auto-matic conversion. Pascal has inter-module
communications (subroutinesand functions) and is easy to read because it is as "English-like" asBasic. Haiduk discussed the specific data types and composable statements.

Network Information Resources for Computers in Teaching and Learning.Carl Zinn, University of Michigan, Chair. Other participants were JamesJohnson, CONDUIT, University of Iowa, and Joseph Lipson,_NationalScience Foundation.

James Johnson described CONDUIT as an organizatjon that reviews, testsand distributes computer-based instructional materials. Most authors ofcurrent CONDUIT packages are universi-typeople
who create materialsbased on their own coursework.. I really didn't understand the purposeof Johnson's presentation. Instead of describing/explaining the Network,he talked about the need for and benefits of publishing, claimingthat, textbook publishers offer so much more than individual authors.According to Johnson, publishers offer full courses, mainlines, supplements,and distribution. Materials that pubtishers provide have been,edited,carefully reviewed,.polished, and.subjected to assessment in the market-place. He tempered his praise by adding that publishers' materials aredeveloped for a mass market, are school rather than student oriented,and evidence little innovation because they must suit the needs of thatmass market. Thus gaps must be filled by resource centers, clearing-,houses, and meetings, and quasi-publishers like CONDUIT. Before'accepting and distributing CAI, a publisher

requires evidence of a largemarket, economy of scale (the cost can be spread across a large number__of users), good authors, and knowledge of the medium. According-toJohnson, publishers are currently exploring the possibility of changingthe type of materials they are developing,
particularly for K-12,-butany change will probably be incompatible with the current school system."'r

Joseph Lipson discussed the role of federal agencies in CAI development.The federal government assists publishers by prbviding market informationon whether ventures are feasible. The federal government supports avariety,of dissemination efforts, builds networks across disciplines,and nurtures talent when a new kind of talent is needed.

Lipson charged the federal government with doing an inadequate job forseveral reasons. For one thing, many people who need information are not

-tietailie-Ti-----frequently must 'be changed before it can be used Furthermore, people
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are now so inundated with information that they can't or won't sort it
out. Another problem is that those who are supposed to serve are often
reluctant to do so. Finally, the federal government has beet reluctant
to use the mass media to disseminate information because it doesn't
want to appear to be either propagandizing or advertising for more
money.

Lipson predicted that the advent of electronic publishing will mandate
some new organizations, and the federal government has already-addressed
this need by funding organi-zations such as CONDUIT and Data Span. It

has also bui_lt dissemination components into every 'Contract, published
a project book with one-page descriptions of all the,projects it
supports, developed a support contract with a firm that will fill all
requests for information, \sponsored a number of meetings, and sponsored
publications to help i'riforMation flow.

Carl Zinn concluded Ahe session by discussing the Data. Span project,
which identifies the resource needs of science teachers who use computers
in science education (again the emphasis on CAI for science and math).
Zinn advocates tutorials on microcomputer use in elementary school.
He also supports microcomputers as 'tools for lecture-demonstrations at
the college level, as decision aids, and as aids to leaching authoring
on limited microcomputers.

ir
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MICROCOMPUTER INSTRUCTION AT THE CALIFORNIA READING ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE

ANAHEIM, VOVEMBER 1981.

Ann Humei.

_

Attending the California Reading Conference was a reassuring experience.
I spent a portion of my day at CRA'observing the Microcomputer instruction

:exhibited by'varioUs textbook pUblisheri, and I found. that. textbook
publishers, at least those represented at CRA, are far behind SWRL in
their approach to microcomputei instruction.

Only one publisher was displaying instruction on a color monitor. However,
the text was nearly unreadable: The designers had programmed the material
-so that thewords did not appear in a single color, but in shimmering
.multi-colbrs. This material contained the only two graphics in any of
the instruction exhibited. One was an instructional graphiC that
illustrated a container being filled with liquid, and the other was a
motivational graphic, a non-animated cartoon character with the word
"WOW" printed below it. All the other instruction that I examined was
in black and.white, had no graphics, entailed much, uninterrupted reading,
and had undistinguished formatting. Incommenting on the instruction
displayed at CRA, one of the presenters told the audienCe that he defied
anyone. to find any difference between the publishers' textbook materials
and their microcomputer instruction.

MicrocoMputer instruction at CRA was a polar contrast to the flashy,.
,eye-catching materials I saw at the National Educational. Computing
',Conference in June. Yet the visually inviting materials at NECC were
not instructionally sound because the developers werenot instructional
experts. The presenters at CRA had only one suggestion for solving the
problem of instruction that does not combine the best of the programming
possibilities and the best of instruction: teachers. All the presenters
encouraged teachers to develop microcomputer instruction because they
hive the instructional expertise that computer people lack and the creativity
that textbook publishers lack. Yet teachers do not have the knowledge
of. instructional design and development necessary for producing quality
materials.. Neither do,they have the great amount of time required
to refine- and.debug_computer instruction. With teachers, computer
companies, and textbook publishers all trying to produce materials for
thenew instructional medium, the field is likely to become more chaotic
than it already is.

The sessions I attended are summarized below; most were interesting and
.informative.
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Steven Marcus, University of California, Santa Barbara, "Computers in
the language arts"

MartUs-dfScussed his model of .,ne writing process -- prewriting,
and rewriting. 'HiTasserted_that 85% of a writer's time:is spent. on 'pre-
writing,:l% on writing, and 14% on-rewriting:jhe did not offer any
documentation for these percentages. He claimed that computers can
help in the "writing" stage'of the. process'because of the word- processing
capabilities. After explaining these capabilities, he discussed pre-
writing.atimPortant to microcomputer instruction, listing as prewriting.
activities. anything that requires writers to interact with computers.
Marcus discussed rewriting as reworking the materials after they are
printed in hard -copy form.

The compupoem program that Marcus is presenting at so many conferences
is not.yery exciting. The program asks the student to type a noun.
After the student types in'a noun, the computer requests an adjective,
then/another: adjective, then an-adverb, another adverb, and finally a
verb., AfterAhe student has produced all these form -class responses,
the comp6terrefOrmats themords into a "poem." When someoneyin the
audience asked MittUs what happens when the student doesn't type in
the correct form-tlass word, he answered that the computer accepts any,
thinva a noun, etc. Mi'defended his approach by saying that he had
been "into cOmputers" for only one and one-half years, so he did not
know how,wdesign evaluation into his program.

After the student completet a poem, compu-poem diiplays a menu of.
"advice." For:example, the studentmight select from the menu some.
inforthation on "phrase;" When the program branches to "phrase," the
monitor displays much text explaining that the student could have used
a phrase.ai the noun for the poem. Marcus'also showed slides of, several
other branches, and all of them involved extensive reading of text and
little response from'the student. Marcus spent the rest of hii time
reading some testimonials for his program and reading some of the'peoms
created by the students.

Marcus had a couple of important comments on writing computer instruction.
One was that theteather should be allowed to turn off any sound pro-
grammed into the material. He also tommented,that the feedback in much
Of computer instruction 1s-far too sarcastic. it appeals to.anadulf's
rather.than a thild's:Senie of humor. Thus it may-turn students off
'to computers. Marcus feels that respontes to students should not be
negative, but should reinforce or encourage the'student to explore
further in any prOblem:area.

,

Martus ended his session by encouragingteachers to write programs
themselves, and send for programsdeveloped.by other teachers.
these programsare available from Soft Swap.'.at the:Santa Clara County
Department of Education.
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Esther Little and Ronda Winter, Campbell Union High School District,
"Turn the computer on to turn kids on to teaching"

Unfortunately, this was the only microcomputer session scheduled for
the time period. In Little and Winter's district, a microcomputer:
laboratory has been organized to help students with their reading. These
presenters discussed the background of their computer project and their
rationale for it. They presented some slides of their school and of the
students in the laboratory at their school. They also discussed how
school districts can get money for microcomputers and bow students are
enthusiastic about microcomputers. Little and Winter also reported that
using microcomputers helped remedial readers improve their reading scores.

The presenters discussed the equipment they purchased (Apple) and quoted
.prices. They passed out a number of handouts, including a glossary of
computer terms that they have posted in their laboratory for students to

Richard Tingey, Sequoia Union High School: District, and Barbara Tingey,
Computer Curriculum Corporation, "Be quiet, computer.. It's my turn!.
You can talk-to a computer"

The Tingey's presented background information on computers, saying that
computers can be used for instruction, for management of instruction,
for keeping records, etc. They then defined ,the difference between a
fisson and a curriculum ("a lesson is a segment of the curriculum").
They talked about computer languages, explaining authoring languages
and ceferencing a new language called "Blocks," which will soon be
available from the San Mateo County "Office of Education. They also
discussed higher-level languages, assembly language,. and machine
language. The Tingey's then defined some commands used in Basic.

After this general background, Richard Tiniey discussed his use of
the microcomputer in teaching English. Since much of his time is
spent making sure that stUdents have the skills necessary to pas;,
competency tests, he uses the microcomputer to provide worksheets
for the students to practice 'their skills. Tingey writes programs
that will generate multiple worksheets. The teachers in the session
responded enthusiastically when he said that he can use one program to
'reorder items, thus creating several "different" versions of the work-
sheets. He can then replace some of the content within that program'
and produce still more "different" worksheets. So much for,the micro-
computer as a 'device for teaching the composing. process!
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Forrest L. Miller, San aernadiro-Schools, "The microcomputer: A tool
for thinking"

Mir, is abs itely Aaker, but his presentation had
not g to do with using the rtcrocvmputer as a tool for thinking.
The purpose of-his presentation was to introduce teachers to the uses
of microcomputers and to discuss the revolution that microcomputers
would effectuate in the schools. Miller listed positive character-
istics of microcomputerp--they are small, movable, stand alone, are
inexpensive,'need no special. environment, and have graphics and sound
capabilities. He briefly recounted a history of computers in education,
going back to Eniac in 1946 and Altair in 1975, which was the first
commercially available microcomputer. Miller then discussed how com-
puters are used in education, citing CAI, CMI, and CEI (computer
enhanced instruction). He also Mentioned word processing and data
processing for attendance, scheduling, records, etc.

Miller asserted that:leadershfp for the computer revolution must come
from the classroom and that these leaders will be people who are new
to computers. He lamentedjhat the inadequacy of software was impeding
the revolution', cha'rging thit currently available software shows little
planning and less evaluation. Miller predicted that all of.these factors
will necessitate a new curriculum.

Miller claimed that computers will be used in education for motivation,
for improvement of skills, to provide students with computer literacy,
and to save time and money. These factors should be considered in
selecting a microcomputer, as well as dealer support, company support,
available software and courseware, expandibility, auxiliary storage
capacity, number of ports, and quality and number of available languages.
According to Miller, some of the biggest problems, in microcomputer
education are that little long-range planning is done, that the number
of text and other Materials available are the'same as those available
in textbooks, and that the user is always waiting for tomorrow's device
and'for textbook publishers'to catch up. He charged that education
just not imaginative enough now for computers.
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COMPUTER SESSIONS AT THE tOisFERENCE.ON COLLEGE COMPOSITION AND COMMUNICATION.

WASHINGTON, DC, MARCH 1980

Bruce Cronnell

COMPUTER ASSISTED-INSTRUCTION IN WRITING

"Computer-aided review lessonsEdward A. Kline, University of Notre Dame,
in English grammar and spelling"

Kline has 57 CAI lessons on morphology, syntax, mechanics, phonology
(for ESL students), and spelling. Essentially, the lessons seem to
be not much more than computerized workbooks. The .general principles
are presented and the student responds to multiple-choice questions.
If the student answers incorrectly, the reason for the error is
explained and the student is referred back-to the question to answer
again. I.f,the student answers correctly, A comment is made on why
the response is correct. (This has been added in case .a student
chooses the correct answer by mistake.) These lessons are used after
individual study of a handbook or grammar book. From Kline's descrip-
tion these seemto be very traditional and boring. However, hedoes
note positive teacher and student reactions. Kline said that these
programs are available free (except for the cost of tapes) in common
computer languages. He is currently converting them to use by micro-
processors in Basic using a disc-tape format.

Lorne Kotler. and Ron link, Miami-Dade Community College, "Development
And implementation of the RSVP feedback' program for individualized
analysis of writing" °

This isn't really CAI at all; it'sra management program. The teacher
receives computer sheets on which she or he can check off problems
that a student has had in a composition. These computer sheets are
fed into the computer and the compUter writes a "letter" to the
student pointing out these problem areas and giving instruction on ,
the problems. A mass of handouts, with all the information and examples,
were distributed.

Margaret Mirtz and Abraham Oseroff, Miami-Dade Community Colley e,
"Administration and application of computer-assisted instruction in
the teaching of com osition"

hitis,.a management system-based on placement-test data, age, race,
ethnicity, sex, and: eading level, Students are assigned specific'
book pages .te.study in order to meet: the various Objectives of the
.courte. Thli has/been:implemented for_reading but-not for Writing.-
Again,.extensivefhandouts were distributed:
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DALLAS, MARCH 1981

Bruce Cronnell

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION: VALUES FOR THE 1880's

Mimi Schwartz, Stockton State College (flea Jersey), "Computers andthe revision process"

Schwartz primarily spoke about the value of using word processors for
revision. in fact, she said half of what was planning to say. Acouple of things that she noted seemed to be of interest. One was that
some students just can't use computers and/or word processors, (Thismay be a more serious problem

for college students who' have had a lotof practice not using computers than for younger studenis.) The otherpoint was that the clean copies that",can bt produced by word processors
may cover up the fact that poor ideas are being expressed in thewriting._

Bruce Cronnell and Ann Humes, SWRL, "Using micro-Computers for
composition instruction!'

Since this paper is readily availablt, I will not report on it here.

Ken Autrey, Tougaloo College, "The effectiveness of computer writing
instruction at Tougaloo College" (handout available)

Autrey reported on computer assisted instruction used at Tougaloo
College under a large grant from the National Science Foundatipn.The programs cover surface features of text and are fiirly simple.
His studies suggest that students very much like using computers.
His handout Included sample programs and a bibliography.

Edward4k. Kline, University of Notre Dame, "Computer-aided reviv.!lessons in rhetoric"

Kline's work continues along the same line as reported last year,.
except now he is designing lessons to teach rhetorical concepts.
All the various bits and pieces of rhetoric are covered by lessons
with multiple-choice items. Student answers, whether correct or
incorrect, receive feedback from the computer. He noted that all
his previous programs for spelling,'vocabulary, etc. are currently
available for-Apple and for TRS 80.
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Ann Humes

BEYOND CAI: IMPLICATIONS OF'THE SIMILARITY OF. COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING AND EXPOSITORY WRITING FOR

.TEACHING COLLEGE-COMPOSITION

.:Richard E. Walton, University of Montana at. Missoula, "Computing s
real romiseJor improvin colle e writin instruction" .

Walton described a4program at the University of Montana that uses the
computer to teach writing. Montana doesn't use CAI: rather, the
project introduces computer programming as preparation for writing
instruction. Walton asserteethat the-real promise for computer-aided
writing instruction ties in this approach, because writing computer
programs,and writing expository papers are similar cognitive tasks.

At .the University of Montana, three courses comprise the composition
program. The first course is a course in programming,-the second
course.is a course in logic, and the third course is a composition
course that is based on knowledge learned in the previous two courses.
The Montana hypothesis is that programming and writing.are similar
in objectives and processes, and in the tools reouired. The one
important difference, according to Walton, is that programming is
much simpler. -

Walton drew these parallels between programming and writingz They.-
are both expressions of understanding; they are both problem-solving
tasks; they are both heuristics (problem-solving techniques); both
can be understood in'a hierarchical order (he is referring here to
a top-down emphasis in design)

Gerry Brenner, University of Montana at Missoula, "Programming in
writin : The Universit of Montana coo erative com osition experiment"

Brenner restated the argument of his colleague, Walton, that the art
of writing programs is like the art of expositdry writing. He continued
by charging that the most difficult probleM in implementing the project
was the attitudes of English teaChers. Getting the administration
committed to the project was the other major problem.

For some reason, Brenner digretsed to discuss the "unexpected difficulty"
in the writing program, whichiwas the method for scoring the writing
samples of students who completed the courses. It is interesting that
they solved their problemPby using, a "modified version of an analytic
scale." One major modification of the model had raters'score for both
paragraph-level and for, essay-level,organization.
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The writing-sample scores from the first students- out of their
experimental prOgrem suggested that'while-students,in. both the
experimental and control groups began the year with-a great deal
of confidence in their abilitY.to write, at the end of the year
the Confidence, of the experimental group was justified.-

, Henry R.Alarrington, University Of Montana at Missoula, The Wariner-Orr
Zagramjn composition

Harrington explained how the Wariner-Orr diagram is used for teaching
composition because it begins with a top-down programming organization.
The first step is to get all the ideas; the second step is to get the
major points and describe a logical superstructure. Ideas are
in four columns of differing levels of content. Harrington claimed
that this helps students to look for redundancy. He also asserted
that this diagram reveals differences between a. thoughtful parajraph
and a paragraph of simple elaboration. He added that one of the crucial
factors making this diagram a powerful tool is that material can be
ordered in any way so long as the relationships remain the same.

Miles Myers, University of California at Berkeley, "Response to the
Montana program"

Miles Myers commented on the Montana project by first saying that
Christensen is'a forebear of this approach to writing. He cautioned
that many people in composition prefer to think in terms of pre-
writing and in fuzzy sets rather than in the precise, descriptive
computer models presented by the Montana people. but their, type of
teaching does not allow for these dimensions. Myers further
responded that teaching must deal first with the question of what
exposition is and that the Montana project deals with a very
ritualistic kind of exposition; other dimensions of exposition
are not covered by this approach.

OTHER. PRESENTATIONS

Shirley Morahan, Northeast Missouri State University in Kirksville,
"Designing computer assisted instruction for a writing program"

-Shirley.Morahan and her colleague Pat Cottie conducted this entire
session on computer-assisted instruction. They showed a vic 4ape
of students working on the' computer. It turned out that the .,A1

was on ;.a main frame rather than a micro, but this wasn't clear
until the session was well along. It appears that the Missouri
people are reinventing the wheel. They did not seem to know much
about anything that was going on in the field.

532
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William I. Davisson and Edward A. Kline, University of Notre Dame,
"The microcomputer and teaching composition"

This was the session that I chaired. The Notre Dame materials are
skills-based,'and the presentation did not provide any useful new
information. Davisson and Kline showed slides of the kinds of
instruction they have developed. !t is not good material.

533
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SAN FRANCISCO, MARCH 1982

Bruce Cronnell

MICROCOMPUTER CAI: IS IT WORTHWHILE?

G. Michael:Barnes,-Ealifornia-State-University-it-Northridge,
"Evaluating...the effectiveness of CAI: Buyer beware ?"

Barnes reviewed what is,knOwn about computer- assisted instruction. Henoted that research suggests that CAI is educationally effective. Studies
of CAl have shown either improved achievement in CAl as opposed to
traditional. instruction or no eifference,,but no studies have shown that
CAI is less effective than traditional_initruction. CAI also seems to
reduce' learning time and to improve .student attitude. 'In:addition, CAI. -seems to be particularly effective with students of lower abilities. Hesaid that .these results were consistent across the type of CAI, the
.level of instruction, the size of the unit of instruction, and the

. content of instruction.. However, he noted that CAI is less effective
when It is used to replace the teacher;. rather, one must see CAl as a
supplement tOthe teacher. Consequently, costs for. CAymust be viewedas addttional costs beyond the regular costs of instruction:.

Barnes also discussed ihe'aCtualcost of CAI. He claimed that at present
software maintenance is.aboUt 5O%,of the total cost of having CAI in aschool, with hardware'costs only 10720% end.the:rest'Ofthe,costbeing
for.setware purchase. .By software maintenance, Barnes referred to the
,revision of programs to. meet the particular needs of students and teachers.
"'and to work with different hardware configurations. He said that at the
CSUN.Computer lab-.(where they have Apple li's), hirdware repair and
maintenance Cost:Omit $2 per hour of instruction. One hour of CAI
requires 50 -500 hoUrs of develOpment time and,. depending on the develop-
ment time and on the number of students using:the instruction, the cost
runs :f rom 50C....to $28.50 per.-student hour.. (He .sala-thiOnformation
came from an orticleiDy-Chambers and Specher in CoMmunicationsof the
Associatton of Computer Machinery, 1980,'23, 332-3112.)

.

'
.

Barnes noted thit whensoftware is developed, onethouldbevery concerned,:
about portability in.orderto facilitate hardware-replaCement and.upgrading-
and to facilitate the sharing of-software.. He also was.'cOncerned abo6t.
having ihe,.sourOaMle be accessible to users of progra-s and suocested
that'standaras. are needed for the development of CAI..

William E. EVans, Kansas State University at .Manhattan, ''Methods and
resources in microcomputer assisted instruction"

.

Evans (who' apbarently has not dOne-muchWith computers' himself) was
concerned with the problems of obtaining and evaluating courseware.
Menoted.theijtisHverY difficult to review courseware before one
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/-
buys'it, although more courseware reviews are becoming available. (He
menvioned-4 magazine called Peelings II, which reviews Apple software.)
He suggested eight criteria for reviewing courseware:

1. Does the program run?

2. Is the documentation adequate?

3. Is it easy to use?

4. Is it accurate?

5.. Is it educationally sound?

6. Is it adaptable?

7. Does it have appropriate reinforcement?

8. What is the extent of student control over the program?

These all seem like appropriate concerns when evaluating CAI.

Helen J. Schwartz, Oakland Universit , "A computer program for invention
and audience feedback"

Schwartz (who had an article on computers in the February, 1982, issue
of College English) described the program that she has developed. The-

program teaches students to generate information about characters in
literature; in other words, this is a heuristic probe program. The
program asks the student to name a character, namethe piece ofliterature
in which the character appears, and provide a trait about the character
(the example was Satan in- "Paradise Lost," and the student called Satan
tricky). Then theli)rogram asks the student to tell what the character
does and says that exemplifies the trait, how other people's reactions
indicate the traiti-how the trait-ii ifs-Own-F-6 comparison 'to other
characters in the piece of literature, and (if there is a third-
person narrator) how, the narrator indicates that the characterdhas that
trait. The program includes a "bulletin board" where stuaents can
comment on what others have written.

From her use of this program, Schwartz noted that it didn't hurt anybody
and that it particularly seemed to help students who were doing especially
poorly.. It didn't seem to improve good students scores on essay exams,
but their writing in the program did improve.'
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COMPUTER. SESSIONS AT THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH

BOSTON, NOVEMBER 1981

Joseph Lawlor

SENTENCE-COMBINING ACTIVITIES FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

The two speakers originally scheduled.for this session had to
cancel at the last minute. Nevertheless, I thdught the session was
very stimulating and informative. It was also very crowded.
sutpect that the NCTE has groisly underestimated the amount of' .

interest in CAI. The three computer` sessions on the convehtion
program were's!l acheduled in tiny rooms, and all were.packed_to
:cepacity:(and beyond)...

Robert.Mongan, University School, Shaker Heights, Ohio, "Uses and
misuses ofInicrocomputers" .

Morgan hid been scheduled to chair this session, but, with the
unexpected cancellations, he had to fill' in as o speaker. He first
warned against some possible misuses of microcomputers in schools.
First, there is the danger that the computer will be used as an
expensive arcade game. Morgan suggested that such games might be
all right for recreational purposes, but they should never take
time away from learning. He also claimed that computers should not
become tools only for the "technology freaks" (whether these
"freaks" be-students or teachers). And finally,he warned that
computers should not be used simply for their own sake. I think he
WAS getting at something that we.have observed in our work: Th'e
instruction must drive the technology, not the other way .around.

Morgan next outlined some uses for the microcomputer in the English
class.. He suggested that the machines are ideally suited for the
rote work that Is an unavoidable Pert of instruction. Sp cling
drills and punctuation exercises seem to be less tedio
students and teachers when they are presented via CAI.
Morgan noted that computers can do. much more than dril
practice. They are well suited for teaching concepts,, for
nurturing creativity, and for stimulating students' interest in
reading and language arts. Morgan suggested that sentence
combining seems to be a Jruitful area for CAI development.
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Morgan concluded his presentation by talking about the future of
microcomputers in-English education. He claimed that the mechanics
of writing (grammar, capitalization, punctuation, spelling) will be
taught in a much shorter period of time by using CAI, thus allowing
more class time for higher-level activities. The development of
powerful authoring languages (e.g., PILOT) will lead to a better
variety of good courseware. He,also suggested that English teachers
should learn how to program. According to Morgan, teachers are the
ones who know what they need in the classroom, and, through their
cooperative efforts, they should/be able,to meet those needs without
relying on commercial publishers.

During the discussion period following Morgan's presentation, several
members of the audience suggested that he might have oversimplified
the process of developing software. (I think they had a valid point.)
Producing software that is instructionally valid and technically sound
is a very time-consuming task/ (as we know). I don't think it is
something that can be done out in someone's garage on evenings and
weekends. Moreover, I'm notiso sure that teachers have the expertise
needed to write good instruction (whether it be CAI or paper-and-pencil
In any event, I was glad to/see these issues raised.

Irene Thomas, IOTA, "An informal pilot program in CAI for sentence
combining"

Thomas-apologized for her/hastily constructed presentation. She and
her husband, Owen, had or/iginally proposed to conduct a'hands -on,
demonstration of their program. However, the NCTE turned down their
proposal', presumably because there were "enough" CAI sessions already
scheduled. When the original presenters canceled a week before the
convention, the NCTE asked the Thomases to fill in. At that point,
though, there wasn't enough time to ship the necessary hardware for
their demonstration. Consequently,' Thomas was only able to show some
slides of the computer screen as it ran the sentence-combining lessons.

The Thomases' sentencie-combining program has been revised considerably
since Ann Humes and I first saw it in October of 1980. Fortunately,
they have generally/abandoned the muttiple-choice formats that Were
so prevalent in their prototype lessons; However, Thomas noted that
students' unfamiliirity with typing is a reEl problem. (The materials
are currently bein,g pilot-tested with fourth- and fifth-graders in
the Santa Monica/Malibu Unified School District..) The Thomases have
attempted to overcome this problem with a variety of response formats.
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For example, in one exercise, the student manipulates an arrow beneatha
sentence into which an adjective is to be inserted. When the arrow is -in the correct position, the student presses RETURN, and the computerinserts the word into the sentence. In another format, the Student
constructs the solution to a,sentence-combining exercise by 'selectingwords from a list. The screen looked something like this:

Maria knows a woman.

The woman draws cartoons.
who

Which word comes next' in the answer: .Maria ?

.WORD LIST: woman a cartoons lknows(

draws who

The student moves the box through the wordlist and selects the
next word in sequence. When the student pressei RETURN, the
selected word.diseppears from the list ind reappears in the-answer
(that is, If the response is correCt).. Although these response

. formats are still rather mechanicalhey do seem:to be an'
Improvement over: the "choose sentence:A, 0, or C" format that we
saw In the original lessons. Thomas also noted that many of the
exercises. allow students to type in the answer as an option.

I noticed froM Thomas's slidei that the 64-column display of the'
TRS-60 computer seems to be en AdvanOlgi for this type of
instruction. The sentences, word 1)sts, and graphic displays fit.
comfortably on the screen without appeartng. crowded-at 411. For
some season, though,, the text.was all upper case (al- though
almost. sure that theTRS-601kodel I has lower-case capabilities).
Thomas.also mentioned:that they'are negotiating with Milliken for
the,publishingi.ighti to 'their software, which, Milliken hopes to
-adapt. for the Apple

.

The:Thomaiese,pilot test began this schOol year, so they don't
expect toreport any resultS until next summer: They hilye .

prefeited three, groupoVitudents: (1).an experimental group,
which mill usethe compUter-assisied sentence-combining program;
(2) one control-group, which will receive penctl-andpaper

- sentence- combining instruction ;-and -(3) a.seCond.ccintrol group,
. which will. receive no sentence-combining instruct4n.
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The experimental program contains 20 CAI lessons, each
approximately 15 minutes long. If a student finishes a lesson
before the time is up, the computer "rewards" the student by
.allowing him or her to play a word game (e.g., Hangman, Areagrams).
The program also includes a management system, which keeps a record
of each child's progress.

overall, I was impressed with what I saw of the Thomases' program.
They seem to be far ahead of other efforts in this area. I look
forward to hearing more about the project next year.
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COMPUTER SESSIONS AT THE.ANNUAL,MEETING OF'THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

BOSTON, APRIL 1980

Bruce CrOnnell

COMPUTER AIDS FOR WRITING AND TEXT DESIGN

Except for one discussant, all presenters were from Bell Laboratories.
One of the concerns of the Bell Telephone System is that their technical
manuals be readable by their employees. Thus, this is a project that
meets very specific needs. However, I think it has a number of impli-
cations for our work in writing. In general, the most Interesting
programs are not yet available; however, they expect them to be available
within the relatively near future (after they are patented). A few of
the more general text-processing programs (by L. Cherry) are available.

G.

I. T.. fraie "Writer's Workbench: Com uter suort for com °flints of
the writing process"

Frase outlined seven steps in the writing of technical documents: define
documentation needs, assemble information, produce draft,"assess draft,
edit draft, produce document, deliver document. The project has four
goals: the computer should 1) analyze text features, 2) compare text
with standards, 3) comment on differences from standards, and 4) redesign
the text to meet the, standards.

Frase felt that this, work has instructional implications, and that we
must consider the use of microprocessers in instruction since they will
become increasingly available.

P. S. Gin rich,' "Measures of text coherence"

Gingrich talked about cohesion measurements a la Halliday and Hasan. At
present all the computer can measure is use of repeated words.

J. A. Hegarty, "Text reformatting algorithms"

_Hegarty is concerned with procedural docUments, that is, step-by-step
descriptions of how to undertake a task (obviously these are very
important to people within the Bell System). She has developed programs
that can convert flow charts into lists of numbered steps,and from
paragraphs to such Hits. However, both programs require preliminary
human processing.

540
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S. A. Keenan, "Computer projections of the cognitive effects of text
changes"

Research has shown that it is generally easier to process texts that are
broken down by syntactic/semantic units. Ideally there should be one
such unit ("chunk") per line; however, this tends to make sloppy lobking
text. Keenan's program will derive the optimal line length for a.specific
text so that, insofar as possible, one line will equal one chunk.

R. H. McDonald, "Pattern matching end language analysis as editing
supports"

This was by far the most interesting paper and certainly could be of some
help to both writers and researchers in writing.

First of all, thereare some simple editing programs. One program will
go through and list' out, all spelling errors by comparing all words in
the text to a: dictionarY. If a writer wishes to use an "incorrect word"
(e.g., an abbreviation), it can.be entered into a personal list and the
computer will treat it as a correctly spelled word. Another program looks
for punctuation errors, e.g.,' only one of a set of quotation marks, one
of the set of parentheses, etc. It will identify the incorrect punctua-
tion and show the correct punctuation. In addition, if the writer does
not understand why the punctuation was incorrect, information can be'
obtained from the computer about the specific punctuation rule. A third
program looks for words that have been accidently repeated in the text.
Another program looks for split infinitives. The fifth editing program
looks for commonly occurring awkward or inappropriate words and phrases
(e.g., very, different than) that-have been derived from style manuals.
The computer lists the word or phrase and suggests ways that it might be
changed:

Another set of programs looks at style. Some programs will give all kinds
of readability measures. Other programs will provide data like number
of sentences, sentence length, etc. (to help indicate whether or not there
is a variety of sentence lengths). Another program looks at usage of words
based on grammatical categories, e.g., number of adverbs, nouns, nominali-
zations, passives. Moreover, if the writer is interested, fie or she may
request the computer to list out all cases of these specific items.
Another program can compare a specific text with standards, i.e., with
these features as found in other kinds-of text. For examale, it might
say, "Your document has sentences that average fifteen words in length
while most telephone repair manuals have sentences that average ten words
in length."

Other programs available will reformat -text in'terms of syntaCtic/semaritic
'chunks and will list, out the first and last sentence of each paragraph.
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L. Flower, Carnegie-Mellon University, Discussant

-Flower was very enthusiastic about such programs. For one thing, she
felt that they could do things that people can't or won't do., Moreover,
they focus the writer's attention on the text. Such programs'can bct
as an evaluator or monitor, allowing the writer to be a decision maker.
Finally, she hoped that perhaps as writers worked with such programs
they might internalize some of these editing procedures and use them on
their own.

L. Cherry, Discussant

Computers can help writers, especially with tedious parts of the editing
process. She cautions that computers are only as smart as humans, and
questioned whether what style books say (e.g., mixing sentence length)
really makes text better. She cautioned the audience about relying too
much on computers since computers aren't always right even with mechanics;
people must still be able to edit. She also noted that computers can
look at what Writers do as they'rewrite.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN :INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
DESIGN AND COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION: PART 1

Robert M. Game and Walter Wager, Florida State University, "Theory-based
design of CAI"

Gagn4 discussed the nine "events of instruction" that must be considered
in CAI design; these are discussed in,greater detail in' GagnOs text,
The Conditions of Learning:

1. Gain and control attention.

2. Inform the learner of expected outcomes

3 Stimulite the recall of relevant prerequisite capabilities.

4. Present the stimuli inherent to the learning task.

5. Offer guidance for learning.

6. Provide. feedback.

7. Appraise performance.

8. Make provisions for transferability.

9. Insure retention.,

Gagne clai.med_that al.l of'these events need not, be present in a/single
CAI leison. However,if an event is excluded, then that exclusion
should be the resutt:of a conscious decision, and not merely Ain oversight.

Wager discussed three different types of CAI: First is the drill and
practice format, which is intended to provide reinforcement for skills
that have already been learned. Second is the simulation lesson, in
which the student explores the relationships, within a system. Simulations
usually require the application of problem-Solving skill's. The thi-d type
of CAI design is the tutorial program, which is intended to be a primary,
not a supplemental, instructional system. Tutorial programs can be
strictly linear, or they can include branching capabilities.
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Alfred Bork,' University Of California at Irvine, "New developments in
microcomputer-based education"

Bork is associated with the Educational Technology Center at UCI. Their
work is primarily concerned with (1) designing CAI courses for the
introductory science and math classes at the University, ,(2) designing
scientific literacy materials for public libraries, and (3)- investigating
the effects of screen,design on CAI.

Bork identified several issues that must be considered in CAI design:
(1) small- vs. large-scale use, (2) present vs.-future needs, and
(3) single- vs..multiple-screen presentation. Bork also noted that CAI
must employ both written text and visual aids. However, he suggested
that much of the current CAI software is too text-liker CAI designers
must learn, to think visually, using more blank space, and they must
draw upon the principles of graphic design. Bork also ncited,that, for
long-range production projects, programmers and content specialists
should be separated.

Joseph M. Scandura', University of Pennsylvania, "Inst'ructi'onal systems
theory: Authoring, diagnosis, and microcomputer-based instruction"

Scandura.talked at length about his model of structural learning, which
includes the following 'aspects: (1) identifying objectives via structural
analysis, (2) identifying rules that must be learned in order to achieve
the objectives, (3)>diagnosing individual strengthsand weaknesses, and
(4) gradually building on strengths until mastery is achieved. Apparently,
SCandura hasdeveloped a "rule tutor" that can teach-any set of rules for
performing a(.task (once those rules have been 'identified). Scandura's
background is in mathematics (as is much of his CAI work), so I'm not
sure how applicable his work is to written composition.

O

Joseph Lipson, National Science Foundation, "Patterns of emphasis on
NSF CBljprojects"

LiPson.discussed some of the science education'projects 'that have been
funded through the NSF. He also noted that the NSF will probably face
severe budget cutbacks under the new administration.

Lawrence Stolurow, University of Iowa, ''implementation of instructional
systems in a-microcomputer environment"

Stolurow described the instructional computing-programs at Iowa.
Apparently, they're doing a lot of things with .computers of all sizes
(the "microcomputer environment".in the title is somewhat misleading).
Stolurow talked,about the system itself, with very little reference to
specific CAI.,programs.,
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS
DESIGN AND COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION: PART II

This was the second half of the symposium described above. In this part
of the symposium, the panel members simply respcinded to questions from
the audience. I've summarized the major points of the discussion below.

A. Problems in the Development of CAI Materials

1. Commercial CAI publishers (like commercial textbook
publishers) design their products for a broad national
market. However, commercial developers need to become
more sensitive, to the needs of local users.

2. Commercially developed materials require a long-term
program of research and development. Local users,
though, don't have time to wait for long-term develop-
ment. Once they have purchased the hardware', users
need software to run on it.

3. Information-sharing networks will-become very
important in filling the "software_voidm until
commercial developers catch up with the demands
of CAI users.

B. Research Agenda for CAI _

1 Research ii'nerded to investigate more efficient
as of delivering CAl to students (e.g., computers
in.the classroom vs. computers in centralized
cOmputer:"Iibraries"), -Mort information is also.
needed on the role,of,the-teacher in ZAI, Protocol
studies should exaMinthOw CAI is actually used in'
the clastroom, and lOngitudinal.studies.thould
invest,i,gate the effects .of CAI over several years
of schoolirg;

2. Retearch must examine the effecii of CAl on the
psychological development'of students. Additional
research is also-'needed to investigate how students'

.

progress can be evaluated through computer assistance.

More work is needed in designing a sound theory.for-
CAI' development. SuCh a theory can draw from the
principles of behavioral psychologycognitive.
psychology, and structural learning theory.
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4.- Research must continue to investigate the efficacy
of "intelligent" CAI. CA member of the audience asked
for a definition of intelligent CAI, but the panel
members couldn't agree on a common definition. As I

understand it, intelligent CAI refers to instruction
in which the computer makes sophisticated responses
to a wide, variety of student input. Thus the machine
seems to be carrying on an "intelligent" conversation
with the student. Apparently, such instruction also
includes some very complicated branching capabilities.).
Research must also examine how CAl'interacts with other
instructional media(e.g., videodiscs).

. Economic Viability of CAI in the 80's

1. The CAI revolution of the 1960's was .a flop, primarily
,because the instruction required expensive "main-frame"
compUters and elaborate time-sharing networks. Since
most school districts couldn't afford these large
systems, their interest in CAI quickly faded. In the
meantime, commercial publishers had Invested a great
deal of money in courseware development. Thus, when
the school districts backed off, the commercial houses
were stuck with expensive products that nobody wanted.
Consequently, many commercial publishers are wary of
making any large-scale commitments to CAI in the 1980's.
If the "micro revolution" is to succeed, it will have
to prove itself in the marketplace -- without -the
financial backing of the developers who were "burned"
in the 60's.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS- FOR RESEARCH AND
THEORY COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION

Keith. A. Hall, Ohio State University, "Influence of microprocessors on
CBI research and design"

Hall outlined some of thepositive and negative aspects of using
microcomputers for instruction and research, and he also speculated on
what we are likely to see in the near future:

1. Strong -points-of microcomputers:.

a. MiOro keyboards are much. better adapted as input devices
than. are the keyboards on larger "main frame" systems.

b. Peripheral equipment for micros is relatively cheap and .

easy to install..

Micro, courseware is readily available at reasonable prices.
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. Research data can be gathered from diverse populations
because micros are available in nearly every schOol
district in the country. (I suspect that Hall ts overly
optimistic on this point.)

. Drawbacks of microcomputers:

a. Because of memory-size limitations, storing curriculum
and student responses is a problem with micros. Obviously,
storing students' responses is critical to research.

b. At the present time, micros don't allow for communication
networks in the same way that larger systems do.

c. Although micro courseware is readily available, much of
it is poorly designed; there is little quality control
in the industry.

3. Implications for the future:

a. Microcomputers will be "clustered" into information
sharing networks.

b, Much of the CAI research of the 1960's and 70's will
be brought to bear on the design of microcomputer
instruction. (Hall suggested that many micro course-
ware designers are reinventing wheels that were
developed 10 to 20 years ago.)

Robert D. Tennyson, University of Minnesota, "Research on authoring systems"

Tennyson discussed the Minnesota Courseware Development System. Tennyson
does not subscribe to Bork's view that content people and computer
programmers should be separated when designing CAI programs. He claims
that such vseparation is cumbersome: 200 hours of work may be required
to produce 1 hour of instruction., Tennyson feels that,it is much more
productive to have teachers design and write their own CAI lessons:
However, most teachers don't have the programming expertise (or the time/
inclination to acquire such expertise), Consequently, the Minnesota
people designed the Minnesota Authoring System (MAS).

The MAS appears to be a very sophisticated system that allows teachers
to control the sequence of their instruction, to design screen formats
(using both text and graphics), to evaluate student responses, and to
generate student records. Music and speech synthesis are available,
-and graphics can be entered from a graphics tablet. The computer prompts
the lesson writer through a series of menus, and, acclrding to Tennyson,
teachers with no programming experience at all are able to design some
very sophisticated lessons. (Tennyson showed some transparencies from
a sample biology lesson; the text and graphic displays were certainly
impressive.)
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FUTURE-DIRECTIONS-FOR-COMPUTER=BASED
INSTRUCTION: A VARIETY OF PERSPECTIVES

Kenneth Brumbaugh, Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium, "the
public school perspective"

Brumbaugh gave a detailed description of the MECC system, which has been
in operation for the past six years. MECC uses both timesharing systems
and Apple microcomputers to provide an extensive CAI network that reaches
every school in the state. Brumbaugh noted that the Apple micros are
becoming more popular with the schools, but they are not replacing the
timesharing services. There seems to be a role for both large and small
systems in the MECC configuration.

MECC has put together a large library of Apple courseware. From what I

could -tell, they don.lt have much software available for Composition
instruction.

BrL11baugh also noted that MECC is expecting some budget cuts in.the
coming years (as is everybody else in edUCatioh), but they still expect
to keep the system.operating. Their long-range planning includes tne
use of relatively inexpensive micro-systems (under $600), which should
become available as the technology becomes even more efficient.

Lawrence Stolurowi. University of Iowa, "The university perspective"
.

This was an expanded version of the. presentation that Stolurow gave at
an earlier session (described above); The Iowa people seem to be doing
a ,lot of micro7based CAI research and development: They have developed--
software for health sciences, fine arts, linguistics, mathematics, and
foreign languages. (Note the conspicuous absence of written composition.)
Since 1978; they've also been researching the applications Of videodisc
technologY.. In. addition, the university provides resources for faculty
members who wish to. write their own instructional programs.

J. DexterFletcher, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,:"The
inilitary perspective"

Fletcher discussed the expanding role of ;AI. in.military training
programs. ACcording to Fletcher, the military services are facing a
dilemma.: Recruits must be trained to operate and maintain. increasingly
sophisticated equipment,.While,'atthe same time; the educational level
of incoming personnel is at an all-time low. The services have found
that many'of their recruits simply don't have the basic academic skills
needed to comprehendwritten.training manuals. Hands-on. training has
also become impractical because theservices cant afford to,pUt multi -

million- dollar equipment into the hands of inexperienced operators.y
Thus :Al.steMsto offer a solution to the military's dilemna.. Through
computer simulations, recruits can "walk through" complex procedUres,
Without relying:on reading ability. And, if a recruit fouls up in a
simulation', there is no loss of equipment (or, I might add, human life).
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CURRENT=STUDITS-1N-CAI

Thomas W. Malone,-Xerox-Palo-AltoRe5earch Center,- "What makes things
fun to learn? A study of an intrinsically motivating instructional
computer/game"

M
/

alone looked at children's interest in a game-like approadh to'mathematics
Cause he noted how much children seem to enjoy the various computer games

available in shopping malls-. He found-that boys like fantasy and are not
'too turned on to verbal responses and that girls perhaps like music with
their instruction. He presented some heuristics for designing.instruc-
lional computer games.

First, the games must have challenge, where there is a goal but the
outcome is uncertain. Secondly, they should have fantasy, espectally
intrinsic fantasy (that is, fantasy related in some fashion to, the skill).
Fantasy is important because-it provides imagery and some emotional appeal
(although such appeal may be difFerent for different kinds of students).
The third important part of instructional games is their curiosity value.
The discussant, Beatrice Farr of the. Army Research Institute, pointed out
that although this is an important study, we still need to know a lot
more about games and instructio; she seemed to Suggest the games may in
fact get in the way of instruction.

Olivia Sarancho, University of Maryland, "The effects of computer-
assisted instruction.on Spanish-speaking, migrant children"

Sarancho used CAI with migrant children in grades 3 through 6 to
supplement regular reading, language; and math work.. This was apparently
ordinary traditional drill-and-practice instruction. She found that the
CAI students had greater test-score gains than the students not receiving
CAI. She also found that the CAI students had a more negative attitude
towards the computer than the non -CAI students. She hypothesized that
the students are used to the notion of being pulled out of the room for
remedial purposes betause one is a."bad" Itudent; therefore, they thought
they were, also being treated negatively when they were pulled out for CAI.

Marjorie Ragosta, Philip Griswold, Paul Holland, Puff Rice, Wang Yu-Chung,
ETS, "Does CAI work? An educational experiment"

ETS, with an NIE contract, has done a five -year study in four schools in
Los Angeles. It has been a longitudinal study with students in grades 4
through 6. They have done reading, math, and language' arts, using already
available computer materials. She had a 1 of data, but unfortunately I

didn't get a copy of her handout. Irgeneral, the CAI worked out well and
the report will be available At the end of the year.
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Earl Woodri.Wf, Carl Bereiter, OISE: Marlene Scardamalia, York University,
"Experiments in computer-assisted composition"

This,study was done with sixth graders, although the students had very

-----1-

ritle time with the computer--apparently only 15 minutes training before
they were askedlo write a persuasive essay on the word processor. They
also wrote a persuasive essay by hand. The'studenti felt they wrote
better when they were using the word processor than when they were writing
by hapi, although this was not true from looking at their compositions.

In the first study, the student could push a "help" button when he or
she needed some kind of help. Then the student's composition was erased
from the screen and a "help menu" was displayed. There were six things
on 'the help menu:

1. To follow the argument plan

2. To produce the next sentence

3. To tell what you have so far

4. To change words

5. To check unsure words

6. How to quit

Since.Woodruff was pressed for time, he didn't explain very much. For '.
number 1, students were given specific explanations of how to writa .

persuasive essay and were given sentence openeri for whatihey might say
in constructing an argument, For number 2, the computer searched for
words in the last sentence and asked students to elaborate on them. FOr
number the student's text was displayed frOM the beginning.- 'For
number,44 each' word was numbered: Students did not correct individual
'Words'using ordinary Word processor procedures; rather they. decided
which word they wanted to. change, typed in-the number of the-word to be
changed, typed in the word as they wanted it, and" then:that change was
made In'the'text. I didn't quite u6derstand him number 5 worked,.
although students were'told notto-puzzle over words but rather to put
a pound sign after words they were nOtsUre of; my impression is'that
the CompUter had some kind of'spelling-dictionary in sitiand corrected
words,'but :1 don't quite understand how this might have worked. .Number
'6 was apparently a'logging-off procedure.

.
. .

The second study used eighth graderi who had had experience with computers.
There were apparently several conditions and I' am not:. sure how 'they all.
worked out. In one condition,' the-computer asked the student a question
-after each sentence (a sentence was defined as where. period came). It
--was some kind-Of question to get the student to go on. This was not
nearly as successful as the procedure'where the computer asked the..:
:stUdent'qUestioni'after.411 the writing wascompleie.
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_Patricia Gingrich, Lawrence T. Erase, Stacey Keenan, Bell Laboratories,
"Computer content analyses in writing instruction"

Gingrich coded two kinds of words into the computer: _abstract words and
words that had unpleasant connotations. The computer searched through
texts to find those that were high and low in abstractness and unpleasant-
ness. Then sophisticated adults were asked to rate these brief passages
for abstractness and unpleasantness. The raters agreed with the computer
as to abstractness but did not agree in terms of unpleasantness. Gingrich
noted that this was because unpleasantness apparently depends a great
deal upon context. For instance, although the word kill is generally
considered an unpleasant word, in the context of killing insects, most
people do not view it as unpleasant..

This study was all part of their Writer's Workbench approach to computer
analyses of writing, which they reported upon last year at AERA.
Apparently the idea is that the computer would make such searches and
then tell a writer, for e'ample, that the text was very abstract or that
the text had very unpleasant characteristics to it.

Esther Coke, Bell Laboratories (Murray Hill), "The effect of display
context on memory for computer-displayed information"

Coke's study showed that differences in typography (black on white or
white on black) can affect memory for content presented on the computer.
This is not particularly interesting, since

I can't imagine many situations
where one would want to keep switching the type color. The other variable
that affected memory of Information presented on the computer screen, was

lumber of screens it was presented on. If two different lists are
presented on two different screens rather than on one screen, then the
lists .are more easily remembered. This doesn't seem to be particularly
valuable because I can't imagine why one would want to have lots of
screens all around to present lots of lists.
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APPENDIX C

BOOK REVIEW

Bork, Alfred. Learning with computers. Bedford, MA: Digital Press,
1981.

-- Joseph. Lawlor

Learning with Computers is a collection of papers and articles
written (or co-authored) by Bork over the past ten yeais. As the
Director. of the.. ducational Technology Center at the University of
California, Irvine, Bork has participated in developing dozens of
interact lve-computer programi for teaching science. Consequently, the
seven chapters in this 286-page volume-contain a tremendous amount of
practical inforMatjon.

Although most of what Bork has to say is applicable to subject
areas other science, some chapters in the book have limited value
for thoL., interested- in "composition instruction. Consequently,
these chapters are covered only briefly in the summaries below.' In .

addition, much of the material-in the.book is repeated across chapters.
(and across papers withio chapters). Thus, repeated content is noted,
but not summarized, below.

CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW

Will Computers Replace Books in American Education?

The traditional mode of learning in human history has been
int.-3ction with other people. 'Classicial Greece provided three
additio al modes: written documents, lectures, and dialogs. With the
invention of the printing press, books became the principle vehicles
for learning, although almost 200 years elapsed between the appearance
of the printing press and the widespread use of textbooks.

within, the next 25 years, computers will revolutionize learning.
The:coMputer's ability to provide an individualized, interactive
learning environment-is .its major strength..' With the cost of computer
technology coming down rapidly;_ computers are likely to be more
important than textbooks in the future.



Computers and the Future of Education

_ Computer technology is developing more rapidly than, any other
technological field. However, this rapid technological change has not
been matched by. an increase in our understanding of the implications of
these advances:\

in the near future, schools may play a much less important role in
education, as computers become-more prevalent in homes and in-public
institutions like libraries. Stand - alone computers will become more
popular, especially as they are integrated into multi-media learning
systems, which. will include videodiscs.

The improvement of the graphics capabilities of computers will
lead to new ways of organizing learning--ways that depend more on
iconic presentation: Designers of learning materials should explore
many different possibilities, including having the student learn
programming and having the student interact with pre-programmed
materials (e.g., dialogs, on-line tests, learning games, simulations).

The Computer in a Responsive Learning...EnvironmentLet a' Thousand
Flowers Bloom

This paper is a list of six "theses" concerning computer-based
learning:

Different students learn in different ways. Responsive
courseware must include a variety of materials and
techniques.

We are only beginning to learn how to use computers in
education. Courseware development will. likely take years
oftrial-and-error testing.

3) Valid uses of the computer for' learning may depend on the
subj!ct matter. "What is highly effective in physics may
turntout to be useless for literature." (p. 9)

4) All modes of computer usage (e.g., tutorial, managerial)
should be retained.

5) We should not abandon other media .g., print, film) as
vehicles for promoting,learning.

6) The ultimate test of-any-educational material is whether
or not real learning takes place.

The Computer in Teaching--Widely Believed Myths

Myth 1: We must choose between direct and adjunct uses of the
computer'(i.e., stuOent as programmer vs. student as user
of pre-programmed.Mater'ials). [Both uses may have merit in
different disciplines.]
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Myth 2: We must have massive equipment to use the computer in
edu . [Many excellent materials have been produced by
school3 wit gal equipment.]

Myth 3: One computer language is much easier to learn than another.
[The way the language is taught is much more important than
the language itself; BASIC is no easier to learn than other
languages.]

Myth 4: Computers will not change institutional structures.. [The

computer can provide learning materials at any time and at
any individualized pace; consequently, the way.schools
operate will change drastically.]

Myth Computers are too expensive to be used in education. [ "Of

all the costs involved in the educational process, computer
costs are almost the only ones going down." (p. 11)]

Myth 6: A "CAI language" (e.g., PILOT) will solve our design
problems. [The language used in developing courseware is
only a minor factor in the total development process.]

Myth 7: Large-scale development projects, such as PLATO, will
provide-all the answers we need. [Although such projects
are useful, they do not exhaust all the design
possibilities.]

Myth 8: Valid materials can be developed without teachers'
assistance. [Teachers' input_ is crucial in designing
courseware.]

Educational computing requires only minor amount of
computer resources. [Sophisticatedjearning materials can
require large amounts of memory and complex input/output
facilities.]

(Note that Bork's refutations of Myths 2 and 9 seem to be contradictory.
However, he offers no further explanation.)

. The Role of Personal Computer Systems in Education

1

There are two major approaches to using Ahe Computer in education.
The first involves teaching the student to program the computer. The
benefits of this approach are that (1) programming can help-develop
problem-solving skills, (2) learning to program can help students
understand the social impact of,computers, and (3) computer literacy is
becoming increasingly important in society even for those who 'do not
plan to be computer specialists.

Myth



The second approach to using computers in education involves the
student interacting with pre-programmed materials. These materials may
take one of several diff'erent forms: drill and practice, drill and
practice with remediation, interactive tutorials (electronic "page
turning" does not qualify as a tutorial), on-line testing, testing with
remediation, and simulations ("controllable worlds").

As the number of learners and the amount of material to be learned
has increased, educational technology has responded with media that can
...ccommodate large numbers of learners (e.g., textbooks, lectures,
broadcasts). However, since' such media are essentially one-way
vehicles, personal interaction between students and teachers has
suffered. The computer, though, allows learning to be a personalized,
interactive experience.

Stand-alone systems represent the future in educational computing.
Such systems have several advantages over large time-sharing systems.
Time-sharing programs depend on complex operating systems that are not
transportable from one machine to another. Consequently, time-sharing
requires substantial hardware investments. In addition, the cost of
communicating on a time-sharing system (usually over telephone lines)
can be prohibitive. And finally, most time-sharing systems do not have
the sophisticated graphics capabilities that are so important in
computer-based learning materials.

On the other hand, software for personal computers is much more
transportable. Operating systems such -as UCSD Pascal allow programs
written on one machine to be run on another. In addition, "down time"
on a personal computer is, not so critical as it is on a time-sharing
system because fewer users are affected. Moreover, personal computers
can easily be connected to time-sharing networks for functions that are
best handled by the larger systems (e.g., accessing large data bases
and program libraries).

CHAPTER 2: GRAPHICS

Learning Via Computer Graphics

Learning has traditionally depended on the visual sense. -Early
humans learned by watching and imitating. With the invention of the
printing press, text became the important vehicleqor learning.
However, pictorial representation has remained important, as is
evidenced by the large number of pictures, graphs, and illustrations
that are used in textbooks. The most effective uses of graphic design
techniques can be found in advertising, and courseware developers can
learn much from these techniques.

Computer graphics can assist learning is several different ways.
In the sciences, graphs can be valuable devices for illustrating
complex concepts. Graphics can also be used, to add humorous touches to
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learning materials. More importantly, graphics can reinforce textual
material presented on the screen. Text and graphics can appear
gradually over time; they need not appear all at once as they must on
the printed page.

Graphics can also be used for student input. Devices such as
light pens, graphics tablets, game paddles; and joysticks provide
useful alternatives to keyboard input.

Although the term graphics usually refers to non-textual
information, text itself also has graphic properties. Computers) can,
take advantage of these properties by displaying special characters,
(e.g., pi), subscripts, superscripts, oversized letters, boldface, and
underlining. In addition, the computer can format text to aid
readability by using short lines and by breaking lines at phrasal
boundaries. A combination of right and left justification can also
improve readability.

The graphics capabilites of most current computers are still
rather crude. Poor screen resolution limits what can be displayed, and
dot-matrix characters are hard to read. However, videodiscs should
help to overcome the inadequacies of computer-generated graphics.

Standard computer languages do not handle graphics well. The
Educational Technology Center (ETC) at. Irvine has developed two

, graphics development systems, one written in Pascal and the other in
APL. Both of these systems include a graphics"worksheet," an
on-screen editor that allows the programmer to draw various shapes and
pictures, access special character fonts, and manipulate-the format of
screen displays.

Future needs for computer -based graphics design include cheaper
devices (which should be forthcoming), color, animation, and simple
access to other media (e.g, slides, audio tapes, videodiscs).
Developers will have to employ a group approach in designing graphics
dialogs, using the talents of subject-area specialists, programmers,
and graphic artists. Sophisticated learning materials cannot be
produced effectively in a "cottage industry" environment.

APL as a Language for Interactive Computer Graphics

This paper- s a technical description of the ETC's APL graphics
development system.

CHAPTER 3: EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER AT IRVINE

The three papers. in this chapter describe the history,
organization, goals, and of Ole. ETC. ' Also included are
brief descriptions of the programs currently available through the ETC.
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CHAPTER. le: PHYSICS

The-six papers in this chapter provide detailed descriptions of
some of°the programs summarized in Chapter 3. These programs are
designed_primarily for introductory.physics courses. The examples
provided in the book, indicate that the programs are highly interactive,
taking full advantage of the.computer's graphics capabilities and
calling for a variety of student input.. Bork claims that several of
these programs, designed for non - ,science majors, can be adapted to
non-school environments such as public libraries and shopping centers.

CHAPTER 5: CLASSROOM

Science Teaching and Computer Languages

Bork compares and contrasts several high-level ,computer languages
and concludes that" Pascal and APL are the most-appropriate languages
for the science.stUdent to learn. BASIC is the least'desirable
language.

Learnina to Program for the Science Student.

Bork suggests that the science student should learn' a programming
language within the context.of a particular science course (e.g.,
Introductory Physics). By:combining programming instruction with the
subject-area material, instructors can provide the proper motivation
far learning the language.

Modes of Computer Usage in Science

This paper is another
developed by the ETC.

summary of the instructional programs

Course Aanaaement System for Ph sics 3 Course at Irvine

This paper provides an overview of the sophisticated computer
management system in use at UC Irvine. The system records 'a tremendous
amount of data about student performance on on-line tests and takes
care of time-consuming bookkeeping chores. -

CHAPTER'6: AUTHORING DIALOGS

Preparing Student-Computer Dialogs--Advice to Teachers.

A computer dialog is a "conversation" between a student and ,a
teacher, with the teacher's part of the conversation presented ,through
the medium of a computer program. When planhing a computer dialog, the
teacheflauthor should first ask how the computer can have maximum
effect on learning in the subject area. There is no point in simply
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translating standard material from another medium (e.g.,-a book) to the
computer. Such an approach is likely to result in 'trivial
applications.. The author should consult with colleagues, who-will
undoubtedly'offer valuable insights. In addition, the author should
considir using other media (e.g., film, slides) in conjunction with or
in lieu-of the computer dialog: The author should also be familiar
with the principles of instructional design, although many teachers
will be unwilling to take the time to familiarize themselves with these :

principles.

The next step in preparing a computer dialog is to specify goals.
These goals should include both short-term objectives (e.g., the
factual information that the student must know) and long7range goals
(e.g, the problem-solving skills that the student should develop).
These goals can then serve as a reference point throughout the
development process.

Several types of computer dialogsmay be written. First is the
on-line test, which provides immediate feedback and relevant help; such
dialogs perform a dual function--testing and teaching. Another type is
the remedial dialog. These dialogs present-diagnostic questions to the
student, branching to appropriate material based upon the'student's.
performance. Such dialogs can generate an infinite set of questions by
taking advantage of,the compute0s random number generator. The
interactive proof is another type of computer dialog, in which the
student explores a mathematical concept/theory. nother'type of dialog

the interactive-world. The student supplies parameters for various-
' elements, in the computer-based "world," and the machine displays, the
results of using these parameters. Interactive-worlds can assist
students in forming hypotheses. :

ideally, dialog authors should-work in eoups of three. A single
author will often miss many opportunities for enhancing the power of
the dialog. However, a large group will'usually spend too much time
debating, thereby reducing the cost-effectiveness iot thematerial.

The development process ,hould begin pli.the one -page outline of
the-dialog. Then the details of the program's instructional sequences
can be Specified. Two Oproaches are generally used In the first,
authors develop the "mainline" program first-(i.e.,-the program
sequence that will be followed by a student who,has no difficulty with
the material), followed by development of the 'remedial branches. In

the second approach, a "frame-by-frame" process is used.": The authors
specify, 'in sequence, all the possible branching that will 'be generated
by various student 'responses to a single frame. The:second approach
usually contributes to a better design because it requires the author
to keep i mind the responses of a student who is confused. In the
first approach, the authors may become impatieneabout filling in the
details of the remedial branches. However, these de,tailt are crucial
to Ihe success of the '!Dealing with, the, troubled student,

--giving full aid, Is the most important aspect of the dialog; the very
good sttident does not need'much assistance in learning."' ('p. 181)



The author's relation to the programming language is an important
aspect of the development process. Three general strategies are
available. In the first, the author uses a .CAI language (e.g., PILOT)
to-write the program. There are several disadvantages to this
strategy. First, although CAI languages-are purportedly designed for
the computer novice, they still require considerable training time to
be used effectively. 'Second, most CAI languages restrict the computer
resources that can be used. Finally, 'since many of these languages are
relatively old, they do not conform. to modern programming practices.

Another strategy for developing dialogs involves using an
"authoring system." These systems typically ask 'th'e author to respond'
to a series of prompts that elicit the information needed to construct
the dialog. Although such systems are much easier.to use than CAI
languages, they severely limit the author's optiohs.

Thifinal strategy available to dialog authors is the one used by
the ETC at Irvine. The 'authors prepare flowcharts of the dialog,
including rough sketches of the graphics required. These flowcharts
and sketches are turned over to the technical experts, who generate the
machine code necessary to run the dialog. This strategy frees the
dialog authors from technical considerations, allowing them to
concentrate on what they know best--the pedagogy of the subject area.
This strategy is also more efficient from a technical standpoint.
Secretaries can enter much of the textual material required in the
dialog. Graphic designers can format the screen displays, and
progeammers can write the' code needed to implement the logic.

The style of a computer dialog will depend on the individual
styles of the authors. However,.several general stylistic principles
should be considered. the dialog should be sensitive to incorrect
student responses, providing the appropriate remediation. The dialog
should also be highiy .interactive, resembling a conversation.
Contequently, desirable ejements inlude informal vocabulary, simple
sentence, structure, and humorous touches (if not overdone). There is
some debate over whetheror not a computer dialog should use
first-person pronounse,...11ost of the dialogs developed by,. Ihe ETC use
such pronouns, and s',..udents-have-genertily_suppaLted their use. If the
authors of the°dialoOare identified at the beginning of the program,
then the use of first-person pronouns may seem natural.

:When evaluating student responses, dialogs should check for part
of each desired key word, allowing for common misspellings and
mistypings. However, authors should remember that there are limits to
how sensitive the evaluation can be. Even the best'dialogs will still
not be able to analyze approximately 10% of the responses that students
give. Consequently, dialog authors should be careful about telling the
student that his or her response is unequivocall/ wrong. For Similar
reasons, the dialog should never employ abusive language. Dialogs
should provide several opportunitiestfor students to answera given
questionbut must always ,provide an exit for the.student who'does not
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understand the material. One possibility is for the machine to provide
hints and advice after the student has responded with a seemingly
incorrect answer.

The dialog must provide feedback to the student, but a variety of
messages should be included. Repetitious phrases like "Try again" or
"Congratulations" are likely to become ineffective (and tedious).
Positive reinforcement for correct responses should occur frequently,
but not necessarily after every correct response.

Graphics should be used liberally in dialogs. Techniques like
flashing, circling, and coloring can help direct the student's
attention. Text should be placed carefully on the screen, "avoiding
the tyranny of the left-hand margin." (p. 191)

Feedback from student users provides important help in revising
dialogs. However, authors must select in advance the relevant data to
be collected; if too much information is collected, _authors are likely
to get "buried" Under the data. One useful technique is to .save only
those student responses that the program cannot analyze. Another
technique is to ssk students for their.comments after they have
completed a..clialog. These comments can be stored and examined later by
the authors.

Limitations of APL as a Language for Student-Computer Dialogs

Although APL is a useful language for science students to learn,
it has severe limitations that make it undesirable for designing
computer-basedlearning materials.

. Student-Computer Dialogs without Special-Purpose languages

General-purpose languages such as Pascal are much better suited to
large-scale courseware development than are special-purpose CAI
languages.

Large-Scale Production and Distribution of Computer-Aided Learning
Modules

Much of the early work in developing computer-based learning'
technology took place in the 1950's. Development was usually conducted
by a single individual or a small group, and distribution was not a
major focus of their work. What distribution networks there were were
largely informal, friends shared programs with their colleagues.

CONDUIT was one cf the early, formalized distribution networks.
CONDUIT originally worked with materials that ran on large time-sharing'
systems. These materials were evaluated for their pedagogical
soundness and for their transportability to other machines. .Since

transportability was 'suCh,a problem with time-sharing systems, CONDUIT,
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was usually able to distribute only very simple materials. ,Recently,
the agency has been moving toward personal computer applications, and
the transportability problems have beconie less Severe.

In recent years, several factors have made it feasible.for larger
production and distribution systems to develop. First,. the cost of,
hardware has come down dramatically, and there are estimates that
improvements in technology will continue to bring the cost of memory
down by approximately 30% annually. In addition, as personal computers
are mass-produced to accommodate increased, consumer demand, the prices
of these units should continue to fall.

In the past, computer-based learning materials were developed and
delivered on the same system. However, future development efforts will
depend on more expensive and sophisticated systems to develop the
materials, which can then be delivered on cheaper systems. -At present,
adequate delivery systems can be purchased for about $5000. Most home
computer systems--in the $1000 price range--are still too crude for
serious learning materials, but technological improvements may soon
make these systems suitable for delivering sophisticated materials.

As computer-based learning becomes more important in the future of
education, which organizations are likely to assume responsibility for
large-scale production and distribution? Several possibilities exist,
each with distinct advantages and disadvantages.

Hardware manufacturers would seem to be logical choices as
production/distribution outlets. Such organizations are already
acquainted with marketing software, since software often becomes a
major ingredient'in selling hardware. Nevertheless, manufacturers have
been reluctant toove into the education market. Most manufacturers
have had little experience with educational materials, and those who
have-had such experience may have been disappointed in the past.
Moreover,-manufacturers may view education as a minor market compared
to the business world.

..

Textbook and audiovisual distributors would alio seem to be
logical choices. These organizations have had experience producing
educational materials, and their marketing systems are already in
place. However, many of these distributors may find the new technology'
unfamiliar or even frightening. Although some distributors are
entering the educational computer market, others remain cautious.

Another possibility is the emergence ofnew companies that will
produce and/or distribute computer-based learning materiels. A few
such organizations already exist (e.g, WICAT), but it remains to be
seen whether or not these companies will be a major force in' the
marketplace;

lAiversity organizations may also contribute to the large-scale
.development of materials. A major advantige of such 'a development
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system is that the faculty has greater control over the production
process than is typical in a commercial arrangement. However, while
universities do handle production well, they are much less efficient in
distributing materials.

Retail computer stores may play-a role in the large-scale
distribution (but not production) of learning materials. However;
these stores have traditionally catered to hobbyists, and their
marketing strategies are geared toward inexpensive home computer
systems and related game software. Consequently, they will probably
play only a minor role in distributing sophisticated learning
materials. Similar limitations-also apply to specialty shops (

bookstores, electronic stores) and department stores.

One interesting organizational structure for producing and
distributing materials was suggested by the Carnegie Commission about
10 years ago. The Commission recommended that the federal government
establish seven national centers whose sole responsibility would be to
produce and disseminate computer-based learning programs. Althbugh the
Commission's proposal.was-based on a timesharing system using mainframe
computers, the concept of the national centers would seem to be even
more effective with the new microcomputer technology. However,
establishing these centers would require massive amounts of funds, and,
to date, no action has been taken.

The final type of organization that might contribute to
large-scale production and distribution efforts is one modeled after'
the Open University in England. _The Open University=is an extension of
the correspondence-school concept. Since the. University does not have.
to .support. a large physical plant, it is able to spend large sums of
money on curriculum development.n Although the-Open Univeriity has not
made much use of computers, theproductionprocess employed by the-.
University provides an excellent model for courseware development., A
similar organization could be established in the.United States, but it

would probably' requipe a great deal of federal financial support.

(The rest of this paper reviews the ETC's system of courseware
development. See the summary'of the first paper in Chaper 6.)

Single vet-sus Multiple Authorship Of Computer-aided Learning Dialogs
.

A group of two or three authors 'Working together will generally
produce better learning material than, a singleauthor working alone.

CHAPTER 7: THE. FUTURE

The seven. papers in this: chapter repeat much of the-inforMatiOn
covered in earlier ohapters. Major points are briefly summarized
beloW: .
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At present, transporting learning materials across
machines )s a real problem. In order to develop programs
that will run on several different systems, authors
usually have to minimize the use of graphics,
file-handling capabilities, and sophisticated input/output
facilities--the features that vary most widely across
computer systems. However, these are also the features
that make good materials so effective.

The UCSD Pascal system holds great proMise for helping to
overcome transportability problems in personal computers.

"Intelligent" videodiscs (i.e., videodiscs controlled by
computers) have tremendous potential for improving
learning materials in the future. However, development
must always be driven by pedagogical considerations, not
by technology.

_Additional research is needed in two major areas. First,.
the various theoretical models of how people learn must be
tested in empirical studies. Such studies should be
media-independent. Second, field research should examine
the effects of various media (e.g., textbooks, computers,
videotapes, films) on learning.

COMMENTS

Learning with Computers is a comprehensive summary of Bork's
philosophy of computer-based learning.. His comments on developing and
distributing learning materials are important, and the book should
probably be required reading for anyone entering the field of
courseware development. HoweVer, the book also raises several
questioni.

First, although Bork's system for developing courseware is very
sound, it- is also ,very expensive. Producing the kind of sophisticated,
interactive programs that Bork recommends requires a major commitment
of resources. He suggests that the federal government should provide
much of the financial support needed for serious development efforts.
However, given the present political climate, such funding is not
likely to be available. I suspect that most of the support_for
developing computer-based materials will come from commercial
publishers who are already active in .the textbook market. It remains
to be seen wheeler or not these publishers will be willing to finance''
the kind of development efforts that Bork recommends.

Second, Bork's Vision of the future downplays the role of schools
and teachers° in learn,ing. He suggests that educational institutions
will underg6"a "revolution" within the next 25 years, as more and more
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courses are offered by,computer, with little or no teacher involvement.However, I am not sure that computers will play so large a role in thefuture of education as Bork claims. Certainly, computers will have animpact, but I am not convinced that this impact will amount to the
revolution that Bork foresees.

Finally, it is not clear how applicable Bork's recommendations areto the field of writing instruction.
The interactive dialogs that hedescribes in the book-seem to work very well in the sciences, where

course content can be readily specified and student responses can be
evaluated with some precision. Writing, though, is not, quite soprecise, and I suspect that different approaches will.be needed in
computer-based composition instruction.
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APPENDIX D

Ed Tech Product Reviews

Statistics Software Package. Comput-
er-based software series of five pro-
grams (Applesoft version reviewed).
Price: ;220 (CP /M version, $350)j;.
Published by Robert R. Belanger,
Ph.D. (private individual), 541 West
Sixth Street, Azusa, California 91702.

Reviewed by: Ann Humes, Member of
the. Professional Staff, SWRL Educa-
tional Research and Development Lab-
oratory, 4665 Lampson Avenue, Los
Alamitos, California 90720.

This set of statistics software is avail-
able for two different systems: The
version in Applesoft. Basic requires
48K RAM, one disk drive, and control-
ler with 16 sector PROMS; the CP/M
version runs in compiled MBASIC and
requires 64K RAM. A printer with
parallel or serial interface is recom-
mended but not required.

The set consists of five.disks that
perform these 'statistical procedures,
with the indicated capabilities and
limitations:

Analysis of Variance (up to ten
factors; up to ten levels for one
factor, nine or less for the oth;
ers; equal cell frequencies; only
two-way .interactions evaluated).
Output includes degrees of free-
dom, mean square, and F ratio
for each main and twoway in-
teraction effect.

Analysis of Covariance (up to
five factors; up to ten levels for
one factor; up to 20 covariates;.
equal or unequal cell frequen-
cies; only two-way interactions
evaluated). Output includes
source, degrees of freedom,
mean square, and _F ratio for
each main and interaction effect.

Factor Analysis (various combin-
ations, including, for example,
up to 60 variables and ten fac-
tors, up to 50 variables and 20
factors, up to 40 variables and
40 factors). Output options in-
clude principal components, var-
imax simple structure, orthogon-
al-powered vector simple struc-
ture, weighted cross-factor sim-
ple structure, oblique reference
structure, latent root, percent of
the variance accounted for by
each factor, communalities, ob-
lique factor intercorrelation ma-
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Discriminant Function (up to
100 variables). Output includes
discriminant function coeffi-
cients, variance of the discrimi-
nant function, F ratio, cutoff
point, and z score cutoff point:

Multip:e. Regression (up to 100
variables). Output includes mil:
tiple correlation coefficient,
standard. error; regression ard
residual tables, F ratio, regres-
sion coeffiCient, mean, standard

. deviation, and intercorrelation.

For both the Analysis of Variance and
the Analysis of Covariance, a formula
is provided so the user,. can assure
himself or herself that the number of
factors and levels, and covariates, if
applicable, does not exceed the pro-
gram iimitatiOns described above.

Each disk, or master diskette, con-
tains programs, or sub-routines, used
to store and.update data, calculate and
display results, and support and inte-
grate the data analysis system. A man-
ual accompanies each master. The
manual briefly describes the particular
statistical procedures on the disk The
manual. also provides a tutorial for
using ,the 'disk, including sample test
data and.test data analysis outputs.

Procedures
All disks were tried out by individu-

als with experience in research, design,
and development. Disks were ex-
amined for their usability with one or
two disk drives, and with and without
a printer.

Operation
After booting the master diskette,

the user configures the program for his
or her own system. The program may
be rzconfigured if the user changes the
system (by adding a printer, for exam-,
pie). If the system configuration is
-satisfactory, the user is presented a
menu that allowshim or her to create
a set of variable diskettes, since data
are stored on blank diskettes to allow
for an unlimited number of cases. The
menu also presents options for adding
a new diskette to an existing set of
variable diskettes, updating or correct-
ing observations, adding observations,
running computational analyses, and
quitting the system. The user may
proceed directly to any of these op-
tions by seleCting the corresponding
number on the menu. When the user
chooses to run a computational analy-
sis, results of the analysis are displayed
on the screen or in hard-copy form
from the, "system printer. When the
selected operation (other than quit-
ting) is completed, the computer re-
turns to the menu.

Evaluation
Although the documentation at-

tempts to explain the statistical proce-
dures, the user needs some knowledge
of statistics in order to understand the
explanation; the sample tests should
not be used without this knowledge
because interpretation errors are possi-
ble if certain assumptions or pre-condi-
tions are not properly fulfilled. Fur-
thermore, the manual needs to be
refined by a professional editor. This
suggestion does not imply that current
documentation is not complete and
comprehensible; it is. Users had no
difficuity operating the programs by
following the author's step-by-step di-
rections. However, an editor could
improve the readability of the prose,
clean up minor mechanical errors, and
improve the layout. Then snap jUdg-
ments about the quality of the prod-
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Ed Tech Product Reviews-

-acct would not be based on its.lack of
'publishing cosmetics.

Each disk loads easily, runs smooth-
ly, and is easy to operate. The operat-
inging procedures are quite consistent
across all five disks, thus facilitating
lase of use. However, some inconsis-
tency in available menu selections
across the five statistical procedures
was noted, which could initially con-
fuse those using the programs with
'different menu formats. Specifically,
the 'user enters .original data in the
Factor Analysis, Discriminant Func-
tion, and Multiple Regression pro-
grams by..making the menu selection
for addingdata observations; however,
the user enters original data in the
Analysis of Variance and Analysis of
Covariance programs by selecting to go
directly to the analysis section.

While, calculations are being per-
forined, the screen provides feedback
to that the ,waiting user knows the
system is working, that it is not shut
down or hung up. The option to
diScontinue data entry is offered at

oftfriequent, appropriate intervals, and for
ost- programs, updating the data can

be accomplished by identifying vari-
ables-to be checked without reviewing
all the data.

Users are generally guided through
the program with simple-to-follow di-
rections. For example, on the Analysis
of Variance disk, the user is requested
to enter the number of replications for
each cell and then the computer elicits.
the appropriate data for each replica-
tion. The only confusion occurred
when the users did not keep records of
both the numbers and names of vari-

.ables.

Two problems with the materials
Were encountered during the review.
The programs could not be configured
for two disk drives. However, this was
only a minor inconvenience. The other
problem occurred when data were
being :toted on the data diskette.
Input was requested when the cu?sor
ergs near the end of the line, but input
at the end of the line caused an error
Message to be displayed on the next
line, folloyed by another request for
OlnPut. The previously rejected input
would then be accepted.

Conclusion
Despite the two problems described

above, which caused inconveniences
rather than impossibilities, the five
disks comprise a package of good
software. They accomplish efficiently
and accurately the computing tasks
they were intended to perform, within
their indicated limitations, Further-
more, this package has been designed
and developed at a quality level of
software that is very easy to operate,
even by non-programming users.

Update,
Since these materials were reviewed
(above) the developer has added two
new programs and has modified the
original programs.

The new programs are "Analysis of
Variance (W & B)" and "Matrix Ma-
nipulation." The "Analysis of Vari-
ance" disk allows both within and
between factors analysis. Furthermore,
this program may be configured for
systems with either one or two disk
drives. The "Matrix Manipulation"
disk allows for addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and inversion of matri-
ces. Unlike the other disks in this set,
"Matrix Manipulation" does not re-
quire a separate data disk. All the data
are manipulated on and output (to
screen or printer) from the master
diskette. These new programs maintain
the good quality of the other disks.

The developer has modified the
other programs so that they can be
configured for systems with either one
or two disk drives. The developer has
also added the option for hardcopy
printouts for all of the program sys-
tems, with the ANOVA programs now
permitting 'the data to be edited and
printed before the main computations
occur. These modifications make the
programs more efficient and flexible
for the user.
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The Statistics Package. Computer-
based courseware. Price: $1 79. 70.
Published by Micro Power & Light
Company, 12820 Hillcrest Road, Dal-
las, Texas 75230.

Reviewed by: Ann flumes, Member,.of
the Professional Staff, SWRL Educa-
tional Research and Development Lab;
oratory, 4665 Lompson Avenue, Los
Alamitos, California 90720

"The Statistics Package" is a set of six
lesson disks, each of which can be used
independently, covering the principal
topics/included in introductory statis-
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tics courses. The disks are 'designed to
run on an Apple II microcomputer
with 32K, Dos 3.2 or 3.3, a single disk
unit, and Applesoft in ROM. For some
disks, a color monitor is required
because differences in graphs are ex-
plained by references to the colors of
the display. User levels for the first
disk are specified as advanced elemen-
tary, high school, and adult. User
levels for the second and third disks
are specified as "high school or be-
yond." User level is not specified, for
disks four to six.

Procedures
All disks in "The Statistics Pack-

age" were tried out by this reviewer,
who is experienced in teaching and in
instructional research, design, and de-
velopment. One or two disks were
tried out by each of several other
reviewers with backgrounds in devel-
opment and/or research. Users' knowl-
edge of the subject matter ranged from
naive to sophisticated.

Program Operation
The program loads easily, runs

smoothly, and is easy to operate. Its
operating instructions make use of
mnemonics (e.g., press m for menu, r
for review), and users control the pace
of the program, reading and respond-
ing at 'their own speed. Users are
permitted to skip operating directions
if they have used the program previ-
ously: To move forward or backward
in the instructional sequence, the user
calls up the menu.

Graphics and Sound Effects
The instructional graphics are rela-

tively well done, usually reinforcing
concepts in instruction or focusing
attention on important elements in the
instruction. In -some cases, however,
the displays are no more effective than
tables or figures in textbooks. Some
graphics need polishing. For example,
in one graph the line for zero is
submerged into the white area below
the numbers and is not visible, yet
zero is a legitimate score:

Flashing is used effectively to focus
on important elements of text. Howev-

,. er, flashing is often overdone: It is not
unusual for three different elements to
flash simultaneously. -This excessive
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flashing often occurs because words
continue to blink after they are no
longer the focus of the instructional
text, thus detracting from the new
focus.

Many graphics intended to be mo-
tivational are questionable for an adult
audience. These graphics can even have
a negative effect; users complained
about the tedious waste of time. For
example, on one disk the "clever"
graphics take nearly 30 seconds to

inappropriate. Some of the "practice"
requires students to input scores of
their own choosing. Then the comput-
er does the calculating and table con-
structing. Entering such data is tedious
and unnecessary, particularly when the
user must enter as many as 50 ,num-
bers, pressing the return key each
time. More appropriate practice would
have the computer generate simple
data sets and let the students do the
calculating. This kind of practice is

construct the word "Menu." And this occasionally presented. Howeyer, the
time-consuming graphic occurs each ------data-are-ofterLso complex that calcula-
time the user calls up the menu. tions must be done off the computer,

The sound effects may be motivat- with either a pencil and paper or a
ing to younger students. However, calculator. Another inappropriate
their use is questionable for older practice exercise requires the students
students because the sounds have little to demonstrate by their answers that
or no relation to the content. They are they can guess what question the
merely intrusive: Users found one computer is asking.
sound effect particularly annoying Sometimes the only practice is, an
the sounds that simulate typing. optional true/false quiz, and many of

the quizzes consist of only two items.
Furthermore, quiz items are usually
either too easy or too silly and inap-
propriate, as is evidenced by these
true/false-items:

The common name for -a
normal curve is a dinga-ling
curve.

Only a fortune teller can
make accurate predictions of
the future.

When students' answer items cor-
rectly, the computer reinforces them
with one of several appropriate re-
sponses. When students answer items
incorrectly, the computer merely in-
forms the'm that thl 7, are wrong and-
should try again. No explanation is
given; no branching to additional in-
struction is provided. On some disks,
students must try again endlessly. On
others, the correct answer is presented
after the student errs several times.
Occasionally, the computer responds
with an insult: "You've got to be
kidding". was the response to a close
guess; "A good choice for someone
like you' was the response to the
user's choice' of an easy rather than a
difficult quiz.

To the program's credit, students
may review at nearly any time during
the lesson. However,, the review does
not provide new ways of looking at
the subject matter; the program simply
presents the same ins-Juctional text,

Introduction
The architecture of the instruction

is reasonable: Instructional objectives
are stated at the beginning of each
disk; the instruction is personalized;
the instruction is followed by assess-
ment; and the siudent may review
material at nearly any point in the
program. However, it is in the in-iple-
mentaticin of the architecture that the
program fails.

The actual instruction is uneven;
simple concepts are sometimes be-
labored, yet difficult and complex
concepts are sometimes passed over
quickly. Some concepts are presented
in long and arduous sections, their
difficulty often untempered by impor-
tant interruptions for practicing the
content. Students read frame after
frame of text that attempts to explain
abstract content , in difficult prose

style. This style consists of an exces-
sive number of passive constructions
and nominalizations and, sometimes,
of awkward syntax. The readability
level in numerous segments is further
sacrificed for "motivating" graphics
and sound effects that, as noted above,
simulate' typing: The text appears on
the screen one letter at a time.

While good instruction includes fre-
quent intervals of practice ot the
content, practice in this program is
infrequent, meager, and sometimes

with minor changes in the graphs or in
the data.

Errors
The disks have a few programming

errors. Disks three, four, five, and six
do not 'personalize the instruction if
the user skips the preliminary operat-
ing instructions. On three of these
disks, the user is called "Ed," and on
one disk, "Student." Another pro-
gramming problem traps users in a

loop atthe end of disk six.
Numerous textual errors were.

_noted. The prose is replete with punc-
.tuation errors of various-types; it has_a
few minor grammatical errors. Num-
bers on a couple of graphs are asym-
metrical. One table displayed a fre-
quency of zero fora score interval of
67-73, yet the highest score obtained
was 72.

Conclusion
"The Statistics' Package" is poor

courseware primarily because it pre-
sents complex content with few op-
portunities for interaction, and that
interaction is often questionable or
trivial. By failing to involve the stu-
dent interactively, the program be-

comes little more than an electronic
textbook. In fact, traditional text-
books have an advantage over this
program in that students can move
back and forth freely among their
pages, studying procedures and exam-
?les, and juxtaposing practice items

/with those procedures and examples in
order to understand the content.

It may be unfair to fault this
program for problems that are com-
mon to much courseware. However,
these problems'must be addressed so
that the quality of computer instruc-
tion improves.

Response by Publiiher
"The Statistics Package" has been and
is a very effective supplementary
teaching tool, It has proven especially
helpful to students needing more time
to study, review, and practice the
basics, at their own speed.

The first three program disks have
been used extensively in high schools.
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The entire set of six disks is now used
in a number of colleges and univer-
sities across the nation.

For these reasons we felt it neces-
sary to reply to the more specific
points and concerns mentioned in the
review:

CONCERN: On one disk the pro-
gram takes too much time to construct
the menu screen. REPLY: This is

being corrected.

CONCERN: The occasional typing
sound-effect is distracting. REPLY:
Some find such occasional sound ef-
fects distracting, while others welcome
the familiarity.

CONCERN: Practice opportunities
are "... meager, and sometimes inap-
propriate." REPLY: At most points
students' may work the practice exer-
cises indefinitely, until they feel com-
fortable with the material. The author
considers the practice materials appro
priate, based on his years of classroom
experience.

CONCERN: At one point the enter-
ing of score data must necessarily be
tedioushaving to enter 50 scores.
REPLY: This is incorrect. The pro-
gram simply invitesthe student to
enter "as many as" 50, but Will accept
but a few.

CONCERN: The occasional true/
false questions posed are poor practice
and quiz questions. REPLY: These are
not intended to serve:as either practice
or quiz questions, They are merely
meant to keep the student attentive,
while simultaneously affording some
light-hearted relief!

CONCERN: On occasion, students
cannot progress in the program until
they enter the correct answer. RE-

PLY: We are not aware of thisprob-
lem. 'Throughout, students may re-
quest review or return to the-menu to
select fheThext topic.
CONCERN: Light-hearted program

responses are often paired with similar
student entries. REPLY: The programs
are now bell reviewed to ensuryhat
no such responses may accidentally be
insulting.

CONCERN.: The program does not
always personalize its responses with
the correct name. REPLY: This may
occur when the normal disk start-up

procedure is bypasseda common
practice when reviewing software, but
not a practice followed by actual
student users.

CONCERN: An apparent loop
problem exists at the end of disk six.
REPLY: We are unaware of any such
problem but are investigating that pos-
sibility.

CONCERN: The disks contain er-
rors in punctuation and grammar. RE-
PLY: As such .errors are brought to
our attention, their correction is

scheduled for inclusion in subsequent
program releases.,

For the most part, the concerns,
expressed in the review are concerns of
style and technique. The more essen-
tial points that the program p:esents
basic statistical concepts and tech-
niques accurately, with good illustra-
tions, and ample practice opportu-
nitiesseem overlooked.

Instructional strategies and teaching
techniques varySu/le, a very subjec-
tive matter, plays a major role. We
intend to honor and keep the author's
style intact, while continually working
to, correct errors znd weaknesses as
they may be discovered and brought
to our attention.

E.E. Frantz
President

Micro Power & Light Co.
12820 Hillcrest Road

Suite 224
Dallas, TX 25230
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Any Disagreements?
Readers who disagree with comments' made
by Ed Tech 'reviewers, based on their own
usage of products reviewed in these pages,
may submit Letters to the Editor for possi
ble publication. '
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ABSTRACT

This report reviews the state of the artof microcomputer technology

with emphasis on its potentlals and limitations for instructional appli-

cations". It also.. deals with specific issues of Importance to the SWRL

microcomputer-based composition Instruction project.
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MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS: A TOOL FOR INSTRUCTION

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

This report reviews. the,. of the art of microcomputer .

.technology -with emphasis on itsoOtentlits.and limitations for

Instructional applications. It also deels with specific issues of

importance to the SWRL microcomputer -based compOsitIon instruction
. i

project. (No familiarity with computer systems is assumed, but the

technical background Introduced in Section. II Is necessary for some of
.

the ensuing discussion. .A computer specialist. will find some of the

technical' background in that section so-simplified as to be

uninformative, and can skip Section II without loss).

I

\ The mIcrocomPuter. come into being as by-product of larger computer

[

systems.. _Larger compUters are typically operated from terminals that

,have a typewriterlike keyboard for input and eithero screen or a
I

printer for outputJ, Large computers can support alarge number of such

.terminals doing different tasks simultaneously. These terminals

usually have at least i4mall 'amount of data storage capacity to buffer

:" .
.

the ebb. and flow,InfOrmation.- More. recently (with the advent of the

microprocessor chip) they have been equipped to do some smaller

information processing tasks themselves to avoid unnecessary use of the

. large compUter. Men processing features are Addecrte_a,"dumb"..

,

terminal, ltiecom7 a "smart" terminal, which is little different from
.

a.stand-ilone micro uteri In fact, it does history little violence
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to say that microcomputers were born when smart terminals began to be

marketed as-stand-alone computers.

In the few years since microcomputers have been widely marketed,

. they have become.complete syitems with a large line of supporting

hardware and software. In fact the line between these smaller systems

and the larger systems that spawned them has been blurred. Some

microcomputer systems can now even support networks of "duva"

terminals.

Microcomputer systems have very recently attracted the attention

of educators as an alternative to the larger computers that were, until

recently, the excluiive means of delivering computerized instruction.

The main attractions of microcomputers are low cost, portability, and

Complete Classroom control of operations and scheduling. The advent of

the microcomputer appears to have restimulated interest in

"computer- assisted instruction. The present report looks at some of

the Characierlstict of microcomputer systems that have sparked this

renewed interest.

Throughout the educational community, there is widespreod evidence

of the new interest In micocomputers: CONDUIT; -a clearinghouse of

primarily college level computerized Instruction headquartered at the

University of Iowa, has recently begun to disseminate programs for

microcomputers; Northwest Regional Education. Laboratory in Oregon

recently established MicroSIFT, cleiringhouse for microcomputer.
,%.

--programs and information for eleMentary and secondar:y schools; 114



locally information from only two vendors indicates that at least

fifteen districts-purchased microcomputers during the past few months.

An example of renewed interest In computers for classrOom use is

the increasing popularity of the Apple microcomputer. The Apple has

been included by the states of Minnesota and North Carolina in their

statewide computerized education services, and by the Province of

British Columbia in Canada. It has also been chosen for computerized

instruction research and development activities of Lawrence Hall of

Science at the University of California in Berkely, California. Bell

and HoWell has begun marketing the Apple computer under its own name.

Six-hundred Apples were recently ordered from Bell and Howell by a

computer consortium centered at the Region IV service center in

Houston, Texas, which serves about one-third of the population of that

state. Bell and Howell supplies materials with its computers that

enable teachers to author their own computerized instruction. The

Apple Computer Company itself will soon offer a special programming

language, PILOT, which can be used to author computer assisted

instruction.

In spite of this renewed interest, a number of Critical problems

stand In waY of widespread, high quality computerized instruction.

Probably the greatest of these is the lack of compatibility among

competing microcomputer systems. As a result, most instruction.for.use

'with microcomputers is prepared, by teachers for their own use or by

other individuals who do not have the large scale resources necessary

to create systematicinstructional.programs. The limitations of
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miceocomOuter systems for Instruction are discussed in Section III Of

this report, but first, In Section II, we establish the necessary

technical background for discusiing microcomputer systems.



SECTION II. A TYPICAL MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

One service the present report attempts to perform Is to provide

educators with a brief description of a typical microcomputer SYstem.

The present section of this report provides such a description. The

system is described here with sufficient detail to support discussions

of it in the balance of the report, but without mention of variants and,

qualifications that would unnecessarily complicate these discussions.

The reader who has limited knowledge of computers may need to return to

this section from time to time to clarify the role of a particular
r,

component in the system.

In this section, we distinguish between "hard4are" and "software."

By "hardware" we mean the set of electronic and mechanical devices that

are linked together to make up a microcomputer system and by "software"

we mean the intangible set of magnetic and electronic impulses that are

programmed into the hardware and stored there to guide the hardware in

performing useful functions. The software shapes and schedules all of

the operations of the system and the hardware executes them.

HARDWARE

A typical micToconputer system is made up of seven more or. less

di:Crete hardware units (Components) plus a it of systemssoftware

that integrates the functions of the hardware components and provides a

practical way for applicatiihtsoftware-e &burger: users to interact

with the system. The seven hardware components are:
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.A central processing unit (CPU) including internal data

storage space (internal memory). We include the most

rapidly accessible types of memory, RAM and ROM, in the

CPU where sane descriptions would not. RAM stands for

"random access Memory" and ROM means "read only memory."

This if explained shortly.

2. A power supply

3. An interface bus and possibly other interface hardware

that relates the CPU to Input and output devices

4. A keyboard

5. A screen

6. A system for using external storage (external memory).

By "external storage" we mean storage typically managed

by hardware component separate from the-CPU. This is

sometimes called "Mass storage."

7. A printer

Listed below is some information about each of these hardware

components. This is follOwed by infOrmatiOn about the systemi

software

The CPU

This is the heart of any system. It processes numerical and

numerically represented alphabetic data. The crucial piece of hardware

within the. CPU is a microprocessor "chip,"* and the .type of chip

sometimes determines whether the system can run a particular

applications proaram.
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Two.familles of chips commonly' used in microcomputer systems are

represented by the-6502 chip used in Apple and Pet computers and by the

8080 and 2-80 chips used in the TRS-80 and in many business.

microcomputers.

Two types of rapidly accessible storage (memory), RAM and ROM, are

associated with the CPU component. The full designation of RAM,

"random access memory", is not very descriptive of its actual function.
.

RAM provides temporary storage space for software and working space for

processing. ROM (read only memory)' is typically fully programmed at

the factory and cannot be added to. It is used for primarily for

systems software, which wee. discuss later below.

A stricter definition of the CPU might not include these memory

components, but for our purposes RAM and ROM should be thought of as

"internal" storage, intimately associated with the CPU. Later below we

distinguish "external" storage. from "internal" storage. 8y our

definition, "external" storage is typically an external physical
4

component while internal storage is physically a part of the component

that houses the CPU..

Various peripheral devices allow data to be entered into RAM

-(internal) storage. These data are processed by the CPU while in RAM

and the size-of. the RAM inikilobytes (K) sets liMits. on how much data

can be processed et one time. ROM storage comes from the manufacturer

with information in it that helps the systim.to operate, and no new

data is normally input to ROM once it has been programmed,'although one

version of this type of Storage, programmable. ROM or PROM, can be



programmed by the user and then left resident in the CPU like...other

ROM. That is to say, the major difference between RAM and ROM storage

is that information stored -in ROM is a permanent feature of the system

while information in RAM storage is lost whenever is replaced by new

data, or when the system is turned off. To save data from. RAM, it is

necessary to deliver it to some type of external storage or to print

it.

The Power Supply

The power supply converts well current into the proper type of

power for the system. A single power supply contained in the same box

as the CPU usually delivers,enough power to support all of the

components of the system. When extra components are planned,,it is

important to know if this power supply will support them.

The Interface System

This may be called a "bus." In any case, it determinet what input

and output components are compatible with the, CPU. Interface, hardware

can often added to the system to make it compatible with more

devices, such as particular printers or external data storage devices..

The Keyboard

This is the principal input device for most microcomputer systems

used for education and small-business applications. It may be something

like a calculator pad or-it may be more like a. typewriter possibly with

a pad as well.
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The Screen

This and the printer are the two most common display devices. The

screen may be colof (for graphics) or monochrome. It is typically

from nine to twelve inches across, measured diagonally. Interfaces are

available for using a regular television seta

The External Storage System

External storage space can be much larger than internal RAM and

ROM storage. Also, it is permanent, whereas RAM is not, i.e.,

information in RAM is lost when the system is turned off, but

information in external storage is filed there for as long as the user

needs it. The main disadvantage of external storage over RAM is that

access to it can be much slower than access to RAM. Some of the kinds

of information that an educational user may want to keep in external

storage are systems software, pupil records, indexes and dictionaries

of information, text such as tests, worksheets, report forms, and

applications programs that will enable the system to manipulate these

and other data.

As we noted under the description of the CPU above, we are

considering RAM and ROM storage to be "Internal" and storage which is

typically located outsidg the CPU component to be "external". Another

name for what we are calling external storage is "mass" storage.

Types of external storage media for small systems are:

1. Cassette tape

2. Floppy disks

3.' Hard disks
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Cassette tape is inexpensive but very slow. it is necessary to

wind serially along the tape to look for a particular piece of data,

and many minutes are added to some frequent applications by this

process. This is the external storage medium for many small systems in

classrooms today, but it is assumed throughout this report that

cassette storage is inadequate for most serious educational

applications.

Floppy disks and hard disks are similar to phonograph records.

They are "read' from and "written" to by means of a disk drive, which

is something like a small record player in an enclosed box. The disk is

inserted manually into the drive and inside there is an arm that

reaches out rapidly to an exact data location while the disk is

spinning, whenever data is needed.

Floppy disk systems are much less expensive than hard

disks--hundreds compared to thousands of dollars. Smaller size (5 1/4

inch) floppies store from 90 thousand to 300 thousand alpha/numeric

characters each, and most applications can access the information they

need from,this type of storage without inconvenient delay. On the

other hand, hard disk systems are available for about four thousand

dollars that will store over ten million characters 'and access this

information even more rapidly than floppy disk systems. For a price,

much larger hard disk systems are available for microcomputer systems.

This is made more attractive by, the fact that e.practical means has

recently been ieveloped that allowi up to sixty-four microcomputer
. .

. .

Systems to share:a single large hard disk; provided they are within a
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one thous*nd foot radiJs. One such system is manufactured by Nestor

Corporation in Palo Alto, California.

The Printer

There are two types of printer, differing in cost, speed, and

print quality. The first type is a dot-matrix printer, which is fast

(e.g., 80 to 150 or more characters per second), and-can be less

expensive than the other type (8750.00 to 83,500.00 or more),*but

delivers only moderate quality print. The other type is a letter

quality printer, which is usually much slower (15 to 45 characters7per.

second) relatively expensive (83000.00 or more), but delivers high

quality print.

in many applications, one printer can be shared by several'

microcomputer systems. This is much more simply accomplished than

sharing

disk storage.

THE SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

Software, supplied by the manufacturer provides the system with

operations for controlling the external data-storage component,

translating applications programs into machine language (the impulses

understood by the CPU), interacting with peripheral components (some'of

which may have their own 'systems software), and generally running the

system.

A "monitor" It the Most-fundamental part of the systems software.

It is always stored permanently in ROM storage and is -operational' as

soon as the system is turnetion.it.permits the user to load additional



-software from.diSk or tape, which prepares th for running

'applications programs or otherwise interacting with the user.

The systems Software, as we.have,defined it here, also Supplies

.the system with's "higher-level language" that is used to perform many

tasks, such as creating more software, executing applications software;,,,,,

-and generally "talking to" the CPU without using the much more

difficult machine language of the microprocessor chip. Some common,

higher -level languages are PASCAL, BASIC and FORTRAN. BASIC is the One

most coMmonly used for instructional prograMs. Any application

-written in,BASIC or any other higher-level language will be compatible

with any microcomputer system that is supplied with the appropriate

version of the higher level language in which the program is written.

This assumes that the program has no machine language components and

does not have to refer to a particular systems software in order to

"read" or "write" data from-external storage.

One of the limitations of microcomputer Systems for educational

Use that we'discuss in more detail, later is the lack of compatibility

among systeMs. As we just saw, the higher -level language capability of

the system is one major determinant of compatibility. Besides this

feature, the most important feature'of the systems software in

determining compatibility. with other system4 is the program that

controls the operation of the tape or disk hardware. All applications

OrogrSms that require information to be "read" from or wrftteh" to

, external Storage w111 be dependent on thissoftware inew111 not. run on

s. system with different systems software.
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TYPICAL PHYSICAL CONFIGURATIONS OF COMPONFN7S

The CPU, power'supply,'end principal interfaces are usually

supplied in the same unit, often with a fan for cooling. Some systems

are built with the CPU, a screen, the keyboard and an external storage

system also in this single unit, the printer being the only separate

-.-component.,..

The keyboard and the CPU (with power supply and Interfaces) are

often built as a single unit with screen, disk drives and printer

separate.

MORE ABOUT COSTS

Depending partly on the amount of storage, the CPU, with a power

supply and interface system, can cost less than one thousand dollars

and. up to $3,500.00 or. more.

Many business and education systems without a printer cost from

::.about S1',300.00 to around $8,500.00, depending primarily on the Amount

of CPU storage, and the type and amount of external storage. Hard disk

Systems can increase this cost considerably. Printers vary in cost

from several hundred to several thousand dotlirs, depending mostly on

print Quality and speed.

These figures are intended to give some idea of the range of cost

of microcomputer systems, but they are not indended for serious

budgeting. A specific Piston hat can be purchased for approximately
. .

)

'$6,000.00 is'elescribed in Part'C of Section V.

\
.
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If a computer.cOnsultant or programmer needed to create

customized applications software, the cost of a system can

easily more than double.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS'

Besides the components of a typical microcomputer system described

above, many additional input and output devices are available at a

reasonable cost. These:"peripherals" are substantially cheaper for the

popular education systems than for systems primarily used by

businesses. Some examples of re1atively inexpensiveperipherati

available for systems like Apple are:

graphics boards that input drawings or tracings so that

they can be manipulated, and calculation's can be done on

their shapei and sizes.

light,pens for interacting directly with kformation on

the screen (as in responding-to multiple choice

questions).

system for creating and playing music.

devites that read marksense test forms, bar codes,

punched cards. One recentilriish prOduct even enables the

system to read short sequenCes hand printed on a small

pad.

interfaces that allow computer. programs to interact with

programs recorded on video disks.

interfaces that operate electromechanical devices.
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I

41 an InexpensiVe phonemic voice synthesizer for Apple

computers.

In exploring the potential of microcomputer systems for

educational use, we Say very little about these "bells and whistles

We look. at a few of them again in Part C of Section V in regard.to

possible. uses that the SWRL composition project might have for them.

APPLICAtION PROGRAMS

By "applicationi_programs" we mean all software that does useful

things outside the System itself. For instance, application programs

enable microcomputer systems to present instruction, perform

calculations edit'text, keep and manipulate records, fill out forms,

and simulate aompleX real world systems. Applications softWare is

distinguished hire from the systems softWare described earlier, which

performs functions within the system. Most applicatiOils softWare is

acquired on tape or disk,. copied from printed listings, or created by

the user.,
i

Applications software that is intended for instructional use is

sometimes termed "courseware", but we do not use that term here

I

because, in our view, Much of the software intended for business and

other uses also has potential instructional uses and the term

"Courseware" is narrowly associated by sane with a particular type of

("programmed") instruction.
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SECTION III. LIMITATIONS

In this section we examine some aspeits of current microcomputer

hardware and systems software that appear to place limits on the use of

microcomputers for instruction. Then in Section IV we lOok at the

potential of microcomputer systems for instruction. In the current

state of the art, there are two principal kinds of limitation on the

use of microcomputers for instruction: their complexity of operation

and their lack of inteicompatibility.

COMPLEXITY Of OPERATION

Uf is tempting to conclude from the advanced State of the art of

computer herdware and its receptly.much reduced cost that ill that

stands in theway of more general classroom use of computers is the

lick of appropriate applicationsprograms. However, there are serious

limitations on the usefulness of computers as an instructional tool.

One of these is that relatively-complex new skills must tie learned in

order to operate microcomputer systems. Some teachers have a general

impressioh.that compUter technology is inaccessible, and any complexity

of operation tic:pears to reinforce this impression. In any case, it is a'

common observation in discussions of the future of computers. in the'

classrOom.that many teachers experience considerable anxiety when

confronted with this tool.

New equipment is more likely to be well received when it is

acqUired in response to current needs and when the complexity of the

routines for Operating the system is minor relative to the importance

589
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of the instructional function it fulfills. In these respects; the

introduction of microcomputers into a classroom often presents

substantial problems. Microcomputers are inherently complex machines,

but at the same time their potential for meeting instructional needs is

very great. A major challenge to the developer of microcomputer-based

instruction is to find ways of simplifying the operation of the

equipment while at the same time exploiting its potential.

While addressing this challenge, the developer need not compound

the difficulty by designing instruction which is more innovative than

required by the new computer medium.. The new computerized instruction

can be designed to fit_intocurrent instructional practices without

requiring these practices to be substantially modified. Furthermore,

the new computerized instruction can be limited to satisfying need...

that are already recognized, either implicitly or explicitly, by

students and teachers. If the large potential of the computer for

solving global instructional problems eventually leads the

instructiOnaldeveloper to feet that teachers and students can be

better served by substantial innovations in the overall instructional'

program, then the developer might consider two stages of computer-based

instruction. The first stage, to be introduced at the same time the

new technology is introduced, would require only minimal changes 11

non-computerized instruction and would clearly fulfill currently. .

recognized instructional needs. Then the second stage, postponed until

teaCheri and students had become familiar with the new tool, could

530
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introduce computer-based components that presuppose changes in the

overall instructional system.

Whatever else designer/developers do to meet the challenge of

Introducing computers into the classroom, they must accomplish three

basic goals. Firit, newly introduced computer based instruction musts

meet currently recognited needs. Second, it must be integrated into

the overall instructional system. And finally, it must be useable with

minimum attention to hardware and software operating requirements.

Now let us turn to a more immediate kind of complexity introduced

by the microcomputer and Suggest something that might be done about

Let us assume that the educational 'user wants to use a microcomputer

System for an application such as word'processingkeeping and sorting

records, or Interacting with a computerized component of an

instructional program. In order to perform one of these operations on

litypitil.microcomputer system with disk storage, a student or teacher .

would have to:

1. Turn on the system

2. Place an appropriate disk into the disk drive

3. Type in 4 command to.load software into RAM

4. Press a key to execute the command

Besides these four steps, some of the following steps may be

required:

5. The command in step 3 may load only systems software and
ro

another command may be required to load the desired

application.

591
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6. In some cases, the Command in step 4 loads a programming

language that is necessary _for running the application,

and still another command is required to load the

application itself. This last command may require two

steps, one to put the system into a command mode and one

to load the application.

. Once the application is loaded, another command is

typica!ly required to execute it.

8. An additional command is required when changing to a

different application. If the software required for the

new application is not on the disk (or disks) currently

in 'the disk.drive(s), then the appropriate disk must be

found and placed in a drive before the 'Mil/ command to

load is issued.

One of the apparent problems for the teacher or student is

remembering the various commands. Another is the intrusiveness of

these computer operations in the normal flow of instruction.

Systems that are popular for classroom use, like the Apple, TRS-80

and PET, eliminate the need for steps 2 through 4. When these systems

are turned on, a BASIC language capability is immediately available.

This BASIC is customized for each of the systems to allow applications

such as drawing graphics on the screen to be controlled directly from

the'OASICSeftware.Further eeplicationS are loaded from disk in the

usual way, and in some cases. the load c\ommand alio causes the

:_applicption to execute.
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There is no reason why a regular business microcomputer cannot be

made Just as simple to operate as the Apple, TRS-80 and PET. In fact,

such a system could easily be customized for some particular set of

educational. applications In such a way that it would be.even easier to

-use for those purposes than an unmodified popular classroom system.

One way to accomplish-this would involve the following two fairly.

simple steps.

.a. Program a PROM (a programmable ROM) so that, when

directly plugged into or otherwise added to the system,

it causes a larger special program to be loaded from disk

when the system is turned on. The hardware to program

the PROM is not expensive, but In any case there are

services that do this.'Some microcomputersysteMs are

supplied with a PROM programming feature.

b. .Progrim the larger, disk-based special program so that

when it is automatically loaded it will find, load, and

start a particular instructional applitation. One

feature of this special progr4m could be to display a

menu of available applications with an invitation to type

in a choice. The special program would then execute that

choice. Any helpful prompts that might.facilitate.this

process could be included. For Instance, if the chosen

application were not on the disk(s) currently in the eisk

drive(s), a prompt could. give the name or number of the
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required disk. This step (step b) could be

accomplished simply by very straightforward programming.

THE COMPATABILITY PROBLEM

The principal limitation on widespread dissemination of high

Auality microcomputer programs is probably the lack of compatibility

.among systems. The principal functions of microcomputer system that

lack standardization or otherwise create compatibility problems ;ire:

1. Machine Languages

Each microprocessor chip has its own way of dealing with the

electrical impulses by means of which the CPU does its processing.

Three chips currently dominate the microcomputer markets of interest to

us here, the Intel 8080, the 2ilog 2 -80, and the MOS Technology 6502.

The machine language instructions, for the 2 -80 are a superset of those

for the 8080 and so the latter is "upward compatible" with the former,

but the 6502, which. Is used in Apple and Pet systems, has a distinct

::Axachine language.

'All microcomputer processing is dont in machine language.

Higher-level language instructionsmust be translated into the machine

language.of the particular system before they can be executed. For

this reason, programs Written in machine language are more efficient

than higher-level language programs. Some types of application such as

word processing and complex sorting operations are not practical unless

written In a particular machine language, andio these programs are

system dependent;
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2. Disk Operating Systems

An important port of the syitems software of each microcomputer

system is the DOS, or.disk operating system, It enables the system to

read and write information to and from external disk storage.

Unfortunately, there is no standard for disk operating systems. Both

the disk hardware and the associated systems software create

compatibility problems..

3. Interfaces

Some systems do not have the necessary interfaces to make use of

.various types.of useful peripheral equipment, although such interfaces

can frequently be added to the system without excessive cost.

4. Higher-Level Languages

BASIC, PASCAL, and other higher-level languages are independent of

the machine languages they implement. It is only necessary for the

particular system to have a resident program to translate them

(technically either "compile" or "interpret" them). But there are

various "dialects" of each language that cause compatibility problems.

Also, seine Manufacturers add idiosyncratic features to the higher-level

language supplied with their system, causing programs containing those'

features to.be'exclusive to the particular system. A more fundamental

incompatibility results when a program is written in a version of a

higher-leirel language that requires too large an interpreter for the

RAM.slze of particular system.
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The compatibility problem appears to have caused some purchasers

to select certain popular components over others in such a way as to

informally establish a sort of standard system. This has happened in

the business market and to some extent among serious hobbyists, but not

in the education market, which Occupies the lower end of the price

range and is not yet sensitive to any widespread availability of

software. Thus we find three highly idiosyncratic systems- -Apple,

Pet, and IRS-80- -in the classroom.

The typically somewhat more exclen.-ive "standard" microcomputer is

wo-th our consideration, however, both because of the applicatiorti,

like word processing, that are available to it, and because a

modification has recently become available for Apple which adds to it

some of the important characteristics of the "standard" system. in

Section1/, we see how the SWRL project can have both Apple and

"stancare" compatibility.

It. should be noted that the "Standard" system to which we refer

here is by no means an official standard, nor does it have many.

completely compatible representatives. It is a set of components which

have gained market acceptance and for which many valuable applications

. have been written. Systems may have some or all of these components.

Many otherwise excellent systems are not not compatible with this

.so-called standard system.
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The principal characteristics of the "standard" systim are:

1. It uses C/PM brand or C/PM-compatible systems software

because this is by far ttie. most widespread operating

system.

2, It uses an 8080,or 240 microprocessor because. C/PM

requires, one of these.

Ittypically.has two floppy disk drives. There-is an IBM.

standard format for writing data onto these .disks, but no

standard of data density, so this remains en obstacle to

wider compatablilty. Material can becopied from one

disk to another via an interface between.disk drives or

from one machine to another using the ASCII standard

data - transfer format used for telephone data transfer,:

4. It has an ASCII standard typewriter like keyboard. The

Apple keyboard, for example, is not standard.

5. The screen displax 80 columns by at least" 24 lines of

characters. The Apple, for instance, displays only 40

characters across the screen.

. It has an S-I00 bus interface system to take advantage of

the large amount of peripheral equipment (e.g. printers)

that are compatible with this interface system. This

characteristic is not essential for compatibility but

desirable. The Apple, for instance, must be modified to

accept seme.S-100 compatible' peripheral hardware.

We return to the compatibility problem In SeCtion V.
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SECTION IV. THE POTENTIAL OF MICROCOMPUTERS FOR INSTRUCTION'

In this Section, we consider both the general instructional

potential .of microcomputer systems and specific types of instruction

that it might be useful to computerize. This discussion is directed

both to the general need for computerized instruction and to the

specific case of the SWRL composition project. SWROs'selection Of

specific aspecti of compositlon.instructionto computerize will follow

from an analysis, which. Is currently in progress, of the types of

instruction -.needed for composition skills. .Meanigisile we attempt to-

anticipate the interests of SWRL project. The ideas included here

should be considered only as beginning points' for stimulating..

discussion among instructional researchers and developers:

This 4ection in In three. Parts: Part A, Microcomputers Versus:

Larger SystamsrPart B, Existing Computer4 sed Instruction; and Part

C,' Unrealized'Potential.

PART A. MICROCOMPUTERS VERSUS LARGER SYSTEMS

With the advent of hard disks and networks that share disk

storage, 'microcomputer systems can perform many tasks; that were until

Very recently limited tcOarger systems. Advantages of microcomputers

over the larger systems besides cost, Include the following:

--41. The microcomputer Is very flexible. It can function on

the one ,hand as -an independent.computer,. or on the other

hand as a member Of a distributed network, sharing storage

598
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with other microcomputers or. acting as a timesharing

terminal, ins(' system that includes a large computer.

When a user,employs several microcomputer systems instead

of a single larger-system with terminals, the components

of the microcomputer systems are interchangeable, and it

is unlikely that all syttems will be inoperative at once.

All systems must be expected to be inoperative from time

to time.

Vmicrocomputer system that uses "memory mapped video" to

deliver information to the video screen luilhge procedure

called "direct, memory access ") is fester for some word

processinooperations.than one.that delivers this

inforMation to a terminal. Memory mapped video also .

.a4olds a screen flicker that some users find objectionable

when doing microcomputer. word processing. This type of

interconnection between the screen and the CPU (sjound in

many microcomputer systems but Itsis not used on larger

computers: A disadvantage of this feature is that such a

System does not readily accept substitute terminals.

Wher "timesharing" on a largercomputer (the standard mode

of interactive operation on a ltrgecomputer) the user
o

sometimes experiences, substantial slowdowns in'-operation

and even has to wait. to get on line. This problem was the'

..mainHcOmPlaint. of tfItchers Using the State of Minnesota,

timesharing System and contributed to's decision io .

4
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Include microcomputer services in the Minnesota
o

Educational Commputing.Consort40m4

Many powerful applications that require peripheral

hardWareare available for use with microcomputers at a

small friction of the cost of similar equipment for larger

computers. For example, graphics, voice synthesis, video

interface, and music composition are not usually thought

to be practical for instruction based in larger. computers,

but are available at mere-reasonable costs for use with.

microcompUters.

This is not to say that larger computers can be replaced. For

very Norge record-keeping and accounting tasks, for tasks that require

extensive calculations, for extensive. timesharing, and for many other

purposes, microcomputers cannot compete with full scale computers.

PART 6.,,EXISTING COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION.

It is generally agreed that the. current state 'of the art.of

computer4ased-instruction is primitive. Much of what is available is

an adaptation of the stimulus-response format of the programmed

instruction of the 1950's. and 60't: ,COMputer games hive also been

adapted to instructional purposes. Computers are used successfully' in

both,elementery and Secondary,zepools,Wteach about. themselves--a

subject referred to as "computervl4eracy". Some computerized math

and silence instruCton 4s quite successful and a few.very-ireative

applications have been developed for other subjects, particularly at

the college level.-



A few programs are offered through established commercial Sources.

For Instance, California Computer Corporation In Palo Alto offers drill

and practice programs with extensive recordkeeping features in a

variety of elementary school subjects. -Their system is based in a

larger (mini)computer with timesharing terminals. This system has been

used Successfuly, for example, by Los Nietos Elementary District, in

Santa Fe Springs, California, for a number of years.
3

Microcomputerbased programs, on the other hand, are typically produced

-by individuals, usually by teachers for .their own use, and

disseminated, if at all, through various informal networks such as

clubs, newsletters, features in computer magazines, etc. These

-microctimputer-based instructional programs typically take the form of

drill and practice and instructional games.

ACcording to one view, computerized-initruction canlot be expected

tO'become systematically itecfrated"into overailAnstructionalptograms

nor can it be expected to be of high quality, unless it Is created by a
I

I

,

large4scale instructional development effort, and it is .not currently

profitable to marshal! such\an effort. In any case, widespread high

I

quality cOmputer-assisted Instruction does mma exist: The reason

should be apparent from the limitations of microcomputer systems'

discussed earlier. in this report,'especjally.the compatibility

limitation.

The present report is not-i review of the.qtate of the art of.

computerassisted instruction: We are concerned'here-with the

Instructional potential of microcomputer systomi. Once SWRI.,,has
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microcomputer system,see will be able to review current programs, but

from what we have seen so far, most development work lies In the

future. It remains for future computerized instruction efforts to

seriously address instructional needs beyond the need for students to

learn about computers themselves onto be motivated by the novelty of

computer equipment to participate in programmed drill and practice.

PART C. UNREALIZED POTENTIAL

As contrasted with current, practices in computerized instruction,

.
potential applications seem almost limitless. Even if we were to

.consider only the classic type of computerassisted InstruCtlint

adapted from the once popular programmed instruction used'in teaching

machines and programmed textbooks, it is now possible to program much

more sophisticated sequences, sensitive to more variables in the

instructional environment. For example, at any step in the-Instruction.

the computer could react differently to the same response from two

different studentst.depending on differences in the students' academic.

profilist cultural backgroUnds, bilingual proficiencies, etc. This

highly personalized instruction could then be supported by automated

,audio; video, color,graphics, animation, electromechanical deVices, or

other "bells and whistles".

in this Part we discuss'some specific ways of using the computer

to. deliver instruction. These suggestions are not intended to be

definitive. They are intended as'a.meani of starting a dialog within

'composition instruction staff and elsewhere about the potential of

microcomputer systems for seeting.instrucOonal: objectives.

602.



1. Programmed Instruction

One of the most common uses of computers for instruction derives

. from the once popular "programmed instruction". In the beginning,

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) assumed the

stimulus- response - reinforcement format of programmed instruction. This

'method .had been used in the fifties and, sixties with programmed

textbooks and teaching machines to deliver instruction in steps or

"frames," a technique consistent with popular learning theories of the

time. Computers lend themselves easilyto this instructional format:

They can deliver a Atimulus on a screen or in other ways, accept the

student's response from typewriter keyboard or other input.device,

and compare the response to a stored set of potsible responses..

Depending on. the response, the,computer can then supply appropriate

reinforcement. Also,-the computer program can choose the.pext "frame"

Of the instruction to suit the student's response,

In spite of the fact that programmed instruction is no longer as

well. received as it once was, a large part of 'current computerized

instruction uses this forMat. A typ ical.use is for multiple-choice

questions with loops back through pre4loui instruction when incorrect

responses are given. The programmed-instructicin format is encouraged

by programMing aids.sUch as the:higher-level lanivale, PILOT, that make

It easy'for teachers to'aUthor CAL, Existing CAI programs in the

programmed instruction format.do not typically exploit very much. of the

potential of the microcomputer. The program often requires only a



"yes" or "no" response and seldom allows a choice among more than three

or four alternativei.

One kind of unused potential in this format is evident in everyday

use of the SOLloicrocomputer at SWRL. This modest 32K RAM

microcomputer system can find a requested sequence of up to forty

- characters within a text of over two thousand words and display it on

the screen without any,perceptible delay. An adaptation of this

feature (which uses machine language) would permit the SOL to almost,

instantly react to student responses up to forty characters.itng after..

comparing the response with at least three hundred possible responses.;

This is probably enough comparison to permit the instructional designer

to allow complete freedom of response to carefUllyselected stimuli,

producing a very natural dialog between the student and the computer.

In discussions of other types of instruction below, this technique of

comparing responses with a file is pursued further.

Authors of programmed instruction and other CAI have begun to

embellish it with the 'various "belts and Whistles" that have recently

become available for classroom microcomputer systems.- These permit the

reinfortement step of classical CAI to be in the form of musical tones,

synthesised speech, graphics (including color), and animation. These

"bells and whistles" are particularly suited to the nextAype of

instruction we examine: Instructional games.

2. Instructional games and Simulations

Instructional gamesare. a recent. spinoff from the hodti computer

games market. Most of these computer games can bethought of as simple

604,
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Instances of the very sophisticated technique of computer simulation.

In general, inything for which a precise model can be constructed can

be simulated by computer. Games are typically used in Instruction as

entertaining ways of practicing basic skills. More sophisticated

computer simulations display complex processes such as ecological,

physical, or social systems and allow the user to interact with them..

A composition instruction program could probably benefit by

constructing computer simulations of language processes, ,although this

effort may be beyond the scope of the SWRI. project. For instance., one

could determine a few of the more important variables involved in

communicating a description of an object or process. A computer

simulation of this process could be modelled after research in

'convergent communication" where the process is typically oral and the

participants have a screen between them, so the communicator is not

able to refer visually to the, objector process. In our case, the

computer would be one of the participants and student responses would

be in writing. The need to .communicate without diectic.reference is

even more important to writing than to oral communication. The

suggested convergent communication could designate a writing task

.related.to an actual object or process in the student's possession: To

keep the simulation suffitiently simple, the task could be directed by.

prompts that would guide the, student's responses to keep them within

the bounds of a model. The computer could then evaluate the

effectiveness of.the composition according to criteria io the model,

and provide instruction
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In those aspects of convergent communication the student did not manage

well.

3. Personalized instruction

The ccimputer,typically personalizes instruction by reacting

Appropriate\ly to.the student's particular responses. Another dimension.

of personalization could be added by supplying the computer with

i nformation \*bout the student other than hii or her responses to the

I The teacher might.want to keep student.recerds in a

itomPuter file many case. At the elementary level, for instance, the
I

1

',typical studert record could be extended to Include such personal
\

attributes as favorite color, brothers and sisters, pets, hobbies, etc.

The computer could then engage in a personalized dialog with the

\ \ '
Student that would require the Student to mike relatively complex

Written responses.. It seams likely that the specialist in composition

instructi
1 n could make use of such dialogs for instruction.

rKeeprg and using files of the type envisioned here Is a normal

data management function of computers. A particular student record

would be Qf a size that could easily fit into microcomputer RAM along

withthe nstructional program Ind working space for interactive

.More complex versions of such a program might require reference .to
II

small dictionarietof words and phrases stored on disk that wouid-bi

moved in and out
\

of RAM. as needed for comparison with student.

_responses. Systems with rapid access to large amounts of external

storage (hard'disk storage) could hand!e comparisons to lists of

606
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thousands of alternative responses. As indicated in the discussion of

programmed,instruction, the semantic domains of these comparison files

would have to be limited to stimulus domainsth relatively well

bounded sets of possible responses. For personalized instruction,

relatively small domains such as colors or breeds of dog would be

useful. A computer statement like, "Sorry, I don't know what '--'

means," could take care of unusual responses.

A personalized dialog program such as this could make use of

existing word processing and list-processing software. Word processing

would enable the student to construct and edit complex responses, while

list - processing would insert personal references into the computer's

side of the dialog. Special routines could enable the computer tc.

react appropriately to kinds of pets, numbers of brothers and sisters,

and other information in the student record. For a composition

program, learning could be centered in the process of creating

responses.

One value of this type of personalized inttructIon would be that

Instructional programs could be tailored to particular cultural

backgrounds. The referencei, motivating forces, and familiar contexts

of a particularculture could be mode avOlable selectively, depending

on the background of the student'using the program and his or her

personal reactions to the included cultural features.

A principal limitation on this and many other possible

Instructional uses of the. computer is the size of the effort required

to design and progrom the application. One possibilty would be to

607
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employ- existing software for major parts of the effort. For instance,

readily availablelistprocessing program is-sufficient for-

persorializing.computer messages by a process similar to filling in the

address and salutation On form letter.- But, in. general, most of the

suggestions made here would require loge amount of original design

and programming.

4. Creative Writing with a Word Processor

One of the principal reasons for including an investigation of.

microcomputer applications in the current SWRL composition project was

the possibility of making available to students the creative potential

Of word processing. There is noquestIon' that word processing is a

powerful tool thatcould, under the proper circumstances, be'a powerful

aid-to instruction. However, it is not as obvious is it might seem how

this tool should be included in eomposition.instruction. In order to

appreciate this probleM,.we -need to take a closer look at the possible

functions of this tool in the general society.

Word processors are rapidly becOming a necessity in thi business

world. Although there is- sane resistance to the changes they impose on

.secretarial staff, they will ultimately replace othermethods of

typing, editing, andlormetting documents. Educators can be'certain of

a coming.need for training in,word processing skills, -at least for

secretaries.

'Secretarial use of word processors is not the same as using them

'to create original documents,,however. Writers (authors,

professionals, managers,. etc.) have different Word processing

608-
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requirements than secretaries have. Secretaries are typically

concerned with converting an existing document into a finished product.

Mere, straight typing and powerful print-formatting functions are most

important. The editing needs of secretaries are more'mechanical than

those of writers, so the secretary can tolerate more complexity in'

exchange for better formatting capability, even though this mey,intrude.

Into creative editing. Writers need a somewhat different set of

functions in a word processor than those needed by secretaries. Writers

need to have a broad overview of document in progress. For this they

need as much text on the screen at one time as possible, or even on

multiple screens. Other important features that help maintain on

overview of the writing task include space for the entire document in

RAM, the abiiity..to !'scroll" very quickly from one'point to another in

the document and a "search" function that'will instantly find any

specified heading or other phrase in the document. Writers need

powerful, simple-to-use editing functions such as insert, delete, and

block movement, but complex print-formatting operations only get in the .

writer's way.

Turning to the use of.word processors in composition instruction,

.
one of the first questions is, would it be desirable to.require

students to lump to type as a prerequisite to creative writino? One

current argument slys that computers with typewriter keyboards will be

.

so ubiquitous within a few years that there ii. now a bisic need for

"computer literacy," which InclUdes typing skill. Whether this is true

or not, one straightforward usesOf word kocessors in instruction would

609
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be to familiarize students with computer operation and lo teach

secretarial and-typing skills. They could also be used as a powerful

tool to facilitate complex writing tasks, but students'would first have

to learn typing and become familiar with a relatively complex set of

computer operations.

Once,the decision'is made to use word processors in instruction to

facilitate the task of the writer (as contrasted with the secretary),

then authors of computerited instruction have a powerful tool for

guiding the composition process. They might want to consider

programming the computer to be sensitive to the syntactic and semantic

content of the composition. This is possible within limits. It is not

possible for the computer to Judge the appropriateness or effectiveness

of unconstraine4 creative input, becaute-the gramMatical and other

determinants of these characteristics are.complex and poorly .

understood., It would probably be possible, however, to formulate

writing tasks that are sufficiently constrained to peimit computer

evaluation of the syntax and even some of the semantic content of

relatively complex responses.

One possibility for the SWRL project would be to program existing

word processor software with prompts to guide the student threUgh steps

in a compositon task. This would bypass the large programming task ..

Invoived in writing.word processor software and permitthe project to

focus on_questions about the effectiveness of different ways of using

this tool. In writing'instruction. It might even be posssible to make

some-of the prompts sensitive to the student's syntactic or semantic'

610
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Input to increase the instructional power of this approach. There is

available particular word processing program called Magic-Wand which

lends itself to this type of customization.

In deciding to use an existing word processor prograM--ioftware

that is typically written in machine language and delivered on a

disk--one must consider the compatibility of the software with the

system on which it is to be used. Some word processor programs will

.run on a variety of systems (e.g., WordStar and Magic-Wand), while

others are completely machine dependent (cy. the Vector Graphic system

and probably the forthcoming Apple III system).' Some of those written

specifically for Apple II do not operate like a standard system because

they have to work with a keyboard without lower case letters and'',

screen width of only 40 characters. Programs written for Apple It

include Supertext, Write-On II, Apple Writervand Easy Witer.

At present, the few good' word processor programs that are

available for use on more than one microcomputer system operate under.

CP/M systems software and are written in machine language for 8080 and

2-80 microprocessors. These microcomputer features will be recognized

as characteristics of the systems deseribed in Seetionlip as the

largest group of relatively intercompatible systems currently

available.
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SECTION V. ACQUIRING A SYSTEM

,The main purpose of this Section is to help SWRL staff what

_equipment to acquire for the composition project. However, in order to

put the specialized needs of the current SWRL project into perspective

and to make this discussion useful to possible future,SWRL projects, we

first consider the equipment needs of computerized instruction projects

In general. These general requirements are discussed in Part A. In

Port B we focus on critical issues that must be addressed in meeting

these needs.

PART A. GENERAL REQUIREMENT

1.. The designer/developer will need to evaluate current praCtices

in_ computerized instruction.

Most projects that'design
computerized instruction, including the

SWRL composition -project,Will need to evaluate current initructional

programs, authoring'aids, and witty of software and peripheral

hardware that might implement
delign,objectiyes. This:cannot be

accomplished. with any single microcomputer system currently available.

This difficulty is one instance of the compatibility problem,

which_ was discussed in Section M. The compatibility problem IS

'discussed again in Partil of the present Section.

2. The detignir/developer will need to produceipregrami that. ire

compatible with' whatever systems will be in use in the schools when the

.:pregrams are implemented.
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This requirement adds a dimension to the compatibility problem.

. The designer/developer's system must not only be compatible with
.

current applications softWare, but also with hardware that will be in

use in three to five years. The technology is changing so rapidly that

it Is difficult to design programs now that will be useable on

equipment purchased even two or.three years from now. This is

'particularly important to the private publisher, who must expect to

distribute large numbers of programs to Justify the expehse

producing quality computerised instruction.

As we nOted.at the beginning of this report, many schoOl systems,

private companies, research'facilitleii and others' involved with

microcomputer-based instruction are currently using the Apple II,

.TRS- 80,.er PET 'systems.. Our incomplete evidence indicates that the

largest commitments are to the APPLE II system (e.o.l'the commitments

of; NOrih Carolina,. Region !Vitt Texas, and the Dell and

Howell CorpOration).
O

In, attempting to anticipate future technology, designer/developers

must either:rely on current systems being upward compatible with more

poWerful syStams'atready being developed or they must expect to

translate parts Of their programs at the time they are disseminated.

3. The designer/developer will need to try out newly designed

programi.
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Tryouts canie conducted in/house or-itTaTschool using equipment'

provided by the designer/developer, or they can be carried out'On

school equipment, provided It is compatible:with the.program to be

tried out. For some types of tryout it might be desirable to simplify,

the equipment with a keyboard overlay that allows only certain keys to

be pressed, but with this possible modification, any. equipment

compatible with program software could be used. Tryout considerations

should probably not influence the choice of equipment to be used by the

designer/developer except to the-extent that some cooperating district

that has compatible equipment must be available within a reasonable

travelling distance.

The designer/developer will need to consult 4t a distance with

districts that are trying out or using a new program.

When consulting by mail or by phone about details of program

implementation is useful.. to have equipment in house that duplicates

the operations being performed at"the school..

S. School requirements are distinct from,the requirements-of the

designer/developer.

Many classroom requirements are not relevant for the choice of

equipment on which to author instruction.- For example, for classroom

use, any features that Makcthe equipment available to several students

at onetime are of particula-interest. In oneinstance (the Telemath

computerized mathematics instruction pregrem,.which was:developed in

the San-Diego Unified School Disirlet), microcomputer hardware was
.

, -

designed that would accept input from two. keypads, permitting two

614
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students at a time to use:each system. Another example of a hardware

adaptation for the classroom that would not be needed for authoring

instruction is the systems simplifiCation suggested in Section illof

the present papet7:

PART B. ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN ACQUIRING A SYSTEM

Complexity

System complexity -will not be a problem for the designer/developer

unless it reflects commitment to a system that is not easy to simplify

for classroom use. Within reasonable limits, complexity should be

accepted by the,designer/developer wherever it makes the system more

useful for the design and development of instruction. for example, it

would be necessary to accept additional complexity in order to take

advantage of the recent hardware that permits addition of a 2-80 chip

to an Apple ,II system. in return, this would make the system compatible

with a wider variety of applications, and'programs could be :designed on

it that include the machine language of either of two widely used

microprocessors.-

Compatibility

This is the maJor issue for the user who wants to take advantage

of a variety of available software or for the designer/developer who

evaluates such poiraMs, authori programs and disseminatei them widely,

tries Out programs, or consults with'useri that may Move a wide variety

of equipment. Compatibility has been a ionsiderathi0 in most of the
, 1

discussions in the present document and is the prirmjpal consideration
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for-selecting the particular system described in Pirt C of this

Section.

Reliability

Both inherent reliability and the availability of maintenance are

important considerations for both schools_and designer/developers.

Mechanical equipment (as opposed, to purely electronic equipment) is the

most subject to failure. This includes printers, keyboards, graphics

tablets, and disk dr'ives. Printers are probably.the greatest source of

trouble, especially letter-quality printers. A reliable dot-matrix

printer can be used for most development work. It is worth noting that

the keyboards of the popular classroom machines typically have a much

shorter predicted life span than those of many "business" oriented

microcomputers,'Although this'marbe more important for the classroom,

where the keyboard is likely to be abused, than for the

designer/developer.

Timing the Acquisition

As this is being written, at least two new hardware introductions

of particular importance to classroom applications are imminent.

Similarsituations will probably continue to exist, making the timing

of equipment acquisition very difficult. These two developments are

probably more important than most because of their possible effect on
.

'the compatibility of the. system one might acquire at this time:

J. Apple Computer Inc. Is introducing a new, M0004 the Apple

III. It was demonstrated at the NC; computer show in April, but is not
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yet in dealer showrooms. Of particular interest to the instructional

developers is the fact that Apple III can be set to emulate the popular

Apple II. It is not ctear yet, however', what will be involved in

getting the Apple III to accomodate the plug-in modifications now

available for the Apple It. Recent word is that this will not be,

possible. Besides its compatibility with Apple II, advantages of the

Apple III include:

standard keyboard and 80-column screen forword processing;

Much larger RAM.

2. A "2,80 Softcard' has been designed for Apple It to allow it

to run 8080/Z-80 machine language programs and the popular CP/M systems

software. This should be arriving at dealers very soon. In Section

III, we described this machine language and the CP/M systems software

as characteristics of the most generally intercompatible group of

microcomputer systems on the market.
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A PROPOSAL FOR AN ELEMENTARY
SPHOOLCOMPOSITION PROGRAM .

OACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RATIONALE

. Until recently, educators and researchers have been more interested

in students' ability to read than In their ability to write (Graves, 1978;

Gundlach, 1980). Out this disparatefocus is changing.i- stimulated by the

results of community, state, and national as3essment projects (e.g.,

iNatiral Assessment of Educational Progress, 1980) that have substantiated

what teachers, parents, employers, and students have regarded as self

evident: Most people are not proficient writers.

An important. reason for "the .writing problem" is that instruction has

traditionally emphasized the product of writingwhat students write -- rather

than the process of writing' - -how students write. Despite recent scholarly

$ uppoct_for_In attuction proces_s_ji.4 ._;_thau ghats ty.4

1977; Graves, 1978), few instructional programs attempt to teach the

composing process. Furthermore, the few programs that do try do not have

a unified approach: Although they teach some composing processes and

tasks, they present component skills separately.. This approach is not

satisfactory. It wild not ameliorate "the writing problem."

This proposal for an elementary school composition program fills this

need for a unified approach to the teaching of writing in the elementary

school .(grades 1 -6). The proposed program teaches the composing process

while teaching the component skills required to complete a writing task

within the context and content of the process. .Students attend to con-
.:

siderations of the writer's purpose and audience while learning to plan,

draft,.revise, and edit their writing. When a skill is necessary for a
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writing task, it is taught in the context of that-task: Thus instruction

on component skills (e.g., punctuation and capitalization) .does not inter-

rupt the writing process since it is integrated into that process.

Consequently, the-program outlined here is a complete written-
,

language program. With the exception of spelling and handwriting skills,

all the skills students need in order to write competently are covered

\punctuation, capitalization, language usage, sentence structure. Spelling

skills are not included because students need so ILny spelling skills that

separate spelling instruction is appropriate and necessary. Manuscript

and cursive writing skills are also critical to composition, but they, too,

can be taught in a separte program. 'Instruction on grammatical terms--

on naming,for example, subjects and verbs--is not treated because research

has shown that teaching grammatical knowledge does not improve students'

writing (Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer, 1963).

CONTERTOrja ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPOSITION PROGRAM

The proposed content of a composition program' for grades 1-6 includes

products (see Attachment A), activities and techniques (see Attachment B),

and component skills (see Attachments C and 0).

Products

The result Of a composing process is an actual discourse product- -

an essay, a..story, a poem. The products in this proposal are categorized

under discourse modes and format types.

Discourse modes comprise one classification because the focus of

the proposed composition program is on the proces rather than the product.

.of writing: Writing is a cognitive-processing acti1vity, and discourse

modes focus on the specifiic ways,of thinking about a subjeci each of the



modes has its own logic, as well &sits "own organization patterns,and,

to some extent, Its own stylistic characteristics". (Ktrineavy, 1971,

P.. 37). Correspondingly clasilficattrJm by it* discourse mode dominant

in the writing task-is appropriate because the requisite skillt are

relivant to writingtasks beyond a single, specific product type. Other,

albeit controversial and complex, classifications for product types might

.be more theoretically. satisfying (e.g., MOffett, 196$; kinneavy, 1971;

Britton at al., 1975). However, these classifications entail specifica-.

tion of parameters for audience, purpose, and writer's persona. This

specificity would occur in the actual instruction rather than in the

somewhat abbreviated architecture described here. Additionally, the

discourse.modes are relevant across product types, so the knowledge and

skills acquired are more easily generalized to other writing. Further-
.

more, the classifications used here are readily comprehensible to

practitioners and,students because of their practical, non-theoretical

nature.

The discourse modes proposed for an elementary school composition

program are Storytelling, Describing,-Informing/Explaining, and Persuading

(see Attachment A). Storytelling covers both personal narratives and fic-

tional (cliMictic) narratives, including plays. Describing includes

composing word pictures of objects, animals, people, and scenes, with the

describing tasks being subsumed at the upper grades under the stories

students write'. Informing/Explaining tasks are writing directions,

summaries, analyses, and reports, as well as writing in school subjects

such as math and science. Persuading covers reward-promising announcements,

letters to the editor, and arguments.



Format types comprise the othertlasstfization-Isee-Attathment---------

Products categorized here are distinguished moreby their format than

by their discourse mode. These frrrmat types include letters (both

personal and business), practical forms such as applications, and poetry.

Activities

PreparatiOn. 'Preparation includes activities that teach students:

the component skills needed to compose produtt. While studying examples

of the kind of .products they are. to write, student, attend also to the

component skills Introduced by the product. For example, when students

are to write a-story, they practice the syntattic structures.thatire.

frequent In narrative writing; when they are to write directions, they

practice wilting and punctuatiag imperative sentences within the context

of a set of directions.

4
The Composing Process. The major activities of the composing

process include Planning, Drafting,. Revising, and Editing (see Attachment B).

These subprocesies are listed separately for convenience in discussing

and, sometimes, teaching them. However, this separation does not imply

a linear prOcess:/ Planning is not complete before some Drafting begins;

all Drafting. is not finished before writers revise; allRevising is not

completed before any Editing begins, Writers move back and forth among

these subprocesses. For-example, after text has been drafted, a gap

may be noticed and new content additions must be planned.

1. Planning.

Planning includes conceptualizing the elements of the task..
.

Writing goals are set and then ideas are generated. This idea
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content may be generated from external sources or from the writer's

mind. -When writers search their own minds, they often use heu-

ristic probes for generating content. in the Composition Program,

these probes are generally comprised of sets of questions students

ask themselves in order to generate content. For example, when

students-first learn to generate ideas for describing something,

they learn to probe their own minds with this heuristic:

What does it look like?
What does it.soUnd like?
What does it feel like ?.
What does it .smell like?
What does it taste like?

Such heuristics not only generate content for use in composing,

but they also teach students how to probe their own minds for ideas.

During Planning, students also study the kind.of content that is

characteristic of the product they are to write. For instance,

*students learn that the content for invitations is what, where, and

when information and a request for attendance; the contint for

directions must include procedural steps. Instruction on planning

also includes instruction on the process of arranging content in

order to give form to final product, as well as on the arrangement

plans that are appropriate for the concomitant writing task.

2. Drafting.

Drafting is putting ideas into visible formtransliting.contint
0

from one form of symbolization (thought) Into another form of

(graphit repreientation). It involves putting words on paper .

and Is synonymous with'what is frequently called "writing." However,



true writing also includesamental activities that occur even

when a vomiter r nP putting wort one page.. Students learn to

t w trout ,Acessive coo-I n Jr surface errors because such

concern inhibits the writing process. They also learn imlortint

skills that enable them to:draft with fluency and coherence.

3. ',Revising.

.Aeviting is reformulating, making substantial changes to improve

a text. Students learn to add new information, to change the order

of content, to remove unrelated sentences and redundancy, and to

vary the structure and length of their sentences. Students often

resist changing words that are already on paper. The proposed Com-

position program teaches students to overcome this resistance--it

teaches them how to revise and what to revise, as well as to appreci-

ate the beneficial results that revising has on .a text.

4. Editing.

Editing in this composition program involves those activities that

require students to change words or to correct spelling, punctuation,

and capitalization. Students:learn to proofread for errors and to

edit them out of the text before writing the final version. Students

are more likeli to undertake serious reformition of their text when

they learn that they may attend to surface errors after their minds

are no longer preoccupied with making more demanding changes in

content and arrangement.

Evaluation. EvalWation is analyzing a composition for its strengths.

and weaknesses. in the proposed Composition program,.,it includes both-



peer critiquing and teacher comment. Peer critiquing is an important

evaluative procedure because it enables students to observe how their

their writing aiffects others)(Beaven, 1977). It also provides

insights about writing techniques (Moffett and Wegner, 1976). Students

.freqUently will accept the evaluations of their peers more readily than

evaluations by their teachers. the procedures for initiating and

directing peer critiquing are described in the teacher's materials.

'Teachers evaluate during the composing process-by making:Comments

that help students to write and rewrite better compositions. These

comments focus on teaching, not testing:. Teachers assist students by asking

questione about the writing and offering suggestions for improving it

When Students have completed their final drafts, compositions are

formally evaluated. The evaluation procedure propdied here is modeled .

after .the SAL Metho4.fOr evaluating writingsamples- (Humes, 1980).

Teichers who have used this method, without formal training, have found

that it makes scoring compositions easy, that scoring is reliable, and

that scoring provides diagnostic information about the component content

and form skills.

.Publication. Publication provides the.students. completed writing/

with an audishci considerably broader than one teacher. Publishing.

//
is an important part oUcompositiOn instruction because it gives 'students

.

a sense of accomplishment; their writing is not simply graded. and
.

IliscardeC Students' compositiomi can,-be published by-posting them on walls

and bulletln boards, by Incorporating,themAnto books 'fore class library,

or even by sending them to publishers of- newspapers and. magatinee. When

thesepublication methods are not feasible Or are notapPropriati, writing'
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can bkpublished by having students read their compoiitions to their

classmates._

Techniques Fostering the Writing Process.

Certain techniques facilitate develOpIng the-ability to compose.

Each technique fosters some or even all ofithe subprocesses of the
/:Icom

Posing process and thus Is critical to InatrUction on'thecomposing'

prOcess.- These techniquesinclude.jOurnal writing, word associating,

1 clustering, freewriting, sentence combining, and matrix constructing.

Journal Writing. Students write at least three sentences each d

in their own journals. They express themselves in their journals by

writing about something they'see, think about are confused about, or

want to complain about. Teachers do not look at the journals forcor-
.

rectness. In fact, teechers'need not read the Journals at all if they

so choose. If teachers respond to the journals,_they respond tothe

content (to what students write about) not to form (to the correctness

of the writing).

Keeping journej,glires students important writing practiceland gives

students first.hand experience with writing as a way of tommunicating.

y

Studies have 'shown that itudenti who'keep JoUrnals improve their writing

over the duration of a school year (Staton, in Humes at al., 1981).

Word Associating. Word associating involves generating and-recording

words that.are elicited by the presence of an object or by the name of an

object, idea; or event. Associated words are. written down during a one

to- five - minute period. During that time, students generate all:the

possible words they can associate with-the target object, idea or'ivent,-

The range of word associations maybe limited to aipeCifi(iype of
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associating prescribed by the teacher or by students themselves. For

example, associations maybe restricted to the uses of a particular

object;.thisis a content restriction. AnOthet kind of limitation may

be byword class---the student, may elicit only words that describe the

2objeit-In-relationto the sensory experiences the object evokes (e.g.,

sensory words that evoke visual and tactile images).

Clustering. Clustering Is a follow-up activity for word associating.

'Associated words are arranged Into clusters of related content. This

arranging may entail circling groups. of related content. It may also

involve draWing arrows from one content expression to another or by

numbering the ideas in presentation order. When content ivrecorded on

separati:cardi.or port, the clustering involves grouping the pieces of

paper. After students group the related ideas into elusters of related

content,,theythen determine .a Sequence for the various clusters

of content.

jreewriting. Freewriting is a technique 'used to discover and explore'

`Ideas by writing (Elbow, 1973). It gives students regular practice In

writing while not-burdening the teacher with additional paper grading.

The writer begins Writing,, usually motivated by a specific stimuluseand

lets his/hp0IiicoUrse proceed in any direction so long as composing does not

estop. If block Occurs, the writer repeats the last word until the block

isADvercOmet-he/she writes, "1 can't think of anything to say." The

wtlting,prOceeds withOut concern for thasmenities of written discourse

(e.g. mechanics,. spelling, complete sentences). Correspondingly, free-

wriiing.is not evaluated by the teacher.



Matrrx COnstructing. A matrix is a physical paradigm that can be

used to generate and subsequently arrange content'by focusing on facts

that can fit into the cells occurring at the intersections.pf the

. horitontal.and vertical Categories of a topic. It is especially amenable

to generating and:arranging comparison/contrast content. Matrices can

be used. for generating contentfrom either external sources or the writer's

mind.

Sentence Combining. Sentence combining, is an instructional technique
e .

that'clin enhAnWitudents syntactic fluency.. Student% re-given two or

more simple' sentences and are taUghtAloW to combine thete sentences

into -one' sentence. Yet no_grammatical terminology la employed. Students

become practiced in prodUcing sophisticated.syntex--syntax that they have

elteady.mastered In their oral-language production. Furthermore, the

sentence,combining instruction proposed here is sequenCed so that itudents

-practice the syntactic structures that appeat with high frequenCy in the

diScOurse mode they will-use to complete a specific composing task. For

example, when third-grade students are preparing to describe something,

they can be given sentence-combining'practice for compound sentences, since

this syntactic structure appears frequently in descriptive discourse._

Skills

Many component skills must be employed.in order to put words on a'

page. Consequently,.drafting, while simultoneoUily functionins, other

eleMents of the ProcesI,- makes huge demands on the writer's cognitive

.processes (Scardamalia, referenced.. n 8ereiteri1979). This mental load

becoMes less difficult as an Increasing number of draftingskills become

. automatic rather than consciously driven.: This move to "automation'

ROO



is expedited by the instruction and practice in requisite skills of

language, coherence, and form.

'In the proposed composition program, these skills are presented when

they are needed for the assigned writing task. As noted, above, when third-_

grade students prepare to describe something, they receive sentence-combining

instruction and practice on compound sentences because this syntactic

structure is frequent in descriptivecwriting. To compose a compound

sentence correctly, students must use a comma to separate the elements of

the compound: sentence. Thus this skill is presented simultaneously with

the sentence combining practice for compound' sentences. Other examples

furfher indicate the unified structure of skills and process in this pro-

posal: When students learn to write map directions, they also learn to

write and punctuate the imperative sentences that are characteristic of

directions (e.g., Turn left at the stop sign.); when students learn to

write personal letters, they learn the letter-format skills necessary to

write personal letters as well as the prerequisite capitalization and

punctuation skills' (e.g., capitalizing the names of months, inserting a

comma between city and state); when students compose a script for a play,

they (1) use a comma after a noun of direct address, (2) use an apostrophe

in contractions (since contractions are characteristic of the oral lan-

guage in dialogue), and (3) use dialogue for only one speaker in a

paragraph.

These skills are classified under the dominant discourse mode (i.e.,
0

Storytelling, Describing, Informing/Explaining, Persuading) or format

type (i.e., Letters, Practical Forms, and Poetry) of the product for which

they are first presented. Additional instruction on a skill appears in

subsequent grades for the,same orother \discourse modes or format types.
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The classification by discourse modes and formal types parallels the

classifications of the Products (see Attachment A). The fact that no skills

are listed under a mode/format for any grade level does not mean that

/
component skills are not impOrtint at.thivlevel, but that new aspects

are developed for skills formerly introduced.

Attachment C presents this list of skills by grade. level and discourse

mode or format type. Attachment D presents these same skills by skill

type (e.g., Punctuation) and grade level in order to provide another
1

perspective on the scope and sequence of skills taught in the'proposed

composition program.

-PROGRAM MATERIALS

Three components comprise the instructional materials at each grade

level. One component is C student workbook that preients brief instruction

and provides appropriate practice. Some of the instructional activities

are completed in the workbook. However, students complete the composing

tasks on paper distributed by the classroom teacher. Thus students can

draft, revise, and edit extensively without being limited to the number

of blank pages provided in a workbook, and they can compose their first,

revised, and edited drafts on different colors of paper (see Procedures

section for a discussion of this important feature).

Another component is the teacher's edition of the student workbook.

The teacher's version includes the numbered pages of the student workbook,

along with appropriate answers for any practice items. The teacher's

version also contains (1) guidelines for presenting instruction,

(2) directions for implementing the special techniques that foster the
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composing process, and (3) suggestions for further,class and individual

The third component is an assessment,bookief. It contains scoring

keys and guidelines foi. evaluating the compositions that students write

during instruction.-- Scoring these_ compositions is optional. The booklet

also contains the writing prompts, scoring keys, and scoring luidelines

'that are used for formal assessment. For discussion of the assessment

method and an example of the scoring, see Attachment E. A Class Record

Sheet is included in the assessment booklet. The scores students receive

on their compbsitions may be recorded on this sheet for each product

completed in instruction. :Scores for the corresponding writing sample

produced for the assessment prompt are also recorded on the Class Record

Sheet.

PROCEDURES

SiUdents prepare for writing through discussion activities led by

the teacher. At early grade levels, students practice skills by circling

answers to practice items presented in the workbook. As their handwriting

skills develop, they complete simple fill-in exercises. Additionally,

.students read examples of the type of writing they are to undertake..

Additional releVint.skills of content and form are presented at this time.

Sy grade three, students also prepare for writing by practicing both the

.

syntactic. structures presented in sentence-coMbining exercises and the

skills relevant to these structures.

After preparation for writing, students begin planning their

composition, often generating ideas for writing by using a specific

,set of.questions:designed to elicit relevant content. Students also
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take notes ,they will' use during composing. Since elementary school

children often plan by drawing' and coloring pictures to stimulate

their thinking about the content of a task (Gentry

involve students in this kind of planning as well.

1980), teachers

Students then begin drafting their ideas on paper--at least one

first draft, one revised draft, and one final, edited draft. These

-drafts are composed on lined paper, preferably in different colors,

and the drafts are kept in students' writing folders. To qualify

for publication, students should have at least one draft in cacti of

the different colors assigned to drafting, revising, and editing.

They may have, and frequently should have more than one draft in the

designated colors. Using different colors does more than motivate

students to become involved in composing as a process; this procedure

reinforces the important concept thatwriting is not a one-time effort:

first drafts are not final compositions, and published writers always

rework their initial efforts.

Teachers read students' first drafts and suggest possible ways to

improve the content and organization. The students then mark up the.

first drafts and write revised versions. The leacher is again

encouraged to review the.copy this time noting surface-level errors.

Studentvcorrect the errors.on this draft and then.rewrite the paper in

final form on the color designated finished copy. Tht 1140. position-.

Is ready for evaluation and publication. , Although this procedure describes

only one draft for revising and editing, students may, as noted above,

-work through several-such "same-color" drafts before-they prepare the

final copy. Peer critiquing is elio.undertaken during revising and

editing.

632
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The teacher evaluates the composition, using the scoring information

provided in the assessment booklet. The teacher may give the student

a copy of the filled-in scoring key so that the student is informed

about the strengths (and possibly the weaknesses) of his/her composition.

Students' compositions are then published (see earlier section on

Publication). The evaluation may be published as well, if both the

teacher and the student choose to include it.

Throughout the school year, students and teachers also work with

'the techniques that foster the composing process (e.g., journal writin

freewriting). Directions for implementing and administering these

activities (which can be directed by a classroom aide or tutor) are

included in the teacher's Materiels.

SCHEDULING

Writing instruction has .a strong positive influence on students'

developmental and eduiitional progress. Instruction and practice in-

writing has even increased, students' scores on tests of reading (Graves,

1981). Consequently, writing should be part of students' daily activities.

The composition program proposed here provides adequate instruction

and practice so that written-language activities can be scheduled for 20-

30 minutes per day throughout the school year. This much time can easily

be arranged for writing betause some of the activities can be undertaken

independently; whenever they fit into students' daily schedules (e.g.,

journal writing), and some can be directed by aides or tutors (e.g.,

freewriting, word associating)'. Furthermore, students who become

actively involved in the writing process will be eager to do some of

their drafting, revising, and editing at.home.

0 r)



DISCOURSE.MODE

STORYTELLING

Personal Narratives

Climactic Narratives

16

ATTACHMENT A

PRODUCTS BY DISCOURSE MODE OR FORMAT TYPE

GRADE LEVEL

DESCRIBING (e.g., 'object, animal,, story.
character 6 scene)

INFORMING/EXPLAINING

Directions (e.g., maps, games)

Writing in School Subjects (e.g., math
word problems; science reports)

Summaries (e.g., stories, articles,
telephone messages)

Analyses (e.g., comparison, process)

Reports (e.g., book, news, research)

PERSUADING (e.g., announcements, letters to
editor)

FORMAT TYpE.__

LETTERS'

Personal (e. ., invitations, postcards)

Business

PRACTICAL FORMS (e.9.. applications)

POETRY (e.g., cinquain, limericks)

634



ATTACHMENT B

CONTENT OF ACTIVITIES AND TECHNIQUES

GRADE LEVEL

ACTIVITIES

PREPARATION

CORPOSINO PROCESS

Planing

Drifting

bvking

Editing

EVALUATION

PUILICATION

TECHNIQUES

JOURNAL 11111111C

EMAINSTORMI4

WDRO:ASSOCIRtIRO

CLUSTERING

FRIEV1ItING

SENTENCE CONDININD

MATRIX CONSTRUCTING



ATTACHMENT C

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF SKILLS

GRADE LEVEL

SKILLS IV DISCOURSE NODE OF FIRS1 PRESENTATION

StORTTELLINI

Adds an ending to a story.

hotrods' for omitted and extraneous wotds.

Constructs simple sentence. \\

Uses declarative sentences. \

Uses period to end a declarative sentence.

Uses interrogative sentences.

3. 4

Uses a question mark to end an interrogitive sentence.

Uses correct subjectverb and subject.verb-object order.

Capitalizes the first word In a sentence.

Composes a story beginning.

Identifies eventsappropriate for a fictional nar'rative.

Identities the pr0blem and solution In a story.

Identifies events appropriate for a personal narrative.

Indents first word of paragraph.

Uses exclamatory sentences.

Uses an exclemation point to end an exclamatory sentence.

t noel Instructy on, skills may appear In subseqi!dt grades and In other disc

X

X

urse modes or foimdt types.

6 8
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Attachment C (cont.)

tv,

MILLS 8, DISCOURSE NODE OF FIRST PRESENTATION (cont,)

V

GRADE LEVEL'

3

STOMLL1111 (cont.)

Witallies the names of persons.

WI tot leo the person! pronoun "I."

VrItes Story titles. q

Uses chronological ordering.

Ustschronol9gica1 transitional expressions.

- Uses synonyms.

Locates words In a dictionary.

Uses sentences with compound predicate elements.

Uses transitive and Intransitive verbs appropriately.

Uses regular and Irregular verbs appropriately.

Uses comma to separate Items In a series.

Capitalizes days of the week and holidays,

Capitalizes I one title.

x

Uses consistent verb tense.,

Uses plefecrl pt format.

1401010g .for only one speaker In a paragraph,

Wends *sentences with phrases.

U et
1

sentences mIlth prepositional phrases.

39 .-

X

4



Attachment C (tont.

CRAOC. LEVEL

SKILLS IT DISCOURSE 11001 OF FIRST PRES1111A1 ION (conts)
3

stoknnuNc (cOnts),

Uses '-nominative and objective pronouns appropriately,

Uses spin* in contractions.

Uses 'coin after a noun of di rect 'address,

Capitalizes first word in dialogue quptitions.

Uses ouotations,marks, come and terminal punctuation In a dialogue

qultation

Cspitalltei first jest, and Jmportant words of a title.

00.1.111111110,

X

X

Uses a variety of viewpoints.

Constructs s table of contents.

Constructs a omit' sentence.

blonds sentences with clauses.

Uses idverbis1 clauses of time.

Uses pot and pastperticiple forms of verbs appropriately.

X

DESC11111111t

'identifies sppropriste descriptive attributes.

Uses sensory imagery.

Uses specific terms,



Attachment C (cont.)

SKILLS P. DISCOURSE MODE OF FIRST PRESENTATION (cont.)

GRADE LEVEL

1111.1111111UNIIMMIMMIIII %mom,

6

DISCR101111 (cont.)

Writes compound sentences.

Uses adjectives appropriately.

Uses adverbs appropriately.

Expends sentences with words.

Uses correct subjectverbobjectphrase order.

Uses a corns in a compound sentence.

X

Uses similes.

Uses spItlal ordering.

Uses spatial transitional expressions,

INFORNIIIIMPLAINING

Identifies procedural steps.

Arimmeolonolobal.wirmir,

Uses imperative sentences.

Uses a period to end an ,imperative sentence.

Uses sentences with compoundlubjects.

Uses ,sentences In which the subject and verb agree (subject before verb).

Uses ! and en appropriately,
X

643
6 4
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Attachment C (cont.)

GRADE LEVEL

:::.SKILLS DV DISCOURSE RODE Or FIRST PRESiNTATION (cont
3

INFORMING/EXPLAIRINO (cent.)

Limits a topic when given a general subject.

Uses logical ordering.

Uses consistent viewpoint.

Uses paragraphing.

Uses the relative pronouns who and that.

Uses adjective.clauses.

Uses object clauses.

X

X

Constiucts a topic sentence;

Constructs supporting statements for a tonic sentence.

Uses a laid paragraph.

Limits a paragraph to one: main idea.

Uri headi Inf.

.Distinguishes between fact and opinion.

Uses concise sentences.

..Constructs story., outline.

:Uses antonYms.

t.locatetiords in reference saurCes.

Uses: logical .transItianai expressions.*

TiellMf transitional expression that is .logical for the content/context will very both for informative

andoubsequently, person I rear I t I ng nodes,
64

X

X

X

X

X



Aiischme

GRILLS IT DISCOURSE NOR OF FIRST PRESENTATION (cont.)

milmIlIIIONNIINNEIMMIONIMIOWISMIngillsagsgawmsrprisrr

INFORMING/EXPLAINING (cant.)

Uses consistent verb tense.

Uses Interrogative pronouns.

Uses the relative pronoun whose.'

Uses count after Introductory transitional expressions.

Uses apostrophe in plural possessive forms.

Writes an introductory paragraph for a report.

Uses gustation§ In report.

Paraphrases sources.

Uses library reference sources.

takes notes from o reference source.

Cinitructs a topic outline,

Constructs footnotes.

Constructs a bibliography.

Uses sentences In which the subject and verb agree (verb before subject),

Usei the relative pronoUn whom.

Uses subject clauses.

647

V
GRADE LEVEL

0.1



C (cont.)

CRADE LEVEL

DISCOURSEMOOE :z' _CATION (cont.) _ 1 2 3

,

il 5 -6

lfies a reward for behavior -as an audience motivator.

;-.-.

,
.announcement format. ! .

.
.

.

X

X

.

pies an Issue and an opinion. .

Afles reasons that support a point eview.

Is a point of view.

MAO and effect structure in sentences with .adverbial clauses of
MIN ,

clauses subordinated by a conjunction.

,
.

comma after introductory adverbial clauses.

.

.

, 1

.

.

.

.-

X

X

X
,

.

X

.

rifles evidence that supports reasons.

participial phrases..

,

.

.

X

FORMAT TM 'r.7,1 rRESENTATION

. .

.

.

les the parts of a personal letter (heading, greeting, body, closing,
mature).

tv,thel)arts of _a personallettetin_the_correct_space.

Ides all elements of address and return address when addressing an
,elope (name, Street address, city, state, zip code),,

si the ddress and return address in the correct space on an envelope.

. X

X'

X ,



PORMAT TYPE Of FIRST PRESENTATION (cont.)
1

mit.)

Limes the greeting
and ,losIno of a personal letter.

s comme between city and state.

e coma in the date.

olizes the greeting and closing of a personal letter.

Allies personal titles (e.g'., Mr., Ms., Or.).

<

Allies names of streets, cities, states.
,

/

X.

X

is the message
and address:1n the correct space on a postcard

tallies names of rivers, lakes, buildings.

apostrophe in singular possessives.

X

appropriate formal language in a business letter. \
' \ I

uses the parts of a business letter (heading, inside address, greeting,

4y, closing, signature)

A4 the parts of a business letter in the correct space.

:tuites the greeting and closing of a business letter.

'tellies the greeting and closing of a business letter.

'tallies Proper adjectives
and names of organizations.

Is In blanks of forms with personal information.

sperioes Sttheeidsofabbreviatlon!. .

.

26`,-.



f FORMAT TYPE OF FIRST'PRESENTATION (cont.)

GRACE LEVEL

k 5 63

int.)

periods at the end of InItiali.

Wiles In the names of persons.

(Wiles abbreviations for days, months, streets.

(tallies first letter In names of countries.

'X

ltalizes first letter In non-personal proper names.
0

connotative language.

s words that convey emotion.

s verse format.

ctuates poetry.

Ratites first.line In verse.

r

X

X

X

s metaphors.

i alliteration.

i onomatopoeia.

s rhyme.

s couplets.

X

s rhythm.

4 meter.

N
0,



ATTACHMENT p

SKILLS BY CATEGORY AND GRADE LEVEL

GRADE LEVEL

Had to end. Ai declarative sentence.

questionwrk to end an Interrogative sentence.

1,,exclaistIon point to end an exclamatory sentence.

period to end an Imperative sentence.

comma In a compOund sentence.

ants to separate Items In alerlev.

come between city and state.,

tom ln the date.

X

X

X

Ites.the greeting and closing of a personal letter.

Irledcat the.ends of abbreviatIont.
. , :. ,

0

nods at the end of Initials.

emu after a noun of dIrect.address.

X

'X

X

.

*talon mirkt, comma, and terminal punctuatIOn Ina dialogue:

lion. ,

X

10(rophe In singular possessives.

strophe In contractions.

rtes poetry.

. .

X

AdditloAalinstruCtlawail skills may appear .1n.subseguent.grades.

j j

C

656
u.



ont

CRAM LEVEL

3

eont.)

me after Introductory transitional expressions.

strophe In plural possessive fOrms.

omme after Introductory adverbial clauses.

is the greeting and closing of.a business letter.

X

X

X

X

N

Res the first word In a sentence.

tes the personal pronoun "lin

tee the names of persons.

Res days of the week and holidays.

tee one -word title.

'Res personal titles (e.g., Mr., Ms., Dr.).

Nes the names of streets, cities, statei.

4es the greeting and closing of a personal, letter.

Ites first, last, and important words of

lies first Word in dialOgue quotations.

lies Initials in the names of persons.

lies names of countries.'

lies names of.riverslakes, buildingi.

lies abbreviations for 'days, months, streets.

Ices first line in verse.

X

X

X

X

X:

q58
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ION (cont.)

Ilies. first letter in nonpersonal proper names;

Iltes names of organizations and proper adjectives.

lizes the greeting and diming of a business letter.

.

X

X

.X

,

t first _Word of paragraph.

as the parts of a personal letter (heading, greetIng,:body,

ingolgnature).

th. parts of a personal letter in the correct space.

es la-elements of address and return address when addressing

nvelope (name, street address; city, state, zip code).

the address and return address In the correct space on an envelope.

layscript format.

lalogUe for only one speaker in a paragraph.

siagOlphing. .

nnouncement format. ,

' :

the message and address)nthecorteCt space on el postcard.

In blanks of forms with personal'informatlon.

arse format.
. .

is the parts of a business letter (heading, inside address, greeting,.

;:closing, signature).

391. ,

X

X

X

X.

X

X

;



.)

e parts of a business letter in the correct space.'

is a story-line outline.

is a table of contents.

is altopic

tilt10113 in a report.

nsitive and Intransitive verbs approprlately.

uler and irregular verbs apprOpriately.

Wives appropriately.

erbs appropriately.

Idles a and an appropriately.

tikes In which the subject and verb agree (subject before verb).

ective clauses. .

act clauses,

listent verb tense.

ilnative and objective' pronouns appropriately.

! relative pronouns who and that.

! relative pronoun- whose.

;



iterrogative prOnouns. -

1St and paitpaiticiple forms of verbs appropriately.

insistent verb tense.

iverbill.ilauses of time.

liaises subordinated by a conjunction.

'Nett clauses.

irticipial phrases.

. .

.le relative pronoun whom.

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

At

.

wtences In which the subject and verb agree (verb before subjett ).

RICTURE

!Os a simple_sentin_ ce.

!claret's* sentences.

iterroOatire sentences. .

irreet subject-verb andsubject-verb-object order.

mismatory sentences.:

leti.a compound sentence.

operative sentences, _
...

!ntences with compound subjects.

663.

X

X

.

,,

X

X

X

.

,1-64



:PURE (Cont.)

fences with compound predicate elements.

Peet subject-verb- object- phrase order..

sentences with words.

sentences with phrases.

fences with prepositional phrases.

is a complex sentence..

sentences with clauses.

se and effect structure In sentences with adverbial clauses

W.

X

0.

X

X

Ofic terms.
,

snyms.

rotative language.

Is that convey emotion.

Iles.

snyms 0

Ippriate formal language In a business letter.
.

.-.

sphors.

.665

.

X

X

66'G

X

.



GRADE LEVEL

t.)

I teration.

iliatOpoeta.

;er.

ids. for Omitted and extraneous words:

ronOlogiCal ordering.,

ronological transitional expreislontk.

'till ordering.
,

'ilt transitional expressions.

Riot ordering.

nsistent viewpoint.

i topic when given a general subject.

gical transitional expressions.

mile sentences.

a Paragraph to one main Idea.

X



CRADt LEVU

3

ILLS

s words In a dictionary.

s words In reference sources.

reset sources,

Ibrary reference sources.

motes from a reference source.

gets footnotes.

acts bibliography.

ending to a story.

lee events appropriate for a fictional narrative.

in the problem and solution In a story,

lee events appropriate for a personal narrative.

i a story beginning.

Apr, titles,

witty of viewpoints.

;69



"(cont.
CRAM LEVEL

t.).

Wes appropriate descriptive attributes.

sensory Imagery.

'EXPLAINING

Mos procedural steps.

xucts a topic sentence:

tructs supporting statements for a topic sentence.

a lead paragraph.

is e headline.

Inguishes between fact and opinion.

is an introductory paragraph for a report.

X

tifiet a reword for behavior as an audiende motivator.

ex e point of view.

titles reasons that support a point of view.

titles an issue and aniopinien.

Mies evidence that supports reasons.
/

X

X

671
6
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ATTACHMENT E

EVALUATING WRITING

The method for evaluating writing in this proposed composition

program (1) is easy to use without formal training, (2) gives scores

specific content features of the writing task, and (3) provides diagnostic

information. It combines the simplicity of analytic scales and holistic

escortng with the specificity of Primary Trait Scoring (PTS).* For

formal assessment, a highly structured prompt is'provided. This prompt

also facilitates easy scoring because it is always accompanied by

scoring criteria that pertain specifically to that,prompt. For an

example of a prompt, see Figure 1. For the corresponding scoring

key see Figure 2.

As illustrated by the scoring key in Figure 1, the skills array of

the scoring matrix consists of the features of good writing that a com-

position exhibits when a Student employs the content and form skills

appropriate for both the specific writing task and the grade level of

assissthent. For example, an explanatory composition that gives direc-

tions shou1d:present specific instructions sequentially (Mullis, 1975)

Also, this information should be conveyed in precise language. The

SWRI. scoring key displayed in Figure 2 typically.simplifies evaluating

thee chiracteristiis because it describes how they are implemented

spacificaIly for tfiis individual task:

.*For an explanation of analytic and holistic scoring, see Cooper

Alli(1977)_endmes11960). 'For,en_expIanation of primary Trait Scoring,
see7K1aus et at (1979) and Mumes:(1980). =

_
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Irsotleas: Soo. tee Contests sotottrly the Isyera of Ow Pratt oad
oNtepre Crew trees.

VALejellimuuettpul

Contents

140110. sass
I eve f strawberries
I tee of Out -up henriest ewes of whipped gross
1 sherry

SyeettleotIons Poo plgturo 1 Pe
proem:

Write e peregrepA tl4t esetales to wises
oho hat mitr flarti,fese ia-ti put tin Pratt aft
WfP1000 Cry* ?rest legotter. .

Start atilt the first thirds pie do.

tell Omit eath bort 4# the ?Piet that eft put
together.

tell Newt the Wit In th0 **der that you that
put thio tlyothor.

110 Ws to me suet .Ida.

Vogt wrO4 Itho *art to Pith Wm #
IA your sessfsigr

04 &MOROI

Figure 1. SWRI. Writing Prompt.

SterIns Crlterlo

CONTSO:

Inelodevell.perts of the Treat.
writes About the steps in the order

in whtch they ere performed.
Uies.speelfle terms.
hies logltil trehsltions.
Uses sentences that pertain to.
.tne.meln Idea.-

FOAM:.

User elorrett oreemer. .

Uses good sentence dtrUttere.
tepltelleWoorrettli.
Ponitiotes'iorrettly.
Spells 100ettly.
litItAtieottly, with Appropriate
morens OndilndentetIon

Good latatta ,Uneceeeteble.

411...111

S MOM
S MMMMIO OMMINM

MMUMM MMMM.

OMMMID

OMMMID

FigUre. . SWAT Scoring Key for ProOpt.injigure 1



Trait implementation

Specific information: Includes all parts of the treat.

Uses sentences thit pertain to the
Main idea (this criterion also
assesses coherence).

.
.

Sequential presentation: Writes about the steps in the order
in which they 'are performed. .

,

Uses lOgicil transitions (this
criterion also assesses coherence ).

Precise language: Uses specific terms.

Tbe.SWRL model lists content' and formleatures for separate scoring.

and performance ratings of good, acceptable, or unacceptable are given

on each critirion. Thus the scoring elicits considerable diagnostic

information about the individually listed component skills. It also

'provides a total score for the writing Sample whennumerical-equivalents

--are assigned to the good/acceptable/unaiceptable ratings of the content

and farm skills and these individual4cores are tallied.
/,
/

Ksioringiguide. (see Figure 3) accompanies the prompt; this guide'
r. .

.describes the features that constitute a poll,. aiceptable, or upaccev
. :

table:score:On each-criterion In-thefracoring.key. These guidelines are

simpleAo interpret and thus to Usetbecauie'thay correspond:to precise

Individual features that comprise the whole composition:

:Scoring is further simplifiedby a range that spans three broad

rating categories. Although authorities differ ouer.the number of rat-

ings a storing, range should span// ;they generally agree that.the fewer

the possible rankings the 'simpler the scoring. The three.!way discrimina-

tioneevaluators must make do not entail so much informatioh.proegiOng.:
_ _
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Includes ell its of she Treat (I.e., plate, coke. Strawberries. 'shipped

CUMIN+, ham s tea, ppedirreen cherry).

Seod: Ail ports are included.

Acceptable: host ports are included.

Unacceptable: bay ports in tssIng.

wri.lohltesebouttheete,slathathwe
Inv on piete,strewberfieion crea+n on straw bens
slices on whipped creme, utipped mem on beam& slices, cherry en whippe
creen/therry on top).

Goof: 'bat or .alt steps ere In the' right order.

Gsteideble: %sal steps ere In the right order.

Unacceptable: Mont stop) ere not In the right order.

Ceepont: it fewer then three steps are Included, do net score

this criterion.

Uses specific terns.'

good: Specific terns ere generally used, to 'Lupien the procedure;
e.g., an exact word like""spreed" Is used to explain
adding $ food pert to the top of e previous food fent.

Acceptable: general terms ere used to aspletn the procedure: sod..

"put en" is used to autptetn adding $ food pert to the

lop of I:revisit feed pert.

unacceptable: language *sod does net convey a sense of the procedure.

Uses laical transitions.

Good: Several logical transitions for One (e.g., "then,"

"mall Wt. (11.11., elri She of"), end possibly reason
(e.g., "Souse") ere used.

Acceptable: few logical transitions ere used.

Unsceeiteble: Ni logical transitions ere used.

Figura 3.. Sample of SWRL Scoring Guidelines.
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as do systems with wider ranges: Wider ranges require evaluators to

remember too many distinctions for the different ratings of all the

features to be scored.

Field testing of'this scoring model has produced data on its scoring

ease (Humes, 1575).--Scorers were'given no prior training, yet results

suggest that scoring of writing samples with this system is rapid and

yields consistent rank-order scores. The mean time for reading and

scoring papers at grade 2 was only 1.55 minutes, with a range of 1.17
4 4

to 2.67 across scorers; the mean time for the process for grade 6 papers

wos.2.8 mioutib, with a range 'of 1.67 to 3.33. Although individual

evaluators scored papers consistently higher or lower than did other,

scorers, the rank order of samples generally matched that of other

evaluators.

Another study. (Cronnell, 1980),. provided evidence of the reliability

of the Method. Twenty-two classroom teachers untrained in the SWRI.

scoring method scored 511 writing samples. These same samples were

also tcored.by professionals highly faMiliar with the method. When

teachers' and professionals' scorings were compared, high level of

agreement was evidenced with correlations of over .80 for one-third

of the,clasSiS.

The carefUl structuring of the-cOmplete assessment package(1.e:,

prompt, scoring-key, and.scoring guidelines) Is an exacting and time -

.consuming task. However, groat effort joUlt into assessment development'

results In minimal effort for users. Evaluating writing IS then
. :

eamparatively simple task that can be quickly expedited by the'classioom
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, In this iitsue.bf WCRA Journal ippear articles by Bruce Cron-
- nell and Ann Hurries on the use of word processors for writing
skills' development, by Carol Bogue on problem - solving, and by
Willa.s SaYre on readability of vocational texts. The 'editors
hope that you will find these articles both interesting and stimu-
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can only bring you high quality articles if you take time to write
them and then submit your manuscripts to us. If you want a
copy of submission guidelines, or if you want to submit a menu-

': script, send to: Michael F. O'Hear, Coordinator, Transitional
Studies, Indiana University-Purdue University, 2101 Coliseum
Blvd. East, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46805.

Computers, Word Processors, and Composition Instruction
Bruce Cronnell

Ann Humes
SWRL Educational Research and Development

When some people hear about using computers in composi-
tion instruction, they react with a question: "Using computers
in composition Instruction?" Many people reason that an
Activity like writing cannot be combined with a machine such as
a Computer. However, growing evidence suggests that writing.
and computers can, in fact, be combined. (See Lawlor, 1982,
tor a review of some work relating computers and composi-
tion.).

First of 'all, it's irnportant to remember that the computer is
-only atool humans operate it. Humans can't write anything
, without tools. Originally people used stone:and clay, then
paper and pen;,then pencils and yellow pads. Fountain pens

ere an advance over pens that had to be continually dipped jn
. Now "most people use ballpoint,or felt-tipped peris. Surely

e all aPpreciate these changes and don't want to return to
will pens or clay tablets.

The most recent advance involVes the use of word.' pro-
dessOri that are. tied into computers:A word processor has a

r; keyboard very similar to that of a typewriter, but the text shows
up one,sareen and is stored in the computer. Word pro-.

-oesedrs are especially Voidable beCause of what can be done
_44th the text after it has been typed (or while it is being typed).

N'Text' can be 'deleted -- from a single letter up to a page or
more. And When somethihg has been deleted, the text closes
up so that the deletion is not evident. Similarly, any amount Of

:text can be inserted, and the word processor accommodates
ihe:addediext.,,Text can also be rearranged; for instance, with
a few'simple operations; a paragraph can be moved anywhere:,
inthe text (eVen into the middle of another paragraph). With a ,

word' processor, other minor but bothersome corrections can
be made, such:as changing capitals to lowercase (and vice
versa) and reversing letters that have been transposed: Then

Eafter: the changes' have been made the final text can be
printed. And if thislinal text,isn't what is desired, the writer can
gb back and 'chahge some, more. In other words, the word pro-
cessor is a great machine for revising.' .

,Canbiderable, research (reviewed in Gentry'; 1980) has indi-
cated .that, revision is one of ,the most important parts of the
'composing process.` But -research; has also indicated that std.
dents don't receive very much Instruction on the revising pro-

trarie verythat they' don't revise ve: much (APPlebee, 1981;
berg, 19?8; Hoetker 89rossell, 1979; Murray,1978)..

TheWord processor do many other things that are alio
uleful;-put are, protiably of more interest someone preparing
titilierdOcUments? For eiiimple;lt Can, automatically' Plade tOot

notes and number pages when it prints. It can easily make all
kinds of changes in margin width. And it can change spacing
with a few quick operations. Although all of these features
and many more are really quite marvelous, they're not criti-
cal for composing, which is the focus of this paper.

One reason that students don't revise is that revision means
a great deal of work. Marking up a paper is easy enough
crossing off; drawing lines. to move pieces, inserting new in-
formation. But recopying the whole paper is a time-consuming,
tedious, and unrewarding task. And when we recopy, we often
make mistakes that have to be fixed up, leaving a product that
still doesnl look good.

With a word processor, the work of revision is much easier.
Major and minor changes can be made without recopying. The
changes take place right before the writer's eyes, and the
clean, revised text can be read immediately.,lp fact, with a word
processor, revision can be fun. Consequently, word Oro-
cessors should be valuable in teaching and encouraging stu-
dents to revise. ,

Since revision is one of the most valuable uses of Word pro-
cessors, it's an area that needs attention. Several things can
be done instructionally with revision; a few ideas are outlined
below.

1. After receiving appropriate instruction on revision, stu7
dents Could be given prewritien text and asked to revise it on
the word prOcessor. The computer could respond to student
changes in variouaways. For example, it could refuse to let the
student go on if a change were not made. Or if the student did
not make the right change, the computer could make the
change for the student and point it out.

2. After a student has composed a text, the computer could
suggest that he/she make revisions. For example, when two
short sentences are found together, the computer could ask
the student whether the sentences' might be combined. Or

-: when a very long sentence is found, the; computer could ask ,

whether the sentence might be split. When the same noun or
'noun phrase occurs in two consecutive sentences, the com-
puter could ask the student whether the seond one might be
replaced with a prorfoun. When a paragraph very short, the
computer could ask the student whether he/she wishes to
add more information. Of course, the, student Wouldn't be ra..:
quired.to make the changes suggested byithe computer, but
the approach is valuable becauSe the computer interacts with -

the student while she/he is writing or revising. All writers could
be helped by having a personal 'editor; theicomputer can help
be an editor for the student writer. (Some computer-editing
prOgrams are currently being developed; see Prase et:
1981). -, 120.;

3. After a stuPent has composed a text' the computer could
look for specific kinds of 'errors in the text (e.g.; spelling), mark
the line/sentence/paragraph Where the error ocCurred, and

4. The teacher could also act as editor, interacting with stU:
. dent writing in ways similar tothose suggested above.

In our own Work, one of the first things we have done with
the revision, process, is to teach, sentence combining using ,a
computer. Peiearch (reviewed in Lawl6r,1 980) indicates that

,sentence combining can help .increase syntactic flUeney and
imProve student Writing;,Sentence combining can also be veld- -
able for the ,revision, process :(Humes,, 1980), We hitYe
paretOnstruction,fOr sentence combining as a way to begin our, ,
study of composition instruction,*ithe computer We:006d
4enterCi'Ciniihihir,tiiaiii it is; besed on i;eand research
foUndation and because constraints' can be built into it 'that

kfArArAti,.

suggest that the student correct it.
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make it amepable to coMPUter;based instruction. For example,
the expected output can be specified so that the computer
knouts what kind of response to lOok for. Moreover, because
most Mild ante MO had little experience with coMputers and
word precesuirs; this seems to be a straightforward place to

gin:.TWo or more sentences are presented, and the student
s in the apPrOpriatelY combined sentence.

.

Wo. ditiCovered right away that programming even for such
"simPie content as sentence combining is far from easy.
Once we begin working with natural language, programming
becomes very complex. Moteover, since we are permitting
students to type in their own responses, the number of possi-
ble responses is very large..(Of course, we assume that stu-
dents will seriously attempt to get the appropriate answer, but
even so, mistakes are possible;) We believe that working with
sentence combining is the most appropriate way for us and for
the students to begin it goes beyond simple multiple-choice
aetivities,.but stops short, of activities that require more com-
plex programming andprogramming ent-cOmPuter interaction.

The computer.* be valuable for another area of composi-.tiOn instruction teaching students to generate content.
Depending on the type of discourse the students are to.write,
the computer can ask heuristic questions about the subject.The students' answers can be stored for later use when the
students are actually writing the desired composition. This pro-
cedure not only helps students generate content for a specific`
coMposing task, but also teaches them to use heUristic probes
while composing. (Programs using heuristics are described inSurris8 Culp, 1980; Schwartz, 1982.):

The computer can also be valuable for teaching students to
arrange Content. Since word processors are capable of re-
arranging text, computer-based instruction could teach stu-

nte the .arranging process and demonstrate the effects of
ous arrangements. The computer could then work with
dents as they attempt to arrange content fOr writing.

Amore difficult instructional task has students use .a word
processor. , when they actually write.. One possibility is to

`r.present the student with a simple figure or pattern to describe
:Oar example, an arrangement of geometric shapes): The corn-
, puter could construct the figure4pattern as the student corn-
Posed the description:If the student's description were appro-
pfilite; the original and the coMp6ter-generated figure would
Match.: If they didn't match, the student could be helped to de-

. termind where his/her delicriPtionwas inappropriate.
This article has suggested a number of ways in which com-

petere.with word-processing capabilities may be useful fOr
,,corelpositiOn instruction.. Many more possibilities exist -- many
tttat haven't even been thOught ot.;yet. Computers and word
1*OCissires are important tOols fOr 'business, inchistry, ace-

'dentin': and indiViduals; we also believe that they can be valu-
'Ole tools for composition instruction.
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